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FOREWORD

The study Designing a Retirement System for Federal Workers
Covered by Social Security" reprinted here was prepared for the
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service by the Congressional
Research Service. The data, views, and findings contained in the
report are those of the authors and should not be viewed as those
of the Committee or any of its Members. This report is another of
the. several steps the Committee will take as it considers the development of a supplemental retirement system for those Federal employees covered by social security.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE,
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS,

Washington, DC, December 12, 1984.
Hon. WILLIAM 13. FORD,

Chairman, Committee on Post Office and Civil Service,
Mouse of Representatives, Washington, DC
DRAB MR. ChAIRMAN: Two years ago you requested the Congres-

sional Research Service to assist your committee in analyzing the
issues in designing a new retirement system for Federal workers
covered by social security. Your letter stated, The Committee will
want to consider a range of options and asks CRS to assist in their
analysis, provi. : data on costs and wage replacement rates, as
well as general'
analytical assistance."
In response to your request, the service first undertook the considerable task of developing the capability n
to provide a
uniform set of facts comparing the current Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) to practices common in private sector and
State government systems. With evidence gathered from this research, alternative plan designs were developed and compared to
each other and to the current CSRS. No attempt was made to anaeither the political feasibility or desirability of these design
choices.

Over the course of the study, CRS met frequently with Committee staff to discuss pension design issues, the methodology used by

CRS in analyzing them, and the approach of the study itself. By
employing a consistent methodology and consistent economic and
demographic assumptions, this report demonstrates
that can be used to compare the costs and benefits of a wide range

an iwrh

of plan options. CRS constructed a flexible, computer-based, actuarial model that was used extensively in doing this study. The model

will, we trust, be of additional use to your Committee and to the
Congress as the legislative issues of designing a new Federal retirement system are considered.

Seventeen analysts and support staff from CRS participated in
the study. The project was
by P. Royal Shipp. Dennis
Snook was the principal analyst While all members of the CRS
project team participated in important ways throughout the entire
study, they each had specific assignments, as follows:
Leona Barber, executive secretary of the project

Michael Burke, general research assistant
Flora Dean and Brenda Freeman, typing and editorial assistance; Arlene Skuka, Gloria Seiger and Tracy Byrd, typing
assistance

(VU)

Ken Cahill, description of State government pension systems,
including costs and replacement rates
Tow Gabe and Mike O'Grady, development of actuarial
model and overall substantive participation in study methodology

Rich Hobble, analysis of financing and investment issues
Geoffrey Kollmat, analysis and description of disability programs
benefits
. Carolyn Merck, analysis and description of survivor
Mary Pilate, preparation of replacement rate graphs and
other figures and charts
Ray Schmitt, description and analysis of the private sector
pension system, including costs and replacement rates
P. Royal Shipp, Overview
Dennis Sno* design issues for a new retirement system
Co., Inc., pprovided actuarial
Edwin Hustead,, from Wiggins
Hayand conceptual assistance throughout the study under contract
with CARS. Judy Cahill and Kirk Fitchhorn, of Hay-Huggins, also
assisted.
Mary Bradford, editorial consultant, edited the report.

We are pleased to transmit this report to a, Mr. Chair man,
and trust that it will assist your committee in considering legislation for a new Federal retirement system.
Sincerely,

GILBKRT Guns, Director.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTER ON Poer OFFICE AND CIVIL SER'VICE,

Washington, DC, December 14, 1984.
Mr. GILBERT Guns,

Director, Congressid,nal Research Service,
Library of Congress, Washington, DC.

Than Ma. Guns: I commend you and the staff of the Congressional Research Service for building the organizational capability and
committing the resources necessary to produde "Designing a Retit :,,,rnent System for Federal Workers Covered by Social Security."
This study clearly meets the goal of providing for the Congress the
conceptual and analytical tools necessary to analyze the numerous
issues involved in the development of a supplemental retirement
plan.

Your work, however, does far more than just provide a framework within which the Congress n address the legislative task at

hand. Through your commitment to this project, the knowledge
and expertise of numerous CRS analysts have been expanded and
will be available to all Members of Congress.

The work ycu have done thus far is of immense value to the

Committee. The continued assistance of you and the CRS staff will
also be invaluable.
With kind regards,
Sincerely,
WILLIAM D. FORD, Chairman.
(IX
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HOUSE OF REPRSSE$TATIVES,
COMMJTIEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE,

Washington, DC November 18, 198i.

Mr. GILBERT GUDI101

Director, Congressional Rtiseamh Service,
Library of Congress, Washington, DC

DEAR Ma. GUDE: A question sure to come up in the next Con-

gress, as it has in the past, is whether social security coverage
should 'be eMtded to groups of employees not now covered by
social securit4including Federal workers. [A recommendation for
such an extension of social security is being discussed by the Na-

tional Commission on Social Security Reform.]
In the event such a propbsal is seriously considered by the House
of Representatives, the Committee 9n Post Office and Civil Service

will be involved in deciding the implications of such coverage for
Federal workers and retirees, and the kind of supplemental pension coverap that would be necessary to protect the interests of individuals affected by such a change.
This Committee would appreciate receiving from the Congressional Research Service (CRS) a report giving background information on the operations and financing of the Civil Service Retirement System ((SRS) on related Federal programs, and on issues
raised by covering Federal workers by social security. S",111 a
report should provide a description of the features of the current

CSRS, together with statistical information on its costs, demographic characteristics, and impacts on beneficiaries. Also included
should be a discussion of the objectives of Federal employee com-

pensation policy, its impact on the composition of the Federal
workforce, and the extent to which the (SRS serves those objec-

tives. We expect the issue of social security coverage to be taken up
early in the next session of Congress and would appreciatt, receiving such a report by January 30, 1983. -

In addition, the Committee requests analytical assistance from
CRS in developing program options which would protect the interests of employees and retirees if the Congress seriously considers
covering Federal workers by social security. The Committee will
want to consider a range of options and asks CRS to assist in their
analysis, providing data on costs and wage replacement rates, as
well as generalized analytical assistance.
We realize that this represents a substantial amount of work for
CRS, and would like to emphasize the importance of such assistance to the Committee in preparing to deal with this technical and
controversial issue.
Sincerely,

a

WILLIAM D. Form, Chairman.
tX)
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PREFACE

The House Pork Office and Civil Service Committee, in anticipating the possible coverage of Federal employment by social security,
asked 4he Congressional Research Service (CRS) in November of
1982, to develop information for the committee's use as it examined
the implications of such legislation. CRS began its response to that
request by prepsc ing a rep9rt for the committee describing the current Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS). That report, Rackgrow.d on Me Civil Service Retirement System (Committee Prim;
98-5), was printed for the use of the committee on April 20, 1983.
In March of 1983, Congress passed the Social Security Amendments of 1983, thereby extending the tax and behefit provisions of
social security to all Federal employees newly hired after January

1, 1984 and to certain other categories of workers with previous

service. "The committee then asked CRS to identify and analyze the

issues involved in designing a new pension system for affected
workers, so that the committee could develop and examine options.

This report describes the findings of CRS research and dem.;nstrates a methodology that can Jae used to compare the costs and

,benefits under various alternatisfe.
This study had two basic objecti.res: First, to describe and analyze
the various pension practices outside the Federal Government and
compare their costs and benefits to those of the current CSRS. This
was accomplished by working out the details of a basic question:

What would be the costs and benefits of plans representative of
prevailing non-Federal practice, if those plans were applied to the
current Federal workforce? To answer this question, the study
team developed and analyzed cost and benefit data as if these illus-

trative plans covered Federal workers who were retiring in the
present.

Second,
the ways in which a new CSRS could be designed for workers covered by social security. The analysis of these
issues was guided in part by the description of non-Federal practice, but it focused on a different question: How would benefits- be
distributed and costs affected if certain retirement provisions were
adopted for newly hired employees retiring 40 years from now?
IXIr

XII

The report is organized so that a range of plan choices between
the current CSRS and practices outside the Federal Government
can be considered. A methodology was developed that compares the
costs, benefits levels, and distributional variations of alternative designs. The repok answers the following key questions:
What are the provisions of typical pension systems outside
the Federal Government?
How would the costs and benefits of representative non-Federal plans compare to the costs and benefits of the current
CSRS?

How would the costs and benefits of a plan for new Feder*
workers be affected by variations in partitular provisions?
How would various plans that illustrate the range between
the current CSRS and common non-Federal practice compare
to one another if they were constrained by the total cost to
the government of the current CSRS?
The report contains five chapters and four appendices:
Chapter 1 is an overview of redesign issues and a summary

of the information and analysis found throughout the re-

mainder of the report.
Chapter .2 examines the available data on pensions in private
employment and State governments.
Chapter i compares the costs and benefits of illustrative

planstwo private and two Statethat represent a synthe-

sis of the practices described in Chapter 2, analyzed as if
they had been applied to the current Federal workforce.
Chapter d analyzes the effects on costs and benefits of variations in pension components, as if Puts with those components were applied to new employees. Components selected
range from those of the current CSRS to ones found in employment outside the Federal Government.
Chapter 5 compares five illustrative plans that would cost
the Federal Government the same as the current CSRS, but
depict a range of possibilities between the current CSRS and

practices common to employment outside the government.
Appendix A provides additional information on Federal,
State and private pensions.
Appendix B examines Federal financing of employee pen-

sions and discusses the economic and budgetary effects of
that financing.
Appendix C describes the methodology used in the study.
Appendix D displays the replacement rates supporting various summary tables, charts and figures found throughout
the report.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSI(MS

This study analyzes principal cost and benefit issues to be resolved in designing a new retirement system for Federal workers
covered by social security. Employees hired by the Federal government on or after January 1, :984 (and a few other Amall groups of
workers) pay social security taxes and are qualifying for social security benefits as a result of their Federal employment. The new
Federal retirement system will be built on the base of social security and will take into account the social security program's taxes

and benefits.

Private sector and State government employers, have developed
pension systems that provide benefits in addition to social security,
and their experience guides this study's analysis throughout.
To facilitate the analysis, the Congressional Research Service
(CRS) developed two computer-based actuarial odels (1) to estimate the costs of retirement systems and their
ponents, and (2)
to analyze the distribution of benefits of these systems. These
1.1

model3 enabled (17.5 to compare the costs and benefits of representative private W.! Ft; te systems to those of the current civi' service

retirement sysie:.. ;CSRS), and to alternative designs for a new
system covering affected Federal workers.
The principal findings and conclusions are:
1. The cost of the current CSRS, using commonly accepted actuarial methods, is estimated at 32.2 percent of payabout 4 percentage points lower than the estimate of the Board of Actuaries of the
Civil Service Retirement System. The CRS estimate is lower for
two reasons. First, the CRS model uses the social security trustees'
set of economi,and demographic assumptions. Second, the CRS estimate assumes no change in the expected grade levels over the estimating period, while the Civil Service Board of Actuaries assumes
a substantial increase in average grades.

2. The current CSRS costs more than representative private

sector pension systems (social security plus a pension plan). Since
pension plans differ on how much, if anything, employees themselves must contribute, the most useful comparisons are based on
employers' cost only. The employer cost of 11c6RS is 24.7 percent of
pay. This equals the gross cost minds the 7 percent employee con-

tribution to the system and the 0.5 percent spent on administrative
costs and payments to special groups not found iii representative
4*
private and State employment.
Although the cost of private sector pension plans varies from
company to company, the CRS analyzed a number of data bases
that describe private pension system characteristics, and from this
analysis developed representative plans. Employer costs for these
representative private sector plans are lower than for the current
CSRS. The most generous one costs one-fourth less than MS (19.0
.067

(XIII)
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percent of pay); the least generous one costs 40 percent less (14.8
percent of pay.)
It ihotald be noted, however, that the Federal tax subsidy enjoyed
by private employers is not taken into account in this calculation.
If it were, the cost to employers for more private plans would be
higher than the current CSRS. A relatively generous representative State plan costs the employer about one-seventh more than the
current MS (2S.8 percent of pay, and a less generous representative State plan about one-seventh less, 21.3 percent of pay). In addition, many State government systems, unlike private employers,
require emOoyees to contribute to their pensions.
3. Even though the current CSRS costs more than most private
sector pension plans, the initial benefit paid to those retiring at age
65 is lower for most retirees. Two features of the current CSRS
push its costs higher than those of private sector plans: First, benefits after retirement from the current CSRS automatically rise
with the consumer price index (CPI). Private sector retirees receive
significantly lower inflation protection. Although these pensions
are combined with social security, which is regularly adjusted for
the full amount of price changes, the pensions themselves receive
only ad hoc increases which amount to an estimated 30 percent of
the increase in prices. This difference in benefit adjustments for inflation accounts for the largest share of the cost differential between the current CSRS and private sector plans.
Second, Federal employees can retire with immediate and unreduced benefits at age 55 (if they have at least 30 years of service).
Private sector employers do allow retirement as early as age 55,
but usually the benefit is reduced.
4. The addition of social security to the retirement system will
lower benefits at retirement even if costs remain the same. Most of
this loss will be shifted to other benefit rights for Federal employees. In particular, social security benefits are "portabl a.," and employees carry their accrued social security rights with them if they
leave Federal employment. Transfer of benefit rights is impossible
in the current (SRS. In addition, compared to the current CSRS,
social security provides relatively more generous family benefits,
including more extensive coverage of 'disabled persons and their
families and to the survivors of deceased employees.
In a Federal pension system incorporating social security, the
cost of these ancillary benefits wotid be included in the cost of the
combined program. This extra cost would amount to about 2 to 3
percent of pay. If the cost of the new Federal retirement system is
to be held at the cost of the current CSRS, funds available to pay

benefits to regular retirees would be reduced a corresponding

amount. Thus, retirement benefits would be lower than those received by similar retirees under the current CSRS.
5. Within a given retirement system any cost and benefit level
can be achieved by raising or lowering the annual accrual rate
the additional percentage of salary that is earned for each additional year of employment. The cost of the current CSRS is used as the
baseline for analysis of issues in designing options for a new Federal retirement system. The CRS does not endorse this or any other
level of cost for the new system, and the Congress may decide on a
system that costs less or more than the current CSRS. The cost of

4
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the current CSRS is used to demonstrate the effects on retirement
system costs and benefits of: (1) different methods of combining
social security with a complementary civil service pension system,
(2) post/ etirement cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs), and (3) different retirement ages.
6. Capital accumulation plans are becoming popular as supple-

ments to the private sector pension plans. The growth of these
plans has been encouraged by the enactment of section 401(k) in

the Internal Revenue Code, which permits deferral of taxes on employee and employer contributions and any earnings from the accumulating assets. This study examines the use of capital accumulation plans to supplement a new retirement system within the cost
of the current CSRS. Such plans shift some risk from the employer
to the employee, and create some uncertainty about size of benefits

at retirement. On the other hand, such plans offer flexibility to
workers in achieving retirement goals. However, some of this flex-

iblity could be introduced within the traditioaal defined-benefit
plan approach.

7. The report looks closely at each of the ancillary benefits.

These include the eligibility for and amount of vested benefits, survivor benefits, and disability benefits. Benefits under the current
CSRS differ significantly from those of private sector plans (including social security). Alternatives for modifying the current CSRS

approach to accommodate social security benefits are fully explored.

8. The report develops five alternative plans, with different features, all of which combine social security with other pension systems at the employer cost of the current CSRS. The five plans are

examples of plan designs, rather than actual desie alternatives.
Analysis of these plans shows the effects of early retirement,

COLA, and capital accumulation plans within the context of fully
specified plans. If the COLA and retirement age provision of the
current CSRS are replicated, at the present employer cost, benefits
at retirement would be smaller than under the current system (because the new system's ancillary benefits would be greater.) However, these new Federal benefits could be'higher, at least initially,
than those of the current system, particularly if employees participated in capital accumulation plans. The higher benefits would require a higher employee cost than the current system.
9. The 'unfunded liability" in CSRS is an accounting concept. Estimates vary depending on the method and assumptions used. OPM
estimated two types of "unfunded liabilities" as of September 30,
1983: (1) the static, statutory unfunded liability was $188 billion,
and (2) the dynamic unfunded liability was $528 billion. Amortizing
these unfunded liabilities would have no effect on the Federal umfled budget deficit. Only an interfund transaction would occur in
which (a) the general fund would transfer funds to the CSRS trust
fund; (b) the CSRS trust fund would receive funds from the general
fund; (c) the transfer from the general fund would offset the receipt
of the CSRS trust fund; and (d) the part of the gross debt held internally by the Federal government would increase. Assuming Congress would not change its policies in response to this explicit accounting, these interfund transactions would have no effect on
beneficiaries or Federal taxpayers now or in the future. Thus, the

5
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distii.ction between an "unfunded" and a "funded" liability in
CV?S is laegely semantic.
10. Congress can establish separate or combined trust funds .br
new and old employees. A combined trust fund would grow steadily
from about $120 billion at the end of fiscal year 1994 to $1,300 bil-

lion in fiscal year 2027. There is sufficient budget authority to
covet outlays fcr new and old employees together throughout the
next 75 years. If there were separate trust funds, the fund for old
employees would peak at about $250 billion at the beginning of
fiscal year 1997, and then drop to a $1,200 billion deficit at the end
of fiscal year 2027. In contrast, the trust fund for new employees
would grow to $2,500 billion by tl z end of fiscal year 2027.
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CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW

I. INTRODUCTION

The Social Security Amendments of 1983 (P.L. 98-21) extended
social security coverage to virtually all Federal workers hired on or

after January 1, 1984. These workers, as well as certain groups

with earlier service, pay social security taxes and their Federal employment earns them cash benefits from the nation's biggest social
insurance program.
Over the years since the social security program was enacted in
1935, germ] advisory councils and commissions had recommended

that Federal workers be brought into the social
on
came only after the bipartisan National
Cove
part of
SocialSecurity Reform recommended it as an in
amendments needed to shore up the short- and long-run financing
of the social security system.
The coverage of Federal workers accounts for 5.6 percent of the
ments to social security
;166 billion. package of financial im

during 1983-89, and 13.4 percent of the financial improvements
for the next 75 years.
pro
13; Federal workers, their unions and other employee groups
objected to the recommendations of the National Commission because they believed social security coverage, even for new employees, threatened the solvency of the (SRS trust farad. They claimed
the urgency of solving social security's financial crisis was leading
to a hasty decision about Federal workers that deserved more care
ful study and legislative (*liberation.
When Congrees took up the debate and enacted social security
coverage for Federal workers as part of its financing amendments,
some legislators noted that it would also be necessary to establish a
new Federal pension system. 'Acording to Senator Ted Stevens,
Service, Post Office
Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on
for federal
a new . .
and General Services " s
to
with
the
goad
secu,
to
4.,
employees needs to be.:
illiam
Ford,
Chairman
of
the
House
rity system." Congressman
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, concurred, adding,
who become covered
we believe that new Federal em
retirement benefits comunder socials security should be
1

parable to those under the current civil service retirement

system"
Most participants in tilt debate over the desirability of social security for Federal workers have agreed that such coverage would
require Congress to enact an entirely new complementary pension
system to accommodate the tax and benefit provisions of social security. Supporters of social security coverage have claimed, and
(1)
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some studies have suggested, that this program's social insurance
features would give advantages to lower income and some other
Federal employees and that a new retirement system for Federal
workers could be designed to replicate closely the benefit distribupurpose
tions of the current CSRS at a/lout the the same cost. One distribuanalyze
these
benefit
design
and
of the present study is to
tion issues.
IL CONGRESS' RRQUEST MR A Sc UDY

If interim legislation had not prevented it, Federal employees
hired on or after January 1, 1984, and covered by social security
would also have participated in the current CSRS. They would
have been required to pay approximately 14 percent of Jheir pay
into the dual retirement systems, and those who worked a full
career in the Federal Covernment would have received retirement
benefits from the dual system far in excess of any currently available, sometimes larger than their highest salary level. Co
judged this undesirable, but because of insufficient time Jiro;
design a new.complementary pension system before P.L. '98-21's effective date. Instead, it adopted a temporary solutionP.L. 98-168.
For two years, this law requires Federal workers covered by social
security to pay the regular social security payroll tax of 5.7 percent

of taxable wages into the social security trust fund (net of 5.4 percent in 1984 after a 0.3 percent credit) and 1.3 percent of total pay
into the CSRS trust fund. Thus, the total contribution rate paid
into retirement systems by new Federal workers in 1985 will be the
same as the 7.0 percent paid by workers into the current CSRS. Intended as an interim solution, these provisions expire December 31,
1985. (Federal workers were covered by medicare in 1982 and pay
1.3 percent of salary into that system.)
In the meantime, congressional committees in both the House
and Senate began to examine the issues Congress would have to
face in designing a new Federal pension system. The House Comice and Civil Service asked the Congressional Remittee on Post
search Service to contribute a major study as part of this overall
effort. CRS initiated a cooperative approach with CB° and GAO
those agencies as the
and consulted periodically with analysts from
designed
and various asstudy approach and methodology were
sumptions were developed. When the study was completed, GAO
and CR0 participated in its final review. This study identifies and
analyzes central issues.; that underlie the design of a new pension
system.
M. STUDY

MErHOLY AND SCOPE

A. YARDSTICKS USED

In general, the study bases analysis of a new retirement system
and
for Federal workers covered by social security on private sector
CSRS.1
experience,
and
on
the
current
State government pension
systems,
Chapter 2 discusses the features of private sector and State government refitment
'This appendix
and Appendix A includes additional technical information about these
and includes more
also summarizes features of the social security system and the current
systems.
extensive discussions of disability and survivor benefits under all the major retirement

3

The benefit features of these existing retirement? systems establish
guidelines for analysis of design issues for the new Federal system.
The cost of the current CSRS (as it operates for persons who took
Federal jobs before 1984) provides the benchmark for the new system's cost. The social 4.-curity program by itself and private sector
retirement systems that combine social security with a pension distribute benefits along the income scale differently from the current

The benefit distributions of possible new systems that also combine social security with a pension are compared, throughout the
study, to that of the current CSRS. These benefit level and distribution comparisons may
may be a part of judging pension "adequacy."
(All references to the
CSRS mean the system cover-mg
most of the Federal workforce before 1984, when social security
coverage started.)
1. Cost

This study compares the cost of the current CSRS (1) to costs of
pensions in the priv4g _sector and State governments, and (2) to
costs of possible new nderal retirement system options with varying features.
Numerous measures of cost can be used to analyze pension systems. This study uses "entry-age normal cost," the official funding
measure of the Board of Actuaries of the Civil Service Retirement
System. This cost measure, used in most studies of the CSRS, is a

ratio of the present value of all retirement system benefits earned
over a lifetime of work divided by the present value of earnings
during the same lifetime of work. Or, looked at another way, it is
the amount that would have to be set aside and invested at each
pay period to pay retirement mots completely when employees stop

work and they or their families begin drawing benefits. The

present value is defined for a typical group of new entrants at the
time of entry into the Federal workforce.
The CRS estimates the entry-age normal cost of the cure nt civil
service retirement system at 32.2 percent of pay.2 Thus, for every
dollar of pay, nearly one-third of a dollar additionally is being "accrued" by workers, to be received up on retirement. Employers
E
pay
more than three-foUrths of this cost (25.2 percent of pay) and employees pay the rest.
The cost of a new Federal retirement system, like that of private
sector and State government systems, includes the normal cost of
social security and additional pension or savings plan benefits. This
study compares the cost of private sector and State government retirement systems (including social security) to the current CSRS.
Options for a new Federal retirement system all are calibrated to
yield a cost comparable to that of the current civil service retire-

ment system. The study does not endorse this particular cost
figure, and if the Congress wishes to establish a new retirement

system costing the government, as employer, either less or more
than 25.2 percent of pay, the analytical framework developed for
this study could easily accommodate such a modification. Some

s The CRS developed actuarial models to estimate costs and replacement rates throughout the
report. Appendix C discusses the methodology and assumptiorui used in those models.
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have criticized the relatively high level of current CSRS benefits;
others maintain that the current CSRS benefit levels partially recbenompen§e employees for relatively low salarir. and ether fringe date,
efits that have not kept pace with the private sector. To this
however, the Congress has not indicated whether the new system
should cost less or more than the current system.
2. Benefit distribution
The various pension systems studied here distribute benefits differently for earners along the income scale. These differences are
replacemeasured by "gross" and "net" replacement rates. Gross replaced
of
employees'
final
earnings
ment rates show the percent
net replaceby their total retirement income. As used in this study,
in
that
both final
ment rates differ from gross replacement rates
(Fedincome
are
measured
after
taxes
year's salary and retirement
social
including
payroll
deductions
for
eral, State and local taxes,
rates
security and pensions). This study does not use replacement
these
rates
of
retirement
benefits,
although
to judge the adequacy
study uses replacement
are often used for this purpose. Instead, theincome
to previous earnthe
level
of
retirement
rates to compare

ings and the different benefit distributions of retirement system
alternatives..
Gross replacement rates for the current' CSRS are constant

across income classes for workers with equivalent ages and years of
service. The social security system, on the other hand, distributes
relatively more of its benefits to lower-paid workers through a soreplacecalled "tilt" in its benefit formula. Thus, social security
they
are for
ment rates for lower-income workers are higher than
higher-income workers.
replicate

A new Federal retirement system can be designed to
or
the costs and benefit distribution of the current CSRS to greater
retirelesser degrees. This study holds constant overall employerthe curment system costs for a new Federal system at the level of
rent system, 25.2 percent of pay. Then it modifies each benefit fea-

the current CSRS
ture in turn and examines the extent to which
tions.
To compare the
several
v
distributions are matched under
ith
various
basic benefit features of the current syste rn, the studyoptions
calcufor designing a new Federal retirement sy
later,
(1)
retirement
an
several
years
lates replacement rates at

(2) different income levels, and (3) different age and service combinations.
STUDY'S SCOPE
S. RETIREMENT SYSTEM OBJECTIVES OUTSIDE THE

This study concentrates its analysis directly on issues to be resolved in designing a new system. It addresses only indirectly three
objectives of retirement systems that are important, but that lie
outside the study's scope.
1. Work force effects

of
Although retirement system design affects the characteristics
attempt
to
the workforce in any organization, this study makes no
particular type of Federal workforce.
assess the desirability of anypossibilities,
the study does recognize
In discussing various design
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that coverage by social security permits transfer of earned retirement credits to jobs outside the Federal government, an impossibility in the current CSRS. Similarly, employer-sponsored savings

plans increase portability of pension rights. These retirement

Gotem features would lead to greater employee mobility between
Federal and non-Federal employment.
2. Overall retirement income adequacy

The study does not consider what the overall level of income
should be foe those no longer able to work (awl their dependents)
because of ''2tirement, disability or death. As opposed to meanstested (wedare) programs, which base benefits and eligibility on
economic need, retirement income programs typically measure
income adequacy by comparing the level of income available after
retirement to that shortly before retirement. This relationship, the
replacement rate, is used throughout this study. Replacement rates
measure benefit levels by income class, by age° and years of work,
and over time as inflation erodes values. Rather than independent-

ly assessing the desirability of particular levels of retirement

income. this study uses the overall level of income implicit in the
current civil service retirement as a comparison benchmark. Since
overall benefit levels are a direct function of the cost of the retirement income system, replacement rates follow directly from this
cost.

:1. System financing

This study emphasizes cost and benefit design issues. Establishing financing mechanisms to ensure that earned benefit payments
can be made on time raises important, but different, issues. These
financing issues in Federal government retirement systems have
_been treated extensively in other studies and will not he analyzed
here.3 These reports conclude that the current CSRS trust fund operations do not have economic effects in themselves because they

are mainly interfund transactions within the Federal unified

budget. The contributions to the CSRS trust fund by off -budget en-

tities, such as the Postal Service, are an exception to this general
conclusion to the extent that their source is not a Federal general
fund subsidy. This exception is not important, however, for the pur-

poses of this report.
Appendix B points out that there are two concerns in developing
the financing of the new system. First, should the new benefits be
financed over the lifetime of the employees, thereby avoiding any
buildup of the "unfunded liability" for new employees? Second, despite the lack of any direct economic effect from "unfunded liabilities" in themselves, a "funded" system may give greater assurance

to employees that their benefits will be paid and to taxpayers that
the budget explicitly accounts for future costs.
A second important question is how to invest and account for the
operations of any voluntary savings plan (called capital accumula-

tion plan) that may be establishes as part of the retirement

'See "Financing Work-Rebated Entitlement Programs." Committee Print 98-49. 98th Congress; A Report Prepared by the Congressional Research Service for the Committee on the
Budget. United States Senate. April 1983.
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the Federal budget,
system. If plan assets are accounted for outside
the
budget effect will
and invested in non-Federal securities, then
when benebe observed when contributions are made rather thanbe
the same
may
fits are paid. While longrun costs and benefits
plan
(which
many
private
and pension
under combined savingsprovide)
partly
outwith assets invested
sector organizations now
in
the
governthey
would
be
if
invested
side the government as short-term budget consequences are difment's own securities, the
ferent and must be considered.
IV. KEY FEATURES OF RETIREMENT SYSTEMS THAT DETERMINE
BENEFIT ELIGIBILITY AND AMOUNT

had exPrivate sector organizations and State governments have benefits
provide
tensive experience designing pension systems that
guides
the study's
security.
This
experience
in addition to social
retirement
analyze
any
new
Federal
analysis throughout. To
benefit
system coordinated with social security, the study compares
CSRS.
distribution
to
those
of
the
current
costs, levels, and
government retirePrivate sector, State government, and Federal determine
the consimilar
design
featurt
ment systems, have
key
features
are
ditions for benefit eligibility and amount. These They are briefexamined and analyzed in Chapter 2 of this report.
ly described in this overview.
A. DEFINED BENEFITS VS. DEFINED CONTRIBUTIONS

benefit and dePension plans fall into two major groupsdefinedimportant
ways,
fined contribution plans. These differ in several provide roughly
cost
the
same,
and
to
but they can be designed to
retirement ages. They
the same benefits to participants at given
perdiffer mainly over assignment of risks of unexpected economic
bears
the
employee's
career,
the
employer
formance. During an
bear
the
risk
in
derisk in defined benefit plans and the employees
the
risk
defined contribution plans. After retirement, who bears
pends on the extent to which either plan provides periodic cost of
living adjustments.
formula.
A defined benefit plan determines benefit amount byofaeligibility
specified
in
the
definition
Upon reaching the terms
the worker re(usually a combination of age and years of service),
of
the
formula to
ceives the benefit computed from the application
The
social
security
pro- .
the employee's years of service and salary. plans, as are most prigram and current CSRS are defined benefit
vate sector and State government plans covering large numbers of
workers.
can tell roughly
In a defined benefit plan, employees generally
additional
year of servhow much their pension will rise for each CSRS.
ice, such as 2 percent of pay in the current
plan, on the other hand, is essentially a
A defined cjntribution employees
possess their own retirement
savings plan. Individual
much the sponsor
pension savings accounts. The plan specifies how usually a fixed
employee's
work
career,
will contribute during an
receives in annuity
percentage of pay. At retirement, the worker
is
permitted)
based upon
(in some cases, a lump sum distribution interest earnings.
Under
tle total amount in the account, including
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defined contribution plans, employers know exactly what the pension obligation is and the benefits are fully funded at the time of
the contribution. Employees bear the risk of variable market perforniancebenefitting from favorable markets and losing from unfavorable markets. The ultimate benefit cannot be prescribed with
certainty.
Seventy-two percent of the plans in the private sector are defined
contribution plans, but 69 percent of plan participants are in defined benefit plans. Defined contribution plans are more common
to small employers and defined benefit plans are more prevalent
for employers with many employees.
Either a defined benefit or a defined contribution plan (or both)
could be adopted for employees of the Federal .government. The
structure of defined co- .ribution plans departs from the current
CSRS and from the prevailing practice of large non-Federal employers. In recent years, however, private sector employers have offered defined contribution plans in combination with a regular
basic defined benefit plan. These defined contribution (savings)
plans, often requiring matching employee contributions, supplement their regular pension plans. They are called capital accumulation plans.
D. FEATURES OF DEFINED BENEFIT PLANS

The study highlights several key features of defined benefit pension systems in describing and analyzing private sector and State
government pension practice, the social security system, and the
current CSRS. Analysis of a new Federal system will also focus on
,these key features: (1) the rate at which benefits are earned, (2) coordination of the pension with social security, (3) retirement age,
(4) cost-of-living pension adjustments, and (5) availability of capital

accumulation plans. These five features determine eligibility for
benefits, the time when benefits can begin, the amount of benefits,
and post-retirement benefit adjustments to prevent erosion by
inflation.
1. The rate at which retirement system benefits are earned

Growth of earned retirement benefits is determined by formulas
that specify age, years of work, and a wage base (usually earnings
at a period near retirement). In general, greater years of work and

higher earnings generate larger retirement benefits. A common
practice in private pension systems is to determine the initial pen-

sion amount by setting a specific accrual rate (say I%) to be multiplied by the appropriate wage base and years of service.
Coordination with social security
Most private pension systems covering salaried employees are coordinate4 with social security in a way that counteracts some of
social security's income redistributive effects. On the other hand,
most State systems preserve this social security formula "tilt" by
adding pension plan benefits directly to the social security benefits.
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Retirement age
.

The curreit civil service retirement system and many State goyernment systems have earlier "retirement ages" for unreduced
benefits than those of the private sector. This is not to say that employees in the private sector are unable to retire at early ages;
most companies permit retirement as early as age 55the age for
the current CSR. ---wme with as little as 10 years of service. If private sector retirement occurs before age 62 (or 65 for some companies), however, the benefit usually is reduced. This normally is not
a full actuarial reduction; the company therefore partially subsidizes early retirement. Some companies also provide capital accumulation plans that permit participating employees to use the accumulated assets to purchase an annuity that makes up for reduced benefits from the primary plan. In contrast, the current civil
service retirement system and most State plans permit unreduced
benefits as early as age 55 (usually at with at least 30 years of
service).

4. Cost-oniving benefit adjustments

after retirement, the
Unless adjustments are made to
value of benefits will decline when consumer prices rise. Benefits
from the current CSRS and the social security system generally increase by the rate at which the cost-of-living rises. Few State government or private sector systems include this full inflation adjustment feature. Private sector and State government retirees benefit
from inflation adjustments made by social security, but their pension checks receive only ad hoc increases. One study of private
sector plans estimated that during 1973 to 1979a highly inflationary period, ad hoc cost-of-living adjustments overall were about 38
percent as much as the total advance in the consumer price index
.

(CPI). Postretirement benefit increases were found to vary substantially by plan size.
5. Capital accumulation plans
A growing number of private sector organizations and most State
governments provide the opportunity for employees to participate
in employer-sponsored capital accumulation plans as part of the
overall retirement system. Private employers typically match, at a
specified rate, contributions (typically tax deductible) that workers
make to these savings plans. Assets from these plans can be used
to purchase annuities that allow retirement at any age the employees choose. Thus, the plans provide employees with greater flexibility in retirement planning and they build retirement equity that
employees can, when changing jobs leave in the previous employ-

er's fund, shift to other savings, or, if mrmitted, transfer to the
new pension plan.
V. COMPARISON OF CO 'S AND BENEFITS OF PRIVATE SECTOR AND
STATE GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS TO THE CURRENT CSRS
A. COST OF THE CURRENT CSRS

The CRS estimates the cost of the current CSRS to be 32.2 percent of pay, using the accepted actuarial concept of "entry-age
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normal cost." The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) has calculated the entry-age normal cost of the current system at 36.5 percent of,pay-4 percentage points higher than CRS's estimate. The
CRS actuarial model was initially validated against this OPM cost
figure. Then the CRS model was modified with economic and demographic assumptions tureel to value the cost of the social security
Using these assumptions, whic}. permitted CRS to value
costs of the different retirement systems, including social security, with a common set of actuarial assumptions, CR.8 estimate;
the cost of the current system at 34.2 percent of pay. This figure

differs from the OPM cost figures because of different economk
and demographic assumptions.

CRS then adjusted the-actuarial data base used by OPM for its
cost estimates. This was done because the OPM data included an
assumption about promotion patterns in the Federal Government
that implied substantial "grade creep" over the working life of
newly hired workers, an assumption CRS considered to be unwarranted. After promotion patterns were *usted to keep the grade
model estimated entrylevels comparable to the present, the
age normal cost at a lower 32.2 percent of pay. Because the OPhf
assumption about Federal promotion patterns, which accounts for 2
full percentage points of the agency's estimate of entry-age normal
cost, would prevent reasonable comparisoni among retirement systems, the promotion patterns were scaled back. This difference does
not greatly affect the analysis of the CRS study, which focuses or
relative costs among different types of systems and not on absolute'
levels.
B. FEATURES OF PRIVAES SECTOR AND STATE GOVERNMENT PENSION
SYSTEMS

I. Private sector pensions

In the private sector, most salaried workers, to whom the Federal workforce is most comparable, participate in pensions that:
do not require employee contributions to the pension plan;

require 10 years of service before the benefits earned are
vested (nonforfeitable);

base their pension benefits on their highest 5-year's average
earnings;
are integrated with social security;
permit retirement at age 55 with reduced benefits or at age
62 with unreduced benefits;

make ad hoc adjustments to their retirement benefits that
offset about 38 percent of the rise in the CPI in a recent
period;

include long-term disability insurance to supplement social
security's protection against disability; and
meet only minimum Federal standards for pre- and postretirement survivor benefits.
Considerable variation exists in the method of integration with
social security, availability of capital accumulation plans, and specific benefit accrual rates.
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S. State government pension systems
general service workers (excluding
In State government
terse
teachers, police and
are required to contribute to the pension plan;

must participate in the plan for 5 to 10 years before earned
benef are vested;
ha their pension computed on the basis of their highest 3s average earnings;
are in plans whose benefits are simply added on to social security;

often may retire with full benefits at age 55 or earlier with
ascent number of plans
30 years of service (al

require age 65 for full
receive postretirement benefit adjustments in a wide variety
of ways but. most commoLly by an annual adjustment equal
to the lower ot 3.0 percent or the.changein the CPI.
Variation exists among the States on certain plan features, most

notably the rate at which benefits are earned, retirement age and
level of employee contribution. Some States combine these features
to provide a liberal benefits package; others are less generous.
C. REPRESENTATIVE PRIVATE SECTOR AND STATE GOVERNMENT PLANS

Key features determining eligibility and benefit amounts for the
social security system and the rrent CMS are dearly stated in
Federal laws. Private sector and State government plans, however,
are not uniform. This study reviewed available oida to determine
the variety of pension feature', and the extent of consistency. The

study then constructed illtrAtrative or "representative" private
sector and State government plans. While the plans are not to be
considered representative in a statistical sense, they include pension features for which a high degree of uniformity was found.
Based on analysis of current practices, two representative plans for
the private sector and two for State governments were construct-d.
Further, the representative private sector plans were analyzed
with and without a capital accumulation plan. (Chapter 2 provides
a more extensive explanation of these representative plans.)
The representative plans do not convey the complexity and variability in pension practices in the non-Federal sectors. They do illustrate common methods of combining the features that make up a

retirement system. The study uses these representative systems

throughout -to guide the analysis of issues in designing a new Federal system.
The features identified in the previous section, common to private or State retirement systems, form the core of the representative plans. The main differences between the two private plans are:
(1) normal retirement age for full benefits is age 62 in one plan and
age 65 in another, (2) the early retirement reduction, and (3)-they
use different methods of integrating pension benefits with social security. Differences between the two State plans are (1) normal retirement age for full benefits; (2) time required to earn nonforfeitable benefits (vesting); (3) the employee contribution rate, and (4)
the benefit accrual rate.
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After defining the representative syqems, the study first esti-

mates the costs of the systems, then analyzes system benefits using

replacement rates. (Chapter 43 presents this analysis in detail.)
Then the study compares these costs and replacement rates with

those of the current CSRS. The comparisons were made to identify

the features of the different retirement systems that weigh most
heavily in determining overall program costs. This analysis, comparing costs of the current CSRS to those of private sector and
State government systems uses identical economic and demo-

graphic assumptions. Costs of pension systems are particularly sensitive to assumed economic activity, mortality and workforce characteristics and reliable comparisons should use the same assumptions. In effect, the study analyzed the costs of the different retire-

ment systems as if these representative private sector and State

government plans were applied to the Federal workforce.

D. COST COMPARISON: CSRS VS. NON-FEDERAL RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

'Representative private sector systems, wit or without a capital
accumulation plan, have lower employer coM than does the (SRS.
These private sector plans cost between 5.7 and 8.2 percent of pay
less than the current CSRS when they include capital accumulation plans and 7.4 and 9.9 percent of pay less when they do not.
The costs of the representative State retirement, systems bracket
the cost of the CSRS, with the less liberal plan costing 3.4 percent
of pay less and the more generous plan costing 4.1 percent of pay
more.

A recent study of 854 private sector retirement systems for salaried workers using the same methodology and assumptions as the
CRS study, calculated the average costs for all companies included
in the sample to be 18.3 percent of pay, 6.4 percentage points less
than the 24.7 percent of pay employer cost of the current CSRS.
Total employer costs (broken down by component) of the current
CSRS and the representative non-Federal systems are shown in
Table 1-1. The two private sector plans include a capital accumulation plan.
Basic retirement benefits initially available to most employees at
age 65 are generally higher in the private sector than in the CSRS
for comparable work histories. Yet, the Federal plan costs more.
The following differences in retirement features cause most of the
variation in plan costs: (I) Federal employees may retire with full
benefits at age 55 with 30 years of service, while private sector employees choosing to retire early receive reduced beneLs; (2) current

CSRS benefits are generally increased by the rate of inflation,

while private sector benefits receive only partial adjustments; and
(3) the indexation of benefits takes place over a longer period, since

Federal employees retiring early receive reduced benefits. Other
system costs and the level of employee contributions are roughly
comparable in the private sector and current CSRS. (See Table 1-

Basic retirement system benefits available to employees at age 65
are greater, and therefore more costly, in the representative State
retirement systems than in the CSRS. For the more generous plan,
these basic benefits cost a full 5 percent of pay more than in the
CSRS. Under this plan. State employees receive basic benefits
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NON-FEDERAL
TABLE 1-1. BENEFIT COSTS OF THE CURRENT CSRS COMPARED TO REPRESENTATIVE

RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
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pension
equivalent to those. or the current CSRS from the State
benefits.
The
substantial
social
security
plan alone, in addition to
costly
provisions
for
more generous State plan also has more the current CSRS,
vested, survivor, and disability benefits than
about the same.
while the cost of indexing and early retirement is required
by this
employee contribution
The significantly greater employer
to
the
cur.cost in comparison
State system reduces its
has an employer
rent CSRS. Even so, this State retirement system
CSRS.
of
wy
above
that
of
the
cost that is 4.1 percent
State plan pays larger
Although the less costly
vested, survivor
basic benefits at age 65, as well as more generous
CSRS,
several factors
and disability benefits than the current emploiAr
cost of the
redude the cost of the plan so that the overall
of
the
CSRS.
These less
second State plan is somewhat below that for retirement
before
generous features include: reduced benefits
shorter
time
and
applied
age 65; less than full indexing, paid over a651; and higher employee
before age
to a reduced benefit (if taken
tax.
contributions including the required social security
that
tend to have
In summary, the retirement system features between the CSRS
the
comparability
of
cost
the greatest effect on
and State government plans
and the representative private sector benefits
before age 65 (or 62),
full retirement
are the availability ofbenefits
are adjusted for price inflation, and
the extent to which
the interaction of these two features.
Mel logose of

REPLACEMENT
E. BENEFIT LEVEL AND DISTRIBUTION: COMPARISON OF
RATES

1. Gross replacement rates
for hypothetical workFigure 1-1 shows gross replacement rates
service.
Gross replacement
ers retiring at age 65 with 30 years of
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rates for Federal workers are the same at all salary levels (about
53 percent of the final year's salary); whereas under all the representative private sector and State government plans, they start
highe. but decline as final salary increases. This is caused by the
tilt of social security benefits in favor of lower income workers. The
two representative State pension plans provide benefits computed

independently of social security, thus completely preserving this
tilt. Figure 1-1 shows that retirees with final earnings all the way
up to $65,000 would receive higher benefits at the time of retirement under both State systems than they would under current
CSRS.
FiGuitE 1-1..Gross Replacement Rates for Representative Private Sector and State

Government Pension Plans Compared to the Current (..RS--ingle Employee
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The two representative private sector systems are integrated
with social security to offset part of the social security tilt that
favors lower paid workers. The private sector plans use different
methods for integrating pension benefits with social security, but
the two methods yield replacement rat's that are almost identicsi
across the entire salary range. Both private systems (which do not
include a capital accumulation plan here) provide high% gross replacement rates than CSRS for workers with final earnings up to
about $40,000. From that point on, CSRS provides slightly higher
replacement rates. However, most Federal retirees in FY 1983 had
final earnings below $40,000.
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2. Net replacement rates

While the representative plans in Figure 1-1 have initial gross
replacement rates generally higher than the current CSRS for
career workers retiring at age 65, this is not necessarily the case
for workers retiring earlier. Furthermore, even a high initial replacement rate may not provide adequate benefits late in retirement unless benefits are adjusted for inflation. Figure 1-2 shows
how replacement rates change over time for workers retiring at
age 55 with $30,000 final earnings. The replacement rates are calculated using constant dollars and take into account changes in tax
liability and certain payroll deductions before and after retirement.
They are referred to as net replacement rates.{

1 -2.- Net Replacement Rates for Representative Private Sector and State
Government Pension Systems Compared to the Current CSRS Single Employee

FICURE

Age 55 with :30 Years of Service, $30,000 Final Salary 5
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Chapter 3 uses both gross and net replacement rates in analyzing benefit levels and distributions for current retirement systemsprivate sector. State government and the current CSRS.
Analysis of issues for a nevi Federal system. however. (see Chapter 0, shows gross replacement

rates only. Gross replacement rates are used to study benefit levels and distributions for employees retiring in the future for two reasons: ill Calculation of net replacement rates would require
assuming changes in currerri tax laws well into the futtire, and 121 Gross replacement rates provide adequate support for this study's analysis of aesign issues for a new Federal system. including necessary projections of plan performance 40 years in the future.
Private plans I and 2 have net replacement rates that are so close that only one of the two
plans need be shown.
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Representative private sector syt,tems and the less generous
State systems provide significantly lower net replacement rates
than CSRS for workers choosing earlier retirement since workers
retiring at age 55 not only are ineligible to receive social security,
but have their pensions reduced for early retirement. However, if a
worker participated in a capital accumulation plan during his
entire career, net replacement rates under the private plans could
be as high as those of the current CSRS. The value of a capital accumulation is highly sensitive to changes in the interaction between interest rates and inflation. These interactions over the past
decade or so have been very favorable to capital accumulation plan
profitability. (See page 289 for a discussion of interest rate data.) (If
Figure 1-2 were revised to show workers retiring at age 62 with 30
years of service, all four non-Federal representative plans would

have higher net replacement than the current MS. Additional replacement rate analysis is presented in Chapters 3 and 4.)

At retirement (age 55). figure 1-2 shows the most generous representative State system provides a net replacement rate of 81 percent, compared to 72 percent for the current CSRS, even though
social security benefits have not commenced. Both replacement
rates drop sharply if examined at age 58 because the retirees have
fully recouped their own non-taxable contributions by this time
and subsequent pension be. .fits are fully taxable. While the pri-

vate sector pension is slightly eroded by inflation. there is no

change in the tax treatment of the pension. Its benefits are c...1.1v
taxed from the start since the employee made no contributions. AL
age 62. the replacement rates rise under the non-Federal pension
systems because social security benefits become available. At age
65, net replacement rates also increase slightly under all systems
because Federal income taxpayers qualify for an additional exemption. Thereafter, inflation erodes benefits of all the non-Federal
plans, but the current CSRS maintains a net replacement -rate of
about 65 percent.
VI. ANALYSIF OF DESIGN ISSUES FOR A NEW FEDERAL. SYSTEM
A. INTRODUCTION

Design of a retirement system for new Federal workers, most of
whom will not retire until well into the next century, changes the
focus of the study. Attention is directed toward possible features of
a new Federal retirement system for employees just now beginning
Federal service, and information from private sector and State
Government pension prat. ices is used as the basis for these design
features. CRS computer models, estimating costs and replacement
rates are used to draw comparisons to the current CSRS, and to
show how costs, benefit levels, and benefit distributions would be
affected in a Federal system designed to resemble private sector
and State government practices.
To accomplish these comparisons, a basic plan model was created
as an analytical device. This "backdrop" or comparison plan repli-
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but with social security
cates closely the current CSRS provisions, of the backdrop plan is
cost
taxes and benefits incorporated. Theand
total benefits (social secuset at the level of the current CSRS, CSRS
as closely as possible
replicate
the
current
rity plus pension)
features.
The backdrop plan
using private sector and State design
how benefit
is then modified, provision by provision, to determine
pension
features
distributions and costs are affected when varying
State government systems are introcommon to private sector and
duced.
OF A FEDERAL PENSION
It IMPACT OF SOCIAL SECURITY ON THE DESIGN

security raises benefit
Coverage of Federal workers by social
benefit
formula distributes
design issues because the social security
and
the current CSRS
benefits in favor of lower income workers current
CSRS and pridifferences
between
the
does not. The major
arise
because
the latter
vate sector and State government systems
differences
two include the social security benefit. Other significant
the
major
implicaThis
study
outlines
have arisen over the years.
tions of incorporating social security.
I. The portability of benefits
are not transferable
Vested benefits from the current CSRS
Federal
workers are faced
(portable) to other employment, andif they quit
their jobs before
with a serious loss of benefit values
Social security
they are eligible to receive retirement benefits.
job
since
nearly all emtransferable
from
job
to
vested benefits are
Furthermore,
Federal
ployment is now covered by that program. greater protection
to
laws regulating private pensions provide
vested benefits than CSRS rules provide.
2. The distribution of benefits along the income scale
that provides a
The CSRS benefits are determined by a formula
of service, regardless of
portion of salary replacement for each yearformula
distributes relasalary level. The social security benefit
incomes. IRS guideworkers
with
lower
tively greater benefits to
to eliminate comlines do not permit tax-qualified pension systems workers from the
"tilt"
to
lower-wage
pletely this distributional
total of pension and social security benefits.
determination of benefits
S. The importance of age in the
of service necesIn the current CSRS, age determines the yearsbenefits
can start
benefits.
(Unreduced
sary to receive retirement service, (2) age 60 with 20 years, or (3)
at (1) age 55 with 30 years of
combinations of age and
age 62 with 5 years.) After these minimumaffect
benefit amounts. In
not
service have been attained, age doesretirement
benefits can be resocial security, on the other hand, reductions applied to benefits
ceived no earlier than age 62, with 2027). Age at retirement is
received before age 65 (67 in the year
of total benefits for
thus an important factor in the determination
benefits
and social seretirement systems that combine pension
eligibility and benefit computacurity. Private pensions often tie
retirement
ages.
tion to social security
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4. The COLA's grunted to benefits after retirement

Benefits of the current CSRS are generally in".reased by the rate
of inflation. In other employment, full inflation adjustments are
made only to social security. Private pension benefits are rarely ft...creased by the rate of inflation, but ad hoc adjustments have been
estimated to make up 38 percent of real benefit loss due to inflation in a recent period.
5. Disability insurance protection

Current CSRS disability benefits are provided to employees
unable to perform their Federal jobs because of a disabling condition. The social security disability insurance program provides benefits to severely disabled workers unable to perform any job. Pri-

marily because additional social security disability benefits are
paid for dependents "hey often replace a higher percentage of piedisability earnings

in disability benefi., under the current CSMS

Program.
6. Family and survivor benefits

Social security provides benefits to spouses (age 62 or over) and
children (under age 18) of retired workers, whereas CSRS does not.
Social security automatically provides benefits to divorced spouses
(age 62 or over) of retired workers and survivor benefits to divorced
widowers) (age 60 or over); whereas CSRS requires a court order
for spouse and survivor benefits to be paid after divorce.
7.

Discretion in retirement planning

A growing proportion of private sector and State government systems provides greater employee discretion in retirement planning
by adding one or more capital accumulation plans to the total pension design. A capital accumulation plan, as part of a new Federal
system, would allow more employee flexibility in retirement planning. For example, by contributing to an employer-matched capital
accumulation plan, employees could replicate the overall benefit
generosity of the current CSRS.
8. Lower retirement benefits at the same cost

Because of certain characteristics of the social security program,
under all design options for this analysis, benefit levels for retirees

will be lower than under the current CSRS, even though overall
coots are the same. (If retirement benefits were increased to current levels, overall costs would rise by 2-3 percent of pay.) For the
moo part, the value of these benefits is not lost to the Federal
wo rs but is shifted from retirement to other types of benefits.
These shifts include the following items.

a. Portability.Social Security benefits earned in Federal employment will be transferable to jobs outside the Federal government. This increases benefit rights of workers who will leave Federal service compared to those who leave under the current system.
The estimated cost of this improved portability accounts for nearly
two-thirds of the total difference.
b. Family benefits.Social security benefits will become payable
to certain dependents of retirees, disabled workers, and survivors

41-055 0 - 85 -
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CSRS. In addition, some surviwho are not paid under the current.higher
benefits than would be
vors and dependents will receive
payable under the current system. These additional family benefits
difference.
acmunt for about one-sixth of the total
employment.
-- Average Federal
c. Lower income workers in other in other employment covered
wages are higher than average wages
replaces a greater proby social security. Because social security
security
portion of the wages of lower-paid workers, some social
workers
with
from
Federal
workers
to
benefits will be redistributed
the
governlower career average wages in employment outside
workers is caused
ment. This benefit redistribution to non-Federal
employment
including
by social security coverage of all types of
jobs
that
are
not
common
temporary, part-time and minimum wage
one-sixth
of the
in the Federal government. It accounts for about
2-3 percent of pay difference.
C. APPLYING THE METHODOLOGY TO THE ISSUES

workers
The first step in analyzing the issues of covering Federal
the
benefits
as possible
by social security is to replicate as closely
employement from benefits
earned
in
Federal
and contributions
payable under the current CSRS, and subtracting social security
taxes from the CSRS contribution amount.
with social
Because, as mentioned above, any system coordinated
for
retirees
the
security will show lower replacement rates retirementthan
benefits
current CSRS, to replicate the current system'scurrent CSRS. (One
would cost 2-3 percent of pay more than thein 1984 dollars.'
percent of total pay equals lbout $700 million plans must replace
Consequently, the retire nt benefits of such
the current
ear ings in order to duplicate
a lower share of final shown
which
depicts
a 100
by Figure 1-3,
system's costs. This is
CSRS,
for
a
worker
percent offset plan at the cost of the current
retiring in the year 2030.
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As Figure 1-3 shows, the current CSRS replaces about 53 percent
of the final salary of a worker retiring with 30 years of service. The
100 percent offset plan replaces between 44 percent and 47 percent
(depending on salary) at the cost of the current system. The slight

upward tilt in replacement rates occurs because the offset is applied to full social security benefits payable at age 67 (when full
benefits will be payable in the year 2030). These workers, retiring
at age 62, receive social security benefits reduced 30 percent for
early retirement. Social security's benefit reduction at age 62 has
relatively more impact on beneficiaries with lower wages because a

larger portion of their total benefits comes from social security.
Were these workers shown to be retiring at age 67, replacement
rates would be level across the salaries. Age 62 with 30 years of
service is shown because it closely approximates a representative
career in both Federal and private employment, and because it is
the earliest age at which social security benefits can be received.
Level replacement rates could also be achieved by offsetting the
social security benefit actually payable, but this would be more
complex to administer. (See Chapter 4 for a complete discussion.)
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D. DISTRIBUTIONAL ISSUES RAH= BY COORDINATION WITH
SECURITY

SOCIAL

Pensions meeting the criteria for tax qualification under IRS
social securules are not permitted to subtract 100 percent of thewould
replace
total
benefit
in
such
a
plan
rity benefits because the
workers
relaof
the
salaries
of
high
income
too high a proportion
allowed
by
maximum
offset
percentage
tive to the lower paid. The
maximum
is
subject
to
numerous
IRS is 83% percent, but that
other rules governing the distribution of plan benefit& In many

cases even 83% percent would not be permitted. The most common
offset percentage used in private pensions is 50 percent; i.e., onehalf of the social security benefit is subtracted from the benefit calculated by the pension formula. The other principal technique for
integrating pensions with social security is the "step-rate" method
discussed in Chapter 2 This method can accomplish the same basic
purposes as does an offset plan, and is not analyzed in this part of
the study.
At the opposite end of the spectrum from 100 percent offset plans
seare plans with coordination approaches that maintain the social
pension
These
plans
simply
compute
the
curity benefit tilt entirely.
independently from whatever social security benefits are provided.
Add-on approaches are often found in State government pensions:
in the U.S. military retirement system, and in older, collectivelybargained plans. Relatively few private sector organizations with
salaried employees provide add-on plans.

Figure 1-4 compares the distributional effects of 100 percent
offset, 50 percent offset, and add-on plans with the current GSRS.
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Mom 1-4.Backdrop Plan Variationa Comparison of Three Coordination
ApproachesSingle Worker Age 62 With 30 Years of fiervhe
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As Figure 1-4 shows, different approaches for coordinating pension benefits with social security alter the distribution of benefits
along the income line, but if total coeds spent for retirement are
the same, the replacement rates for workers with average preretirement salaries will also be the same. The replacement rate at
higher or lower preretirement salaries varies to the extent that the
social security tilt is retained or counteracted by the coordination
technique. The particular integration approach selected does not
necessarily affect plan costs, but it does affect distribution of plan
benefits among workers at different salaries.
R. REFUCATION 9F IMPORTANT CM PROVISIONS

A particular technique of integrating pension benefits with social
security is selected to achieve a particular benefit distribution. The
current CSRS does not vary replacement rates by income, while
such a variance is a principal effect of the social security benefit
formula. Even with social security, however, it is possible to design
a system that maintains the important provisions of the current
CSRS.

Figure 1-5 shows gross replacement rates for a worker retiring
under a new Federal system at age 55 with 30 years of service and
(This worker has an apa final preretirement salary of ;30,000.
proximately average final salary, and replacement rates would stay
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roughly the same under all techniques for coordinating social security and pension benefits.) Replication of the current CSRS design
of level income throughout retirement is accomplished by adding a
supplement comparable to the social socurity benefit from age 55 to
62. This supplement is structured so that when social security
mes payable at age 62, the total benefit amount (social security
plus pension) is constant «hroughout the entire retirement period.
To provide this constant benefit for later ages, the initial pension
must be fully indexed throughout the period. Thus, at the cost of
the current CSRS, it would be possible to replicate the level benefit
approach of the current CSRS. (However, as noted above, the replicated system shows lower replacement rates because, at constant
cost, the social security program provides relatively high portability and ancillary benefits and less benefits at retirement.)
FIGURE 1-5.Backdrop Plan Replication VariationSingle Worker Age 55 With 30
Years of Service, $30,000 Final Salary
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Figure 1-5 shows the pension replacing about 30 percent of the
worker's preretirement salary, with social security providing ar. other 15 percent for a total of 45 percent, compared to the current
CMS rate of 53 percent for the same worker. The social security
benefit is prorated to show only that value earned during the Federal career. The supplement payable from age 55 to the beginning
of social security benefits at age 62 costs about 0.7 percent of pay.
If the supplement were not paid and the savings restored to the
basic pension, the pension benefit would average about three points
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higher, starting at age 62. However, the total replacement rate
would be substantially lower during age_ 55 to age 62.

The plan is also shown with a full COLA after retirement. Bene-

fits would retain their real value over time under this provision
rather than decline in relation to prices after retirement. If the
COLAs were limited to 50 percent of the price changes measured
by the CPI, the plan would cost about 4.3 percent of pay less. The
real value of pension benefits would decline on average about 26
percent between age 55 and age 80, relative to the purchasing
power of the pension at retirement.

Table 1-2 displays other changes, and their effect on system
costs, that could be made to the pension plan in a new Federal
system.
ris0 1-1Change in Normal Cast Resulting From Alternative Design Features
Cast of Backdrop Plan: 32.2 Percent of Payroll
Then the pension coat as a
percent of payroll changes by:
If the backdrop plans are adjusted by:
0.7
No oupplement before age 62

No supplement, axial security offset applied at retirement; 3 percent per year reduction for retirement before age 62
Fall actuarial reduction for retiressent before age 62
of CPI
COIA at 50 per
No COLA

Increase accrual rate 0.1 percent a year
Reduce accrual rate 0.1 percent a year

- 3.4

-4.8
- 4.3

-7.1

+ 1.6
1.6
Norm In offset plans, offset mu be applied when Nodal security payments begin or at actual
retirement.

The current CMS provides full retirement benefits at earlier
than either social security or private pension plans. A new
ral system designed to discourage early retirement would
ice costs because of a smaller number of retiring workers in
ly years, and the shortening period of retirement of those who
ire later. Savings achieved from later retirement could be re-

red to the basic plan formula (by increasing the benefit accrual
te). This would reward workers who stay until later ages, and in
ffect, compensate for the lower retirement benefits in any cont cost plan that includes social security.
F. DISCRETIONARY BENEFITS: CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PLANS

t

Any savings that might be achieved by early retirement reduc-

tions, COLA cuts or lower accrual rates could be used to add
ital accumulation plan, a common feature of many private

r
and State government systems. For this study, the supplemental
plans are voluntary, with employers matching employee contributions, and are analyzed in terms of overall constant employer cost.
For illustrative purposes, the projected cost of the defined benefit
pension plan was reduced and was used to pay contributions of the
employer (the Federal government) needed to match employee contributions for a capital accumulation plan.
The capital accumulation plans were designed with a 50 percent

match of employee contributions up to 6 percent of salaryrepresentative of private sector plans. Because higher paid workers tend
to save more than lower paid workers, including capital accumula-

tion plans in the overall retirement system would distribute em-
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In other
ployer-paid retirement benefits to higher income workers.
security
displans
is
to
reduce
the
social
words, one effect of these
a voluntributional tilt to lower wage workers. Figure 1-6 shows
larger
suppleplan
designed
to
provide
a
tary capital accumulation
55.
ment before age 62 for new Federal workers retiring at age

fie Worker
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Figure 1-6 shows a replacement rate of 50 percent for anforem30
ployee fully contributing to the capital accumulation plan from
contributing
would
receive
27
percent
years. Employees not
pensitons, about 3 percentage points less than if the same plan had
and costs were held constant. ..Emno capital accumulation planwould
receive an amount in between.
ploy. partially contributing
various
forms of benefits from
Employees could choose among
The
benefit
could
be a lump sum of
the capital accumulation plan.
accumulated amounts, or it could be an indexed or unindexed full
life annuity. In Figure 14, the payment is shown as a two-step annuity, with a fixed term as the first step (from age 55-62) and the
remainder an indexed full life annuity to begin after age 62. Many
against accrued
private sector plans permit employees to borrowconditions.
Differamount,/ or to draw them down under specified
are established.
ent repayment requirementsplans
analyzed in the study are intendThe capital accumulation
an emplo ee might
ed to illustrate the kinds of increased
-off for the

lion

be given in retirement planning. The basic trade
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employee is between current or deferred compensationsalary or
capital accumulation. These plans were projected using the same
economic, demographic and workforce assumptions that were used

for the basic plansincluding interest rates.
One feature of capital accumulation plans distinguishing them
from traditional defined benefit pension plans is that a segregated
savings account is set up for each participating employee, the size

of which is determined directly by the amount of employee and employer contributions and the interest earned by the account. Thus,

employees leaving an employer will take along the value of this
savings account, and will be given considerable discretion about the
kinds of uses that may be made of it. Such a provision in the Federal government retirement system would not necessarily increase

the normal cost of the system, but it could change the timing of

budget outlays. (See Appendix B for a discussion of this point).
It should be recognized, however, that the provision of such em-

ployee flexibility could take place within the context of defined
benefit plans. Under these plans, employers build up reserves for
employees during their work careers. Defined benefit plans could
be designed to permit employees to withdraw part of this reserve
under certain conditions, thereby increasing current income but reducing the benefits available at retirement.
G. ANCILLARY liRNRFITS

Retirement system design usually emphasizes the benefits payable to full career workers who retire and can draw immediate
benefits because they have met the age and service requirements.

A complete retirement system, however, also includes benefits for
individuals who leave the workforce before full retirement, either

voluntarily with vested rights to take other employment, or because of death or disability. (Chapter 4 of this study includes a comprehensive description of disability and survivor benefits.)

These vested, disability, and survivor benefits, called ancillary
benefits in this study, account for a substantial part of the cost of
retirement systemswhether in the private sector, in State governments, or in the Federal government. Together, they cost about 5
percent of payor one-sixth of the cost of the current CSRS.
The social insurance philosophy of social security is extended to
the ancillary benefits as well as primary benefits. In general, the
social security benefits are provided to dependent members of families of disabled or deceased workers. These benefits reflect the way

the social security formula works, and thus, provide relatively

higher benefits to dependents of lower income workers, including
those with short service.
Private sector and State government retirement systems include
ancillary provisions that supplement social security coverage. The
current CSRS has, over the years, developed provisions for disability and survivors benefits necessary to meet some of the social insurance needs provided by social security in other types of employ-

ment. Private sector practices diverge sharply from the current

CSRS. The social security system provides disability and survivor
benefits that are financed as part of the entire system; individual
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recipients do not pay extra for these benefits, which instead are

paid for by all covered workers and their employers.
In contrast, private sector coverage that supplements social security benefits for disability and death often is financed outside the
overall retirement system. For example, companies provide life in-

surance and disability insurance through insurance policies that
are paid for by the company, but not as part of the retirement
system. (Hay-Huggins has estimated that these private sector programs are worth about 1 percent of payroll.) On the other hand,
post-retirement Survivor benefits are offered in the private Rector
to retiring employees only if they, in effect, are willing to pay for
us,
them by accepting a cut in their basic retirement benefit. Thus,
postretirement survivor benefits are made available at the retiring
employee's discretion, but at no extra cost to the sponsoring employer.

The current CSRS takes the middle road. It pays for most benefits as part of the overall plan, and requires reductions (but not full
actuarial reductions) to pay for postretirement survivor benefits.
1. Vested benefits

The current CSRS concept of the vesting and portability of benefits differs greatly from that of social security. The social security
system is designed for employees who complete a working career
having had one or a number of employers. By including the service
from each job, a full social security retirement benefit is available
at age 65 (or a reduced benefit at age 62). Under the current CSRS,
on the other hand, only the retirement benefit earned during Federal employment is considered for payment of CSRS benefits. This
inhibits the movement of Federal employees to jobs outside the
government, and it reduces the value of vested benefits if employtheir
ees do leave Federal employmentparticularly early in
CSRS
is
design
of
the
vesting
provision
in
the
career. The general

similar to that of a private sector pension plan. If an employee

works beyond the vesting period, 5 years for CSRS and 10 years for
most private sector plans, then the benefit is payable at the normal

retirement ageage 62 for CSRS and age 62 or 65 for private
sector retirement. However, unlike the private sector practice

where, by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
(ERISA) rules, employer contributions must be vested with the employee, the CSRS employees can divest themselves of the employer
contribution through a return of their own contribution. Even
though interest is not credited on these contributions (interest is
required in the private sector) most employees remove this contribution and thereby lose the vested benefit.
2. Disability benefits

Disability benefits are available to workers who are not abie to
continue working because of a disabling condition. For the most
part the disability does not result from an injury or accident suffered on the job; such disabilities are cove. instead by Federal
and State programs for workers' compensation.
Benefit eligibility and amounts for disabling conditions or longterm illness differ substantially in private sector and the State government retirement systems. Generally, private sector plans pro-
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vide salary continuation for short-term disability with an orderly
transition from short- to long-term disability benefits. The current

CSRS has no provisions for integrating long-term disability benefits
with accumulated sick leave that provides short-term protection.
Initial benefits in Private sector and State government plans for

intermediate and long-term disability are often more generous
than those provided by the current CSRS. It is usually much
harder to qualify for private sector long-term benefits, however.
Such benefits deteriorate over time because they are not fully adjusted for inflation.
Disability may strike at any time in a work career and because
of this, the differences between the current CSRS and a new Federal system may be more readily apparent than would differences
in retirement benefits. The vast majority of Federal workers covered by a new system will not retire for many years, but disability
benefits under the new system would begin to be paid shortly after

implementationas new workers become disabledand could

affect many workers quickly. Thus, advantages and disadvantages
of the new system compared to the one governing fellow workers
hired before 1984 might be readily apparent to both old and new
workers.
Many design choices concerning disability retirement benefits in-

volve trade-offs. When the current CSRS disability retirement
system is compared to practices in other systems, it is apparent

that provision for more adequate benefits, but with stricter eligility
requirements, would be a possible trade-off.

The study recognizes that disability benefits will have to be

changed significantly just to accommodate social security coverage.
Private sector disability insurance, when coupled with social securi-

ty, typically provides 60 percent or more of pay; compared to replacement income under the CSRS whic) in most instances is 40
percent of pay. On the other hand, fewer employees receive the
long-term benefits because of a stricter definition of disability.

A new disability system that provides a higher benefit but re-

stricts the definition could be introduced for the same approximate
cost as the current CSRS disability system. One variation considered would be to permit a disability eligibility condition similar to
the current CSRS (inability to perform current occupation) for a
period of 6 months to 2 years.
Two other important and related considerations in the design of

the disability benefit are the minimum benefit provided and the

offset for social security. Because emp:3yees can become disabled
the career, and because they generally have little or no
early
other supplementary income, it has become accepted to provide a
high level of replacement income quickly. Also, when disability is
paid through a long.-term disability (LTD) insurance arrangement,
which is typical for salaried employees, the social security offset is
usually applied fully to the benefit paid by the current employer.
Thus, the typical private sector design for salaried employees is to
provide a percentage of pay minus the full social security benefit.
Variations on these options are considered in Chapter 4-111.
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I Survivor benefits
Surviving spouses of Federal workers, and retirees covered by
social security plus a new integrated pension system, may be eligible for benefits that could be substantially smaller than those of

the current CSRS. By definition, integrated pension systems
assume that social security benefits are payable, and therefore

reduce pension benefits to account for that income. However, some
widows or widowers of covered workers are not eligible for social

security benefits because they are too young, or have no young
child, or earn too much. In such cases, the survivor's pension
amount, calculated on the assumption that it was a supplement to
social security, could be less than the benefit available under the
current CRS. When social security survivor benefits actually are
payable, the total benefits from the ,old and the new program
would be more comparable.

In contrast to private pension plans or many State plans, the

current CSRS does not require retirees to accept a full actuarial reduction to pay for spouse survivor coverage. Private plans pay at
least 50 percent of the actuarially-reduced pension, whereas CSRS
pays 55 percent of the unreduced amount. According to estimates
made by Hay-Huggins, at the current time CSRS subsidizes about
one-half the cost of this spouse protection.
The private sector and the current CSRS differ markedly regarding benefits to survivors of workers who die before retirement. Life

insurance available under the Federal system is smaller and, in
some cases, much smaller, than that available under most private
group plans. Most private employers provide insurance equal to
two times pay at no cost to the employee; whereas, the Federal
system requires that the employee pay about two-thirds the cost. In

addition, Federal life insurance pays one times pay (two times if
the employee is under age 36). Under the current system, annuities
to the survivors of younger workers who die while still employed
can be quite small, equaling about 22 percent of final pay.
The survivor benefit discussion in Chapter 4-IV incorporates a
review of the full range of survivor options from the current (SRS
to the private sector. A new Federal system can incorporate any
number of "actuarial equivalent" options that do not involve any
additional costs to the employer. The new system could provide the
same minimum benefit for vested employees that is now required
for private sector plans. If an employee elected this survivor option,

the benefit assumes the vested employee would have retired the
day before he or she died.

One consideration is the appropriate level of benefit. Private
sector plans design a benefit as though the employee were receiving social security and then pay a portion of that benefit to the
widow or widower. Since the receipt of social security benefits by
the widow or widower is not necessarily coterminous with the benefit to the retiree, however, this can create a perceived inequity in
some cases.

A second consideration is the share of the cost of any poetretirement option between the retiree and the government. The private
sector generally requires actuarial equivalence so that the employees pay the full cost of the benefit. Social security provides an enti-
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tlement that requires no election or cost on behalf of the retiree.
(SRS falls between these two approaches by requiring an election
and a payment, but the cost to the retiree is less than the full actuarial equivalent. Thus, the employee and the government both
share in the cost of the current system. Chapter 4-IV examines the
options available in this area from a full actuarial reduction to a
full entitlement.
A final important consideration is the definition of a dependent.
Clearly, the current spouse at the time of death should be considered a surviving dependent and be entitled to a benefit. Children of
deceased employees or retirees u- ter the current CSRS are
similar benefits under social security, and therefore, the
security children's benefit would not necessarily have to be supplemented.

One type of dependent entitled to a social security benefit but
not under the CSRS system or the private sector system is the de-

pendent of a living retiree. It is assumed that a supplemental
system will also not pay benefits to dependents.

A final important question is the entitlement of a divorced

spouse. Chapter 4 examines the various divorce situations that can
occur, including a divorced surviving spouse and a divorced spouse
of a current living retiree. The various methods of providing benefits to these divorcees are examined.
VII. FIVE ILLUSTRATIVE PLANS FOR A NEW FICDERAL RETIREMENT
SYSTEM

After analyzing changes in program features, five illustrative

plans for a new Federal retirement system were developed. (These
five plans are discussed at length in Chapter 5.) No attempt was
made to develop "most likely," or "most feasible" retirement sys-

tems. The ones shown here illustrate the range of possibilities,

highlighting the analysis of specific design issues in the context of
a complete retirement system.
The vesting, disability and survivor components of the five illus-

trative ph..rts are held constant so that emphasis can be given to
the retirement benefit issues. The disability plan is consistent with
private sector practices. It is slightly more generous than the current CSRS, but with a more restricted definition of disability after
two years. The survivor benefits are consistent with private sector
practice and closely replicate the current CSRS.

The accrual rates for the five plans have been calibrated to

achieve employer costs comparable to the cost to the government of

the current CSRS. The CTS estimate of entry-age normal cost to
the government as CSRS employer is used as the basic cost for
each of the illustrative plans. (In each case, cost to the government
as employer is set at the current CSRS employer cost of 25.2 percent of pay-32.2 percent cost of benefits minus 7 percent employee
contributions.) The amount employees pay for retirement system
benefits is an important variable, and the plans assume di
levels of employee contributions. Three of the systems include capital accumulation plans in which employees decide how much to
contribute. The following table briefly describes the provisions of
the five illustrative plans.
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TABLE 1-3.Continued
PROVIMONS COMMON TO Au, PLANS

Vesting

Retirement: 5 years.
Capital accumulation: Immediate.
Disability
Definition: First 24 months, unable to perform in position; after 24 months, totally
and permanently disabled for any occupation (social security definition).
Amount: 60 percent of pay minus social security, or accrued retirement benefit,
whichever is greater.
Survivor benefits
Preretirement death: 55 percent of accrued retirement benefits.

Postretirement death: If elected, causes a reduction in the retirement annuity of
t on amounts over $3,600; survi2.5 percent of first V1,600 annually; plus 10
.
vor benefit is 55 percent of amity before rep
Service requirement
Immediate retirement 10 years at age 55 with full actuarial reduction.
Deferred benefit: 5 years, payable beginning at age 62.

Plan I is a 100 percent offset plan and was chosen because it

most closely matches the current CSRS benefit distribution across
income classes. All provisions of the current CSRS except disability

benefits are retained. Costs are held constant with the current

system and employees contribute 7 percent of pay minus the social
security tax.
Plan II, a 50 percent offset plan, is representative of many private sector pensions, although costs to the government as employer
are shown here to match those of the current CSRS. There are no
employee contributions except social security taxes.
Plan III modifies Plan II by le wering the accrual rate sufficiently

to provide for a capital accumulation plan, but maintaining the
same total cost to the government. Under this voluntary plan, the

government, as employer, matches 50 percent of the employee contributions up to 6 percent of pay.
Plan N is also a 50 percent offset plan, but it has been changed
to resemble closely typical private sector practices and accommo-

dates a more liberal capital accumulation plan. Early retirement
reductions of 3 percent for each year of retirement before age 62
are applied, and the COLA is lowered to one-half of the CPI rate.
Savings from these changes were used to increase the accrual rate
and to add a generous capital accumulation plan that matches each

employee dollar with a dollar from the employer, up to 6 percent of
pay_:

Flan V is an add-on plan, and was selected because it illustrates
distributions common in State government pensions and the military retirement system that do not attempt to counteract the tilt in
the social security benefit formula favoring low income workers.
Plan V includes the same early retirement reductions of 3 percent
per year and one-half COLA as Plan IV, with the savings similarly
used to increase the basic benefit to provide a generous capital accumulation plan.
Figure 1-7 displays these plans side-by-side, for workers retiring
at a final salary of $30,000 with 30 years of service at three different ages. In Plans I, II, and III, supplements equal to th, anticipat-
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ed social security benefit payable at age 62 would be paid at age 56.
Plans IV and V have no pre-age 62 supplement and show pension
benefits 15 percent lower at we 55 for the same number of years of
service. At age 67, when social security reductions would no longer
apply, all plans would show substatially higher initial benefits.
nouns 1-7.--Cosnparison of The Illustrative Plans at Constant Ens

Coat:

Chen Replacement Rates for a Single Worker with SO Years of
Final Salary.

Plan I

Plan 1

Flan R

Plan IY

Pin V

Figure 1-8 also compares the plans' distribution by income. Plan
1, a 100 percent offset plan, actually distributes total benefits
upward through the salary scale. The offset is applied at age 62
when social security benefits begin, but the social security formula
computes full benefits payable at age 67 and then reduces them for
early retirement. The effect of the reduction is more pronounced at
lower salaries because social security provides a larger share of the
total benefit for lower salaried levels compared to high. Under
Plan 1, the total groat replacement rates would be constant across
the wage scale for retirees first receiving their benefits at age 67
when the social security reductions would not apply.
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of

Plan I

Plan I

Plan A

Ilan IV

Plan V

Plan II has the same cost to the Federal government as Plan I,
but because employees pay only social security taxes and do not
contribute to the plan, the helps- fits of Plan II are somewhat lower
than Plan I. (Plan I requires a total contribution (social security
equal to the current MEW
plus pension contribution) of 7 "
and by not offsetting the social
Man lT is a 50 percent °Set
security tilt entirely, distributes more in total benefits to lower incomes. This income distribution tilt would be more pronounced for
retirement at age 67, when the social security early retirement reductions are not applied.
Plan III is a 50 percent offset plan, but also has a capital accumulation plan to which employees may contribute up to 6 percent
of their salaries and receive an employer match of one -half of that
amount. The distribution across the salary scale of Plan III is uncertain because total benefits based on the govsimment's share of
11.4
in the capital
the costs depend upon each employee's
.rpate in the capital
accumulation plan. Employees who do not
accumulation plan would receive less than in Plan II, but by participa 'tang, employee retirement income can be higher than in Plan
II. Full participation during the entire career would yield replacement rates that at all salary levels would exceed those of the current CSRS. While working, employees would be contributing a
greater share of their incomes for these retirement benefits.
%.
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CHAPTER 2: PRIVATE SECTOR AN)) STATE GOVERNMENT
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

berismucivos
There are over 800,000
sector
over 50 State government pension plans.
there is
variety In pension plan
design, there is sufficient uniformity to enable development of illustrative or "representative" plans to be used for comparison to
the current civil service retirement system, and to guide the analysis of options for a new Federal system.
Private sector organisations and State
II
ts have had 50
years of experience designir4 and
pension systeimi that
1.1 t this bask social
are built upon social security and that coin
insurance
State government coordmation
differ
somewhat
private companies, in part because most
had
systems for their employees already in place when social
was extended to State government employees efve in 1951.
majority of State a-,
systems compute benefi without regard to social security
and State employees
must not only pay social security taxes but also must make
Boots to their pension system. On the other hand, most private r i i ponies established thew present pension plans after social
security
enacted. Most of these have retirement benefit formulae "'
" with social security. Few
,pants in private
pension p
are required to contribute to
The &atm* emphasized in these private sector and State government representative plans developed by CRS, determine under
what conditions
eligftde for benefits and how much they
receive. S
y, tF 4e features define:
conditions for eligibility (vesting),
when benefit payments can begin,
the amount of benefits, and
t inflation adjustment to benefits.
Single Federal statutes define the features of the social security
system and the civil service retirement system, but Federal law
only establishes minimum standards for private pension lens. The
number of private pension plans consist of varied combinations of
design features. Most pension plans are established by a single firm
to cover its employees. Some plans are negotiated under a collective bargaining agreement, while others are established solely at
the employer's initiative.
This section summa rises the scope, composition, and features of
private sector and State retirement systems. They may be considered a multilayered combination of social security, a pension plan,
and in many cases, a supplemental capital accumulation plan.
I

I

(35)
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a
About one-half the private sector workforce is not covered by
rely
company-sponsored pension plan and may ultimately have to
on social security and personal savings. Those persons are usually
employed by small companies.

inforAnysis' of available data bases provided comprehensive
enable
us
to
conmation on private and State pension plans and
pension

struct four representative examples of typical non-Federal
very few
plans, to be compared with the current CSRS. Although
plans
contain
pension plans are exactly alike, these constructed and represent
features commonly found iin the non-Federal sector,
benefits provided to large numbers of salaried employees (i.e.,
white collar employees).
IL PIUVATE SECTOR RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

ExPrivate pension plans originated in 1875 when the American offifor retiring, at company
press Company established a system
incapacitated
workers at least 60
cials' discretion, permanently
(Murray
Latiyears old who had worked at least 20 years. IndustrialWebb
Relations
mer, Industrial Pension Systems, New York:
of
Counselors, 1931, Vol. 1, pp. 20-24.) In the early 1900s, a numberand
pally
railroads,
utilities
rapidly growing corporations --pp
Private sector pensions, presteelestablished retirement
dating the emergence of social security in the United States,
evolved from two kinds of arrangements.
A. IIMPLOYErrOPONSORED PENSIONS

Partly out of response to the deficiency of employer-sponsored
self-

pensions, employee organizations with a tradition of collective
help developed pension arrangements for workers whose allegiance
emto an occupation was more pronounced than to any particular
employer
associations
supported
both
ployer. Early railroad worker
and employee sponsored pensions and counted provision of group
for

insurance and old age assistance among their primary reasons
existence.
Employee-sponsored pensions were often successful in providing
of employbenefits to workers who stayed within the same type
however,
the
for
more
than
one
employer;
ment but who worked
caused
probarrangements
frequently
method of financing these
hoc transferscontributions
lems. Most were financed through ad
current
retirees. In the early
collected from workers to support
and benefit
years, the ratio of workers to retirees was favorable, the
number
affordable.
In
such
a
system,
as
payments were easily
also inof retirees increases, either the number of workers- must
become
uncrease or the amounts contributed by each worker can
acceptably high.
S. EMPLOYER-SPONSORED PENSIONS

arrangeAlthough many employers had long maintained income
contributing
employees,
the
primary
force
ments for old or infirm
competito the development of employer-sponsored pensions was
and
encouremployees
tion for employees. Pensions could attract
experienced
employees
had
age them to remain and retention of
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competitive advantages. Employees whose age or infirmities caused
their productive capabilities to fall below their salaries could be removed in an orderly and humane fashion.
During the early years of the pension movement, employers had
sole discretion over the payment of benefits. Thus, employees could
be discouraged from leaving because of the forfeiture of pension

rights. Company control over pension payments also meant that
benefits were not necessarily secure. Employers undergoing financial strain could and did cut back or eliminate pensions when the
funds necessary for their payment_were not available.
In the 1940s, and 1950s the number of employer-sponsored private pension plans grew rapidly, stimulated by the following factors:

1. Government wage and price controls during World War II
that prompted employers to offer and unions to seek retirement benefits as a means of retaining and compensating
workers for increased efforts without contributing to inflation;

2. A 1947 Supreme 'Court decision that upheld a National

Labor Relations Board ruling requiring employers to bargain
in good faith over the terms of pension plans; and
3. A 1949 steel industry determination that pensions are an appropriate industry responsibility.
The following table shows that the number of private employersponsored pension plans has grown from under 1,000 in 1939, to
over 800,000 plans. Private pension plan assets now total over 1900
billion.
Table 2-1.Pnvate Eniplo.wr-Sponsored Pension Plans
Nam

Year:

659
24,879
102,626
423,482
803,952

1939
1954
1964
1974
1983
Source: Employee Benefit Research humtute,

The majority of pension plan participants work for companies

with large pension plans. Two percent of all plans cover 75 percent

of all participants. About three out of every four participants are
covered by plans with 1,000 or more participants. Forty-five percent of all participants are in very large plans with 10,000 or more
participants.
C. SOURCES OF DATA h OR PRIVATE SECTOR SYSTEMS

The major features of private pension systems were identified by
analyzing the following data sources:

1. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) 1982 survey of employee
benefits (data from a sample of 1,500 establishments with
employment representative of 21 million workers);
2. Hay-Huggins 1983 Noncash Compensation Comparison (data
on 854 financial, service, and industrial companies);
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Study
3. Bankers Trust Company 1980 Corporate Pension Plan
8.2
million
(data on 325 company pension plans covering
workers),
4. Wyatt Company 1982 survey of retirement, thrift and profitsharing plans (data on salaried employees of 50 very large
les); and
U.S. industrial corn
compsFison.studg,of
salaried employee
5. Hewitt Company 1"
benefits provided by 659 major U.S. emPoyera.
of inThese dat4 sources were supplemented by (1) a 1983atstudy
the
North
flation and Pension benefits prepared b7 researchersof Pension AcCarolina State University, (2) the American Society
(3) the Contuaries (ASPA) survey of ;mall- and medium-size firms,
and
(4) discusference Board 1981 Profile of Employee Benefits,
sighs and consultations with pension experts.
of priThese data sources supported a comprehensive description
broadly
based
are
vate sector pension systems. In total the data (1)
companies;
and
(2)
-, and large-size
and cover small-, medium
characteristics
did
not
vary
showed that pension plan
be exVariances could gene lyplans
`among the different sources.
inthe
data
base
and
the
types
o
plained by the nature of
limcluded or not included (e.g., some data sources were principally also
ited to plans for salaried employees while other data sources
included plans for hourly wage workers).
of particiUnless noted otherwise, the BLS figures are a percent
a percent of

pants, while the figures from the other sources are

plans.
private sector
The remainder of this chapter discusses features oflisted
above. In
pension systems, as revealed by the sources of data
may be
discussions of particular features, one or more data sources
the
particular
omitted if the source did not include information on
feature being considered.
D. FEATURES OF PRIVATE SECTOR PENSION SYSTEMS

x. How eligibility is established
When an organization establishes a pension plan, it must decide
work
who eligible to participate and how long a participant must
plan
may
in order to be entitled to a pension. A single itemployer
may
be
limited
to
cover all of the employees of the company, or
several
different
only part of them. Some companies establish example, sepaiate
plans to cover different groups of employees. For hourly
emplans might be established for salaried empZiaerea,
aimparticular
collective
ployees, or employees covered under
employes
ing agreement. In multiemployer pension plans,.rnany
whom
contributions
plan.
All
employees
for
participate in the same

usually are
are made under the collective bargaining agreement
covered.
Income Security
Before the passage of the Employeeftietirement
discretion in establishcompanies
had/
bmad
Act of 1974 (ERIS*,
standards, howing plan eligibility. )RISA established minimum
both salary Mated ptana treferted
While the Bankers Trust survey includes separate data onplans
(referred to in their study no
"eonventionid
pion?)
and
dollar
benefit
to in their study as
'pattern plane' 1, only data on salaried workers are presented in this mart.
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ever. It defined participation requirements and the length of service required for pension eligibility (vesting requirements).
a. Participation requirements. At the time of our survey, most
plans in the data bases examined had participation requirements
more liberal than the minimums imposed by ERISA. Plans could
not require an employee to complete more than one year of service
or attain an age greater than 25 as a condition of participation in
the plan. With the recent passage of the Retirement Equity Act of
1984, pension plans must now include workers either age 21, or
who have completed one year of service, whichever comes later.'
Participation in the civil service retirement system (CSRS) is immediate.

TABLE 2 -2 -.PfRIOD Of SERVICt REQUIRED FOR PARTICIPATION IN PENSION PLAN
Peited)

Maks,

ets
RtSA mommum standard at time of storey

More liberal than /RSA at time of wary
Nat .

lust
30
70

itav

30

43

70

51

fives so must ot siarssen Otter &Is sawn se ascot ot paw

Some defined benefit plans exclude employees hired after a maxi-

mum age. ERISA states that the maximum age cannot be more
than five years before the normal retirement age. Thus, a plan
with a normal retirement age of 65 may exclude employees hired
after age 60.
b. Vesting requirements. ERISA contains three vesting sched-

ules from which employers may choose. Sometimes the Internal
Revenue Service, which also regulates private pensions, may require faster vetting. In order to continue to qualify for special tax
treatment certain plans, especially those of small companies may
be required to grant vesting at a faster rate by IRS regulations.
"Vesting" refers to a worker's having earned the right to a retire.
ment benefit from a plan, even if he or she does not continue to
work under the plan.
Table 2-3 shows that a large majority of private pension plan
participants must have 10 years of covered service before they are
entitled to a pension upon reaching retirement age. Smaller plans
that are represented in the American Society of Pension Actuaries
survey tend to have shorter vesting periods than larger plans. The

current CSRS vests with five years of service, but gives a more limited vested right than do private plans. In CSRS, deferred benefits
depend upon employees not withdrawing their contributions to the
system upon resignation.

if a plan provides full and immediate vesting for i..11 participants. it can require employees to
be tie 21 with three years of service in order to participate.
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---..----. -Bairn

RS

10 years .

Tout

12

Omer.

Ifole -RS We re petard! it pabtioinb. 0Msr Ms mos

Woe

141,

90

10

10

30

10
20

81
19

16

84

el plusi

right only to their
Federal workers have a nonforfeitable, vestedyear's
service who
own contributions. Workers with five or more
Federal
employwithdraw their pension contributions upon leaving
contributions,
and
ment, forfeit all benefits derived from employer
ERISA
prohibits
this
receive no interest on their own payments.°
plans.
While
most
private
sector
penpractice in private pension
withdraw
sion plans are noncontributory, vested employees who
do
not
lose retheir own contributions when they leave their jobs do they
lose
employer
contributions,
nor
tirement benefits based on
they
may
have
made
to
the
plan.
interest earned on any payments
2. How benefits are earned
defined
In adopting a pension plan an employer may choose aplan
has
contribution
plan,
or
both.
Each
benefit plan, a defined
the
employer
a.id
the
and
disadvantages
to
both
certain advantages
employees
also
be
made
on
what
age
employee. Decisions must
will be affected by early
may retire with full benefits, how benefitsbenefit
will be earned for
retirement,
and
how
large
a
or postponed
each year of service.
contribution.A defined benefit
a. Defined benefit us. defined
benefit
formula for computing the
plan provides a retirement
such factors as salary and
actual amount of the pension based on benefit
plan may provide a
years of service. For example, a defined
monthly pension at age 65 equal to $15 multiplied by the partici"dollar benefit"
pant's years of service. This is referred to as a monthly
pension
benefit
plan
may
provide
a
plan. A nother defined
last
five
years
of
of
average
pay
during
the
equal to one percent
This
is
referred
to
by
his
years
of
service.
employment, multiplied
employer
establishes
a
taxplan. An
as an "earnings-related"
exempt trust fund into which contributions are made in amounts
Most deestimated to be sufficient to provide the plan's benefits.
paid
by
ongoing
fined benefit plans are insured through premiums (PBGC),
a nonplans to the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
benefit
plans
are
Because defined
profit government corporation.
funding
and
pay,"
they
are
subject
to
essentially a "promise to
plans.
other standards that do not apply to defined contribution
amounts
that
conditions and
Defined benefit plans specify benefit
objectives
of
an
employer.
Libercan be altered to meet the pension
apply to all past servalizations to the benefit formula can easily
preretirement
earnings
be
tied
directly
to
ice. Benefits can also
predictable, and
of
adequacy.
Benefits
are
an important measure
employees easily understand, the concept if not the actual operation
fewer than five
Employees who leave the Federal workforce alter working one year but

;before vesting) receive back their own CMS contribution plus interest.
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of the formula. Plan administrators have little difficulty specifying

the accrued benefit values and expected benefits at retirement.

Employees are therefore in a position to plan rationally and confidently for their retirement income.
A defined contribution plan is essentially a saving plan; it provides a specific employer contribution to each participant's individual account, such as 10 percent of pay. Each account is also cred-

ited with its share of pension fund investment return, including
any increases and decreases in the market value of investments.
The pension at retirement is based on what can be purchased with
the amount accumulated in the individual's account. It may be
paid in a lump sum or a series of installments over a period of
years until the account is exhausted. The advantage of a defined
contribution plan to employers is that they know exactly what the
pension obligation is and, by the very nature of the plan, the benefits are fully funded at the time the contribution is made. The employee bears the risk of variable market performancebenefitting
from favorable markets and losing from unfavorable markets. As a

result, the ultimate benefit to be received cannot be prescribed

with certainty.
Either a defined benefit or a defined contribution plan (or both)
could be adopted for employees of the Federal Government. Seventy-two percent of the plans in the private sector are defined contri-

bution plans, but 69 percent of plan participants are in defined
benefit plans. Defined contribution plans are more common to
small employers and defined benefit plans are more prevalent for
employers with many employees.
The structure of defined contribution plans departs from the cur-

rent civil service retirement system and from the prevailing practice of large non-Federal employers. In recent years, however, defined contribution plans have often been offered in combination
with a basic defined benefit plan.
b. Years of service and age.Pension plans must specify conditions under which participants can begin to receive benefits. Aside
from the onset of disability or death, to be discussed later, these
conditions are usually a combination of age and years of work. For
example, the current civil service retirement system requires workers to be at least age 55 with 30 years of service for "unreduced"
benefits to begin.

(1) Normal retirement age.ERISA requires a "normal" retirement age of no older than age 65. This typically refers to the age
when an employee is expected to retire and is eligible for an unreduced pension. Many plans have liberalized their early retirement
provisions to provide unreduced pensions before normal retirement,
but they still classify age 65 as normal retirement age. As a result,
the concept of normal retirement age has lost some of its significance.

(2) Unreduced benefits.The majority of plans in this study's

data bases, except for the Hay-Huggins survey, permit retirement

at age 62 or earlier, with unreduced benefits. At af3eas6e2, plans usu-

ally require 10 years of service. The BLS data

shows that
about one in five workers may retire with full benefits at age 55 or
earlier provided they have 30 years' service.
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53
73

kw 62 or earlier
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Itry

57

41
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94
77
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retirement system has been criticized
The current civil service
practicesallowing
receipt of unredueei
for its early retirement
retirement is one
of
serviee.9
Early
benefits at age 55 with 30 years
than a typical
why
CSRS
benefits
cost
more
of two primary reasons
adjustments
of
The
other
reason
is
automatic
private pension plan.
of
chapter
(See
the
cost
analysis
section
benefits for price inflation.
3
retirement age
(3) Early retirement with reduced benefits.Earlyparticipant
may
defined
as
the
earliest
time
a
in (Hs study is
Benefits
are
reduced
retirement
benefits.
retire and begin receiving
longer
period
of
they
are
payable
over
a
usually reduced because
nine
out
of
ten
emtable
shows
that
close
to
time. The following permitting retirement as early as age 55, but
ployees are in plans
with reduced benefits.
Tabk 2-5Permitted Retirement at Age 55 With Reduced Benefits
Percent

86
93
93

BIS

Bankers Trust
Hay
Wyatt
Hewitt

92

ASPA
of plans.
NOM 5th figures are percent of participants. Other data sources are percent

96
90

to retire
(4) Early retirement reduction.For workers choosing normal
early, the first step is to calculate the benefits payable at
is usually
retirement age based on service to date. This amount
the
retiree is
year
then reduced by a certain percentage for each62).
This
reflects
the
under the age for unreduced benefits (usually
is
either
adbenefit
longer payment period. The normal retirementindividual
at the age
life
expectancy
of
the
just il to reflect the
reduced
by a
that pension benefits begin (actuarial reduction), orand normal repercentage for each year between actual retirement reduce benefits
tirement age (arithmetic reduction). It is possible to
equivalent,
so that the total benefit stream would be actuarially
early
or
did not,
and accordingly, whether the employee retiredactuarial reduction
would not affect the cost to the plan. Full
or seven percent per
would require reduced payments of about sixreduce
employees' acyear. However, private pension plans often
if they
crued pension benefitz, by about four or five percent a year
CRS
early
retire early. (See page 234 for a discussion of how the
retirement reduction was derived.)
service retirement benefits. For
*There are occasions where reduction factors do apply to civil
(for example, during
instance, workers who are "involuntarily" separated from their agencies
major reductions-in-force (RIF), may qualify for reduced benefits,
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Table 2-6 shows the percent of the full accrued benefit payable
to employees retiring at age 60 and at age 55. Overall, someone
could retire at age 60 and receive between 80 and 96 percent of his
full benefit, or retire at age 55 and receive between 55 and 77 percent. For example, workers entitled to a $1,000 monthly benefit at
age 65 would receive a reduced early retirement benefit ranging
from about $550 to $770 if retirement came at age 55.

TABLE 2-6.PERCENT Of EARNED BERM RECEIVED AT DIFFERENT RETIREWNT AGES
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Early retirement provisions are more favorable to employees of
very large plans. For instance, workers can retire from the top 50
salaried plans shown in the Wyatt Company data base and receive
96 percent of their accrued benefit at age 60, and 77 percent at age
55less than a three percent reduction per year below age 65.
It should be noted that while pensions are usually reduced for
early retirement, plans sometimes offer supplements until the retiree begins receiving social security benefits at age 62. This can be
done in several ways. The Bankers Trust survey notes that early
retirement benefits are increased for certain plans that reduce the
pension by a certain percent of the retiree's social security benefit.
One-half of the plans do not apply the social security offset before
age 62, or the start of social security, when determining early retirement benefits. (The other half would estimate the social security benefit and offset a percentage of this amount. This will be discussed in detail later.)
(5) Thatporied retirement. There is no mandatory retirement ne.
in the Federal Government. Regardlees of their age, Federal workers may accrue pension benefits until they reach 80 percent of
their high-3 average salary, which occurs after about 42 years
While the 1978 Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)
111 Amendments do not permit mandatory retirement in the private
sector earlier than age 70, defined benefit plans do not have to provide additional pension credit for service performed after age 65
(i.e., the normal retirement age specified in inism. 10
According to the BLS, 58 percent of private sector workers are in
plans providing no pension credit if they continue working after
age 65. Even so, a significant number of plans do provide some or
full pension credit for service after age 65particularly very large
employers. Some companies adjust benefits upward actuarially because of the shorter payout period; more often, if benefits are in'Current law requires that an active participant in a defined contribution plan must continue to receive an allocation of company contributions in spite of any attained age, whether
beyond the plan's normal retirement age or not,
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service earned after age 65

creased companies take salary env /orbenefits. The following table
into consideration in computingi the
shows the extent to which credit is given for post-65 service.
TABLE 2-7.CREINT GIVEN FOR POST -65 SERVICE
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of pension
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c. Accrual rates.Accrual
benefit earned for
determine
the
amount
of
plan benefit formulas,
establish the amount of
each year of service. These rates always
them vary from Qomtechniques
for
applying
benefits earned, but
one-third
of all participants
about
pany to company. For example,
than one forcalculate
benefits
by
more
are in pension plans that
result.
Different
practices
mula and then pay the most generous
practices.
confuse those who attempt to describe representative
covered by collectiveemployeesparticularly
those
Hourly wage
a monthly dollar benefit,
ly bargained plansusually earn (accrue)
example, an employee with
say $10, for each year of service. In this
month,
regardless of his earnreceive $300 a
30 years service would
the other hand, usually particiings level. Salaried employees, on
related
to earnings. A plan may
pate in plans that pay benefits
salary for each year of
percent
of
average
provide, for example, one
and
average salary of
service. A retiree with 30 years service $300an
a month. Employees
of
$12,000 would also receive a pensionproportionately
higher dollar
with higher salaries would accrue
would accrue lower dollar
benefits; employees with lower salaries
benefits.
all participants of
The BLS data show that about two-thirds of plans.
In fact, the
private sector pensions are in defined benefit
plans
in
salary
related
vast majority of white-collar workers are
split
between
plans
whereas blue - collar workers are fairly evenly
service and salary-relatproviding a dollar benefit for each year of
suitable
for organizations
ed plans. Dollar be .,fit plans are notof earnings. Providing the
range
whose employees have a wide
workers
regardless of earnings may
amount
to
all
same dollar
retirement income (penresult in giving lower paid workers more
received
while working, while
sion plus social security) than they
less income than
giving higher income workers substantially
standard
of living. Altheir preretirement
needed to maintain
blue-collar
workers,
employs some
though the U.S. Governmentnumerous
Federal
workforce.
in the
salaried employees are more
pension plans covering
focuses
on
private
Therefore, our analysis
salaried employees. basePensions of about four-fifths of particiS Compensation
sum
on the average annual final
pants in salary-related plans are based
consecutive
years
in
the
earned during the highest paid five
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10 years. A shorter compensation base (such as the highest
r benefits, assuming earnings have
three years) roduces
increasing. Social security and a small number of plans apply the
benefit formula to career average earnings. However, social security earnings are indexed to age 60 and career average earnings in
retirement plans are often increased on an ad hoc basis. In the absence of ad hoc inflation adjustment to career average earnings, a
career average compensation base produces a much lower retirement benefit than one based on some average of final years' earnings. For example, a pension based on final three years' average
would produce a pension about twice as large as one based
on average earnings over a 30-year career. The current CSRS uses
the highest consecutive three years' average salary as the compensation base (i.e., "high-3").

TABLE 2-8.COMPENSATION BASE PERIOD FOR FINAL AVERAGE SALARY PLANS
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J. Integration with social security
Pension plan designs take social security benefits into account in

different ways. Plans with benefit formulas that offset part of

social security's income redistribution tilt are "integrated. Since
social security benefits are weighted, or tilted, in favor of lower
paid workers (see figure 3-4 in chapter 3), integrated plans tilt the
pension benefits in favor of higher paid workers. When the pension
is combined with social security, overall retirement income is more
rings scale, but still favors the
nearly proportionate across the
lower paid. A plan will meet Internal Revenue Service requirements if the combined benefits from social security and the pension
plan do not favor higher paid employees.
Other pensions plans do not integrate their benefit formulas but
provide a pension amount calculated independently of social security and are called "add-on plans." They maintain the redistributive
aspezts of social security. (See figure 3-5 in chapter 3.)
Most of the private sector plans included in the surveys are integrated with social security. For instance, the BLS data base shows

that 64 percent of employees surveyed are covered by integrated
plans. Other surveys show high u percentages of integrated plans
ranging from 66 percent to 96 peMent..
Pension plans generally use one of two basic methods to integrate plan benefits with social securityoffset or step-rate. Table
2-9 shows that the most common way, of integrating benefits is the
offset method. Under this method, a portion of an employee's social
security benefit is deducted from benefits that would otherwise be
payable under the plan's benefit formula. It may be considered an
ezuation: A 13.C, where the pension is calculated by reducing the
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accrued benefit (A) by a percentage of the worker's primary social
security benefit (B). The worker receives the net amount (C). For
example, a plan may provide a benefit to a full-career worker of 50
percent of final average compensation reduced by 50 percent of
social security benefits. The net pension benefit provided (i.e., C)
will be in addition to the worker's social security benefit.
TABLE 2-9.COORMATION Of MITTS WMI SOCIAL SONY
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Under the step-rate method of integration, the plan benefit formula contains two different percentage factors. Workers earn a
lower benefit accrual for compensation up to a specified dollar
breakpoint (i.e., the integration level) and a higher benefit accrual
for final average compensation above the breakpoint.

a. Offset plans.The Bureau of Labor Statistics provided CRS
with a special tabulation of the benefit formulas used by offset
plans in their Survey of Employee Benefits." It shows that the

largest group of participants is in plans providing a benefit accrual
of about 1.5 to 1.75 percent of final average salary per year of service, offset by about 1.25 to 1.67 percent of social security benefits
for each year of service. For a worker with 30 years' service, this
would amount to a benefit of about 45-53 percent of final average
earnings reduced by about 38-50 percent of social security benefits.
These observations were confirmed by analysis of the Hay-Huggins
data base.
b.

Step-rate plans.Step-rate plans establish an integration

breakpoint above and below which two accrual rates are applied.
This added complication increases the difficulty of summarizing
the benefit formulas in step-rate plans. The breakpoint used for
about half the step-rate plans in the BLS data base is the average
taxable wage base in effect over the worker's career. This would
amount to $13,800 for someone retiring in 1985. The Hay-Huggins
survey also shows that about half of the employers with step-rate
plans use overage social security covered wages as the breakpoint
and that the rest typically use lower dollar levels.
For ste rate plans that base benefits on final average earnings
and use the social security average taxable wage base as the integration breakpoint, the most prevalent formula contains an accrual
rate of one percent below the breakpoint and 1.5 percent above it
for each year of service.' 2
"The table, which is based on 221 plans using final average earnings formulas with a single
percent accrual rate for all years of service offset by a peramtage of social security benefits, is
included in Appendix A.
IS See Table in Appendix A.
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4. Postretirement maintenance of real benefit levels
Over time, inflation erodes pension benefit values. A fixed pension benefit amount will lose about half its value in 10 years at an

annual inflation rate of seven percent. While private sector employers are not required to maintain real benefit levels,
show that retirees frequently receive ad hoc postretirement811=

adjustments. These pension increases usually fall short of increases
in the Consumer Price Index (CPL).
a. Automatic cost -of- living adjustments (COLAs).Private pension plans generally do not provide automatic cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs). The BLS survey shows that only three percent of
pension plan participants have full and automatic inflation
tion. Usually the increase is capped at about three percent. vate
sector workers, however, do receive indexed social security benefits.
b. Ad hoc acUustments.Rather than writing a "blank check" for

unknown future costs, most private sector companies provide ad
hoc postretirement benefit adjustments. The BLS survey shows
that 38 percent of the pension plan participants received at least
one ad hoc postretirement adjustment in tlae 1978-81 period. The
Hay-Huggins survey shows that 57 percent of the firms provided at
least one postretirement adjustment over the 1975-1984 period. A
study by researchers at North Carolina State University shows
that most retirees received at least one increase in benefits and
many received substantial nominal benefit increases during the
mid-1970s.

c. North Carolina State University study.Researchers at North
Carolina State University have conducted the most comprehensive
assessment to date of adjustments to pension benefits in
to inflation. Their study shows that about three-fourths ofreaslr p7rile-e
1973 retirees received at least one pension increase over the 197379 period. One-quarter of the retirees received an increase every
year.
Despite these ad hoc increases, the real value of pension benefits
declined. Average pension
benefits increased by 24 percent over the
six-period, offietting ., percent of the rise in the 11 . (During this
same period the CPI climbed from 133.1 in 1973 to 217.4 in 1979, an
increase of about 63 percent.)
The North Carolina State study found

Poatretirement benefit increases vary substantially by plan

size. The largest plans with over 10,000 recipients increased
benefits by 36.2 percent during this period, compared to less
than 15 percent for plans with leas than 1,000 recipients;
Benefit increases= are greater in larger and unionized firms;

Persons who have been retired longer received larger increases; and

Persons who have more years of service typically receive

larger increases.
Postretirement benefit increases were influenced by the collective bargaining status of the plan. The study found that beneficiaries in non-union plans had fewer total increases in retirement
benefits and were more likely to have received no increase during
the six-year period. Table 2-10 shows that during this time, the average benefit of retirees in collectively bargained plans rose by 28.6
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percent (or about 45.2 percent of the rise in the CPI) compared to
in the CPI) for benefici18.5 percent (or about 30 percent of the rise
plans-the
type of plan most
aries in noncollectively bargained
in
the
private
sector.
likely to cover salaried employees
TABLE 2-10.-ANNUAL MEAN BENEFIT FOR PERSONS RETIRED IN 1973, BY COLLECTIYI
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Plan size explains part of the difference between union
in the
union benefit increases. Union membership is concentrated

plans with
large plans. Average benefits in collectively bargained
between
1973 and
more than 10,000 recipients rose by 42.2 percent
nonunion
the
large
1979, 15.1 percentage points more than in
the largest
plans. The real benefits of retired union workers in represented
plans declined by 13 percent, as their benefit increases
66.7 percent of the rise in the CPI.
Retired workers in large nonunion plans did not fare as well as
nonunion plans having
union workers. Average benefits in large
increased
by
27.1
percent, as shown in
10,000 or more recipients
of the
the following table. These increases offset about 43 percentbenefits
rise in the CPI during the six-year period. Thus, their real
fell 22 percent.
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5. Ancillary benefits

In addition to pa
pensions at retirement, most plans provide
ancillary benefits in
form of survivor benefits and disability
benefits. This section first discusses benefits provided to survivors
of workers who die before retiring (preretirement survivor annuity)
and after retirement (postretirement survivor annuity), and then
discusses disability income provisions in the private sector.

a. Preretirement survivor annuity.Pension plans that provide

for the payment of pension benefits before the iftn's normal retirement age are required by ERISA to offer a survivor annuity. At the
time of our survey survivor benefits did not have to be paid if the
worker died before reaching early retirement age, even if vested.
The Retirement Equity Act of 1984 (P.L. 98-397), signed into law on
August 23, 1984, now requires that survivor benefits be paid to the

a vested participant, regardkas of when death occurs.
7CW:eof
ver, payment does not need to be made until the employee
would have reached early retirement age.
Under ERISA the employer can charge the cost of providing this
survivor protection to the plan participant. For example, an employee's accrued pension benefit can be reduced for each year the
survivor protection is in force. A typical charge is 0.6 percent of ac-

crued benefits for every year the survivor annuity

n is in

effect before the employee's death or retirement. hployers,
however, pay for survivor protection as part of overall plan cost. In

other words, if the worker lives to retirement, the plan does not
charge the participant for this preretirement survivor protection.
(Employers will have to reconsider the source of payment for the
benefit in light of the liberalizations made by P.L. 98-397.) If a
worker dies before retiring, the survivor's benefit is calmlated as
though the deceased worker had retired the day before death. The
accrued pension would first be reduced for early "retirement"' (a
reduction of four to six percent a year is common), then further reduced actuarially to reflect the cost of providing a joint life annuity. ERISA requires that at least one-half of this reduced amount
be payable to the surviving spouse.

The BLS data show that three-fourths of private pension plan
participants are in plans providing survivor benefits equivalent to
a reduced 50 percent joint life survivor annuity. In most cases,
however, the survivor benefit was provided only if the participant
died after reaching early retirement age. If death occurred before
this time, survivor benefits were usually not paid, although, depending on family circumstances, survivors might receive social security benefits. While plans will have to be amended, the Hay-Huggins survey shows that only 37 percent of the firms provided private pension death benefits if a participant died before reaching
early retirement age.
b. Postrrtirentent survivor annunity.Under ERISA, a pension
plan providing benefits in the form of an annuity (i.e., periodic payments usually for the life of the retiree) must offer a 50 percent

survivor annuity at normal retirement age for married retirees,

unless the employee elects another option. The pension is actuarially reduced to reflect payout over the joint lives of the participant
and spo-ise. ERISA requires survivor benefits to be at least one-half
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the reduced amount paid to the participant during the joint lives of
the couple. If the retiree prefers a higher benefit in the form of a
straight life annuity (with the penal"' stopping upon the retiree's
death), the retiree must elect in writing not to take the survivor's
benefit 13
Twenty-three percent of all participants in the BLS data base are
in plans providing the minimum 50 pereent survivor benefit required by ERISA. Most participants (64 rorcent), however, are in
plans offering the payment of an alternative percentage at the re-

tiree's option. This generally is made available as an actuarial

eq4ivalent at no cost to the plan.
6. Disability retirement
Private pension plans usually provide income to workr,rs who
become disabled as well as to those who retire. Under most plans
workers must meet service and/or age requirements as well as the
plan's definition of total and permanent disability. Service usually
Is emphasized, rather than age. Private pensions have followed the
pattern set by social security, which hart only a service requirement. According to BLS data, more than 50 percent of private pension participants were covered by plans that require at least 10
years of service to establish eligibility fat disability benefits. Private plans require an average of 11 years of service for disability
benefit eligibility, more than double the CSRS requirement of five
years, and are somewhat more restrictive than social security's insured status requirement.
The BLS found that 86 percent of the pension plans in their 1980
employee benefits survey had disability retirement provisions that
supplemented disability benefits payable under social security."
Two-thirds of the pension plans provided immediate benefits, and
the other one-third provided deferred benefits, payable when disabled employees reached the early or normal retirement age. Disabled employees covered by deferred benefit plans usually received
carts
interim benefits under Long Term Disability (LTD)
ininsurance
companies.
that their employers enter mto with
considered
as
part
of
pension
plan
costa.
surance is usually not
a. Immediate disability. retirement.The BLS found that nearly
three-fourths of the pension plans calculate the disability
as if the employee were eligible for normal retirement; the
are not reduced for early payout, as they would be under early retirement. Because the disabled worker would have less credited

service than if he worked until retirement age, the benefits are
lower. If the employer also offers an LTD plan, typically the LTD
benefit is reduced by the full amount payable from the pension
plan.
Over four-fifths of blue collar workers with disability retirement

coverage are in plans with immediate benefits. On the other hand,
white collar workers with disability benefits in their pension plans

Under the Retirement Equity Act of 1984, an election to waive a stavinr benefit is not
effective unless it is in writing and is signed by both the participant and the participant's
1974181L11, Donald and William Wistrowski. Disability baneRts for employers in private mission
plant Monthly Labor Review, Ate. 1982.
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are equally divided between plans with immediate and deferred
benefits.

b. Deferred disability retirement.Some pension plans provide
deferred rather than immediate disability benefits. In such cases,
income protection for chronic disabilities is usually provided
through an LTD plan. These payments begin after sick leave and
accident and sickness insurance are exhausted, and they continue
as long as a disabled worker remains incapacitated or until he
reaches retirement age. Salaried emplcyees are more likely to be
covered under a separate LTD plan timn are hourly wage workers.
Of the 854 companies in the Hay-Huggins data base, 93 percent offered LTD coverage. Similarly, of the 710 companies surveyed by
Hewitt Associates, 95 percent provided LTD plans.
LTD plans usually guarantee disabled workers combined disabil-

ity income from all sources replacing about 60 percent of earningsmore than is generally provided by pension plans with imme-

diate disability retirement. Most deferred disability retirement benefits were found to be grmter than immediate pensions because the
time during which LTD benefits were paid was added to an employee's length of service for computation of pension,benefits.
For example, a worker with 10 years of service who becomes disabled at age 50, must wait five or six months before receiving LTD
benefits. Upon the 65th birthday, disability benefits would stop and
the worker would receive a regular retirement pension. The work-

er's pension would be based on 25 years of service, 10 years of
actual employment and 15 years of disability during which LTD
benefits were received.
Most pension plans studied by BLS use the same basic formula to

calculate disability and normal retirement benefits. The benefits
for disability may be lower because they usually are based on the
final average salary the worker was making at the time of disablementin this case, some 15 years earlier.
c. Definition of disability.Most pension plans define disability
so that benefits are available only to workers whose incapacities re-

quire them to withdraw completely from the labor force. A few
plans use more liberal defmitions and require only that employees
be unable to continue in their particular job with the company. Individuals meeting only this more liberal disability definition may
not qualify for the stricter social security definition of disability.

Plans with more liberal definitions often switch to a stricter definition of disability (usually social security's) after a certain period
(two years is fairly typical).
d. Coordination with social security.To avoid overly generous
disability income, disability benefits under private pension plans
are often reduced by part of the recipient's disability benefits from
social security. IRS integration rules limit the offset to 64 percent
of the worker's social security disability benefit.
LTD plans are not subject to these Federal limits on integration
with social security, and they can subtract 100 percent of social security benefits. According to the Hay-Huggins survey, 81 percent of
plans provide a dollar-for-dollar offset of LTD payments.
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7. The extent of empkvee contributions

Employers pay the entire cost of nine out of ten defined benefit
plans, and employees make no contributions whatever. (See table
2-124 An increasing number of private sector organizations offer
both defined benefit and defined contribution plans, and usually
pay the entire cost of the defined benefit plan,, while the cost of the
defined contribution plan is shared by employers and employees.
TABLE 2-12.EAROYEE CONTROITIONS TO PENSION FUNS
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Federal workers pay seven percent of their pay to help finance
the current CSRS. Private sector workers, and new Federal employees, must contribute to social security 5.4 percent of pay (5.7
percent in 1985) up to the present maximum social security taxable
wage base of $37,800. (All Federal employees now contribute 1.3
percent for medicare, just as private sector employees do.) New employees must pay an additional 1.3 percent for interim CSRS coverage.

8. Capital accumulation plans
Four-fifths of the 100 largest companies in the Fortune 500 sponsor both a defined benefit plan and at least one defined contribution plan for some or all of their employees, according to the Department of Labor. The defined contribution plan is most likely to
be a thrift (savings) plan, a deferred profit-sharing plan, or an employee stock ownership plan. Collectively, these defined contribution plans are referred to as capital accumulation plans.' a
attractive to
Capital accumulation plans have features
costs are more preboth employers and employees. For empl
dictable than is true for defined benefit plans and many ERISA/
IRS regulations only apply to defined benefit plans. For employees
they can supplement a pension plan and add an additional investment opportunity.
Table 2-13 shows that the majority of private sector companies
(particularly large companies) provide capital accumulation plans
as part of the retirement income package.

" There is little distinction between defined contribution plans in general and capital accumulation plena even when the defined contributiesi plan is a profit-sharing or other similar
each employ plan. Employers with capital accumulation plans maintain individual accounts for they
leave the
entitled
to
the
vetted
amount
in
their
accounts
when
e%. and participants are
company.
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TABLE 2.-13.

AVAILABILITY Of CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PUNS
RS

Witte of cumpanies seamed

1,287

958

Mende of companies with plans
ftrcent of companies with plans

74

Ascent ol surveyed companies with both defined benefit pension plans and capital
64

accumulation plans

Kw

849

WPM

WWI

533

110
623

50
49

63

g8

98

56

83

98
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a. Thrift plans.Thrift plans (sometimes referred to as savings

plars) are employee benefit plans to which participants make periodic deposits. Generally, the full accumulated value of a participant's account is paid to employees who leave for other employment. Employers sponsor thrift plans as part of their overall retirement income system, and they usually match all or half of the contributions made by employees. The funds are invested, and each
participant has an account in the plan. Employees are immediately
vested in their own contributions, with employer contributions usually vesting after five years or less.
7-,olnver contributions and investment income are not taxable
to ip ,es until funds are withdrawn. Employee contributions to

a thrift plan are made from after-tax income, normally through
payroll deductions. With the passage of the Revenue Act of 197S,

employees are able to make contributions to 401(k) plans with dol-

lars before income tax (but after social security payroll taxes).
Many companies are therefore converting their thrift plans to

401(k) arrangements so that employees may take advantage of the
favorable tax treatment. Under a 401(k) plan employees are offered

the choice of receiving compensation currently or deferring as
ani, 4c

ly'

as 25 percent of pretax compensation (up to $30,000) annual -

r'articipation in thrift plans is voluntary. Usually over 70 percent of eligible employees participate in the plans. (Generally, 70
percent participation is required by IRS.) Most plans require a minimum period of service before employees are eligible to participate.
The period of service, however, is one year or less in 93 percent of
the plans.
Employees participating in thrift and 401(k) plans usually must
contribute at least one or two percent of compensation. Normally
the plan sets a maximum employee contribution, usually six percent, that will be fully or partly matched by the employer. (Some
plans permit additional unmatched employee contributions.) In
most cases the employer provides a contribution 4tqual to 50 percent of the sum contributed by the employee. One out of five plan'
provide 100 percent matching.
b. Relationship of capital accumulation plan to defined benefit
plan.At least two-thirds of private sector organizations surveyed
provided capital accumulation plans as part of their overall retirement income system. Analysis of selected data indicates that companies providing a combination of capital accumulation and de" See Appendix A for a description of 401(k) and other types of capital accumulation plans
offered by private sector employers.
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fined benefit plans have plans that are just as generous as the companies that have only defined benefit plans. No relationship was
found to exist between the generosity of the defined benefit plan
and that of the capital accumulation plan. t'
STATE GOVERNMENT RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
A. INTRODUCTION

This section describes retirement systems of State governments,
which help guide analysis of issues in designing a new Federal retirement system. The section focuses on systuns currently open to
new general service State employees. Over five million employees
participate in these open systems. States that have redesigned
their systems have some workers participating in systems closed to
new employees. These closed systems will be excluded from this
analysis along with pension systems for special groups of State employees, such as fire fighters, police, elected officials and teachers.
This section begins with a short history of State government retirement systems and then describes major design features: eligibility; earning of benefits; relationship with social security; postretirement adjustments to benefits; provision of ancillary benefits; and
the availability of capital accumulation plans. (See Appendix A for
additional information on coverage of State employees by retirement systems including a brief discussion of local government retirement systems.)
B. HISTORY OF STATE GOVERNMENT RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

Pension systems for public employees originated during the
second half of the nineteenth century, with most of the early systems covering special categories cif employees, such as police, fire
fighters and teachers. In 1911, Massachusetts became the first

State to develop a pension system for general service State employees; and by 1930, 12 percent of the larger State-administered systems currently in existence had been established. By 1947, every
State provided retirement benefits.
The social security system was established in 1935 to cover certain workers in the private sector. Congress explicitly excluded
State and local government workers, partly because the early objective of social security was first to include employees most in
need of coverage. Many State and local workers were already included in other pension plans, and it was not until the social security amendments of the early 1950s that State and local govern-

ments were permitted to elect coverage. Thus, many retirement
systems for public employees preceded social security. Although
some States have modified their pension plans significantly to integrate with social security, most have chosen to maintain the pension as separate and in addition to social security benefits.
1* Our analysis of the Hay- Huggins data. base shows that the mean value of the defined benefit pension plan is practically the same regardless of whether the compsuly also provides a capital accumulation plan.
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C. DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY

1. Vesting

Public and private pension plans typically require employees to

participate in the plan for a minimum period before gaining a

vested right to accrued benefits. Vested benefits are payable when

employees meet the age and service requiremjnts of the plan.

About 70 percent of the States, employing 80 percent of covered
employees, require either five or 10 years of service for vesting,
with 10 years being most common. Several States use an alterna-

tive, either years of service or age (e.g., 10 years or age 60), and one
State has immediate vesting upon employment. (See Appendix A
for details.) In many public pension plans, however, including the
current (CSRS, separating employees who withdraw their contribu-

tions automatically forfeit vested benefits payable because of the
employer's contribution. This forfeiture generally is prohibited
under ERISA rules governing private plans.
D. DETERMINATION OF BENEFIT RECEIPT AND AMOUNT

1. Defined benefit vs. defined contribution

Almost all State-wide general service employee retirement systems are defined benefit plans. Only Nebraska provides its basic retirement benefit through a defined contribution plan. Three States
(Alabama, Indiana, and Wisconsin) use a combination of a defined
benefit and a money purchase plan.' Employees covered by the
Alabama Public Employees Retirement System and the Wisconsin

Retirement System, receive the higher of a money purchase or a
defined benefit annuity. Indiana provides a money purchase annuity in addition to a basic defined benefit.
The prevalence of defined benefit plans in State pension systems
was evolutionary.
In many instances, this type of formula [defined benefit' has evolved over the

years from a defined contribution approach. An example of the evolution is found in
the California Public Employees' Retirement System.
When originally established in 1931, .
the employer portion of the benefit
matched in pension what the accumulated contributions of the employee provided
when converted to an annuity. In 1947 the law was amended. leaving the pattern of
employee contributions basically unchanged but converting the total retirement allowance to a defined benefit basis. If the goals of the new program were precisely
met, the contributions of an employee whose entire service was under the formula
would accumulate at retirement to the amount necessary to provide one-half of the
retirement allowance, the employer being responsible for the' balance. However.
even &these goals were not met, the total benefit payrnert was still as scheduled,
and the employer had to provide whatever pension was necessary to supplement the
benefit provided by the accumulated employee contribution. This might require a
.

.

contribution of the employer which more than matches the employee's contributions. ur it could require less than matching. In any event, the employee could plan
his retirement finances around the level of benefit which he had been led to believe
would be his. The final stage in the evolution took place in 1971 in connection with
an improvement in the benefit level. At that time, the employee contribution rate
was changed to a uniform seven percent of salary from a schedule graded by sex
and by age of entry.'"

-,---,---.-_
"Thesr three States have a defined contribution plan as port of their basic retirement pack-

age See page's ht, 65 of th; chapter for a discussion of supplemental capital accumulation plans
'" Bleasney. Thomas P Retirement Systems for Public. Employees, published for the Pension

Research ('ouncil. the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylania by Richard I) Irwin.
Inc. Illinois. 1972 pp 35- :Di_ Please note that comments on the Califtailla Public Employees
Retirement System are current through onl 1971
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In short, State retirement systems evolved from directly relating
benefits to contributions to relating benefits to years of service. As
noted earlier, this latter approach (defined benefits) provides employees with more certain knowledge of their expected retirement
benefits, and presumably permits better financial planning for retirement.
.

Years of service and age

All pension plans specify the age when workers may retire and
begin to receive full benefits. Most plans require specified years of
service. Most State plans also provide alternative age and service
requirements for full benefits, with fewer years of service required
at older ages. To accommodate workers who want to leave before
reaching the age of full benefits, plans frequently allow early retirement with a reduction in the annuity.
Age and service requirements of State pension plans vary. (See
Appendix A for a full discussion.) This section summarizes minimum age and service requirements for full retirement benefits (see
Figure 2-1). Twenty States permit retirement at any age if service

requirements are net; in 15 States this requirement is 30 years;
four States require 35 years; and one State allows retirement at
any age, with 25 years of service. Nine States provide unreduced
benefits at age 60, and 11 not until age 65. States requiring employ-

ees to attain age 65 before retirement with unreduced benefits
have consideraJly shorter service requirements. Altogether, half
the States, covering 30 pecent of the employees, permit retirement
with full benefits at or before age 55 (the youngest age allowed for
full benefits in the Federal civil service). The States generally require a worker to have accumulated 30 to 35 years of service for
full benefits at this age.
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noun 2-I.State-wide Systems Burliest Age for Normal Retirement and Years of
Service Required (50 States)
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Unlike the current CSRS, all but four States permit voluntary

early retirement with reduced benefits. Almost all States actuarially reduce benefits for employees who choose early retirement, as-

suring that the choice of early retirement will not cost the State
more in retirement benefits than if employees retired with the
same salary and service at normal retirement age. Early retirement requirements vary considerably among the States. Nine
States allow early retirement at age 55 with 10 years of service,

while 13 States employing 44 percent of all covered workers allow
early retirement at age 50 or younger.
J. Maximum benefits
Some retirement systems cap pension benefits at a certain percent of an empyayee's compensation base or final average salary.-The current CSRS, for example, limits employees' initial pensions
to a maximum of 80 percent of their high-3 average annual pay.

When a pension ceiling is set as high as 80 percent, it generally
affects only very long service employees. In the CSRS, the cap is
not reached until an employee has 41 years and 11 months of Federal service.
Capping pension benefits is uncommon in State-wide pension
plans. Ten States covering 24 percent of State employees do have
some kind of pension cap; but this figure is somewhat misleading
because about half of these employees are covered by plans with
caps ranging from 80 to 100 percent of their final average salary.
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Such high caps affect few employees. The States of Iowa, New
Mexico, New York, Vermont and Washigton have lower benefit
ceilings of 50 to 60 percent.
4. Benefit accural rates
The amont credited toward the employee's pension for each year

of service figures importantly in determining the amount of pension benefits. This credit is referred to as an accrual mt.?. Multiplying the accrual rate by a worker's number of years of service yields
the basic percentage of earnings the worker can expect to rece'se
at retirement. For example, if an employer wishes to provide a retirement annuity of 50 pecent of an employee's compensation base
for an employee with 30 years of service, the accrual rate would be
1.67 percent per year (1.67 x 30 --- 50%).
Table 2-13 presents the distribution of accrual rates in the 50
States. The accrual rates are the effective rates an employee would
recieve after 30 years of work. Some States vary the accrual rates
depending on an employee's length of service (as does the civil service retirement system). In the 114SRS, an employee is credited with
1.5 percent of compensation base for work years one to five, 1.75
percent for years five to 10, and 2.0 percent for service over 10
years. It was necessary, therefore, to choose a specific number of
years o)'' service for illustration. Thirty years was chosen because it
is a c- mmon normal retirement requirement of the State systems
and it is the normal service requirement for full pension benefits
at age 55 in the civil service retirement system.
The table assumes that workers have met the necessary age and
service requirements to receive a full pension benefit.
The specific rates of 1.67 percent and 2.0 percent are shown on
table 2-13 because they are quite common. An accrual rate of 2.0
percent yields a pension benefit of 50 percent of compensation base
after 25 years and 60 percent of compensation base after 30 years.
An accrual rate of 1.67 percent yields a pension benefit of 50 percent of compensation base after 30 years.
States show a great deal of variation in accrual rates as shown in
table 2-14. For purposes of comparison, the civil service retirement
system accrual rate for a 30 year employee 13 1.875 percent, which
yields a replacement rate of 56.25 percent (of salary base). In all, 19
States have accrual rates greater than the CSRS. As would be expected, States without social security coverage have accrual rates
at the high end of the scale, while there is a wide range of accrual
rates for States with add-on plans. About two-thirds of these States
use accrual rates that will yield a benefit of at least 50 percent of
compensation base after 30 years, and one-third have more generous rates that the current CSRS. Fourteen States use accrual rates
that provide benefits of less than 50 percent of the compensation
base after 30 years of service. These employees are, however, covered by social security. States with step-rate integration plans use
relatively low accrual rates. None is as high as the current CSRS,
even at the "high" end of the step. Once again, comparisons with
the current CSRS should be made with caution since these State
employees also will receive social security benefits. The accrual
rates for offset integration plans are difficult to interpret because
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the final benefit is dependent on the size of the offset. Thus they
are omitted from table 2-14.
In summary, States without social security coverage tend to have
high accrual rates. There is significant variation in accrual rates
for States with social security, but many would be considered generous when combined with social security benefits.
TABLE 2-, 14.BENEFIT ACCRUAL RATES PER YEAR Of SERVICE FOR 30 MR EMPLOYEES '
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5. Compensation base and annuity computation

The major variables used by States in determining the earnings
on which to base the pension (salary base) are (1) the number of
years used to compute average pay, (2) whether those years must
be consecutive, and (3) types of compensation counted. Assuming
that salaries rise with service, the more years included in the compensation base, the lower average annual earnings will be; conversely, the fewer the years, the higher the average. If consecutive
years are not required, employees with fluctuations in earnings can
take advantage of their higher salary years. Also, the compensation base will rise if forms of compensation other than base pay,
such as overtime, longevity, or unused sick pay, are counted.
Table 2-15 displays the variations in State compensation bases.
Only one State uses the average salary over a full career. Half of
the States, employing 58 percent of State workers, use the three
years of highest earnings as the compensation base. Almost 34 percent of State employees are in systems using the high-3 consecutive
used in the civil service retirement
years. This is the same
system. One-fourth of the tate employees are in systems using the
three highest years of a w ker's entire career. Sixteen States, representing 30 percent of State employees, use the high-5 years of
service, and the majority of these States require that the years be
consecutive.
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TABLE 2-15.STATE-WIDE SYSTEMS: COAVENSATION BASE FOR BENEFIT DETERMINATION 1
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K. INTEGRATION WITH SOCIAL SECURITY

I. Social security coverage for State systems

Social security coverage is mandatory for private sector employers, but it is optional for State and local governments. Until the
passage of the 1983 social security amendments, State and local
governments could enter the system and leave it at their choice.

The 1983 amendments repealed their right to leave the system
after once joining it. The Congress originally excluded State and
local government employees from social security coverage because
(1) they thought mandatory coverage might be judged unconstitutional and (2) they believed groups of private employees, with no
retirement income security, deserved the first priority.

rnments were omitted alIn the original Social Security Act, State and local
together from social security coverage. State and local governments were excluded
to avoid the possible constitutional question of whether the Federal Government
could tax State and local governments, and because one of the early objectives of
the program was to cover employees most in need of coverage. Many State and local
governmental employees already were covered under other pension plans... .
Beginning in 1950, Congress amended the social security law several times to
make participation in social security available on a voluntary basis to employees of
State and local governments at the discretion of the employer. . . ."

When the option for social security coverage was first extended
to them, only States and localities whose employees were not covered by a pension plan could join the system. In 1954, amendments
to the Social Security Act extended the choice of participation to
employers whose employees already were covered by a State cr
local pension system.
Most States extend social security coverage to their employees.
Only the State employees of Colorado, Louisiana, Maine, Massachu-

setts, Nevada and Ohio have never participated in the system.,
Alaska is the only State to have entered and later to have withr
" Social Security:_Withdrawal by State and Local Governments and Non-profit Organizations,

the 1983 social security
by David &at; (W: Report No. 82-174 FM, (This report predates
and nonprofit organisations
amendments that repealed the right of State and local governments
to withdraw from the system once they had chosen to participate)
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drawn from the system. The 43 States providing social security coverage employ 88 percent of all general service State workers. 'Not
all employees belonging to statewide personnel systems, however,
..are covered by social security. Under some conditions, the Social

'Security Act permits certain groups of State employees to elect
whether or not to be covered once the State has decided to participate. With the exception of the seven States mentioned above,
nearly all of the employees of States participating in the social security system are covered.

The pensions provided by most Statewide systems supplement
social security but are not integrated with it. They often are called
"add-on plans," providing social security plus a full pension. Many

States plans are not integrated because they were established
before social security coverage was made available to public employees.

v.,cial security coverage for State and local employees expanded
rapidly in the first decade (the 1950s) after coverage was extended
to public employees. Coverage increased to about 60 percent by
1960, and to 70 percent by 1970, and has remained fairly constant
since then.21

By 1947, all but 16 States (primarily mid-west and western

States) had general service employee pension systems." Thus, for
many State governments, social security became an addition to the
overall retirement package, rather than an integral part of the retirement system design. As a result, there are major differences between State pension plan and private pension plan treatment of
social security benefits.
2. Types of basic pension benefit formulas

Although many State retirement systems participate in social security, few are integrated with it. The general effect of pension integration is to counteract, to varying degrees, the tilt in the social
security formula that favors lower wage employees." Only eight of
the 43 States participating in the social security system now have

integrated benefit formulas." (See table 2-16.) The States that
have integrated their benefit formulas with social security maintain older add-on benefit formulas for employees whose service
began before the State enacted the new integrated pension system.
For example, Connecticut's pension system integrated with social
security in 1982, but the old system remains in place for workers
hired before that time.
Thirty-one statewide retirement systems, covering 66.5 percent of
the employees reviewed in this report, provide basic pension bene" Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security Administration:
State and Local Employees Covered Under Social Security. Research and Statistics Note, No. 3,
July 20, 1982.

22 Mackin, John P. Protecting Purchasiug Power in Retirement. Fleet Academic Edi
Inc., New York, 1971. pp. 7-8. This book also ertains a more detailed account of the hiedo
development of State and local pension systems and coverage of State and local employees by
social security.
"See pages 4546 of this chapter for a full discussion of pension integration.
9 Nine States are integrated with social security if South Dakota, which offers em
their choice of the higher of a non-integrated and an integrated benefit formula, counptrri:
addition. California does deduct $133.33 per month from the filial average salary used to cam
pute the pension benefit for those employees covered by social security.
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States
fits as add-ons to full social security benefits. In effect, thesepension.
consider social security as an add-on to the original, basic States
Basic pension benefit formulas for all 49 defined benefit
on a
follow the final average salary principle. Benefits are based
(usually
employee's
final
average
salary
certain percentage of an
referred to as the compensation base) for each year of covered servfeatures (the accrual
ice. As noted previously, the benefit formulamaximum
number of
rate, definition of final compensation base,
countable years of service and various offsets that may be used in
the calculation) vary substantially.
?*.STEMS
TABLE 7-16 --TYPES OF BENEFIT FORMULASSTATE GENERAL SERVICE RETIREMENT
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F. POSTRETIREMENT MAINTENANCE OF REAL BENEFIT LEVELS

1. Postretirement annuity adjustments

to
A pension plan may or may not adjust benefits of retirees
generally
offset the effects of price inflation. Federal pensions are
in
increased by changes in the cost of living, a practice which,
plans
expensive.
Private
pension
times of high inflation, is very
on an
rarely include automatic adjustments but are often adjusted
equal
the
adjustments
generally
do
not
ad hoc basis. These ad hoc

is genfull amount of inflation. Social security, on the other hand,
partly
comof
inflation
and
therefore
erally increased to the rate
workers
for
unadjusted
pensions.
pensates private sector
annuity adjustTable 2-17 shows the array of postretirementparticipate
in the
States.
Because
most
States
ments used in the 50
its
bengenerally
adding
State
pensions
to
social security program,
efits, most State workers benefit from social secut4t! indexation.
to the State
No State reports an automatic annuity adjustment
while
only one
pension based on the full Consumer Price Index,
reports it has
State, with a reasonably new retirement system,
One
other
State, New
never provided a postreturement adjustment.
of
adjustment
only
to
annuities
York, provides a three percent
by
one
percentworkers who wait until age 65 to retire, scaled balk
adjustment).
age point per year (workers retiring at age 62 get no
employees
proHowever, 24 States employing 58.1 percent of State
forcalculated
according
to
a
statutory
vide annual adjustments,
legislature.
Most
mula, and without need for action by the State
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adjustments are based on the CPI, with maximum limits, most
commonly 3.0 percent. A .maximum adjustment of 3.0 percent can
be fairly generous in times of low inflation but provides less protection of purchasing power when inflation is high.
TARE 2l7.-POSTRETIREMENT ANtellY ADJUSTMENTS Ni STATEWIDE SYSTEMS
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The two different methods used to determine automatic adjustments are (1) any increase in the CPI up to the limit; or (2) an
automatic adjustment only if the increase in the CPI is at least
equal to an established threshold.

Ad hoc adjustments have been provided in 30 percent of the

States (22.6 percent of State employees). Another 10 percent of the
States have provided ad hoc increases in addition to small'ttutomat-

ic adjustments. While ad hoc adjustments are not established by
fixed formulas and regular schedules and are generally subject to
approval by State legislatures, they are, in most cases, provided on
a regular basis, from once a year to once every three years.
When States make annuity adjustments, they may apply the increase to the initial annuity of the beneficiary or they may increase the current annuity. The second method allows increases to
compound while the first does not.
Some States base ad hoc increases on the earnings of the pension
fund, and such payments are handled in different ways. They may

be treated like any other increase in the basic annuity and added
permanently to monthly checks, or they may be a '13th check"
sent to all annuitants. Five States use the additional annual payment or "dividend" approach.
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2 Special tax treatment
Twenty-six States, covering 40 percent of the employees, provide
,some special State tax treatment for the pension benefits of their
retirees. The most common practice is to exempt the pension benefits from all State and local income taxes, but some States exempt
addition,
only a portion of retirement income from State taxes. In 'employee
of
tax
shelter
features
for
State laws provide a number
contributions to State pensions. Discussions of the types of special
tax treatment of contributions and of capital accumulation plans
used by the States are included later in this chapter.
G. ANCILLARY BENEFITS

1. Dekah and surritwr benel,fs
All States provide some 11, nefits to the survivors of State employees who die before they retire as well as to survivors of retirees. In
genera', States impose length of service requirements for benefits
payable to the survivors of employees. The minimum benefit paid
to survivors of employees who do not meet the service requirement
retirement
is a refund of the amount the employee paid into the
contributions
States
return
these
employee
system. In general, the
but
with interest. For employees meeting the service requirement,
the
survivor
requirements,
States
often
pay
not normal retirement

either a lump sum in addition to the refunded contributions or a
the value
monthly annuity. Traditionally, States have determined
Benefits
could
in
a
variety
of
ways.
of the lump sum or annuity
dependents,
age
of
vary depending on years of service, number of

dependents, and age of spouse, among others.
at the time
If the employee was eligible for retirement benefits
joint-and-surof death, the State pension plan generally provides a retired emvivor benefit similar to that available for survivors of
ployees.

States commonly provide a choice of joint-and-survivor benefit
the retiring employees can
plans at retirement. Under these plans,
50
percent,
75 percent or 100 perchoose a survivor benefit equal to
Employees
pay
for
this additional covercent of their full annuity.
to the regular annuity.
age by accepting an actuarial reduction
additional
cost to the retirement
These benefits are provided at no
system.
2. Disability retirement
States commonly provide for retirement based on disability. They

disability. Thirty-six percent require
use varying definitions ofsecurity
disability definition, 40 percent
workers to meet the social
perform
their
own jobs or other comparable
that they be unable to
their
own
definition of total and perState jobs, and 24 percent use
manent disability.
States generally impose a service requirement for eligibility for
is the same as
disability retirement.. The length of service requiredStatesusually

the retirement vesting period in about half the

either five or 10 years.
States use wide variations to compute disability retirement benefits but the formula used is usually related to the normal retireservice projected
ment formula. Workers are credited with years of 60,
with a maxior to age
to normal retirement age in the Statevarying
from
20
to 39 years.
mum number of total years allowable,
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States commonly place a minimum and/or maximum limit on disability retirement benefits and impose a ceiling on earned income.
In a few States, the State disability pension is offset by all or part
of any social security benefit. Often any workman's compensation
is subtracted from the State disability benefit.
H. EXTENT OF EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS

Most public employees, unlike most workers covered by private
pension plans, make contributions to help finance pension benefits.

Proponents of employee contributions for public retirement systems maintain that such financing builds taxpayers' support for
the program, provides a dependable source of revenue for the plan,
helps restrain taxes, and lessens pressure for benefit liberalization
from employees, who would have to help pay the cost.
Opponents of employee contributions for public pensions say that

the existence of the pension pIin keeps wages lower than they
would otherwise be and that requiring employees to help pay for

pensions further decreases their current compensation. They object
also to the administrative complexity, including the need for individual employee accounts, procedures to deal with breaks in service, and re-purchase of past service for rehired workers. Finally,
most State employees are covered under social security and must
pay the social security tax. Some feel that imposing mother payroll "tax" on employees hampers the ability of the public sector to
compete with private jobs, which generally do not require employee
contributions to help finance pensions.
Tale 2-18 shows the proportions of States and State workers by
the total percentage of gross salary that they must pay for social
security plus their State pension. Altogether, 12.6 percent of State
workers pay a total of 12.5 percent or more of salary into the two
systems; 12 percent pay only the 5.4 percent required under social
security because their State system is noncontributory. Over onethird of these workers pay between 9.5 and 11.4 percent; about onequarter pay less than 9.5 percent. (See Appendix A for the specific
contribution rates to the State pension.)
TABLE 2-18 STATEWIDE SYSTEMS: PERCENT OF STATE WORKERS AND STATES BY COMBINED
SOCIAL. SECURITY AND STATE PENSION CONTRIBUTION RATES
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States use several methods for decreasing the impact on employees of required employee contributions. These include "employer
pickup plans" and increased take-home pay plans.
Section 414(10(2) of the Internal Revenue Code provides for "employer pick-up" of normal employee contributions to a pension
plan. Employer pick-up plans are a method of decrc..sing Federal
income tax liability (and thereby increasing take-home pay) by
making contributions to a pension plan with pre-tax rather than
post-tax income. Under a pick-up plan, an employee's gross salary
is reduced for Federal incotne tax purposes by whatever amount 'of
the normal employee contribution the employer "picks-up." Therefore his Federal tax liability is reduced. This has the net effect of
increasing the amount of the employee's take-home pay. Appendix
A provides an example of how take-home pay is increased and may
help to clarify the manner in which these plans work. Because the
amount of the employee contribution does not change, there is no
cost of an employer pick-up plan to the employer (except administrative costs); there is only a tax expenditure by the Federal Government.
An increased take-home pay (ITHP) plan looks much like an employer pick-up plan. The difference is that, in an ITHP, the employer effectively reduces the employees' contribution by some amount.
The employee's gross salary, and therefore Federal income tax liability are not affected. His take-home pay is increased because his
contribution to the pension plan is decreased. Under an ITHP, the
employer cost increases and there is no impact on Federal income
tax revenues. These methods are discussed in greater detail in Appendix A.
I, CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PLANS 25

In addition to the basic retirement systems, some State and local
governments offer their workers supplemental retirement plans.
The key attraction of these plans, which take numerous forms, is
potential tax savings for employees. Income tax is generally deferred on contributions made to these plans during an employee's
career. Taxes are paid when the individual receives benefits from
the plan, usually after retirement when the individual expects to

be in a lower tax bracket. It should be noted that the plans described below generally reduce current Federal income tax liability
only. States make their own provisions for the State tax treatment
of deferred compensation.

" Information for (hit, section was taken primarily from Supplemental Ketirement Plans for
New York Public Employees. a report es the Permanent Commonsion on Public Employ*? PenRetirement Plans for
sum and Retirement Systems. Nov. 19M. illereafter cited as Supplemental
New Yorke, and State Deferred Compensation Programs: their Status in Thirty-Six States, by F7.
prepared
for
the
National
Association of
Norman Sims, Deborah A Coml. Kathlene Ashcroft.
Auditors. Comptrollers and Treasurers illereafter cited as State Deferred t'ampensation,s
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According to the New York State pension commission study, the
following types of supplemental retirement plans could be made
available to State or local government employees:
Section 457 plans,
Section 403(b) Tax Deferred Annuities,
Section 401(k) Plans,
Thrift Plans,
IRAs,

Deductible Voluntary Employee Contributions (DVEC), and
Supplemental Anni.ity Plans.
Some of these plans, ;ncluding Section 401(k) Plans, Thr. Plans,
IRAs and Supplement 'ul Annuity 'Plans, are available to
loyees

of private employers as well as employees of State and ocal government. Appendix A describes these plans in detail.
Section 457 of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) authorizes State
governments (and their political subdivisions) to assist their em"I'*.eet; in deferring compensation. Deferred compensatioh general'en, to wages not received until a worker retires, resigns, or is
,

'tom a job. The deferred wages are not counted as taxable
until the employee receives them (along with any accrued

interest or earnings).
General requirements of. Section 457 plans follow: Employees
participate on a voluntary basis and up to 331/2 percent of an employee's "includible" income (up to $7,500) may be deferred.26 "Includible" income does not count amounts deferred under the plan
(or other types of deferred compensation plans) or employer "pick-

up" plans. Thirty-three and one-third percent of "includible"
income is equal to 25 percent of a non-participating employee's
gross income. Employers may not make supplement-RI contributions

to the plan. The deferred contribution can be pail only after the
worker leaves the job or when an unforseeable emergency occurs.
Unlike IRAs, no penalty is charged for distribution of the funds

before age 591/2. The full amount of the deferred compensation, inciudings any earning or property rights, must remain the property
of the employer (State or local government) until distribution. The
plan may provide employees with a range of investment options.
Because favorable tax treatment requires that the employer retain
property rights to the deferred compensation, the plan may not be
under obligation to transfer investments at an employee's request.
A large majority of States have set up section 457 plans for their
covered employees (33 out of 36 States surveyed in the Council of
State Governments report and 80 percent of all States according to
the New York State study). Although data on the opera*!.in of
these plans are limited, it appears ihat r rticipation rates currently are relatively lowabout 10 percent o: avered employees.
76 Thu, percentage would differ if the employee participates in more
one deterred corn
pensatio plan or an employer -pick-up- plrn There are spcial rules on combining income or
reducing the salary base in applying the contribution limits for such employees.
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Deferred voluntary employee contribution (DVEC) plans are
similar to IRAs, They are authorized in section 72(0) of the IRC,

added by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. DVECs work exactly like IRAs except that the pension plan must specifically
permit the DVF,C and the maximum contribution is $2,000, with no

contribution permitted for a non-workirg spouse. If a worker also
.has an IRA, the DVEC contribution must count against the IRA
contribution limit.
IV. REPRESENTATIVE PRIVATE SFX,TOR AND STATE GOVERNMENT
PENSION SYSTEMS
A. INTRODUCTION

The Congressional Research Service (CRS) developed "representative" pension, systems for the private sector and for State governments. These systems, based on the surveys of pension practices described in sections II and III of this chapter, are necessary for comparing the cost and benefit distributions of these systems with the
current civil service retirement system. Chapter 3 presents results
of this comparative analysis.

The representative plans do not necessarily have specV;? features of any particular pension system in the private or St:e government se-tors. Neither are they averages of pension features because the available sources of information and the type of information do not permit calculation of averages. Rather, these representative plans can be thought of as compositesmade up of features
included in most private sector and State government systems,
The two private sector plans are shown with and without the
effect of a capital accumulation plan. Available analysis indicates
no satistical relationship between provision of a capital accumulation plan and generosity of other pension benefits. Accordingly, our
analysis of capital accumulation plans shows them as simply being
added to the two private sector representative plans.
B. PRIVAI. ;ECTOR

Although few pension plans are alike in all respects, available
data permit generalizations about pension plans that cover salaried
employees. Depending on the feature, as many as 80-90 percent of
salaried pension plan participants.
are not required to contribute to the pension plan;
must participate in the plan 10 years before the benefits
earned are vested;
may retire at age 35 with reduced benefits or at age 62 with
unreduced benefits;
in plans integrated with social security;
havt. 'heir pension computed on the basis of their highest
5-year's average earnings;
receive ad hoc adjustments to their retirement benefits that
have offset about 30 percent of the rise in the CPI in a recent
period;

offer pre- and postretirement survivor benefits only as required by ERISA's minimum standards; and
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are covered by an LTD disability arrangement while disabled,

and are given service credit for the years on disability in

computing a pension at retirement.
This study found no correlation between the age for unreduced
benefits and the type of integrated plan (i.e., offset plan versus
step-rate plan), but different retirement ages for full benefits were

considered appropriate for the representative private pension
plans. While the BLS data base shows that age 65 is the most

common age at which participants could retire with full benefits, a
slight majority of plan participants could receive full benefits at
age 62 or earlier. Either age 62 or age 65 can therefore be considered a typical age. Age 62 was selected arbitrarily for unreduced
benefits under the offset plan; age 65 was selected for unreduced
benefits under the step-rate plan. The more liberal retirement age
in the offset plan was counter acted by a five percent per year early
retirement reduction compared to a four percent per year reduction in the step-rate plan.
Benefits under the two private sector representative plans are assumed to increase annually by 30 percent of the increase in the
Consumer Price Indexthe amount found by the most comprehensive study of postretirement benefit inflation adjustments.27 This
study showed, over six years, an overall average increase for all
pensions of 3S percent of the CPI. Benefits under nonunion plans,
most likely to cover salaried employees in the private sector, increased by about 30 percent of the increase in the CPI, the amount
selected for the representative plans.
Table 2--19 indicates the features of the two private sector redresentative plans. Table 2 -20 describes the representative capital accumulation plan that will be used in chapter 3, in conjunction with
the two representative pension plans, to compare their costs 'Ind
benefits to those of the current civil service retirement system.
TABLE 2 19.

REPRESENTATIVE PRIVATE PENSION PLANS
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TABLE 2-19.- REPRESENTATIVE PRIVATE PENSION PIANS--Continued
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TABU 2-20.- REPRESENTATIVE CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PLAN
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C. STATE GOVCRNMENTS

retirement systems were
Two representative State government
described
in
Section 13 of this chapconstructed from the features
to compare the
ter. These representative systems' are necessary
of
State
pensions
to those
costs and benefit levels and distributions
chapter
3).
of the current civil service retirement system (see
beSome feature:, are common to both representative systemshave
general
service
workers
cause most State pension systems for
them. These include:
social security coverage;
requirement for employee contributions;
.retirement at age 55 with reduced benefits;

benefits computed from highest three eyars average earnings;

of earnings;
minimum disability benefit of 50 percent
benefits
after vesting; and
--pre- and postretiremeat survivor
adjustment (more commonly the

postretirement cost-of-living
lower of CPI or threl percena,
age, level of
Other system features, such as normal retirement
40,rmula,
differ in the
employee contribution, and annual benefit
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two representative plans so that they are different in generosity.
The more generous State plan (Plan 1) permits retirement with unreduced benefits at any age with 30 years of service. As shown in

Appendix A, 15 States have this generous full retirement provision,
more than have any other specific full retirement provision. State

plans permitting normal retirement after 30 years of service, regardless of age, generally use about a 2.0 percent accrual rate, and
require employees to contribute, about six percent of salary (in addition to social security taxes). Although accrual and contributions
of plans permitting full retirement with 30 years of service varied
from each other, the pattern of association between normal retirement, accrual rate and contribution rate was generally consistent.
The features of State system 2 are less generous, and together
constitute a lower cost representative system. Full retirement at
age 65 is the second most common full retirement requirement,
and 10 years of service is the most frequent minimum service requiremegt within this group. Representative system 2 includes an
accrual rate of 1.5 percent and an employee contribution rate of
two percent (in addition to social security7:461/4xes), although the
States vary considerably on these features. Table 2-21 presents the
specifications for the two representative State plans.
Both State plans include an annual COLA of the CPI up to 3.0
percent. Because inflation is assumed to be 4.0 percent, the limitation on the COLA does not have a great effect on the cost of the
program or on the purchasing power of annuities. However, when
inflation is high, a 3.0 percent maximum adjustment has a greater
limiting effect on costs and benefits.
A capital accumulation plan (e.g., Sec. 457 plan) was excluded
from the .representative State plans because our limited evidence
suggests that while such plans are becoming available, participation is low. Few of the plans call for employer contributions.
TABLE 2-21. --CHARACTERISTICS Of APRESENTATIVE STATE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
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TABLE 2-21.--CHARACTERISTICS Of REPRESENTATIVE STATE RETIREAENT SYSTEMSCoqtinued
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CHAPTER 3: COSTS AND BENEFITS OF THE CURRENT CSRS
COMPARED TO REPRESENTATIVE PRIVATE SECTOR AND
STATE GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS "

I. INTRODUCTION

This chapter compares the costs and benefits of the representative nonfederal plans to the current civil service retirement system
(CSRS). We compare pension costs using the concept of entry age
normal costs, and compare participant benefits using replacement
rates, the study's ,principal measure of benefit generosity and distribution. Replacement rates," retirement income from a pension
system divided by a measure of income (usually salary) for a period
shortly before retirement, are shown for different age, service, and
marital status combinations; fur differ ,nt income levels; and for
different periods of time after retiremenet
IL COST ANALYSIS
A. NORMAL COST

This study uses one actuarial cost concept through ut as the

principal measure of pension system costs. Entry age normal cost is
the present value of future benefits divided by the present value of

future compensation, for statistically representative new entrants
to the work force. In effect, it is the percentage of every- paycheck
needed to be set aside over the total career of each new employee,
to pay all his benefits,. including those to survivors. In more technical language, the normal cost amortizes the present values of the
future benefits of as employee or group of employees Over their
working lifetime. Normal costs are usually stated as a percent of
payroll in order to facilitate comparisons over time periods and
across plans.

The normal cost of a retirement system depends on a set of economic, demographic, and behavioral assumntions. For example, the

benefit a participant receives depend on retirement age, lie expectancy, earnings history, and many other characteristics. A
standard set of assumptions is used for cost estimates throughoUt
this report. (See Appendix C.)

x® COdt estimates in this chapter, and mich of the analysis of the relative cost of pension plan
features. were provided by the actuaries of Ilayau,sgins. Inc.

" See Part III of this chapter for a discussion if the concetas and definitional questions of

replacement rates.
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13. COMPARISON METHOD

employers
To compare different pension plans among different methodolothis
study
uses
an
actuarial
(i.e., private, State, Federal)
gy that, in effect, holds workforce characteristics and demographic
constant. The goal is to value pension
and economic assumptionspension
plan features will have the same
benefits so that identical
such
as
percentage
of women in the workcost in spf e of factors
of
an
individual
employer. This
force or the funding practices
pension
plan
costs,
holding
constant
method allows comparison of
assumptions,
and
demographic
characteriseconomic and actuarial
tics of the workforce."
After representative plans have been defined, cost is estimated so
that it can be compared to the cost of the current t;ivil service retirement system. These costs are estimated and compared in order
to identify features of different retirement systems that weigh most
heavily in determining program costs.
The CRS actuarial model estimates the cost of the current civil
service retirement system at 32.2 percent of payroll. For comparisystems, the
son to the cost of private sector and State government
payroll
for adminisby
pubtracting
.05
petrent
of
cost was adjusted

trative costs and .45 percent of payroll for benefits to special
hazard-

groups covered by the civil service retiremgpt system (e.g.,
Adminitrative costs were reous duty or Congressional staffs.)
model
measures the value of benemoved because the Hay-Huggins
costs.
Costs
for special groups were
fits without the administrative
of
benefits
available under CSRS
removed to provide a comparison
entitled
to
a
special
formula or special
to employees who are not
eligibility conditions. This provide? a total cost of 31.7 percent of
payroll. After subtracting the 7 pe., nt employee contribution, the
employer cost of the civil service retirem ant system for the standard level of benefits was determined to be 24.7 percent of payroll.
The Office of Personnel M.nagement (OPM) has calculated the
entry-age normal cost of the current system at 36.5 percent of
acpay-4 percentage points higher than CBS's estimate. The CRS
figure.
coat
against
this
OPM
tuarial 'model was initially validated
Then the CRS mIdel was modified with economic and demographic
assumptions usec to estimate the cost of the social security system.
estimate the
Using these asst mptions which permitiod CRS tosocial
security.
costs of the different retirement systems, including calculated
the
'LS
assumptions,
C
. ,rith a common set of actuarial
figure
difbe
34.2
percent
of
pay.
This
cost of the current CSRS to
fers from the OPM cost figures because of different economic and
demographic assumptions.
CRS then made a further adjustment to the actuarial data based
used by OPM for its cost estimates. This adjustment was necessary
because the OPM data included an assumption of promotion pat-

terns in the Federal government that implied substantial "grade
creep" over the next 40 yearsthe actuarial period. (See Appendix
acturial model developed by CO
3° This method is a simplified version of the computerbased CRS
model allows more detailed
4 and 5, The
for the analysis of design option:, in Chapterscomparative
analysis shown here Data from this
analysis of plan features not necessary for'the
were provided by Haysimplified normal cost model. called Benefit Value Comparison method.
flug'o
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C for additionitdiscussion of this subject.) After promotion patterns were adjusted to keep the grade levels comparable to the

present, the CRS model estimated entry-age normal cost at a lower
32.2 percent of pay. The OPM assumption about Federal proiktjon
patterns adds 2 full percentage points to the agency's estimate-of
entry-age normal cost. This cost difference does not greatly affect

the analysis of the CRS- study, which focuses on relative costs
among different types of systems and not on absolute levels.

C. COST COMPARISON OF CURRENT MS AND REPRESENTATIVE PLANS

The basic features of the representative private sector and State
government retirement systems developed in Chapter 2 of this
study art summarized in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. Using the methods

described previously, costs for these systems are estimated and are
compared to that of the current CSRS. These costs are also compared to the average cost and the range of costs for the 854 plans
in a recent study by Hay-Huggins of private sector retirement systems." The study includes this average as a frame, of reference to
view the costs of the representative plans.

- - ---Appendix A disc.isses the flay iluggiiis data base, made up largely of corporations with
white collar workforces The employers are drawn from all geographic regions, industry categories, and workforce sires. The data base includes few small organizations (fewer than 50 employees' but does include the full range of medium, large, and very large employers For instance, 21
percent of the employers in the data base employ 10,000 or more workers and 16 percent employ
1,0N, or fewer
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TABLE 31.--CHARACMOSTICS Of REPRESENTATIVE FitilltEMENT SYSTEMS-ELIGRILITY AND ANCILLARY BENEFITS
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TABLE 3-2.----CHARACTERISTICS (W REPRESENTATIVE RETIREMENT SYSTEMSBENEFIT FORMULAS
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The key provisions of the representative private and State retirement systems were analyzed to determine the relative cost of each
system. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show the normal costa of the representative private sector plans (and the average cost from the HayHuggins study) compared to the CSRS. Figure 3-3 provides a similar comparison for the representative State systems.
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The line representing the relative cost of CSRS on the three
charts is horizontal, showing that the normal cost of the CSRS is
the same at all salary levels. The costs of the private systems, as a
percent of pay, peaks at middle salary levels. Costs of private
sector pension systems at mid-salary levels are relatively higher be-

cause of the interaction of the maximum taxable wage base for

social security n integration of pension benefits with social security.
that the representative private sector pension
Figure 3-2 st.,
systems, not including a capital accumulation plan, are somewhat
lower in cost than 4-he average system cost from the Hay-Huggins
study.32 Representt. .ve plan 1A, which includes a capital accumulation plan, is above the Hay-Huggins average, and plan 2A is close
to average.33
Large companies usually sponsor capital accumulation plans in
addition to a defined benefit plan Our analysis of the Hay-Huggins
data base indicates that tile average cost of the defined benefit pension is practically the same whether or not the company also provides a capital accumulation plan. Furthermore, the data sho.v no
correlation between generosity of the defined benefit plan and the
type of capital accumulation plan for companies offering both. An
employer with a high value pension plan is. as likely to have a high
w.lue capital accumulation plan as is an employer with a less generals pension plan. Accordingly, all four retirement systems (1, 1A,
2, 2A can be taken as representative retirement system designs.
.re 3-3 compares employer costs for (SRS to those for representative State pension systems. The pension plan of the more gen-

ero-,s of the two State systems identified in Chapter 2, provides
about the same level of retirement income, by itself, as is provided
by the current civil service retirement system. Since most State
employees also have social security, the total value of benefits is
higher than the current civil service retirement system. The conditions for retirement with full benefits of State pension plan I are

,"

similar to those of the civil service retirement system.
State representative plan 2 is closer in design to the average private sector plan. Employees cannot retire with unreduced benefits
until age 65, and the benefit accrual rate is only three-fourths of
the more generous representative State plan. Disability and survivor benefits compare favorably to the current civil service retirement system and are, therefore, more liberal than in the average
private sector plan. However. private sector plans will have to improve survivor benefits in response to the Retirement Security Act
of 1984.

R.

Even with the higher employee contribution rate (6 percent for
the State pension plan plus 6.1 percent for social security), State
system 1 has a higher employer cost than the CSRS at all salary
levels. In cost, State system 2 falls between the average cost from
the Hay-Huggins tudy and (SRS at all salary levels.
37 About em -half the plans in the flayliumitui study include capital accumulation plans, and
their cost is included in the overall average
33 Plans IA and 2A are identical to plans.; I and 2 except that they include a capital accernulanon plan in Which employers match mu-half of employee contributions up to tI percent of pay
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D. OVERALL AVERAGE RETIREMENT COSTS

res 3-1 to 3-3 illustrate the average cost at various salary
levels. This comparison is instructive because most systems outside
the Federal government reflect the tilt in benefits from the social
security system and provide different benefit values at different
levels of pay. Benefit costs do not vary by salary groupings in the
current civil service retirement system. Rather, this system costs
the same, as a percent of pay, for all salary groupings from the
lowest of the highest.
The average cost of the current CSRS is identical to the cost of
any salazy groupings within the system. Calculation of average
costs for Frivate sector and State governments, however, requires
weighting the costs of salary groupings by the number of employees within each grouping. Table 3-3 shows these average costs,
weighted using the actual salary data for Federal employees, and
compares them to the current CSRS. In effect, this process esti-

mates the cost of each syritem for current Fedeial employees. These
costs are employer costs only. State government systems include
the cost of social security. Accordingly, employee contributions
(e.g., social security, CSItS contributions, State government requirements for employee contributions, and the employee share of capital accumulation plans) were subtracted from total system cost for
the comparison3 in Table 3-3.
Table 14--Normal Cost Comparisonstemployer cost)
Awe*/
of Pa,

Civil Service Retirement System

24.7

25 percent of plans below
Average
25 percent of plans above
Private Sector Systems:

14.7
18.3

Hayauggins study:

21.4
17.3
14.8
19.0
16.5

I. (offset)

2 (step rate)
1A (offset with CAP)
2A (step rate with CAP)
State Systems:
1 (more generous)
2 (less generous)

28.8
21.3

Nora.Direct comparison of retirement systems of the private sector over-estimates the CSRS
value because CRS includes benefits found in private sector insurance programs. These elements
are estimated to be worth 1 percent of payroll.

The current CSRS costs 6.3 percent of pay more than the average
of private sector pension systems in the Hay-Huggins survey. The
CRS representative private sector plans also cost less than the current CSRS, from 5.8 to 9.9 percent of pay less, depending on plan
generosity and whether the plan includes a capital accumulation
plan.
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State government pension systems are more costly than private
sector plans and bracket the cost of the current CSRS. The more
generous of the CRS representative State system costs 4.1 percent
of pay more than the current CSRS while the less generous State
system costs 3.4 percent less.
E. ANALYSIS OF COST DIFFERENCES

I. Introduction
The level of initial retirement benefits (including social security)

to private sector and current CSRS workers is about the same if
they have comparable ages (above age 62), years of service, and
salary histories. As shown in Table 3-4, the CSRS costs more because benefits generally increase with the rate of inflation and unreduced benefits are available to retirees at earlier ages. Without
these differences, the CSRS would not be more costly than private
sector systems.

State government systems are more generouss than private

sector plans, and even, for one representative plan, than the current CSRS. Arger accrual rates and availability of unreduced benefits at earlier ages cause the higher State system costs.

Analysis of these cost differences requires estimates of the different features of pension systems. These estimates compare the costs
of basic retirement benefits at age 65 including social security but

excluding other features such as disability, early retirement. or
postretirement adjustments. It is possible, then, to isolate those features of the CSRS that are more generous than corresponding private sector plans.
2. Private sector compared to CSRS

a. Basic retirement benefit.The basic retirement benefit at age

65 for private pension plans 1 and 2, when coupled with social security, generates costs similar to the costs incurred by the civil service retirement system. The cost of this benefit in the current. CSRS
is 12.2 percent of pay; one representative private sector plan is 0.2
er is 1.4 percent of pay lower (See
percent of pay lower and the
table 3-4). Shown another way,
current CSRS replaces about 53

percent of final salqxy after 30 years of service. The two private
sector pensions, by themselves, replace about 30 percent of final
earnings which, when coupled with social security, replace about
the same 50% average level of earnings. The total private sector
accrual percentage is higher at some salary levels, but this is offset
by basing private sector plans on high-5 years of salary rather than
high-3. The overall cost of providing the basic retirement at age 65
is about the same for the ( 'SRS as for the CRS-developed representative private sector systems.
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b. Preage 65 retirementRetirement before age 65 with unre-

duced benefits adds considerably to the cost of CSRS benefits compared to those in the private sector. CSRS unreduced retirement
benefits can begin at age 55 with 30 years of service but private
sector employees must wait until age 62 (in plan 1) and age 65 (in
plan 2) for unreduced benefits. This feature adds 2.8 percent of pay
the cost of the current CSRS, compared to an additional cost of
0.8 percent of pay for the private plan that allows unreduced benefits at age 62.
SECTOR
TABLE 3-4. COMPARISON Of COST COA4PONENTS: CSRS AND REPRESENTATIVE PRIVATE

SYSTEMS
Pocce44)

Cum* C$16

/` Bask benefit payable at age 65
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Disability benefit
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Note

systems ordinarily include benec. Ancillary benefits.Pension
survivors.
They are higher in the current
fits for disability and
than
they do in private sector sysCSRS and accordingly cost more
tems.
CSRS disability benefits cost relatively more becuase they use a
The CSRS definition requires
more liberal definition of disability.
perform
their specific jobs. Private
that employees be unable to
generally
use
the
social
security disability definisector employees
individuals
be
unable
to perform any job in the
tion, requiring that
national economy.
Survivor'benetits provided by CSRS cost more than combinjd
survivor benefits from social security and the private sector pension plan. CSRS benefits are more costly because:
CSRS provides preretirement death benefits to survivors of
deceased employees with 18 months of service and without
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regard to the employees' ages. The representative private
pension plans pay no preretirement survivor benefits unless
the deceased worker had reached his 55th birthday and
worked at least 10 years. (The recently enacted Retirement
Security Act will change this to coverage after vesting.)

If an employee elects to provide a postretirement survivor
benefit under CSRS, the basic pension at retirement is reduced by less than a full actuarial reduction (in effect the

entire system subsidizes part of the cost of the survivor benefit). Private sector pension plans are permitted to ERISA to
apply a full actuarial reduction (no additional employer cost)
to compute the survivor benefit.
CSRS survivor benefits are more costly than those available to
protect survivors of private sector employees, even though social se-'
curity is an added cost for private sector systems.

d. VestingEmployees earn a vested right to pension benefits

after a particular number of years of service. Once vested, they will

not lose benefits even though they leave the particular employer
before becoming eligible for unreduced or reduced benefits. The
value of these vested benefits adds to the total cost of a penzion
system. Vested benefits in the private sector are more valuable,
and cost more than they do in the current CSRS.
Employees who leave Federal employment (after vesting but
before they are eligible for a benefit) and withdra their contributions to the CSRS forfeit their rights to vested benefits (including
those financed by the government)." In the private sector, ERISA
requires that employees who terminate employment after vesting,
but before benefit eligibility, retain rights to the employer-funded
benefits. Private sector employees retain the rights to their vested
benefits while CSRS covered employees oftqn forfeit the employer-

paid portion of vested benefits. The loss of CSRS vested benefit
rights lowers the cost of this system in comparison to the private

sector systems. In addition, private sector employees are covered by
social security, which is fully portable and nonforfeitable.
e. Inflation protection.The civil service retirement system benefits generally increase with the rate of inflation while private plan

benefits do not. This feature accounts for most of the cost differ-

ence between CSRS and private sector bystems. Social security ben-

efits also are generally increased at the rate of inflation, but private pensions were indexed only about 30 percent according to experience in a recent period. The inflation adjustments in th "SRS,
combined with this system's early retirement provisions,
11.5
percent of payabout '7 percent of pay more than the
/ate
sector plans.

1 This forfeiture is a provision of law and not necessarily a logical consequence of withdrawing employee contributions. Theoretically, this proviso of law could be changed to allow employ
ees to retain the right to the employer-funded portion of their vested benefits, even if they withdraw their own contributions.

"
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f E;cloyee contributions.-tiployee contributions under CSRS
are al' tly higher than the private sector employee's contribution
to social security. Subtracting employee contributions from the

IS

total system cost results in the ;employer -paid share of civil service
retirement syst m costing 7.4 percent of pay higher than in the private sector sys em 1 and 9.9 percent of pay higher than in the private sector system 2.

g. Gapitah accumulation plans.-When capital accumulation
plans are included, private sector systems 1A and 2A increase in
value but are still less costly in total than CSRS. The employer cost
of the capital accumulation plans is 1.7 percent of pay. Only employees choosing to participate receive any benefit from a capital
accumulation plan.
I State systems compared to CSRS
a. Basic Benefit at age 65.-The basic unreduced benefits provided by State government systems cost more than those under the
current civil service retirement system. (See Table 3-5.) State pension plan 1 provides 2 percent accrual for each year of service coin-

pared to the average 1.87 percent provided by civil service (39 years

of service). State pension plan 2 provides 1.5 percent pay. State
plans both have social security benefits added on to the basic pension.
TABLE 3-5.- 'COMPARISON Of COST COMPONENTS: CSRS AND REPRESENTATIVE STATE SYSTEMS
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b. Pre-age 65 retirement.-State pension plan 1 permit.; retire-

ment with full benefits at any age with 30 years of service. Because

relatively few employees achieve 30 years of service and retire

before age 55, and because social security is not available until age

6Z this provision is only slightly more costly than CSRS. State
plan 2 does not permit retirement with full benefits until age 65
and, therefore this feature is less costly than the CSRS. Both State
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plans permit voluntary retirement with reduced benefits before the
normal retirement age, while CSRS has no comparable provision.

c. Vested benefits.The cost of employees' vested benefits is
greater for the two representative State systems than for CSRS.

'The higher cost is due to two factors. In both the CSRS and the two
State systems, employees who withdraw their contributions when
they leave employment forfeit the employer- financed vested benefit. The State systems, however, return the employer contributions
with interest, the CSRS does not. Also, State employees are covered
by social security, which is fully portable.

d. Ancillary benefits. -- Disability benefits are more costly for
both State retirement systems than for CSRS. The representative
State pension plans use a definition of disability comparale to
CSRS. State plan disability benefits are calculated using the basic
retirement benefit formula (accrual rate x years of service x compensation base) with the disabled employees' years of service pro-

jected to the normal retirement age. On average, this method

yields a benefit that is 40-50 percent of base pay, compared to an
average of about 40 percent for CSRS. State employees also are eligible for social security disability benefits." The disability benefit
of State retirement system 1 is more costly than State retirement
system 2 because its basic retirement benefit formula is more generous.

Survivor benefits cost about the same under the State plans as
they do under CSRS. Because survivor benefits are dependent, in

part, on the basic :etirement benefit formula, State retirement

system 1, with its 2 percent accrual rate, costs slightly more than
the other systems.
e. Inflation protection--Indexing has a mixed impact on the relative costs of CSRS and the representative State systems. Both State
pension plans index their benefits at 1 percent below the 4 percent
inflation assumption used in this analysis. The lower rate of indexing is more than offset under plan 1 because indexing is applied to
a higher basic retirement benefit. For State pension plan 2, the
cost of indexing is lower than for CSRS because indexing is at a
lower rat,. and tends to be applied over a shorter period since employees must wait until age 65 to receive unreduced benefits.
f Employee contributions.Employee contributions, including
social security, under State system 2 are only 1 percent of pay
higher than CSRS, but the State system 1 contribution is substantially higher, thereby removing much of the employer cost difference between this State plan and civil service.
The total cost of benefits under the more generous representative
state plan is 40.9 percent of pay-9.2 percent of pay, or nearly 30
percent greater than the current C'SRS. However, employees under
this State plan pay a contribution of 12.1 percent of pay (6.1 per"F,mployees receiving State pension plan disability benefits do nut always rev-ive ti social Security disability benefit due to social securitys stricter definition of disability.
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cent for social security plus 6.0 percent for the State pension, compared to CMS's 7.0 percent.) This reduces the cot to the State as
employer to 4.1 percent of pay more than the CSRS.
RKPLACKIIIINT RATS ANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION

Replacement rates measure the level and distribution of retirement income relative to preretirement earnings, and they are used
throughout this study to analyze and compare retirement systems.
Replacement rates will be used in Chapters 4 and 5 to show distributional effects of a new retirement system compared to the current system. The distribution differs because social security, with
its benefit formula tilt, replaces more income for lower income
workers than for higher income workers. 'The current civil service
retirement system includes no redistributional features.
Replacement rates are simple and straightfotwani. They are calculated by dividing workers' retirement benefits by preretirement
earnings. Though simple in concept, calculations and their interpretations are difficult in practice. These difficulties are usually
caused by inadequate data
I. Gross and net replacement rates

President Carter's commission to study retirement income proframs concluded that "the replacement of preretirement disposable
income from all sources [was] a desirable retirement income

goal." 16 The Commission developed rough data to show that re-

placement rates necessary to maintain a constant standard of
living were lower for higher income workers than for lower income
workers. After adjusting for changes in tax liability, work-related
expenses, and savings and investments, the Commission estimated

that in 1930 retirees needed to replace from 51 to 86 percent of
before-tax final earnings, depending on income and marital status.
This chapter, analyzing retirement systepis as they now exist,
uses both gross and net replacement rates in its analysis to show
retirement income generosity and distribution across the salary
scale. Chapters 4 and 5, on the other hand, present analysis of options for designing. a new Federal retirement system for workers,
many of whom will not retire until well into the next century. For
this analysis, only gross repliscement rates are used because development of net replacement rates for a period 40 years in the future
would require assumptions about changes in current Feteral tax
laws to make the analysis meaningful. Furthermore, gross replacement rates are sufficient for a comprehensive examination of the
analytical issues for the new design of a Federal retirement
system. Net replacement rate analysis in this chapter only takes
into consideration changes in tax liability and any direct paymerts
made by workers to the pension system. Because of the lack of reli"Coming

c

Age: Toward a National Retirement IncomePolicy. President's C,ommiasion on

Pension Policy. 1981.
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able data on consumption expenditures, such as work-related expenses and savings, they are excluded froni the analysis."
2. Replacement rate methodology
Replacement rates provide a powerful analytical device, and they

are used extensively throughout the study. They permit analysis of
benefit generosity and distribution. The analysis shows differences
by: (1) income class, (2) real benefits over time, and (3) retirement
age.

This chapter analyzes replacement rates for the representative
private sector and State government pension systems identified in
Chapter 2. Both repreientative private sector plans integrate their
benefit formulas with social security; the two State plans do not.
Major private sector companies usually offer a capital accumulation plan in addition to the basic defined benefit pension plan. Replacement rates in this chapter include the effects of a capital accumulation plan as if it had been offered and employees had participated fully during their working years.

a. Analytical Framework.Retirement income is usually analyzed only at the time of retirement. The replacement rate model
developed by CRS goes well beyond this to estimate 'retirement
income both before and after taxes at various years after retirement and compares that with today's standard of living. This CRS
Model shows how benefit levels may be eroded by inflation and
changes in tax liabilities.
Federal workers may retire at age 55 with unreduced benefits.
While State and private sector workers also may retire, early, social

security benefitsa major component of retirement incomeare
not available until age 62. The differences in tax treatment of employee contributions to the retirement systems also cause changes

in net replacement rates that affect the comparison at different
points in time. A retiring Federal worker's initial net replacement
rate drops significantly within one, to two years after retirement
when the benefit changes from "tax free" income, while retirees
are recouping the amount of the contributions, to fully taxable
income. Although this tax change affects State retirees, who also
may pay pension contributions, it does not affect private sector
workers in the representative plans, because they usually do not

contribute directly to the cost of the pension and so must pay taxes
on pension benefits from the beginning. One-half of social security
benefits is not taxable, however, and the portion of the other half
that can become taxable depends on the degree to which the combination of adjusted gross income and one-half of social security benefits exceeds threshold amounts ($25,000 for single individuals and
$32,000 for couples). Thus, under current tax laws social security's
value in terms of net replacement of income is higher than most
forms of pension income.38

Both gross and net replacement rates for workers retiring before
age 62 under the State and private plans will change significantly
See Appendix C fur a full discumion of the CRS replacement rate model, and for an explana-

tion of some difficulties with the net replacement rate concept for a period 40 yearn into the
future.
" For a brief discussion of the tax treatment of private pension plans, sae Appendix A.
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when social security benefits begin. A slight change in tax liability
°mulls under all systems at age 65, when retirees become entitled
to an additional income tax exemption. Chaves in replacement

rates occur each year in retirement for plans that do not fully
adjust benefits for price inflation. This analysis therefore looks at
many
net replacement rates over the retirement years because
only
the
Initial
replacement
rates
are
changes occur with time.
starting point.
b. Agyftservice combinations selected.To illustrate the replace-

ment Pllites under the various retirement systems for workers retiring in 1985, it as necessary to select various combinations of age
five
and years of service. To keep the presentation manageable,65/10,
combinations of age and service were selected-55/30, 62/20,

65/30,,and 65/40.

Federal workers are first eligible for optional retirement under

CSRS at age 55 with 30 years of service. About one-third o' workers
who become eligible at age 55 retire within one year. This combination of age and service is a benchmark for comparing replacement
rates under the present system with those under any of-the State
and private systems. The 65/1C combination shows replacement
rates for short-service Workers. The 62/20 combination illustrates'
the effect on replacement rates when reduced social security benefits begin. The 65/30 combination illustrates the replacement rates
received by career workers with, unreduced benefits. Although replacemen,t rates for an age 65/40 year combination are included to
show theNall,,potential of participating in the different retirement
arrangemehts, relatively few persons work that long for one employer. The replacement rate tables for the five age/service combinations are included in Appendix D.

c. Effect of capita' accumulation plan on replacement rates.
Many private sector workers have the option to participate in a
capital accumulation plan. As shown in Chapter 2, workers coltribplan with either pre-tax dollars
ute to the capital accumulation
dollars
(e.g., thrift or savings plan).
(e.g., 401(k) plan) or post-tax
accumulation
plan obtain is
Workers participating in a capital
in
exchange
for
less disposhigher postretirement replacement rate
after-tax
they
pay
into
the
plan."
The
able income during the time
with
401(k)
plan
is
lower
for
workers
cost of contributions to a
higher marginal tax rates.
'Voluntary participation in the capital accumulation plan over a

long working career -significantly increases gross and net replacement rates. This is for two reasons: (1) the 6 percent of salary saved
by the worker participating in the capital accumulation plarl,filong
with the employer matching contribution (3 percent of sala7') and
earnings on the fund balance, are paid back as retirement income,
(2)
thereby increasing the numerator of the replacement rate, and
their
of
compensation
will
lower
workers who elect to defer receipt
preretirement spendable income throughout their working life,

is treated for tali minxes*
"The voluntary capital accumulation plan used for this analysis
capital accumulation plena) The
Appendix
A
for
a
further
diartusian
of
as a 401(ki plan. (See
that individuals might merely reduce other savings by
analysis doe. nos deal with the possibility
them as if
the amount contributed to the capital accumulation plan instead, the analysis treats
their contributions to the capital accumulation plan were additional savings., or, in other words,
forgone current consumption.
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thereby reducing the denominator. Comparing the replacement
rags of two private sector retirees with the same gross salary
shows that the one in a capital accumulation plan will have a significantly higher replacement r* e, but at the expense of lower pre-

retirement spendable income. The small charge in tax

lower income taxes as a worker and higher taxes as a retiree-T-does
not affect this overall result. Earnings replacement rates shown in
this study for the current (SRS do not take into account anticipated retirement income from voluntary savings of workers. The curxent.CSRS does not provide for employer contributions to employee
savings plans. A Federal worker who voluntarily saved 6 percent of

pay would increase his earnings replacement rate above that

shown on the charts. However, he would have to save 9 percent of
pay to equal the increase in retirement income available to a private worker whose employer offers to contribute 3 percent of pay
(one-third of the total) to the capital accumulation plan.
d. Assumptions for replacement rates.Replacement rates shown
in the following graphs in.this chapter and the tables in Appendix
I) assume the following:

(1) Married workers always take their pension benefit in the
forth of a joint and survivor annuity. Th0 reduces the earnings

replacement rate for married workers compared to similar
single workers.
(2) Married workers receive a full spousal social security ben-

efit, thereby increasing the social security benefit by 50 percent. This is especially significant to lower paid workers because of the weighting of the social security b.?nefit in their
favor. (See Figure 3-4.)

(3) Workers participating in the voluntary capital accumulation plan participate fully during their entire period of service.
The plans are designed as 401(K) plans and, therefore, the em-

ployee contribution is not taxed currently. Such plans must
satisfy IRS tests that specify the amount that may be deferred

by the higher paid one-third of workers in relation to the

amount actually deferred by the lower paid two-thirds. The re-

placement rate from an annuity bought with the voluntary

capital accumulation account balance declines over time by the
rate of inflation since the benefit is unindexed.

(4) Interest rates on the accumulated contributions in the

voluntary capital accumulation plan are compounded annually
using historical interest rates earned each year film 1944-1984
by participants in the Teachers Insurance Annuity Association
(TIAA) defined contribution plan. Since it is the largest private
sector defined contribution plan, it is representative of past interest rates earned by large numbers of workers. Different interest rates, salary growth and participation rates would
change the value of the capital accumulation plan.
(5) Gross replacement rates under the capital accumulation
plan are the same for workers with the same amount of service

and retirement age but with different starting salaries since
salary growth and interest rates are assumed to be the same.
(6) Inflation over the postretirement period is 4 percent. Private pensions are adjusted during the postretirement period by
30 percent of the increase in the CPI. State plans place a 3 per-
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cent limit on the cost-of-living adjustment. Social security and
CSRS benefits are fully indexed and adjusted annually.
(7) Salary increases each year are based on average salary
growth and estimated promotional patterns..
8. GROSS IMPLACICIANNT RAT=S AT RETIREALICNT

This section shows (1) the effect of marital status on social security and CSRS benefits and (2) gross replacement rates at the time of
of

retirement for career workers retiring at age 65 with 30 years
serVice.4°

I. effect of marital status on social security and CSRS benefits
At age 65, workers may retire with full social security benefits.
Figure 3-4 illustrates not only that social security benefits are
weighted in favor of lower paid workers, but also that civil service
benefits replace the slime proportion of final earnings for all workers with the same amount of service. This figure also shows how
the social security tilt is incrtissed for married workers who are eligible for the 50 percent spousal benefit." In the case of CSR'S, however, married workers would have their benefits reduced by 5 to 9
percent to provide survivor protection. This reduction is to help
pay for the cost of extending the pension over the expected lifetime
of two individuals.

'Great replacement rates far the various srteme using the different age/service combinations for both single end married persons are shown in Appendix a
Many spooled receive social security benefits bawl on their awn employment. In this case.
combined social security benefit will,be at lest
the spouse- benefit ie only a guarantee that
Because the spotiee benefit is often elected
50 percent greater than if ths worker were single.
before age 65 and is subject to slightly greater reductions for early receipt, in practice it is often
slightly lees than 50 percent of the primary worker benefit.
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FIGUR1 3-4.--Gross Replacement Rates for CSRS and Social SecuritySingle and
Married Employees Age 65 With SO Years of Service
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2. Gross replacement rates for career workers

Figures 3-5 and 3-6 show the extent to which gross final earnings would be replaced under the representative State and private
systems (social security plus pension) for career workers retiring at
age 65 with 30 years service. These are compared, on each figure,
pto, the gross replacement rates for CSRS. Figure 3-5 shows that
-wris with final earnings all the way up to $65,000 would do

better at the point of retirement under both State systems than
they would under the current CSRS. Since these State systems are
"add-on" plans, computed independently of social security, the
overall replacement rates maintain the tilt of the social security

benefits illustrated in figure 3-4. State system 2, which is less generous, replaces about the same final earnings for the $65,000 workers as CSRS, but provides substantially higher replacement rates
for workers with lower earnings.
,a
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Figure 3-6 shows replacement rate distribution for the two repre-

sentative private systems (without a capital accumulation plan).
Both private systems follow almost the same distributional curve
even though one provides an offset plan and the other a step-rate
plan. Social security benefits are taken into account explicitly in
offset plans and implicitly in step-rate plans. Both private systems
provide higher gross replacement rates than MS for workers
with final earnings up to about $40,000. From that point on, (SRS
provides slightly higher replacement rates. However, most Federal
retirees in FY 1983 had final earnings below $40,000.
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Flouts 3-6.Groes Replacement Rates for Private Systenis 1 and 2Single
Employees Age 65 With 30 Years of Service
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Since the two private plans are integrated with social security
and provide benefits tilted in favor of the higher paid workers, the
distributional curve is flatter than for the two State systems shown
in Figure 3-5. The combined social security and pension benefits
under the private systems maintain part of the social security tilt

and still yield higher earning"; replacement rates to lower paid
workers.
3. Effect on capital accumulation plans on replacement rates

A growing number of private sector retirement systems include
company-sponsored capital accumulation plans. Analysis compar-

ing cost and replacement rates of representative private sector

plans to those of the current CSRS have therefore included capital
accumulation plans as part of the benefits package available to private sector employees. The analysis of options for a new Federal
retirement system (Chapters 4 and 5) also considers the effects of
these savings plans on retirement system costs and on employee
benefits.

Addition of capital accumulation plans to an overall retirement
system increases replacement rates substantially. This is because
recent high interest rates cause large increases in benefits from
these capital accumulation plans. For the private sector/current
CSRS comparison, workers are assumed to retire at the end of 1984
and an interest rate of 10.6 percentvery high by historical stand-
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ardswas used to convert the account balance into an annuity.
Monthly annuity payments are very sensitive to this interest rate
assumption.

Although capital accumulation plans are relatively new as a
major feature in many retirement systems, this analysis assumes
that the plans have been in effect during the workers entire work
life and that the workers participated fully each year by contributing 6 percent of pay. Thus the rates shown should be considered to
be an upper limit of what is possible, rather than what is likely.
Figure 3-7 shows the substantial increase in gross replacement
rates if a worker participates fully in the capital accumulation
plan over the entire 30 years. The initial benefit provided by the
capital accumulation plan when added to social security and the
private pension, replaces over 100 percent of gross earnings for
workers with final earnings up to $65,000. (Net replacement rates
would be even higher.) If workers did not participate in all years,
had slower salary progressions, earned lower interest rates, or did
not contribute the full 6 percent of pay, replacement rates from the

capital accumulation plan would be lower. The higher replacement

rate achieved by participation in the capital accumulation plan
comes partly at the expense of lower preretirement consumption.
(The pension component in representative system 1 is the same as
system 1A, except that the latter includes a voluntary capital accumulation plan. The same rule holds true for private systems 2 and
2A.)
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Fmtnis 3-7.Grom Replacement Rates for Private Systeme IA and 2ASingle
Employee Age 66 With 30 Years of Service
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C. REPLACEMENT RATE ANALYSIS DURING RETIREMENT

Because of limitations in examining replacement rates solely at
the point of retirement, the rest of this chapter discusses changes
occuring over time emphasizing net replacement rates. Net replacement rates reflect differences in tax treatment of pry and postretirement income. Key ages at which net replacement rates are examined are as follows.

Ayr worker, rehriag ed age 5S

Apr

Initial annuity starting date. Benefits under contributory defined

55

benefit plans are not taxable yet.
Usually benefits under contributory plans would become fully tax-

58

62
65

55 to 80

able.
Reduced social security benefits become available.
Additional personal income tax exemption becomes available.
Benefits that are not fully indexed are eroded by inflation.

Figures 3-8 through 3-12 and Table D-I in Appendix D show the
effect of these factors for single workers in different years of the
postretirement period under CSRS and under each of the representative private sector and State government systems.
Figure 3-8 compares net replacement rates under CSRS and the
State systems for a single person who retired at age 55 with 30
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years of service and final salary of $30,000.42 At retirement, State
plan 1, together with social security, provides a net replacement
rate of about 81 percent, compared to 72 percent for CSRS. When
replacement retes are calculated at age 58, they drop sharply. Age
58 was selected for computational purposes because by this time
the retirees have fully recouped their after-tax contributions and
their pension benefits are fully taxable. Actually, participants in
State system 1 receive their contributions back ",1 benefits after
about 11 months. This takes about 3 months under State system 2
and about 14 months under CSRS. CSRS and State system 1 compare fairly closely from age 58 to 62. From age 58,' the CSRS replacement rate remains at about 63 percent because benefits are
indexed for inflation. State system 1 erodes gradually because benefits are only partly indexed to inflation.
FIGUILK 3-8.Net Replacement Rates for State Systems 1 and 2Single Employee
Age 55 With 30 Years of Service, Final Gross Salary: $30,000

Age

iThe two State plans n our illustrations are actually indexed by
three-quarters of the rise in inflation since our postretirement inflation rate assumption is 4 percent and the State plans are assumed to cap their cost-of-living adjustment at 3 percent. A higher
inflation rate assumption would cause further erosion in the value
of the State plan benefits. The two illustrative private plans are as" Net replacement rates for single and married workers at other final salary levels are shown
in Appendix 1)
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sumed to adjust benefits by 30 percent of the rise in the CPI, re-

gardless of what inflation actually is.
At age 62, the net replacement rate under State system 1 jumps
to nearly 90 percent because social security benefits become avail-

able to tJ

retiree. Net replacement rates also increase slightly

under all systems at age 65, when Federal income taxpayers qualify for an additional exemption. Thereafter, inflation erodes the
State system 1 replacement rate down to 78 percent at age 80. The
State system 1 retiree at age 80 still has a higher net replacement
rate than the CSRS retiree, by about 20 percent. State system 2 fol-

lows a similar pattern to State system 1, except that it begins at
around 29 percent at age 55 and ends at about.44 percent. At age
80, the State plan 2 retiree's replacement rate would be about 32
percent below that of the CSRS retiree.
Figure 3-9 compares net replacement rates under CSRS and private systems 1, 2, 1A, and 2A for a single person who retired at age
55 with 30 years of service and final salary of $30,000. If a worker
covered by private system 1A or 2A did not participate in the capital accu s. lation plan, the replacement rates would be the same

as those
vided by private sytems 1 and 2. It should be noted
that two-thirds of the area between the bottom replacement rate
curve (private systems 1 and 2) and the top curve (private systems
lA and 2A) is the result of the 6 percent voluntary employee contributions made to the capital accumulation plan. Federal and
State workers in our analyses are arsumed not to save additional
amounts for retirement since no err coyer- matched savings plan is

offered. If only benefits derived .ram the 3 percent employer

matching contribution to the private sector capital accumulation
plans were shown together with the pension and social security,
net replacement rates under private systems 1A and 2A in figure
3-9 would be lower than CSRS at every age level for a e30,000
earner choosing early retirement.
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FIGURE 3-9.

Net Replacement Raters for Private Systems--Single Employee Age 55
With 30 Years of Service, Final Grose Salary: $30,000
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While starting at about the same level, after private plans 1A
and 2A retirees begin receiving social security at age 62, their net
replacement rates exceed those of CSRS until age 73, but inflation
continues to erode the private benefits after this period to levels
below CSRS. At age 80, replacement rates under private systems
1A and 2A are about 14 percent lower than those of CSRS. Since
the capital accumulation component is unindexed, the replacement
rate curve for systems 1A and 2A declines more steeply than for
private systems 1 and 2.
Figure 3-10 compares CSRS to State systems 1 and 2 for a single
person who retired at age 65 with 30 years of service and a final
salary of $30,000. In these cases, the two State systems provide
higher net replacement rates than CSRS. First, unreduced social
security benefits are available at age 65. Second, benefits under the
State plans are not actuarially reduced for early retirement as they
would be for a worker retiring before age 65. State system 1 begins
about 60 percent higher than CSRS and declines. to about 45 percent higher at age 80. State system 2 follows a similar path, but
begins at about 24 percent higher.
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not= 3-10.Net Replacement Rates for State Systeme 1 and 2Single Employee
Age 65 With 30 Years of Service, Mal Grum Salary: 330.000
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Figure 3-11 compares CSRS and private systems 1 and for a
single person who retired at age 65 With 30 years of service2 and
final salary of $30,000. The private systems are nearly identical.a
After the OBRS retiree recoups his after-tax contributions and his
benefits become fully taxable, the replacement rate drops slightly
below the private system's until age 73, when they all are about ,65
percent. Inflation continues to erode the private benefits so that at
age 80 they are about 8 percent below those of CMS.
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Figure 3-12 compares CSRS and private
years
of service and a
65
With
single person who retired at age
rates
from
the private sysfinal salary of $30,000. The replacement

tems which include a supplemental capital accumulation plan to
which the employee contributes 6 percent of pay are nearly identical. Inflation erodes the private systems, however, from an initial
net replacement rate of about 130 percent to about 92 percent at
age 80. The net replacement rates at age 80 still exceed CSRS, however, by about 42 percent Even if just the 3 percent employer
matching contribution were taken into consideration, net replacement rates for the private sector workers retiring at age 65 with
$30,000 final earnings would still exceed CSRS.
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CHAFFER 4: ANALYSIS OF DESIGN ISSUES FOR A NEW
FEDERAL RETIREMENT SYSTEM

I. INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapters, pension practices common to employ-

ment outside the Federal Government were identified, and their
costs and benefits analyzed. Representative plans were developed

so that comparisons could be made to the costs and benefits of Fed-

eral workers. One of the representative State plans exceeds the

current (SRS by about four percent of pey. The CSRS exceeds the
cost of the other representative plans by between three and ten
percent of pay. The hwher cost of the current CMS occurs primarily for two reasons: CMS ')enefits payable at age 54: are higher
than private sector benefits payable at that age, and OARS benefits
are better protected against inflation that occurs after the benefits
are awarded.

The study has determined, howeyer, that for workers retiring
replacement
after a full career under private and State
. It was also found
rates at retirement are similar to those of
that in recent years another benefit component, the supplemental
capital accumulation plans, has often been added to the benefit
structure of private sector employees. This potentially
feature of retirement income planing is not available to
workers. Furthermore, most private pensions are non-contributory

iml=

except in the instance of these su lemental plans.

prohibits forfeiture of vested
rights to deferred benefits upon withdrawal of employee amtribu-

In private sector plans, N

dons. Thus, in contrast to the cuirrent.CSItt3, in winch benefit cred-

its of resigning employees are either forfeited or lose value over
of employees in the private sector do
time, the retirement vg.
not penalizeoas severely those employees who choose to move from
one job to another. Social security credits are portable or transferrable from job to job and are indexed to retain their real value.

Employees who become totally and permanently disabled are
often better off, at least initially, with typical private sector disabil-

ity protection (including social security), especially if those employees have had short service, low salaries or have additional dependents. The current CSRS does provide benefits for the survivors of
workers that in some instances are better than those found in most
other employment, but life insurance provisions found in the private sector plans are often superior. Finally, current CARS retirees
may elect survivor benefits, but it causes a reduction in the retire-

ment annuity. Similar provisions in private sector pension plans
security survivor protection
require a greater reduction, but
(105)
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does not cause a reduction in the retirement benefits of primary
beneficiaries.
a Federal retirement system
In tY.is chapter, issues in
will be examined according to the ndings of previous chapters.
The chapter is divideV into the three major retirement system components: Retirement, disability, and survivor or family benefits.
Each design alternative will be compared to pension practices
common to employment outside the Federal gOverrunent and to
how well the benefits of the current MRS are replicated. Some
design choices were developed that differ from both ens and the
practices common to employment outside the government if these
alternatives showed potential for improving existing benefit de-

signs. Costs of particular choices are shown with the effects of each
upon benefit distributions.
In each section, the basic tradeoffs in costs and benefits are ana-

lyzed. An important purpose of this chapter is to determir e the
effect upon all retirees if more or less plan money is spent on one
feature or another,, or upon one group relative to another. By holding total system casts constant, it is possible to determine the effect
upon categories of beneficiaries by shifting the concentration of
plan expenditures among the basic plan components or between
specific provisions within those components.
Benefit levels are displayed by use of gross replacement rates for

employees retiring in the year 2030, after scheduled changes to

social security have phased in. Comparisions of design alternatives
by use of gross replacement rates provide adequate information as
to the relative effects of each variation. Net replacement rates are
not shown for these employees because the future relationship between economic assumptions, social security benefit tax liability,
and the (herein structure of Federal and other taxes can not be presumed. Showing the sensitivity of net replacement rates to changes
in that relationship would further complicate an already complex
analysis. Under some designs, the tax liabilities of new Federal
workers (and future retirees) covered by social security could be
significantly affected by the structure of their retirement system
relative to comparable tax treatment of current workers. Analysis
of these differences can be accomplished - es specific proposals
emerge.
II. DESIGN ISSUES IN RETIREURN'T BRNEFITS
A. ANALYTIC APPROAOH TO RETIREMENT ISSUES

The number of petential retirement system designs is virtually
limitless, and all of them can be modified to meet determined cost
objectives. Because the issues in benefit design can be analyzed
within a range of costs, this study separates the issues of cost from
the issue of pension design. The separation was accomplished by
the same as each
holding the total costs of the
.
anal
major benefit provision was
The important issues in bene design are related to plan distributions along the salary scale, for different age and service combinations, between retiring employees and those who leave before becoming eligible for immediate benefits, and among the different

)
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plan components: retirement, disability, and survivors cr family
benefits. Within the same overall cost, money can be more heavily
spent upon one provision at the expense of a iother; benefits can be
made to favor one group relative to another. All of these distributi9nal questions can be resolved before the cost of the system is fi-

nally fixedcost determines the generosity of a system but does
not have to determine its distribution to specific provisions or
within categories of beneficiaries.
1. Constant cost and benefit equivalence

The Congressional Research Service established a common

framework so that important choices could be analyzed individually as variations from the same base. Each variation compares (1)
benefits of the current CSRS to (2) the benefit distributions that
would occur under identical circumstances if the plan is changed to
reflect practices in other employment.

Constant cost analysis relies upon the concept of "actuarial

equivalence" in which the aggregate present value of benefits provided under two alternative sets of provisions are projected to be
identical, even though the provisions themselves (Wren Specific

provisions can klpo be structured in several different ways that

would yield to an individual retiree the same lifetime oresent value

of benefits. Thus, normal costs of two sets of provfsions can be
made to cost the same, even though the impact on individuals of
the twl sets may differ. The analysis of retirement provisions in

this chapter shows: (1) the normal cost of one provision in a system
relative to another in the same system, (2) the relative cost of variations in provisions in a system in which all other provisions are
held constant; (3) the distributional effects on beneficiaries of two

systems that cost the same but which have different provisions;
and (4) the choices that can be given to individuals, between provisions that cost the same and pay the same, but that alter the structure of payments.
2. Dimcting retirement expenditures
The basic tradeoffs in design are as follows:

a. Distribution of plan expenses by salary level. The current
CSRS pays the same gross replacement rate for the same number
of years of service, regardless of salary level. Social security redis-

tributes some program funds to workers with careers of lower

wages. By altering the method of coordination with social security,
pension funds can be made to move away from or toward higher- or
lower-paid workers.
b. Distribution of plan expenses by age.By providing unreduced

benefits as early as age 55 with 30 years of service, the current

CSRS encourages workers to retire early. This inducement to retire
upon becoming eligible is, in recent years, partly the result of post-

retirement benefit adjustments exceeding the level of wage in-

creases. However, even if wages and retirement benefits increased
at the same rate, older workers have lower present values in retirement income for the same number of years of service compared to
younger workers because the same rates of replacement would be
received over a shorter period of time. This same concentration of
plan expenditures can be incorporated into a new system. On the
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other hand, by introducing reduction factors or other penalties for
early retirement, plan money can be made to flow toward workers
retiring later, thereby encouraging later retirement, if so desired.
c. Distribution of plan expenses by service.The current CSRS
provides relatively" small benefits to workers separating long before
retirement; whereas, social security benefit credits arc trarzfernble, thereby griuiting more rights to separating *mployees than are
currently available. A new pension could provide even more in separation eghts at the expense of retirement benefits, encouraging
greater employee mobilityif that is a desired objective.
d. Constancy over time.The current system maintains benefit
values after retirement by providing cost-of-living adjustments
(COLAs). If benefits are permitted to erode over time, at the same
system cost, benefits can be improved in other provisions.
e. Employee discretion. ---The current system specifies the
amounts of benefits received by eligible workers, but gives them
some control over when those benefits begin. Employees can also
choose postretirement survivor benefits and can further stipulate
the percentage of the salary base to be used in their computation.
In a new system it would be poggible to retain these choices and to
add others. For instance, voluy supplemental capital accumula -.
tion plans could be established that allow employees to choose reducing take-home pay to increase retirement benefits. Employees
could be given choices as to the structure of annuity payments,
whether they be indexed, or with fix§d payment times, or with various combinations of lump zums and periodic payments. It is also
possible to permit employees to borrow against their accrued benefit rights, or to draw them out in advance under specified circumstances. Permitting early disbursement of funds allocated for retirement is generally restricted to capital accumulation plans, but
it need not be. These choices can all be designed to achieve the
same projected system cost, although expenditures could be moved

forward in time, and may cause uncertainty as to the ultimate
level of retirement benefits.
B. BENEFIT ISSUES COMMON TO ALL DESIGNS

1. Benefit formula

The basic provision in a defined benefit plan is the retirement
benefit formula. The formula is used to compute the benefit an individual receives at various points of eligibility. The formula is usually composed of: (1) a salary base, and (2) an "accrual rate," or the
multiplication factor. Reduction factors for early retirement or for
survivor benefits are applied after the computation of the basic
benefit.

a. Salary base. The current CSRS uses a salary base equal to
the average of the highest three consecutive years salary (111-3).
From 1930 until 1969 the salary base was the highest five years
salary average (HI-5), although until 1948 there were limits upon
the maximum salary that could be used.. In private sector plans,
111-5 is the most common salary base used in defined benefit plans
(46 percent). Evidence gathered by the Wyatt Company however,
suggests that larger companies frequently have pension plans with
a 11 -3 formula.
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In the current CSRS, late career promotions and step increases

have significant effects on size of annuities. Basing the benefit com-

putation on a relatively few years favors employees with upward
slopes in income to the date of retirement. Highest salary usually
occurs just before retirement, and a narrower salary base produces
an annuity more closely linked to final salary. Using a 111-5 instead of a 111-3 salary 'nese would reduce the effect on the salary
base of salary increases near retirement, by averaging those increases over a longer period. Employees whose salaries have been
relatively constant over five years would be less affected by the difference between a HI-5 and a 111-3 salary base then employees
with rapid increases near retirement.
In a system that would include social security, a salary base of
111-5 would have a smaller effect because only that portion of the
benefit used for computing the Federal pension portion would be
affected. In a plan costing the same as the current system, including social security and holding all other provisions constant, the
normal cost would be 1.4 percentage points lower if the defined
benefit plan were to use a HI-5 salary base compared to a HI-3
base. Benefits of the Federal pension part would be reduced by 6.5
percent.

b. Accrual rate.The accrual rate used in a benefit formula is

the percentage by which the salary base is multiplied for each year
of service to produce a monthly benefit amount. Thus, the accrual

rate determines the additional share of the salary base that is

earned for each additional year of service.
In the current CSRS, the accrual :ate for most general schedule
employees is smaller for the early years. The current accrual rate
is:

1.5 percent for the first five years service,
1.75 percent for years six through 10, and
2.0 percent for all years over 10,

with a maximum replacement rate of 80 percent, reached with
about 42 years of service.

The accrual rate is the main determinant of overall plan gener-

osity. For the rest of this study, the accrual rate is the factor

changed to "tune" a plan cost to compare two or more plans with
different provisions. To accomplish these comparisons, a basic plan
model was created, complete in all provisions but with no attempt
made to rationalize the features, or to make them conform to any
standards that might be applied if such a plan were to be considered for adoption. The dominant characteristic of this "backdrop"
plan is that it closely replicates the current CSRS provisions, but
with social security taxes and benefits incorporated. Thus, with
costs of the backdrop held constant to the current CSRS, and wit
minimum changes made to accommodate social security, the back
drop plan approximates the current system benefit distribution to
the various categories of plan beneficiaries. The backdrop plan is
then modified, provision by provision,.to see how costs and benefit
distribution are affected if features common to practices outside
the Federal Government are introduced. By adjusting the accrual
rate until costs between the two sample designs are again roughly
constant, while continuing to hold all other provisions unchanged,
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costs of the specific change cairbe isolated and benefit levels and
distributional effects analyzed.
2. Vesting, portability, and deferred benefits
In the current CSRS, employees are vested for retirement and
disability benefits after five years of service, and for preretirenient
survivor benefits after 18 months. Employees leaving their Federal
jobs immediately lose rights to disability and survivor protection. If
they are otherwise vested but receive a refund of past contributions
they forfeit all 1:ghts to deferred benefits. These rules are in
marked constrast to the rights of employees covered by a private
pension plan and social security.
The introduction of social security into the configuration of Fed-

eral retirement benefits will change the vesting and portability

rules for affected employees. Because social security earnings credits are transferrable, a portion of the benefit credits earned in Fed.

eral employment will be retained by separating employees. This
improved portability could cause an increase in employee turnover
rates. With a new pension designed to accompany social security
that more closely resembles the practices of the private sector, employees also could have improved vested rights to pension benefits
in addition to the portable social security rights. First, while employees in the private sector usually are not required to contribute
to their pension, they always have a vested right to their own contributions, plus interest. Second, once becoming vested to benefits
based upon the employer's share of plan costs, they do not forfeit
those rights at separation, even if they withdraw their own contributions.

,

To be fully vested for CSRS benefits, an employee must have
paid CSRS contributions covering at least five years of service. Employees who leave Federal service with less than five years are refunded all contributions, plus three percent interest upon the accumulated sum. Employees leaving their jobs with more than five
years service are given a choice of forfeiting their rights to a pension and receiving a lump sum of their contribution without interon
est, or remaininflaesleigible for a benefit payable at age 62 based
employwhen the employee resigned. Because
the 111-3 salary
ees have already been taxed on the amounts deducted from their
pay for CSRS benefits, these is no incentive under the current law
into a tax-deferred annuity acto invest refunded contributions
Retirement
Account (IRA). In most
count, such as an Individual
Federal
employees
forfeit
their rights to a Federal
cases, separating
contributions,
and many probably
pension by withdrawing their
temporary
increase
in
spendable income.
use that refund as a
practice
of
spending
refunds is esMany analysts believe that the
workers,
whose
need
for longpecially likely among lower-income
is
arguably
greater,
but
on
whom
term investment for retirement
consumption
are
probably
greater
still.
the pressures for immediate
3. Comparing the value of choices at separation
Employees who consider leaving their Federal jobs after completing a substantial number of years of service, especially if there are
still many years remaining until age 62, face a tough choice: With-

draw all contributions and forfeit retirement benefit rights, or
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retain rights to a benefit that declines in real value until benefits
are payable. The provisions causing this difficult choice are often

criticized as a major deficiency of CSRS.
The following table compares the value of the choices for an em-

ployee considering leaving a Federal job. This employee entered
employment at the average entry salary of around $16,00() annually. and is projected to retire at the average preretirement salary
for a 30-year worker of about $29,000. The employee's promotional
pattern is thus unexceptional. Because a different pattern would
yield different values, care should be exercised in interpreting the
results.
TABLE 4

1.

COMPARISON OF VESTING, PORTABILITY, REFUNDS AND DEFERRED BENEFITS FOR A

TYPICAL WORKER ENTERING SERVICE AT AGE 32 UNDER CSRS AND A CONSTANT COST PENSION
INCLUDING SOCIAL SECURITY
Costant cat
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plan

Repixement rate at age 61

replacement

rate at av
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Rithdinen
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2

5
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1
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NA

NA

NA

22
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CSRS

The constant cost plan illustrated here continued the employee's

right to a deferred benefit under the same circumstances as the
current system, but it also provides a social security benefit (prorated for the appropriate amount of service). As the table shows,
under this arrangement the employee leaving Federal employment
after 20 years would have a vested replacement rate of four per-

centage points greater than the deferred benefits payable under
the current CSRS.

C. REPLICATION OF THE CURRENT CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT SYSTEM

I. Retain current system but subtract social security
At first glance, the problem of modifying CSRS to accommodate
the benefit and tax structure of social security does not appear difficult. It has been suggested from time to time that social security

provisions simply could be applied to the affected workers while
leaving SRS in its present form. To prevent any extraordinary
benefit duplications the concept envisions a substraction of the
social security benefits earned in Federal employment from any
CSRS benefits earned at the same time. The employees would be
required to pay the current CSRS rate of seven percent, with social
security taxes included within that amount. (The 1.3 percent for
Medicare would come on top of the taxes for retirement.)
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Called a 100 percent offset plan, the procedure requires subtracting or "offsetting" the social security benefits earned and taxes applied during Federal employment from those of (SRS. Advantages
of the plan are its relative simplicity and lack of apparent difference in comparison to the compensation earned by employees covas paid
ered under the current system. 13endfits would be the samethe
outall
income
levels.
Moreover,
under the current system at
line of the approach is contained in legislation already enacted.
Figure 4-1 shows the general distribution of benefits under a 100
percent offset plan that subtracts social security retirement benefits earned through covered Federal employment from benefits payable through (SRS.
FIGURE 4-1. One Hundred Pertent Offset Plan. Grow Replacement Rates for a
Single Worker Age 62 With 30 Years of Service
100
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5
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In figure 4-1, the area shaded by diagonal lines represents social
security b, nefits earned in Federal employment. These are subtracted from pension benefits provided by the current CSRS benefit
itself
formula for the same time period. The social security benefit
62
with
retiring
in
the
year
2030
at
age
is always paid. Employees
receive
a
total
benefit
that
replaces
30 years of service, would
about 53 percent of the gross salary earned in the final year before
the
retirement. For workers with preretirement salaries of $15,000, and
63
percen`.
of
the
total
benefit
pension would provide about
social security about 37 percent. At $45,000, the social security benefit drops to about 23 percent of the total with the pension climb-
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ing to about 77 percent of the combined benefit. Wages have been
adjusted to 1984 salary levels so that comparisons can be made to
workers retiring today at the same relative position in the Federal
wage scale.

The combination of retirement at age 62 with 30 years of service
was selected because at that age social security benefits are obtain-

able, and because the average age of retirement in both Federal

and other employment is in the 60 to 62 range. Thirty years is commonly thought to be a full career with one employer. Not only is

that service period the general optional retirement provision in
CSRS, but it appears quite often as the age for unreduced benefits
in private and State pension plans. About one in five workers in
the private sector is eligible to receive full benefits at age 55 with
30 years of service.
Under the current CSRS, age affects workers' retirement benefits

only to the extent that it determines eligibility, with the exception
of retirement benefits payable to workers involuntarily separated
before age 55. If the example in figure 4-1 were constructed from
data for workers retiring at age 55, no off;: et would be shown. Because the earliest age of social security eligibility is age 62, benefits
payable at age 55 through age 62 would be the same as the current
ft:RS., social security benefits would be offset as they became payable.

By the year 2030, the point at which these workers are shown to
retire, the age of full benefits payable from social security will,
under current law, rise to 67. Social security benefits payable at

age 62 will be reduced to 70 percent of full benefits, a decline from
80 percent, the current percentage payable at age 62. This reduction would have no effect on total benefits received under this 100
percent offset plan, because only those retirement benefits actually

payble from social security would be subtracted from the CSRS
benefit.

Figure 4-1 shows that workers who retire with wages nearer the
lower end of the Federal wage scale would receive relatively higher
portions of their total benefit from social security than would work-

ers higher up the income scale. This occurs because of the redistributive tilt of social security which replaces higher proportions of
wages for lower income workers who are presumed to have a need
for a higher proportion of income replaced when they retire.
As the figure indicates, the effect of this tilt is eliminated entirely in the 100 percent offset plan. While the combined replacement
rate for retirees (excluding for the moment any additional social se-

curity benefits payable for dependents) remains the same across
the salary scale, the different proportion of benefits payable from
the two programs has an interesting and potentially important implication. Social security benefit rights are portable from one job
covered by the program to another. The wages from each job are
also indexed for change in the economy during an employee's
career. At the time an employee retirees, all covered wages are adso that they appear in the benefit computation as if they
d been earned during the year in which the retiree reached age
hated
60. "Phis indexing of wage credits differs greatly from CSRS, a pro-

gram that grants credits to workers for Federal service only, and
bases that service on the unindexed HI-3 pay at separation.
41-055 0 - 85 - 9
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In CRS, vested separating employees are given the choice of
withdrawing contributions and forfeiting future benefit rights, or
leaving contributions in CSRS and retaining rights to deferred benefits. The deferred benefits are computed on wages at the time of
separation. In inflationary times, if substantial time elapses between separation and age of eligibility, CSRS wage credits can diminish significantly in value. Thus, CMS participants weighing
the advantage and disadvantages of leaving Federal employment
must consider the losses in retirement rights as an important element in their decison. The introduction of social security benefits
into the civil service retirement structure reduces the loss resulting
from separation for nearly everyone, but the relative advantage of

this increased portability is greater at lower salaries. This in-

creamd portability will,oecur in all plans incorporating social security, but its impact is most noticeable in a 100 percent offset plan.
While it can be expected that increased portability will have some
effect upon employee turnover, inadequate data prevent meaningful forecasts of how rates of separations would vary at different
salary grades.
a. Interim CSRS plan (1984-1985).Title II of the Federal Physicians Comparability Allowance Amendments of 1983 (P.L. 98-168),
known as the Federal Employees' Retirement Contributions Temperporary Adjustment Act of 1983, established a temporary 100
employgeneral,
the
Act
requires
that
Federal
cent offset plan. In
ees covered by social security because of the Social Security Admendments of 1983 pay only 1.3 percent of their total salaries for
CSRS. These employees will also pay full social security employee
taxes (6.7 percent of the taxable wage base in 1984, 7.05 percent in
1985). Federal employees not covered by social security pay seven
percent of their salaries to CSRS, plus 1.3 percent of the social security wage base for Medicare coverage.
The Act covers the period from January 1, 1984 to January 1,
1986, or to the date of enactment of a new pension plan for affected
workers, whichever occurs first. Affected employees who wish to
retire, or who die or become disabled during the interim period,
will, under most circumstances, have subtracted from their CSRS
benefit only those social security benefits earned during the interim period. Thus, the Act comes close to the design of a 100 percent
offset plan. Most new Federal workers are required to pay almost
the same amount for retirement benefits as they would have paid
to CSRS if they were covered under that program alone, and they
receive the same benefit values for their service.
There are several differences, however, between the provisions of
the Act and a "pure" 100 percent offset plan.
(1) The tax rate is different from that of a pure 100 percent offset
plan.Public Law 98-168 (the Temporary Adjustment Act) established level contributions for most Federal employees covered by
social security; the sum of most newly-hired general schedule (GS)
employee contributions to social security (including Medicare) and
(..RS in 1985 (8.35 percent) will equal the combined rate most current employees will pay to CMS and Medicare (8.30 percent).
Workers at the upper levels of Federal salaries will pay less under
the Temporary Adjustment Act than is required of workers at the
same salaries who are covered only by CSRS.
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Federal workers hired before 1984 (or who are returning to Federal service with less than one year's separation) pay seven percent
on their entire salaries to CSRS, .1us 1.3 percent of pay up to the
maximum taxable amount ($39,. I in 1985) to Medicare. Salaries

above the social security wage base are not taxed for Medicare.
Federal employees covered by social security, and with salaries
above the wage base, pay the OASDHI rate of 7.05 percent in 1985

only up to the base, but 1.3 percent to CSRS on the entire wage.
Thus, higher-paid Federal workers covered by social security pay
the combined rate of 8.35 percent in 1985 only up to the maximum,
and the salary above that amount is taxed at 1.3 percent. In 1985,
this will be a difference of 5.7 percentage points on all pay above
the taxable wage base.
Certain Federal workers with enhanced benefits pay into CSRS
at higher rates than the standard GS rate of seven percent. Federal
law enforcement officers, firefighters, air traffic controllers and
congressional staff hired before 1.984 pay 71/2 percent, and Members

of Congress eight percent of their salaries to CSRS. Under the
Temporary Adjustment Act, members of these groups who become

covered by social security pay the same rate as all other GS employees.

(2) Refunds of contributions are different: -- Employees who sepa-

rate before becoming eligible for benefits are able to receive refunds of their own contributions under the current system. If they
subsequently are reemployed by the Federal Government they are
permitted to repay previously withdrawn contributions and reclaim
their CSRS benefit credits. Separating employees covered by the
Temporary Adjustment Act are not permitted to withdraw taxes
paid to social security; no participants in social security are allowed refunds of taxes paid. These employees are, however, able to
withdraw their 1.3 percent contributions to CSRS. The interim provisions of P.L. 98-168 prescribe certain repayment requirements for
any employee who has withdrawn contributions and who becomes
eligible for benefits based in part upon social security covered service.

(3) Not all social security benefits as offmt.Employees eligible
for benefits under social security may aW be eligible for certain
dependents' benefits not provided by CSRS. For instance, the
spouse of an eligible social security beneficiary may qualify for additional benefits. Spouses can receive a benefit guarantee equal to
50 percent of the primary earner's social security benefit. Spouses
receive the larger of a benefit based on their own earnings, or an
amount that, together with benefits based on their own earnings, is
equal to 50 percent of the primary earner benefit. Other dependents of social security beneficiaries may be eligible for benefits not
provided under the current CSRS. Under the Temporary Adjustment Act, these additional benefits are not subtracted from civil
service pension amounts.
b. Summary of advan

of a 101) percent offset plan.A 100
present no insolvable administrative
problems. In addition the new arrangement would be fairly easy to
understand. It would provide benefits comparable to those payable

percent offset plan wool

under the current system, and thus current and new workers

would receive essentially the same retirement benefit values. How-
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ever this plan would entail some additional cost (about three percent of total Federal pay), but most of that additional cost would
provide benefits not now provided under CSRS. In several cases,
these additional features would improve those aspects of the current system many analysts have considered as serious deficiencies.
Although the technical details of permanent implementation raises
some questions, adopting a 100 percent offset plan would require
little more than extending indefinitely the concepts underlying
P.L. 98-168.

c. Distributional issues raised by a 100 percent offset plan.The
current CSRS provides identical replacement rates to retirees

across all income levels with the same number of years of service
at entitlement. Because of the redistributional tilt of social security, under a 100 percent offset arrangement, lower paid workers
would receive a higher share of their total benefit from the social
security component than would higher paid workers, and thus,
they would receive a smaller share of their total benefit from the
pension component. Figure 4-1 on page 112 shows this distributional relationship between the 100 percent offset plan and social security clearly.
Under a 100 percent offset plan, the pension portion of the plan
yields smaller replacement rates for the same number of years of
service for lower incomes relative to those for higher incomes.
Thus, any contributions to the Federal pension would yield higher
relative returns in benefits the higher up the income stream the
worker is at retirement.
The extent to which pension dollars would flow to high-paid
worker.; would not be permitted for private sector plans seeking favorable tax treatment under IRS guidelines governing plan distribution. IRS guidelines permit some pension distribution to higher
wage workers in order to lessen the effect of the social security
"tilt," out private plans are not permitted to eliminate the tilt completely by subtracting 100 percent of the social security benefit in
computing the plan benefit. Although the Federal Government is
not bound by the rules it applies to private sector plans, if its own
employee pension does not conform to standards that the government applies to private pensions, the standards themselves might
be called into question. Completely offsetting the social security
distributional tilt concentrates employer pension expenditures on
higher-paid workers, and private sector employers wishing to direct
more of their con pensation to such workers could press for permission to adopt similar arrangements.
Pension benefits defer compensation and defer taxation as well.
Higher paid workers benefit more from deferring taxes because
they drop fartiv r in tax brackets when they shift from work to retirement compared to lower-paid workers. Therefore, IRS guidelines have the effect of restricting the extent to which employers
are able to use the favorable tax treatment accorded pensions to
improve the compensation of high paid workers. The IRS rules encourage employers to establish pensions ensuring retirement incomes to all employees, and are not merely a means of sheltering
income for high paid employees.

While the Federal Government cannot seek tax advantages, its
employees are presumably liable for taxation under the same rules
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as apply to other workers. By meeting the IRS standards for tax
qualification, a pension not only provides favorable tax treatment
for pension fund contributions, investments and earnings, but
allows employees to defer taxes on the pension benefits until they
are received. Compensation provided through non-qualified pensions is taxable at the time it is earned.
The benefit tilt to higher-paid workers in a 100 percent offset
plan is the reverse image of the social security tilt to lower incomes, so it cannot be assumed that workers are treated worse
under the arrangement if, total gross benefits remain de same.
Indeed, somerrwTrieers, even low-income ones, would do considerably
better under any pension coordinated with social security, includ-

ing one with a 100 percent offset. For instance, Federal workers'
spouses not eligible for social security benefits on their own earnings would receive a social security check (50 percent of the primary social security benefit) if they met appropriate age requirements.

It is also possible that having a greater share of the total benefit
paid from social security would convey certain tax advantages to
recipients. How retirement income will be taxed in 2030 cannot be
known in advance, but it is possible that social security and pension benefits will be taxed differently in the future. In that case,
the relative proportions of the benefits at different income levels
would have effects upon tax liabilities. At present, social, security
benefits are less subject to taxes than are pension benefits, but
under current law the disparity of treatment will lessen over time.
Finally, the distributional tilt of social security has a pronounced
effect upon the retirement income of most of the workforce. The
effect of a 100 percent offset plan would be to use Federal revenues
to counteract a policy imposed on all private sector plans.
2 A comparable cost 16V-perrent offset plan

The 100-percent offset plan outlined above retains the current
formula in CSRS and subtracts the retirement benefits of social security earned in Federal employment. As was stated, the cost of
plans that duplicate current retirement benefit levels would be between 2-3 percent of payroll higher than that of the current CSRS.
Lowering the accrual rate of the current system to diminish overall benefit generosity could reduce the cost of the overall plant to
equal that of the current system.
Figure 4-2 displays a 100-percent offset plan calibrated to
achieve costs comparable to the current system.
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hams 4-2.One Hunched romont Offset Plan at Constant Cost: Grass
Replacement Rates for a die Worker Age 62 With 30 Years of Service
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Figure 4-2 shows a plan in which all other provisions
Ted in figure 4-1. The worker is shown to
same as the plan
with
80 years of service, and final salaries
be reiring at age

from $15,000 to $65,000 are displayed. The social security benefit
has been prorated to reflect only that portion earned during Federal service.
53
The current CMS provides gross replacement rates of about
cost
100
percent for workers with 30 years 40 service. This constant
of
percent offset plan provides a total replacement rate on averagethe
eight percentage points lower than the current system. For
worker with an average preretireinent Wary ($29,000), social secuwith
rity rovides about 84 percentage of the total benefit.. Workers
benefit
receive
44
percent
of
their
preretirement
$15 III
to 26 percent for workers at $45,000,
Emil social security
and only 19 percent at i ,000.

higher total gross salaries
Note that the plan actually
compared
to
that
replaced for the lowerfor higher-paid workers
benefit is completely offset.
, even though the social security
upward tilt is caused by the interaction of,the offset and the
retirement age. As is common practice in the private sector, the
at age 67,
offset is applied to full social security benefits payable
security
but these workers, retiring at age 62, receive social higherbene-paid
fits reduced 30 percent for early retirement. Because

workers receive a relative smaller share of their total benefits from
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social security, they are less affected by the reduction than are

lower-paid workers. Were these workers shown to be retiring at age
67, a level replacement rate across incomes would have resulted. It
would also be possible, at least theoretically, to offset benefits actually payable. Although such a method would eliminate this slight
upward tilt it would require a complex administrative procedure in
order to maintain constant cost, including a continual monitoring
of the payment of dependent's benefits and the like.
a. Where does the money go?Why does a
that
rates
social security and duplicates the current CS *t= retimment benefit

cost m"re than the current system to provide the same replacement rate? The Federal Government would be paying lees for the
retirement benefit of Federal workers than is paid under the current system. However, the Government would not be paying less

for the total system of income protection provided Federal workers.
Instead, the new Federal system would distribute benefits differently.
(1) Social security pays some beliefs :is not offered by the current
CSRS. Social

security pays benefits under certain circumstances

to individuals who do not receive them under the current (SRS. As
mentioned before, supplemental benefits are payable to spouses (of
social security beneficiaries) who, upon reaching retirement age, do
not have social security benefits based upon their own earnings

equal to 50 percent of the social security benefit of the primary
worker. Social security pays benefits to children and to dependent
parents under various circumstances. The cost of these additional
benefits is less than .5 percent of payroll, net after certain offsets
and adjustments.

Figure 4-3 shows, under a comparable cost 100 percent offset
plan, the benefits payable to a couple in which one spouse does not
have sufficient earnings covered by social security to qualify for retirement benefits greater than 50 percent of the other spouse's benefit. The dotted line shows the relationship between the primary
and spouse social security benefit.
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As figure 4-3 shows, benefits received under such circumstances
for the
are about equal to those payable under the current
of
$29,000.
Total
gross
worker with average prereterement wages
from
51
percent
for
$15,000
workers
replacement rates would range
to 49 percent for workers with $45,000 in preretirrnent salaries.
The spouse benefit would add about eight prt in replacement
rate to the benefits of the average married beneficiary with this
- 4t tilt in
age and service combination. The figure aced
in
the
salary
scale,
a reverreplacement rates toward couples lower
4-2.
The
single
workers
shown
in
none,
ml of the upward tilt for
lower
wage
retirees
is
magnisocial security distributional tilt to
filed by the addition of spouse benefits, and is sufficient to over
come the effect of the interaction between social security age
and pension-to-social security ratios noted in the discus sion of figure 4-2/
(2) Benefits are portable under social security.The current CSRS
after working
does not provide benefits to employees who leavethe
sum of allll
yearn Instead,
more than one but fewer than five
interest,
is
refunded
to
them. Emcontributions, plus three percent
have
a
choice
of
either
withployees with more than five rare
interest
and
forfeiting
future
benefit
drawing contributions with no
rights, or retaining rights to a deferred benefit thit will be eroded
by inflation between the date of separation and age 62,the age at
which deferred benefits are paid. Social security benefits are not
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forfeitable (except for certain categories of prisoners), and Federal
employees covered by that program would retain rights to benefit

credits earned under that program through Federal employment
when they resigned. The value of these added portability rights is
about 1.8 percent of pay, or about two-thirds of the difference in
distribution caused by the introduction of social security.
(3) Social security contributions of Federal workers would help

pay benefits of non Federal workers.The average Federal wage
that would be taxed and credited for social security purposes is

higher than the average wages taxed and credited in private sector
jobs. Because social security is redistributive, a part of the social
security payroll tax paid by, and in behalf of, Federal workers
would not be returned to Federal workers in benefit payments. Instead, some of the revenues to social security collected from the
Federal payroll would tend to subsidize the benefit payments of
those workers in non-Federal employment whose wages fall below
the average in taxable wages covered by the Social Security program. The normal cost of this distributional effect is less than .5
percent of total Federal payroll. About one-sixth of the benefit shift
is actually lost to Federal workers; the remainder is paid to Federal workers in a different pattern of payments.
(4) Social security benefits are greater for workers retiring at later
ages.Social security benefits are reduced for retirement at age 62.
CAmsequently, in a new system that includes social security, total
benefits received by workers who retire at later ages may be higher
than benefits received by workers with the same salary and service
who retire early. In marked contrast, the current CSRS does not
increase retirement benefits for older ages but only for longer service after minimum ages have been reached. Because of the relatively few workers actually retiring at these later ages, the cost of this
higher value for older retirement is insignificant.
D. INTRODUCING PRACTICES FROM OTHER PLANS

1. The analytic framework

The previous section demonstrated that it is not possible to entirely replicate retirement benefits of the current CSRS at constant
cost because the social security pattern of payments differs from
the current system. Social security pays beneficiaries that CSRS
does not pay and vice versa, and the two programs have different
approaches to benefit determinations for common benefit catega.
ries.

The effect of variations in design on benefit distributions is best

demonstrated by holding plan costs constant and retaining all

)

other provisions in their present form. In order for the analysis to
proceed it is necessary to construct an artificea plan concept that
contains a consistent array of provisions serving as a background
against which the individual provision being analyzed can be seen.
This "backdrop" plan is complete in all provisions but is not designed as an option. Certain liberties were taken in the backdrop

plan so that the purpose of a common framework could be

achieved. For instance, aspects of the plan change as the analysis
of techniques for coordinating with social security are explored.
The backdrop concept has three main characteristics:
yr, r:p., a -;
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(a) A common and complete background of provisions repli-

cating the current CSRS into which individual variations in

provisions could be introduced.
(b) A consistent distribution of plan expenditures by benefit
categories.
(c) A relatively uniform distribution among the components

of retirement, disability and survivor benefits, of the value of
differences in the pattern of payments between social security
and CSRS (see pages 119-121).
Table 4-2 compares plan expenditures by benefit component of
the current CSRS to those of the backdrop plans.
TABLE 4- 2. PERCENT Of PLAN EXPENDITURES BY BENEFIT COMPONENT: CURRENT CSRS AND
BACKDROP MODELS
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The table shows that the backdrop concept pays less in retirement, disability and survivor benefits, but more in vested benefits,
Because of social security, the backdrop shows payments to depend-

ents that are not paid under the current CSRS.
Table 4-3 shows the basic provisions of the backdrop concept. As
changes are introduced, all provisions other than the ones analyzed
remain the same.
Table 4-1 --Ras

Provisions of BackdriPlans
Varies as needed to achieve constant cost (100
percent offset, 1.8 percent; 50 percent offset,
1.45 percent; add-on, 1.13 percent; all x years

Accrual rate

t
Coordination with social security
Retirement age
COLA

of service, x the balary base of 111-3).
Add -on. 50 percent offset, 100 percent offset at
age 62, supplement equivalent to social security paid until age 62.
55/30, 62/20, 62/5 (same as current GSM).
Full.

Disability

Generally, 40 percent of HI-3 salary minus

Preretirement death

55 percent of accrued retirement benefit (18

Poetretirement death
Children survivors
Deferred benefits/refunds

55 percent of retirement benefit (if selected).
None (assumed payable from social security).

Vesting
Employee contribution

5 years.

social security.
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months vesting).

Deferred benefit or refund of contributions
with interest.

7 percent teas social security taxes (OASOI
only).
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2. Coordination with social security: the issue of retirement income
redistribution
The current CSRS replaces the same percentage of preretirement
dollars for workers at all income levels who retire with the same
number of years of service. Social security replaces a higher proportion of earnings for persons with lower career average wages.
This tilt must be taken into consideration when designing a Federal pension for workers who will be covered by social security.
The "100 percent offset" plans completely eliminate the effect of
the tilt by subtracting the social security ben,-fit from the pension
paid. At the other pole are "add-on" plans, which fully retain the
social security redistributional advantages to lower-paid workers.

In between are plans that counteract but do not eliminate the

social security tilt ("integrated" plans). The following illustrations
cover the effects upon income distribution of various strategies for

coordinating the pension with social security redistributional
policy.

a. Add-on plans.The opposite pole from a 100 percent offset
plan is the type of coordination known as an "add-on" plan. An

add-on plan, as the name implies, simply provides pension benefits

in addition to those of social security. Whereas the 100 percent

offset plan completely eliminates social security redistributional ef-

fects, the add-on maintains them entirely. Figure 4-4 illustrates
the distributional effects on an add-on formula upon retirement
benefits of workers retiring in the year 2030 with 30 years of serv-

ice at age 62. Social security benefits have been prorated for service
of 30 years; the social security formula regards 40 years of covered
employment as a complete work career, and includes wages from
all jobs in that earnings record. A more typical full career with one
employer is 30 years, and that corresponds to the average service
at retirement in the current civil service.

)
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Peones 4-4.---Add-on Plan at Constant Cost: Gress Repent Rates for a Singh
Worker Age 62 With 30 Years of

CSRS

W°d1_13_!.cul

Pension

8
IS

25

*

43

310

65

Final GM. Salary Adlusted to 1084 Lomb (Thousand $)

Non.--For purposes of this analysis, the cost of a new retirement system combining social security with a pension was set at the wet of the current MR& Even
so, this and all subsequent figures show lower replacement rates for the combined
plans relative to the current IICSRS. These lower replacement rates are a reflection

of the change in distributional patterns caused by social security, with loaves in
retirement benefits offset by more generous benefits in other features.

As this add-on illustration shows, pension benefits are the same
for workers at all income levels. Workers would receive about 32
percent of their gross preretirement salaries from the pension.
However, social security benefits would replace about 19.5 percent
of the salaries of low-paid workers compared to 12 percent for
workers retiring at $45,000. Total benefits would replace about 47
percent of the average preretirement salary (about $29,000).
Substantially lower benefits for high-paid workers, coupled with
the portability of benefits provided by social security, could induce
higher-grade Federal employe: vs to leave Federal employment at a

faster rate than they do at present and could lead to increased
turnover rates at all grades. If it is true, as many studies have
shown, that higher-grade Federal employees are less well paid than
their counterparts outside the Federal Government, then a pure
add-on plan would intensify the disparity. Section F, in this chapter, illustrates how the effects of the add -on can be modified by introducing supplemental capital accumulation plans into the pension design.
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Figure 4-5 illustrates the add-on plan at different retirement
ages with 30 years of service. Supplements equal to the value of expected social security benefits payable at age 62 are shown for
workers retiring at age 55. The pension remains constant at all
ages and salaries. The supplement would be a benefit earned by
workers qualifying for benefits before the age of social security eli-

gibility and would constitute a strong inducement to retire. The
distributional effects of the social security tilt remain identifiable
at all age and service combinations. Note that total replacement
rates for workers retiring at later ages increase at faster rate for
lower-paid workers compared to higher-paid workers.

Fames 4-5 --Add-on Plan at Constant Cost: Gross Replacement Rates for a Single
Employee With 30 Years of Service

15K

30K ASK
55/30

15K

30K 45K
62/30

13K

30K 45K 15K 30K 45%

05/30

ire

Figure 4-5 shows the effect upon benefits under social security of
retirement before age 67, the age of full benefits by the year 2030.
By 2030, the provision in the 1983 Social Security Amendments
raising the age of full benefits from age 65 to age 67 will be fully

effective, and the reduction for retirement at age 62 will climb
from 20 percent to 30 percent.

While relatively few add-on plans are found covering salaried
employees in the private sector, they are common in State and
local pension systems. History helps explain this. Many State and
local plans began before social security was passed. Furthermore,
public employees were excluded from the program at its origin in
1935, and were prohibited from participating until 1950. After 1950,
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State and local governments began to participate in social security
voluntarily and, in many cases, simply added the social security
benefits to existing defined benefit structures. On the other hand,
many private pensions came into existence after social security
began, after Federal Government actions encouraged their generation. The implications for benefit replacement rates of the social security tilt were understood at the time these private pensions were
designed, and steps were taken to counter the tilt.
Collectively bargained plans covering hourly-wage employees are
usually add-on plans. Plans for these employees are "dollar benefit" plans, i.e., workers are given specific dollar amounts for each
year of service. Salaries in employment covered by such plans usually do not vary greatly among the workers, and the social security
tilt is not a significant issue in such plans.
b. Integrated plans.Employers design pensions with the knowledge that social security will provide some portion of the retirement benefit for all workers. Employers who want to improve benefits for higher-paid workers without exceeding retirement income
objectives for lower-paid workers must diminish the degree of tilt
within the overall benefit structure.
Pension plans that explicitly counter the effects of the social security tilt are said to be "integrated" with social security. Integration techniques cause the pension formula to provide higher-paid
workers pension benefits that are larger relative to preretirement
earnings than those for lower-paid workers. As a result, the lower
replacement rate from social security that higher-paid workers receive is partially countered. In turn, integrated plans must comply
with IRS guidelines designed to ensure that, after removing the
value of social security benefits attributable to employee contributions, combined social security and pension benefits do not replace
higher portions of preretirement salaries of high-paid workers than
of the lowest paid.
(1) Partial offset plans.In partial offset plan* some portion of
the social Recurity benefit is taken to represent a portion of the
pension that the employing sponsor d, es not have to provide in
order to meet retirement income objectives. That amount of the
pension provided by social security is said to be "offset" from the
pension. Offsets are merely a device to achieve certain distributional ends, and are not, in themselves, devices that necessarily affect
plan costs.
As discussed earlier, private plan sponsors are not permitted to
offset fully all social security benefits. Generally, the maximum allowable offset is 831/2 percent of the social security benefit. Other
IRS restrictions about various plan components can push the offset
maximum even lower.
The following example of an offset may help in understanding
the operation of the provision. Assume:
(1) A pension benefit calculated at retirement equals
(2) A social security benefit calculated at retirement equals
(3) An offset percentage (percent)

$1,000
$600
50

In the example, the offset percentage (50 percent) is applied to
the social security benefit ($600). The product ($300) is subtracted
from the pension ($1,000 minus $300) yielding a pension benefit
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after the offset of $700. The remaining pension benefit can then be
added to the social security benefit ($700 plus $600) for a total benefit of $1,300.

Figure 4-6 shows the distribution of benefits in a 50 percent
offset plan. Workers are shown retiring at age 62 and 30 years
service. The social security benefit is prorated for Federal careers,
and the offset is applied to full benefits which are then reduced for
early retirement. As in the add-on illustrations in figures 4-4 and
4-5, costa and all other provisions have been held constant.
Flamm 4-S.Fifty Percent Offset at Ccostant Cost: Grose Replacement Rates for a
Single Worker Age 62 With 30 Years of Service
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CSRS
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The figure shoves that although the effect of the social security
tilt is not as pronounced as in an add-on plan, lower wage workers
($15,000) would still receive slightly higher gross replacement rates
(47 percent) than the average (46 percent), and higher wage workers ($45,000) would receive slightly less (45 percent).

Figure 4-7 shows the effect of a 50 percent offset provision at
other age and service combinations. By comparing figure 4-7 to
figure 4-5, in which the same age, service, and salary contributions
are shown for persons retiring under an add-on plan of comparable
cost, the effect upon pension distributions of the two types of coordination is easily seen. The bottom segment of each bar is the
pension benefit, the u puilicte
segment social security. Because the employee demographic c
ristics are identical, the social security

o .e

stpintilfifture 4-7 is the same as the corre-
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sponding salary bar in figure 4-5. The pension segment, however, is

the same cross salary classes in figure 4-5, but is tilted to upper
salaries in figure 4-7. The purpose in an offset plan is to provide
more uniform retirement income distribution by directing more
pension dollars to higher-wage workers to partially offset social security's more favorable treatment of low-wage workers.

Fan= 4 -7. Fifty Percent Offset at Constant Cost: Gress Replacement Rates for a
Single Worker With 30 years of Service

9

15K

30K 4511

W30

I5K 30K 4511
02/30
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65/30
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3011

4511
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Figures 4-5 and 4-7 show replacement rates for workers retiriaig
under plans that include social security increases for workers retir-

ing at later ages. This increase for later retirement ages is more
beneficial at lower wages compared to high. The interaction of,the
offset and the social security reduction is more noticeable because
of the higher proportion of the total benefit provided by social security at the lower end of the w^ge scale. At $15,000 gross preretirement salary, total replacement climbs almost 10 percentage points

between age 62 and 67, compared to a six percentage point increase
in rates for the worker with a pretirement salary of $45,000. Replacement rates from CSRS are the same at all ages and all salaries.
Figure 4-8 compares replacement rates earned for different periods of service.
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noun 4-8.--Fifty Percent Offset at Conietant Cost Orono Replacement
Rates for a
Single Worker Age 62
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The figure shows how current CMS replacement rates climb
evenly for additional years of service, and at a faster rate than
under a 50 percent offset plan. Rates climb around 20 percentage
points for each additional 10 years of service. In con4parison, a 50

percent offset plan shows replacement rates
by about 15
percentage points during the same 10 years. This
erence in replacement rate gain for additional service reflects the distribution
of plan expenditures to short-service workers. In a constant cost
plan, the additional money flowing to the portable rights of separating employees will result in a lower accrual rate, the factor that
determines the increase in replacement rates resulting from additional service.
Figure 4-9 shows the same backdrop plan but with an 8334 percent offset. Benefits more closely replicate the current system distribution across the income
k, but if IRS guidelines as to plan
distributions are thought to be important restrictions on the design
of Federal pensions to itivompanx social security, other modifications would be necessary for compliance. The MS guidelines rethat the offset percentage be adjusted to reflect ancillary provisions (such as disability and death benefits), or early retirement

opportunities because of the differing effect the offset has upon
thew components. For instance, the extent to which benefits could
be provided to higher income workers at age 55 might be limited

because of the weight of overall distribution to these workers.
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As Chapter 2 notes, by far the most frequent offset f&ictor in the
private sector is 50 percent, in part because of the freedom that
factor provides in the design of other provisions. Almost all varins or in ancillary components of penations in retirement
50
percent offset plan would satisfy IRS
a
sions, if contained wi
restrictions on plan distribution. In addition, it has been suggested
by various pension experts that employees more easily understand
the offset concept when one-half of social security is subtracted, as
compared to other percentage offset factors. It should be noted that
IRS integration rules have not been revised since 1971, even
though major revisions were made to social security in 1977 and
19tr3. Some critics suggest that IRS guidelines need to be reexamined.
novas 4-9.Eighty-Three and One-Third Percent Offset at Constant Cast: Gross
Replacement Rates for a Single Worker Age 62 With 30 Years of Service
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Two other aspects of the offset provision deserve note. Most
workers do not spend their entire careers under one employer.
Thus, it is potentially unfair to determine the offset by using the

social security benefit earned over an entire career, and applying it
to the pension benefit earned only through a specific employer. For
all design alternatives with an offset, this study assumes that the
offset would be prorated to reflect the employee's years of service
with the Federal Government. For example, in all illustrations of
service of less than 40 years, the proration factor will mean that in
a 50 percent offset plan, the offset factor will equal 1.25 percent of
it
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each year of Federal service (50 percent divided by 40 years
1.25
percent). Hence, a person with 20 years of service would have an
offset of 25 percent (20 years x 1.25 percent) of social security applied to the Federal pension component.
An assumption had to be made about other earnings covered by
social security for employees who spend less than a full career in
Federal employment. Such an assumption is necessary because of
the operations of the social security formula. In order to determine
the value of social security benefits, a 40 -year period is used," even

if no earnings are reported for some years. The IRS restricts the
methods that can be used to impute earnings from other employment, and a recent ruling affirms the right of an employee to provide actual wage records.

When it is necessary for our illustrations to assume that a

worker had employment before entering the Federal Government,
the entering wage is projected backward in time using the wage assumption incorporated into the CRS model. Workers leaving Federal employment for other jobs are assumed to have career growth
on the same path as if they would have stayed in Federal employment.

(2) "Step -Hate"

plans. Under a "step-rate" plan, another ap-

proach to integration, workers earn benefits at a lower accrual rate
for compensation up to a specified dollar amount, and at a higher
accrual rate for compensation above that " integration breakpoint."
While step-rate plans are fairly common in private sector employment, the distributional results of a step-rate do not differ significantly from those of an offset plan. Also, step-rate plans often do
not automatically adjust for changes in the social security benefit,
and given the annual adjustments to that program, step-rates can
fairly quickly resemble add-on plans. Step-rates are sometimes
more attractive to employees because they do not have the "negative" appearance of an offset in the plan formula. However, the
most common private plan design is now a 50 percent offset
If it is decided to explicitly in tegrato the retirement system with
social security, then a step-rate plan has an important advantage

over an offset plan. It is unnecessary to know or to estimate the
social security benefit in order to determine the amount payable by
the employer. This not only eases the administrative burden of the
plan but also helps the employee to estimate the expected replacement rates without knowing the social security benefit.
On the other hand, employers tend to choose offset lans over

step-rate plans because they automatically adjust to Changes in
social security. Many step-rate plans fix the integration level and
periodically require amendment to keep the integration level in
line with the social security benefits. 1Vhen major changes are
made to the social security benefit, or there are unexpected economic crests, the step-rate plan must be calibrated further in order

to meet its initial objectives.

Largely because of the number of changes to social security in
the last decade, employers have tended to choose the offset op"The social security formula is a mature system (after 1990) will be applied to a salary base
of the average of the highest 35 years of indexed earnings, fmm a career earnings span of 40
years. For further details on the social security formula see Appendix A.
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proach over the step-rate approach. The administrative problems of
calculating the offset have meetly been overcome through modern
computer facilities and estimation methods that are acceptable to
the IRS.
By concentrating on an offset approach, CRS does not intend to
rule out the eventual consideration of the step -rate plan. A steprate plan can be designed to achieve the same initial design characoffset
teristics as an offset plan. Therefore, the analysis of the
the
stepsystem can also be taken as a surrogate for the analysis of
plans
if
the
rate system. CRS will develop and analyze step-rate
need for such discussion arises.
c. Comparison of major coordination approaches.Figure 4-10
compares the extent to which the various coordination approaches
either maintain the uniform distribution of the current CSRS, or
adopt the distribution tilt of social security for workers retiring at
age 62. Some of these data are slightly different than in other sections because the costs were set precisely equal to show the effect
of different coordination approaches. In this figure, the social security portion of the system is displayed as the underlying Component
in the total retirement benefit structure, so that the distributional
effects of the coordination scheme can be easily compared. The addon line parallels social security and the 50 percent offset line more
closely maintains the current CSRS distribution. Note the upward
tilt in the 100 percent offset plan caused by the interaction of the
offset and the reduction for early retirement under social security
because age 62 was chosen as the retirement age, and the offset
priwas figured not on the benefits actually paid but on the full
amount
(PIA).
(The
PIA
equals
the
benefit
mary insurance amount
payable to a worker initially entitled to a retirement benefit at age
65 (67 in 2030) and is used to derive other benefits.) As was discussed, for the offset design selected, higher-paid workers receive a
total benefits from social security,
', relatively smaller share of their
reduction
than are lower-paid workers.
and are less affected by the
be
eliminated
for workers retiring at
This upward slope would
social sec "ty's normal retirement age, or if the offset were based
on bent* _ , actually received.
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The coordination lines intersect at around the $30,000 salary

level. The average preretirement salary is about $29,000. Because
these plans all cart the same, benefits provided the worker with an
average preretirement salary generally will also be the same. The
coordination techniques regulate the response of the pension to the

redistributional aspect of social security. The greater degree of

social security tilt that is reversed by the pension design, the more
pension money will flow to workers with preretirement salaries
above the average, at the expense of workers whose incomes are
below average. As mentioned before, workers with average prere-

tirement incomes will receive less than in the current system if
costs are held constant, because of the other benefits paid by social
security, and because average Federal wages are higher than the
average wages covered by the Social Security program.
Z. RETIREMENT AGE

One of the more important issues to be examined in any new
design is the age at which employees would be eligible to retire. In
the current system, employees are able to retire at age 55 with 30
years of service with unreduced benefits. In some eases, employees
are forced to retire involuntarily as early as age 50 with 20 years of
service, or any age with 25 years of service, or, under certain cir-,
cumstances, are able to choose early retirement at these ages. Employees who retire at these ages receive reduced benefits. Retire-
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mint age provisions of the current system are a frequent target of
critics who believe that CSRS should resemble more closely practices common to the private sector. As can be seen by the evidence
in Chapter 2, private sector practice varies considerably on this
point.

in most private plans, unreduced benefits are usually not payable until age 62 and, in many cases, alp 65. Early retirement provisions are common, but most workers in private employment who
retire early have "early retirement reductions" applied to their
benefits at the time they are awarded. Many State plans, on the
other hand, do provide unreduced retirement benefits at age 55,
and a significant number of State government employees can retire
at any age if they have 30 years of service.
The earliest age of eligibility for reduced social security benefits
is 62, with full benefits currently payable at age 65; workers retiring at age 62 have their benefits reduced by 20 percent of what

they would be if they elected benefits until age 65. The 1983N
Amendments to social security, however, raised the retirement age
for full benefits to 671n two steps:
(1) Raised retirement age to 66 beginning in 2000 by increasing the age for full benefits by two months d year for six years
so that provision would be fully effective beginning with those
attainingage 62 in 2005 (66 in 2009).
(2) Raised retirement age from 66 to 67 by increasing the age
for full benefits by two months a year for, six years beginning
in 2017 so that the provision would be Sully effective beginning
with those attaining age 62 in 2022 (67 in MV).
Age 62 benefits would be maintained at an ultimate rate of 70
percent of full benefits, after age for full retirement is changed to

The following figures assume retirement in the year 2030. Thus,
retirement before age 67, say, at age 55 with 30 years service (the
earliest allowed by GSM), assumes that either a much lower benefit will be received from age 55 to age 62 (or even until age 67), or
that supplements equal to the amounts anticipated from social security would have to be paid until the social security benefit actually is received.
1. Retaining current retirement age
Figure 4-11 shows replacement rates for workers retiring at age

55 with 30 years of service at an approximately average final

salary of $29,000 per year. This plan has been designed to replicate
current CSRS retirement age provisions, and all other provisions

have also beer held constant. The benefit accrual rate has been
tuned to estab. ah costs approximately the same as the current
system. As was shown in figure 4-10, for this worker with average
preretirement wages the benefits would be the same under the various coordination approaches, with income redistribution for other
dissalaries a product of whichever method is selected. To focus the that

cussion on retirement ages, $30,000 salary was chosen so
income distribution issues would not intrude upon retirement age
issues.

The benefit in this example consists of three parts: A pension
benefit, a social security benefit payable at age 62, and a supple-
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at age 62.
value of benefits at 65 is presently nearly equal to those
to
67,
the acIn the future, when the age of full benefits increases
benefits
received
at
tuarial reduction will climb to 30 percent for
age 62.
upon accumulated capital
In a plan in which benefits are based
contribution
plan, the present
as a defined
at retirement, such
retirement
at differvalue of benefits is automatically equalized forat retirement is used
ent ages: The sum is the individual s account
actuarial table that pro'
to purchase an annuity based upon the annuity
begins. In a de ined
which the
years of life after the age atgenerally
determines
the amount to be
benefit plan, the formula
of service. If
for
each
additional
year
received by eligible workers
held equal in a dedetermine
annuity
values
are
other factors that
by workers retiring at later
fined benefit plan, benefits receivedbecause
they will be paid out
ages will be le& costly to the plan
over a shorter period than benefits of the same level received by
workers retiring earlier.
plan is to
One of the important functions of a defined benefit
easily
underprovide predictable benefit amounts. Workers can
of
service.
stand how pension levels rise for each additional yearthat eligibilThe concept of a normal retirement age, then, impliespayments are
ity is held constant for all workers, and that annuity
at which full
equalized for service attained by that age. The age in
the overall
is
an
important
ingredient
benefits can be received
that date
Workers
tend
to
remain
until
retirement plan objective:
and then retire soo afterwards.
unreduced beneThe current CSRS permits retirement with fulladditional
value is
fits at age 55 with 30 years of service, although overall plan
costs
earned for additional service. If, in a new plan,
CSRS,
reducing
benefits
are held constant with those of the current
to workers who
for retirement before age 62 will shift plan dollars
would
diminish the
retire at later ages. Full actuarial reductions
by workers
value
of
benefits
received
differences in the present
retire
at
different.
and
salary
base
but
who
with the same service
their
retirement.
Savings
are
delay
ages. Workers would tend tonumber
the
rolls,
(2)
of
people
entering
achieved by (1) reducing the
earlier
ages,
and
of
those
who
retire
at
lowering the present values
which benefits are funded. If an
(3) extending the work life over
employer desires a younger workforce, unreduced benefits at early
ages will accomplish that goal. plans shows that less than full actuEvidence from private sector
delay the age of retirement subarial reductions are sufficient to
reductions
stantially. In a new Federal pension, full actuarialbetween
age
would be about six percent for each year of retirement would subyear
55 and 62. Reductions at around three percent per
additional
9
early,
but
the
value
of
sidize workers retiring
combined
with
the
increases, when
and any anticipated salary
to
work
to
would
encourage
civil
servants
prospect of reductions,
later ages.
ways. Some
Early retirement can be discouraged in50numerous
percent offset plan. It
are listed in table 4-4 which deals with r
that
could
be
expeckd
if a larger number
shows projected savings
the
harshness of a
of workers delayed retirement in response to
penalty for early retirement.
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As table 4-4 shows, when workers are eligible to retire at age 55
and are granted a supplement equal to social security payable beginning at age 62, many can be expected to retire immediately.
Benefits under this plan would remain level for life, because of
postretirement COLA and because of the absence of any disparity
in replacement rates between retirement and social security eligibility, the point at which the supplement ceases. Because such a
supplement is of no value unless the worker retires in time to receive it, evidence from private sector plans having such supple-

ments shows that many workers exercise their option to retire

upon becoming eligible. Based upon evidence developed from the
current CSRS, Hay-Huggins Company, Inc., estimates that 36 percent of such workers would retire within the first year after becoming eligible.

Another crucial provision affecting the decision to retire is the
point at which any offset is applied. The pension could be computed with the offset of social security benefits applied only when they
begin, or the social security benefit amount could be estimated and

applied immediately at retirement even though several years remained until the earliest age of social security eligibility. Because
the latter case provides much lower replacement rates between retirement and the age at which social security kicks in, worker re-

tirement decisions are affected accordingly.
TAKE. 4 4

VARIOUS METHODS OF DISCOURAGING EARLY RETIREMENT IN 50 PERCENT OFFSET
PLANS, THEIR EFFECT ON RETIREMENT RATES AND PLAN COSTS
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Figure 4-12 compares replacements rates for workers retiring at
age 55 with 30 years of service, under a backdrop plan and under a
plan with a one-half actuarial reduction, (three percent per year
under age 62). This later plan also does not provide a supplement
provided for the anticipated social security benefits payable at age
62, and the 50 percent offset of social security benefits is applied at
5.5. (Savings of 3.4 percent of pay are projected when these changes
are introduced into the backdrop plan.) A full actuarial reduction

would save 4.3 percent of pay, compared to the constant cost of
backdrop plans. In this case, the savings were used to increase the
accural rate from 1.45 percent to 1.71 percent per year of service.
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Fromm 4-12. Farly Retirement Reduction at Constant Coat: Gross Replacement
Rates for a Single Worker With 30 Years of Service-330,000 Final Salary
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Figure 4-12 shows the effect upon replacement rates of redistribution between workers retiring earlier and workers retiring later.
The primary bars in the figure show replacement rates in the 50
percent offset backdrop plan. The secondary bars show a plan with
early retirement reductions. Because the salary is near the average
retirement salary, add-on plans would show similar results. If these
one-half actuarial reductions were applied to retirement at age 55
with 30 years of service, and the savings were used to increase the
overall plan generosity, thereby raising costs back to the original
backdrop level, benefits for workers retiring at later ages would be
higher.
In this example, the worker receives a gross replacement rate
Befrom the backdrop plan alone of about 30 percent of all ages.
at
later
cause the social security benefit increases for retirement
ages, total gross replacement rates climb from about 45 percent at
age 55 and 62 to about 54 percent at age 67 when reductions to
social security benefits would not be applied. In the plan with early

retirement reductions, the overall replacement rate at age 55
would be 29 percent of gross salary, rising to 45 percent at age 62
when social security benefits begin. If retirement is delayed until
age 62, the replacement rate is 53 percent, and by delaying retire-

ment until age 67 a worker at this salary and service would receive
a 61 percent replacement rate. These examples assume 30 years of
service, and reflect the increase in the accrual rate from the say-
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ings achieved by introducing the rAuctions for early retirement.
Of course, actually delaying retirement means increases in benefits
from the additional service, and salary increases.
F. COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS (COLA)

Under current law, annuities are adjusted annually to changes
in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Congressional action in recent
years has reduced the index for younger retirees and delayed the
timing of the adjustment as much as seven months but permanent
law continues to specify full and automatic adjustments annually.
These changes in cost-of-living adjustments (COLA) cut the real
benefits of the affected workers and reduced the cost of the system
below what it would have been otherwise.
Figure 4-13 represents the benefits payabl, under a backdrop
plan with 50 percent COLA applied to the pension instead of full
COLA. As in figure 4-11, the benefit consists of social security, pension and supplement from age 55 until age 62. The figure displays
a near average final salary of $30,000 so that distributional effects

from differences along the salary scale do not affect the COLA

analysis. Reducing the COLA to 50 percent would save 4.3 percent,

age points in normal cost compared to an identical plan with full
COLA. Savings are achieved by the reduction in postretirement adjustments, and also because some workers would continue working
to later ages.
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noting v-13.Fifty Percent COLA at Constant Cost: Gross Replacement Rates for a
Single Worker With 30 Year of Service-330,000 Final Salary
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early retirement reductioni, the impact of which is known in advance, COLA reductions introduce greater uncertainty into retirement decisions.

Private sector COLA practice varies widely. The portion of the
benefit arising from social security is fully iced but the remainder is only indexed, if at all, through periodic ad hoc increases
grart'd at the discretion of plan sponsors. Chapter 2 findings show
tbs. ,enefit increases offset around 30 percent of the loss in purchasing power due to inflation over the period 1973 to 1979, in
plans taken to be representative of comparable non-Federal practice.

G. CAPITAL ACCI.11411JLATION PLANS AS A DISCRSTIONAILY SUPPLICWINT

One of the important developments in the pension field in recent
years has been the increasing popularity of capital accumulation
plans as a supplement to the main defined benefit plan and social
security. According to the findings in Chapter 2, about three out of
four of the largest companies provide such a supplement.
These capital accumulation plans provide design alternatives
that can accomplish certain objectives. At the same employer cost,
amounts directed to the "automatic" portion of the benefit design
(the pension plan) relative to the voluntary part (the capital accumulation plan) can be varied. Basically, the plans encourage employees to save toward their own retirement income. If Federal retirement expenditures under a new Federal system are tilted to
'cower incomes, or toward retirement at later ages, voluntary capital accumulation supplements would allow other workers to compensate for some or all of the relative loss by saving more (reduced
consumption) during working years.
I. Illustrations of capital accumulation plans

The capital accumulation plans that CRS has designed for this
report are modeled after a plan known as a "401(k)" plan. The

plan, which supplements primary defined benefit plans in the private sector, takes its name from the section a the Internal Revenue Code that governs it. The 401(k) plans provide favorable tax
treatment to employees by deferring taxes on employee contribu-

tions until retirement. These contributions are deductible from taxable income during the years in which the income is earned. Because employer -ioney can be used to encourage this otherwise voluntary participation, Federal tax law governs the extent to which
these plans can favor higher-paid workers. The IRS guideline speci-

fies that employer contributions to the plan for the higher-paid
third of the workforce can average no more than two to three percentage points higher than the average contribution on behalf of
the lower-paid two-thirds of employees.

Capital accumulation plans increase a worker's discretion. The
employee chooses to save more or less. Capital accumulation plans
also can be vehicles for v,orkers who would like to develop an investment portfolio. Many private employers who sponsor supple-

mentary capital accumulation plans provide several investment

choices so employees can invest their assets as they prefer. Participants in some plans are permitted to borrow against their assets in
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advance of their actual retirement. This borrowing 1,pportunity can
be an important feature for families with housing expenses, high
medical bills, or need for college educations. In the examples that
follow, investment issues have not been addressed. Issues arising
from Federal employee investment for retirement are discussed in
Appendix B. These voluntary supplements have been analyzed
strictly as discretionary devices that allow the employee greater
control over retirement planning. Thus, the rate of growth in these
investments is determined by the same economic assumptions used
for all other analyses.
a. The concept of constant employer cost.In the illustrations
that follow, the capital accumulation plan cost is estimated, and

the generosity of the main retirement plan is then reduced to a

constant employer cost. The reason for adopting a constant employer cost in this section is to show the effect upon replacement -ates

of employee contributions to a capital accumulation plan and to
compare them to contributions the employees now make to CSRS.
Employer cost is defined as the total value of plan benefits minus
all employee contributions. For instance, in the current CSRS the
baseline total cost of 32.2 percent of pay is reduced to an employer
cost of 25.2 percent when the employee contribution of seven percent is deducted. In a new retirement plan designed to accompany
social security, a constant employer cost, including the employer
share of social security cost, would also be 25.2 percent. In this
study, the employer cost of social security is equal to the employer
social security tax as a percentage of total payroll, or 6.1 percent of
total payroll. Subtracting that amount from 25.2 percent yields a
constant employer cost for the pension alone of about 19.1 percent
of pay, normal cost. That figure is taken to represent the Federal
Government's cost of the pension benefit component, if the government's share of retirement costs for the alternative system, including social security, is to be held constant at the level of its cost for

the current system. This figure becomes the target cost to be
achieved by calibrating accrual rates.
b. Estimated capital accumulation costs.Costs of the capital accumulation plans in this study depend on the participation rate of
individuals. Such rates, expressed as "percent of full participation,"
are influenced by two features of the plan: The rate at which employee payments to the capital accumulation plan are matched by
employer payments, and the ceiling on employee contributions eligible for such matching dollars. Some employees will contribute
the full amounts permitted by the plan specifications, others only
some, still others not at all. The percent of full participation is the
net average of full participation after all full, partial, and zero contributions have been combined.
The cost in this study to the Federal Government of the capital

accumulation plans is established by multiplying the estimated
matching rate specified for the plan by the estimated percent of
full participation. For example, a plan with a 50 percent employer
match of employee contributions to six percent of pay is estimated
to acquire a 55 percent average full participation. Multiplying that
rate times the maximum government match (three percent) yields
a Federal Government cost for the plan of 1.65 percent of pay. Doc-
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The figure shows the effect upon benefits of participating in the
plan. Employees contributing at the maximum amount (six percent
of pay) would have higher replacement rates at all salary levels
than they would receive under the current CMS. At the end of a
30-year career these employees would have accumulated sufficient
capital to purchase, at age 62, an annuity replacing about 15 percent of the gross preretirement salaries. Of course, their disposable
income during work years would have been lower because of the
amounts submitted to the capital accumulation plan Employees
who did not participate would receive about 26 percent less replacement of their salaries. Because full participation is assumed to be
more likely at higher salaries, the relationship between the two
lines gives some appreciation of how this capital accumulation plan
can diminish the effect of the social security tilt.
b. Voluntary plans shown with add-cmFigure 4-15 shows the

effect upon the distributional tilt of the social security formula
when the same capital accumulation plan is used in combination
with an add-on plan. All other aspects of the plan, including cost,
are held constant with the plan shown in figure 4-14. in this case
the accrual rate is reduced from 1.13 percent to 1.03 percent per
year of service.
Fi Gass 4-15.Add-on Plan and Capital Accumulation at Constant Cost: Gratis
Replacement Rates for a Single Worker Age 62 With 30 Years of Service
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upon the social security tilt, and is thus a significant benefit alternative for higher-paid workers if the add-on approach to coordination with social security should be adopted.
hoviug 4-16.Backdrop Plan and Capital Accumulation at Constant Cost: Gross Replacement Rates for a Single Worker With 30 Years of Service $30,000 Final
Salary
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Figures 4-14 and 4-15 are based upon capital accumulation plans
that are indexed to pay level values over the years. Alternatively,
the employee could greatly increase the initial annuity by choosing
a level dollar (nominal) annuity. Figure 4-16 shows this effect for a
worker retiring at age 55. Figure 4-16 shows the erosion of the
value of the capital accumulation plan during the years after retirement in an unindexed annuity paid for life. (Later figures will
demonstrate alternative payout structures.) The annuity value is
purchased at retirement by the lump sum of the accumulated employer/employee contributions plus accrued interest earnings. The
annuity value is the actuarial relationship betweeen the lump sum
at retirement and the projected years after retirement based on an
assumed discount rate. The backdrop plan components (social security and the defined benefit pension plan) retain constant value in
this example because they are indexed.
J. Capital accumulation plans: assuming risks
These employees are shown retiring at age 62 with 30-years service. The replacement rates for employees participating in the capital accumulation plan are derived by dividing the accumulated
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contributions and interest earnings in the plan at retirement by an
annuity factor based on a discount rate and the number of years of

life remaining, according to the actuarial tables developed for
workers within the demographic profile. All projections in this
study are, of course, sensitive to the economic assumptions used in
the projections, but if the assumptions are held constant, useful
comparisons can be made. However, it is worth noticing that replacement rate presentations of capital accumulation plans also

are directly dependent upon the specifications used for that presentation. For example, workers with identical careers and salaries at
retirement, but who are at different ages when they begin drawing
benefits would have different replacement rates, because of the dif-

ferent actuarial assumptions as to the years of life remaining

during which the annuity will be paid.
Other assumptions also affect the value of these plans at retirement. These examples show a "typical" worker, who enters at the
average entrant salary, and who retires at the average preretirement salary after having spent a career progressing through the
salary grades at an average pace. Alternative ..career paths produce
different rates of accumulation and thus different replacement rate
projections. Most postal workers, for example, have relatively
"flat" career paths. Amounts saved by them in capital accumulation plans will appear substantially more valuable, as a percentage
of preretirement salary, than the same percentage of salary saved
by a worker whose career growth begins low but progresses into
higher grades by retirement. The latter worker's early career con-

tributions are lower relative to the higher salaries late in the

career than for the worker with a flatter scale.
An important analytic point is thereby raised: The employer
share of capital accumulation plan contributions would be a part of
the Federal Government's cost of the total retirement system.
These plans are added at a cost that is then subtracted from the
amount available for payments from the main defined benefit plan.
This transfer of a portion of the total benefit costs from a defined
benefit plan to a plan that is essentially a defined contribution
plan would also be a transfer of some of the risks in retirement
benefit costs and expectations from the government to Federal
workers.
The examples of capital accumulation plans developed for the
study are analyzed with risk aspects removed. Economic assumptions are held constant as if the accumulating assets are invested
in Federal securities and grow at the same rate as costs and benefits of the basic plan; career paths are held constant as if all workers progressed at the same average rate to an average final salary.
In an actual capital accumulation plan, retirement benefits could
be affected, perhaps e'en profoundly affected by actual events,
both in the economy as a whole and in the individual's own experience.

One of the primary advantages of a defined benefit plan is that
risks of economic uncertainty are borne by the employer, an institution capable of enduring economic shocks and with the capacity
to absorb unpredictability in costs that occur when benefit levels
are guaranteed percentages of final incomes. Capital accumulation
plans transfer risk to the employee: lielsOas depend upon invest-

.
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ment performance and general market health, risks inherent in

building capital wealth with a specific goal in mind
The proper consideration of capital accumulation plans as potential features of a new retirement system requires an understanding
of these transfers of risks. From a strict economic standpoint, these
plans affect the economy only to the extent they increase employee

savings and thus the nation's capital pool. In the long run, aggregate costs and average benefits of the two types of plans are shown
to be the same because they are based on identical economic assumptions. The difference between these two types of benefit structures is upon individual cases: Some workers will do hitter and
others worse as a result of assuming the economic ri:,1 inherent in
capital accumulation. A further discussion of the issues of risk in
capital accumulation plans can be found in Appendix B.
4. Using a voluntary capital accumulation plan to counter changes
to early retirement
A capital accumulation plan could be used with either an add-on

or an off -set plan to provide opportunities to save voluntarily for
early retirement. This design would permit employer costs to be
used to encourage later retirement by providing higher benefits for
workers who remain employed to later ages. Workers would still be
permitted to retire early, but with reduced pension benefits. Thus,
these workers would need to save to achieve benefit levels comparable to those provided in the backdrop plans.
In figure 4-17, the primary bars represent a backdrop 50 percent
offset plan (at this approximately average final salary an add-on
would look about the same). A supplement is provided for retirement at age 55. The secondary bars represent a plan in which benefits for workers retiring at age 55 with 30 years of service are not
supplemented for anticipated social security benefits and the offset
is applied immediately. Furthermore, one-half of a full actuarial reduction (three percent per year under age 62) is imposed on benefits of persons retiring at age 55. The projected savings of 3.4 percent of pay from these changes to the backdrop plan nave been restored to the plan represented in the secondary bars in two ways.
First, a capital accumulation plan with a 50 percent match of employee contributions up to six percent of pay was added at an esti-

mated cost of 1.65 percent of pay to the Federal Government.

Second, the remainder of the savings (1.75 percent of pay) achieved

from the introduction of early retirement reductions was used to
increase the accrual rate from 1.45 percent to 1.60 percent so that
plan dollars would be redistributed to employees who retire at

older ages and/or with more service.
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cause of the additional service and absence of reductions. The value
of increased service in this example is about 4.1 percent for each
additional year in combined service increase and diminished reduc-

tions for early retirement. Of course, the additional service also
would increase the value of the social security benefit as well.
Figure 4-17 also shows that retirement at later years with the

same service causes higher benefits from the capital accumulation
plan; actually, the present value of future benefits payable from

the lump sum in the voluntary supplement at retirement is the
same at all ages shown. The monthly payment values would be
higher for workers retiring at later ages because on an actuarial
basis the payments would be paid for a shorter period of time.
Capital accumulation plans can provide a means by which the

employee is able to plan for early retirement. In figure 4-17, the
accumulated amount in the capital accumulation plan at retirement is used to purchase an indexed full-life annuity. Although
total benefits payable at age 55 in this example do not match those
of the backdrop plan even with foil participation, that is partly a
result of the absence of a supplement. Because benefits would increase substantially upon the payment of social security at age 62,
an actuarial equivalent supplement could be designed at no additional cost to the pian, that "levelled-out" the replacement rate.
The employee could be provided an option in which lower replacement rates after age 62 are "accepted or traded" for their actuarial
equivalent value in higher replacement rates before age 62.
In figure 4-18, this concept is used to construct a payout specifically tailored to accompany a backdrop plan payable at age 55 with
no supplement. No other changes are made. The level-life replacement rate in figure 4-18 approaches that of the current CSRS because this example shows an employee whose contributions are
higher than would be paid to the current CSRS by approximately
five percent of pay. If the capital accumulation plan were designed
to defer taxes on the employees' contributions then the net contribution after tax would be less than 5 percent.
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In figure 4-18, the annuity from the capital accumulation plan
kiss been structured to pay a higher indexed benefit from age 55 to
62 equal to anticipated social secuxity benefits and the remainder
and paid out evenly over the
of the accumulated assets are indexed
delaying
retirement until age 62 or
entire retirement. An employee
later wouit, have a significantly higher replacement rate.
In figure 4-19, the lump sum amount in the capital accumulated
plan at retirement is used to purchase an unindexed full life annuity. The employee is assumed to have participated fully in the plan
can be seen
since the beginning date of employment. The annuity
Combined
beneto decline in value over the years after retirement.
fits at age 55 are not so generous as those of the current system
but near the levels of backdrop plans. The replacement values
jump at age 62, when social security benefits begin. Remember that
in these examples average preretirement salaries are being shown,
Replacement rates at other salary levels would be affected by the
method chosen to coordinate with social security.
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The inflation rate used in all projections in this study is four percent per year. Thus, the retiree could also be given the choice between an annuity fully indexed or one with a guaranteed increase
of four percent per year. In the latter case, the employee loses if
inflation exceeds four percent and is better off if inflation stays
below four percent. Both cases ate projected to cost the same.
Either approach implies a balanced 'risk,for both annuitant and the
institution selling the annuity. However, the potential gain to the
employee in case of zero inflation is limited to 4.0 percent while the
upside risk is, at least theoretically, unlimited because there is no
absolute limit on inflation.
5. Using capital accumulation plans to offset reductions in COLA
The voluntary capital accumulation plan can also be used in conjunction with reductions to COLA. All features are held constant,
including employer cost, so that the effects of participation can be
seen if COLA is reduced to one-half of the CPI.

Figure 4-20 shows a constant employer cost plan in w .:ch the
savings from a reduced COLA have been used to pay for a dollarfor-dollar capital accumulation plan. The COLA on the pension is
one-half of the CPI changes and is paid annually. An indexed supplement is provided to workers retiring at age 55, equal to the indexed social security benefit payable at age 62.
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Ftcrigus 4-20.Backdrop Plan With 50 Percent COLA and Capital Accumulation at
Constant Cost: Gross Replacement Rates for a Single Worker Age 55 With 30
Years Service$30,000 Final Salary
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lation assets are all actuarial equivalents. On ar, actuarial
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(with
a
corremoved). Employees could vary
sponding increase or decrease in the spendable income) as the capital in the plan accumulated at rates differing from their expectations or in ways other than the projected outcomes.
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6. Early payouts from capital assets

Capital accumulation plans use some employee and employer
money to create a pool of capital that belongs to the employee.
These plans not only enhance retirement benefits for those who
participate, but also provide greater portability to employees who
leave before retirement. Capital accumulation plans have much
earlier vesting requirements and employees are able to take the

full value of accumulated capital with them when they resign. Furthermore, in the private sector employees often have the right to
borrow against accumulated amounts.
Private sector capital accumulation plans, but not defined benefit
plans, often permit participants to borrow against their accumulated assets with various requirements for repayment. In some cases,
plans restrict this opportunity to employees who experience a need
for large sums of money at some point in their careers, for medical
expenses, down payments, or educational expenses for children.

It would also be conceptually possible to grant to employees

while they were still employed, a portion of their accrued rights in

a defined benefit plan in the form of capital. Under such an arrangement, the employee would be given the right to draw upon

some portion of the accrued present value of future benefits at various points in the employee's career. These rights could be portable, and they could be treated as assets to which the employee is
permitted access. The value of the "capitalized" rights could be restected to a portion of the computed present value of future benefits. This design could be structured to have no effect upon plan

(normal) costs; actual budget costs would occur earlier if future
benefit values are granted in advance.

Employees could be permitted to draw some portion of the
present value of their accumulated assets in advance of their

actual retirement. At retirement, replacement rates would be computed after taking into consideration the full value, at retirement,
of all money withdrawn earlier. The effect upon cost of granting
this advance payment would be limited to the timing of payments:
The present values could be equalized, but a portion of the payout
would occur earlier.
Another variation on this arrangement would allow employees to

use some of the accrued present value of their defined benefits

before retirement, to supplement their income during extended periods off the job, or to invest in small businesses or other income-

producing assets that could allow the employee to "phase in" a
transition from full-time work to full-time retirement.

Table 4-5 compares the effect upon ultimate benefits at retirement if an employee is permitted to withdraw some plan value as
capital in advance of the normal retirement age (in this case, 55
with 30 years of service). The illustration assumes that the employer would have received a level life replacement rate of 45 percent
in the absence of any withdrawal. These variations are shown at
constant cost in a 50 percent offset backdrop plan such as that
shown in figure 4-11.
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III. DESIGNING DISABILITY BENEFITS
A. INTRODUCTION

Since January 1, 1984, newly hired Federal workers have been
insurance
covered by the provisions of social security's disability
large
are
not eligihired
before
that
date
by
and
program. Workers
protected
indisability
insurance,
and
are
ble for social security
civil
service
different
provisions
of
the
current
stead by the quite
retirement system. Designing a new Federal retirement system coordinated with social security clearly requires development of a
complementary disability program.
begins by
As consistently applied throughout this report, analysis Private
studying private sector and State government practices.employees
whose
sector organizations and those State governments
their
disability plans
social
security
have
designed
are covered by
Design
issues are
coverage.
to complement social security disability
the
private
sector,
State
governhighlighted by the different ways
CSRS
treat
disability,
and
by
how
coverage
ments, and the current
with social security is coordinated with these systems. Basic differences between Federal and non-Federal practice are:
The current CSRS grants disability retirement immediately
if an applicant's disability prevents him from performing his
job effectively. Private sector plans and social security, un
the other hand, pay benefits after a designated waiting
period if the worlik_. is disabled for work in any occupation.
The current CSRS has a more liberal work test and usually
pays benefits longer after recovery than does social security.
Social security pays benefits to dependents of disabled workers, whereas CSRS does not.
in the private sector are also
Many social security recipientsfrom
a pension plan or insu religible for disability benefits
benefits combined
by
their
employer.
These
ance provided
initially
replace
a higher proporwith social security often
CSRS
benefits.
tion of earnings than do
Private sector plans typically provide greater protection
against temporary disability.
The cost of the current CSRS disability program for individuals
to the cost of
under age 65, 3,0 percent of payroll, is comparablecombined
with
the disability provisions of Most private sector plans
social security.
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B. TYPES OF insmuury PRACTICES

disability benefits begins by examining the features of
:dial security and private sector and State government practices,
and comparing them to the current CSRS. (Appendix A describes
these current practices in detail.)
1. Private sector and State government disability practices

Private sector and State government employers generally pro-

vide short- and long-t?rm income protection against the risk of disability. Long-term protection may be provided through the pension

plan, a long-term disability (LTD) insurance plan, or both. LTD
plans are contracts with insurance carriers that provide disability
benefits for employees. They are funded separately from the retirement system. LTD insurance benefits become available after shortterm disability benefits have expired. They typically pay about 60
percent of predisability earnings for as long as the disability continues or until the individual reaches retirement age and begins to
receive benefits under the regular pension plan. Benefits from most
LTD plans are reduced by the amount of other compensation, such
as workers' compensation, social security, and pension benefits.

Only five States have LTD insurance plans, according to the

General Accounting Office (GAO). The other States provide for disability payments from the retirement plan.
When disability coverage is part of the pension plan, plan benefits may be payable immediately, or they may be deferred until the
disabled employee reaches the plan's regular retirement age. Plans

with immediate disability pension benefits usually calculate their
amount under the regular pension formula. The majority of the
States provide immediate disability pension benefits.
Deferred payments are most often used when employees are also
covered by LTD insurance plans. Credits toward pension benefits
are usually granted to these disabled workers until they are eligible to begin receiving pension benefits. Most employees have to
have at least 10 years of service to be eligible for disability benefits
under the pension plans.
Disability pension benefits usually are integrated with social security disability insurance benefits. Internal Revenue Service integration rules state that no more than 64 percent of the social security benefit may be offset by the pension plan; 50 percent is typical.
2. "Representative" private sector inability practice
Private sector disability practices vary but some features a e sufficiently prevalent that they are "representative" of private be'tor
practice. A representative private sector plan would include a temporary disability program that would provide benefits after sick
leave is exhausted, and would use an occupational definition of disability similar to that in the current CSRS. This short-term protection would be combined with a long-term disability program that
would go into effect six months after onset of the disabling condition. Beginning 24 months after onset, long-term disability benefits
would be provided under a stricter definition of disability similar to
social security's. They would replace about 60 percent of predisability pay including a 100 percent offset of the initial social security
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adjustments
primary insurance amount (PIA). No cost-of-hving
retirement
age,
When
workers
reach
(COLAs) would be provided.
would
the LTD would cease, and benefits from the regular pension
begin. The retirement benefit would be based on the workers'

nominal earnings and years of service, projected from first employment to retirement age (including years of disability).
S. Current civil serice retirement system
reUnder the current CSRS, employees are eligible for disability
of
service
they
have
completed
five
years
tirement at any age if

to perform the duties
and are unable, because of disease or injury,detailed
description of
(See
Appendix
A
for
a
of their specific job.
retirement
of
the
current
civil
service
the disability provisions
system.)
system disability annuity begins imThe civil service retirementestablished.
The amount of the annumediately after eligibility is
ity is the larger of:

the benefit computed under the standard CSR retirement
formula,
the smaller of 40 percent of the high-3 average salary, or the

had conannuity that would have been paid if the employee
y.
60
at
the
same
high
-3
tinued working until age
for inAfter entitlement, disability annuities are fully adjusted
flation. There are no additional benefits for dependents of disabled
workers.
4. Replicating the current C fil Service Retirement System
the
A new Federal pension system could be designed to replicate
closely
as
possible.
In
general,
probenefits of the current CSRS as
to accomvisions would reflect current law, but would be modifiedplan
would
security
coverage.
Such
a
modate the effect of social

when the appligrant disability retirement benefits immediately
The
recipient
would be
own work.
cant is unable to do his or her
he would
security
benefits,
for
which
required to apply for social
The
social
security
disabled
for
any
work.
qualify only if he were
waiting
period,
begin
after
the
five-month
benefit, if payable, would
dependents,
and all social security benefits, including those for
would be subtracted from the CSRS benefit.
curThis approach would minimize the differences between thewould
rent MRS and the new Federal system. A replicated system
of the eligibility standards
be easier to administer since many
replicated
system would minimize
would be identical. In addition, a
in
similar circumstances
any difficulty that might arise if workers different
eligibility reare covered by disability programs that have
substantially
different
benefits.
quirements or provide
the new
To the extent the current system is replicated, however,
practice.
Federfrom
private
sector
disability
system would diverge
establishment
pensions
would
not
permit
al laws regulating private
(Private employof a 100 perc..-lif offset of social security benefits.
provided
by LTD insurers are able to offset 100 percent of benefits of the regular
pension
ance plans that are not considered as part
.

system.)
It may be difficrAlt to justify the preservation of an occupational
definition of dity in a new system to which social security has
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been added. It may have been easier to justify paying individuals
under a more liberal definition of disability when they were not
covered by social security anyway, but there will probably be more
reluctance by the public under the new system to accept that an
individual covered by social security disability but unable to qualify for its benefits can nevertheless receive full CSRS disability
benefits.

Replicating the current system would require keeping track of
all social security benefits paid to the entire family, with constant
adjustments for differing cost-of-living increases, deductions for
excess earnings from work, and changes in family compositionall
difficult administrative tasks.
C. DESIGN ISSUES FOR DISABILITY BENEFITS IN A NNW SYSTEM

This section identifies and analyzes the important issues that

have to be resolved in designing disability benefits for a new Feder-

al retirement system. Analysis of these issues takes into account
criteria against which a successful disability program should be
judged. A Federal program providing disability benefits for its employees should:

Promote the efficient use of employee resources;
Meet the needs of its workforce;
Minimize the resentment from longtime or new workers be-

cause they participate in different systems, one of which

may be perceived to be less attractive.
I. Adequacy of benefits
Disability and survivor benefits serve a somewhat different pur-

pose than do retirement benefits; they provide insurance against
unexpected events, whereas regular retirement benefits provide for
an anticipated event. Civil service retirement benefits have traditionally resembled straight annuities, with benefit levels strictly
related to years of service and earnings in the highest three consecutive years. Such a computation will lead to very low benefit levels
for short-term workers who die er become disabled. Thus, current
CSRS law provides minimum guarantees that yield larger benefits
than the regular formula. In this way the current CSRS somewhat
parallels the social goals of social security, which bases benefit
levels on replacement of average career earnings lost at the time of
retirement, disabilly, or death rather than strictly reflecting the
degree to which a person had contributed to the social security
system. The CSRS minimum guarantees also are similar in concept
to the flat percentage replacement of earnings under LTD insurance policies used in the private sector.
As described previously, many private sector employers provide

for disability benefits as part of the pension plan rather than

through LTD insurance. The benefits usually are copIputed based
on service up to the onset of disability, and thus thl replacement
rate of the pension benefit may be fairly., low for short-term workers. Because Federal regulations allow a maximum of only 64 percent of social security benefits to be offset, however, the combination of social security and a benefit from the pension plan may be

judged adequate (essentially because the social security benefit for-

fi
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to
mula is weighted toward low-income workers and is structured
the
shorter
replace lost income). Nevertheless, in these situations,
the term of employment, the lower the combined social security
and pension usually will be.
the degree to which the
A fundamental philosophical issue isshould
provide "adequate"
new CSRS disability benefit structure
workers' service or
benefits
closely
related
to
benefits as opposed to
the curpayments made to the retirement system. In this context,for
shortrent system attempts to do both by providing guarantees
workers.
term workers and accrued benefits to long-term
does not considHowever, the current CMS's disability structure
presumed
need. Both
characteristics or
er differences in employee
replacement
rate,
high- and low-income workers receive the same
disabilfor
dependents.
Social
security
with no additional benefits
and
ity benefits are heavily weighted in favor of low-paid workers
if
somewhat
but
they
also
are
related,
those with dependents,
The
weakly, to the individual's earnings covered by the program.
of
both
reflects some measure
social security benefit formula thus "individual
equity." These eleelements of social adequacy" and
RS disability rebe
considered
in
designing
a
ments must also
tirement system.
social adequaLong-term disability insurance clearly emphasizes
and
by
offering
protecgenerous benefits
cy by providing relatively
essentially
disretion for the short-term employee. This is done by
and
requiring
only
garding length of service in computing benefits
considered
the
minimal vesting time. It protects employees usually
have
short-service
workers
who
often
most vulnerable; young,
growing families. The LTD approach is simple and straightforward
is replaced
because its concept is simple; a flat percentage of pay by
100 percompensation
is
offset,
usually
and usually all other
this
appears
to
cent. As is typical with insurance arrangements,
the
risk
provide the greatest payoff to those who quickly encounter
insured against. However, a capital accumulation plan that could
pay the account balance upon determination of disability obviously
social
would more greatly benefit longer-term workers. Moreover,
the
typical
100
adequacy elements of the LTD approach decline ifthere is no redispercent offset of social security is applied, because
of different retribution of income and therefore no recognition
low-income
employneeded
by
highand
placement rates possibly
replacement
rate
for the
with a lower
ees. A lower offset, coupled would
although
obviate
this
objection,
LTD (to keep costs in line),
such a practice is ra in the private sector when LTD insurance is
used.
benefits to
On the other h d, arrangements that strictly relate
for
short-term
ler ,th of service would provide much lower benefits
Federal
employees. This approach, if applied to a new only partsystem,
of the
could follow the private sector practice of offsetting
benefits
to
social security tilt, thus distributing relatively greater
lower paid workers.
2. Level of benefits
to distribution of benefits
Social adequacy, discussed above, refers
and
short-term,
workers. Anamong high- and low-paid, and longof
the
CSRS benadequacy
is
the
basic
level
other aspect of benefit
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efit itself. Ideally, this level should be high enough to ensure an
adequate standard of living, without being so generous that it discourages disabled workers from trying to reenter the work force.
The currexit system has been criticized because its benefit levels
are less generous than those provided by many private sector dis-

ability plans combined with social security. LTD's typically provide
replacement of 60 percent of predisability earnings; civil servants

under the current system, on the other hand, can receive 60 per-

cent of their high-3 only if they have 32 years or more of service. If
a 60 percent replacement rate were guaranteed for long-term disability (using the social security definition of 0"...:Ability and offset
by 100 percent of the social security disabilit' S.i.efit), the cost of
the provision would be 1.84 percent of payroll. It would be harder

to qualify for this disability retirement program, but those who

qualify would receive higher benefits.
Minimum guarantees
The current CSRS combines the flat percentage replacement feature of, LTD insurance plans, which benefits short service workers,

and a pension based on accrued or projected service, which provides greater protection to long service workers. If this hybrid arrangement were superimposed on the new CSRS, it would increase
the proportion of disability benefits calculated by using the minimum guarantees, because the lower accrual rates inherent in the
new system would increase the amount of time needed before the
accrued benefit would exceed the gudrantee. Fcr example, employees in the ,current systerii with fewer than 22 years of service receive higher benefits from the 40 percent minimum. If the accrual
rate under the new system we-e 1.5 percent per year, the actual
accrued benefit would not exceed the minimum guarantee for
almost 27 years. If the minimum guarante:, replacement rate were
set at 60 percent, about the level of a typical LTD insurance plan,
the time for the actual accrual to exceed the guarantee would be 40
years.44 However, if a high offset of social security were used, like
the 100 percent in LTD insurance plans, and a lower offset were
used for retirement benefits, actual total replacement rates for disability beneficiaries would not necessarily be out of line when ompared to retirement benefits for employees with medium to long
service.

Another approach would be to eliminate the minimum guarantees and rely totally on social security to provide adequate benefits
for short-career workers. This approach would provide accrned benefits only and would be offset by social security. This w9 1ild lower

costs from 2,6 to 1.8 percent of pay
would moo the CSRS
toward individual equiiy, but could adversely aid t short-term

workers, particularly those with gaps in their socipz security coverage.

If an LTD insurance-type scheme were

guarantee would be inherent because eve

percentage replacement of pay, rela

opted, a minimum

ne would receive a set

ess of length of service.

" if the current CSRS hybrid system were
Pied but 60 perrent substituted for the 4(l percent minimum guarantee, it would rarely be
Itcable. The other part of the minimum guaran
tee projection of service to age 60 -w
apply because it would produce die lower benefit,
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rates,
However, minimum guarantees or fixed-rate replacement
produce a
disability
benefits,
sometimes
when used to compute
attains r-higher benefit than will be payable when the individual
current
CSRS
minithe
reasoz-s
part
of
the
tirement age. One of
projecting
service
to
age
qo
mum guarantee calculates benefits bybeing higher than retirement
benefits from
is to prevent disability
less-than-full
career workers. A similar alternabenefits for older,
be included in a new Federal system. For
tive computation could
chosen, an
example, if an LTD insurance-type arrangement were
(or
actual acof,
say,
60
percent
of
pay
alternative to replacement
to
the
normal
service
crued benefit if higher) would be to projectthat
would
be
payable
retirement age and thus pay the benefitof removing the incentive
upon retirement. This has the advantage
-full career workers,
to seek disability retirement by older, less -Erinconversion from dissudden
benefit
decline
upon
and it avoids a
because retirement
ibility to retirement. This decline would occurhave
been eroded by
benefits are based on earnings from work that
inflation over the years.
for
Such an arrangement, however, is definitely disadvantageous
workers
cannot
older
short-term older workers. Because short-term
employment, the combinabenefit
from
previous
expect a disability
benefits may be small.
tion of social security and CSRS disability computation. First, if
There are other objections to this alternative applicable, it will be
of disability is
the social security definition
current
law to become eligible for disabilmuch harder than under
structure of
ity retirement. Second, this issue has not altered thebenefits
were
social security benefits: Ever since early retirement of his social
offered, an individual at age 62 has received 80 percent
qualifies for disability at that
security PIA, whereas a worker who
Third,
this situation exists in priage receives 100 percent 9f PIA.
the reason convate sector LTD insurance arrangements. Part of
not
considered unage is
version to a lower benefit at retirement
offset is
is
that
the
social
security
reasonable in the private sector
At
that
point,
(Usually
from
100
to
50
percent).
removed or lowered
entitled
become
paywhich
the
individual
is
too, other pensions to
able.
4. Definition of disability

most fundamental issue in the reThe definition of disability is aCSRS
defines disability as inability
designed program. The current
is more liberal than
to perform the worker's particular job. This
applicant's
ability to persocial security which judges a disability
(SRS,
however,
form any job. (The administration of the current
initial
rejection
rates
has been tightened somewhat in recent years; percent of retirees
only 17
have risen from two to 15 percent, and26
percent in FY 1981.) The
in
FY
1982,
compared
to
were disabled
the
new system; but this
current definition could be extended to
Private sector plans
private
sector
practice.
would diverge from
short- and insecurity
definition,
although
typically use the social
the
basis of the
termediate-term disability often are granted on
more liberal occupational definition.
disability would affect Federal personnel
A stricter definition ofmanagment
to deal with a category of
practices by requiring
work force: the emworker theoretically absent from the Federal
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ployee unable to do his own job efficiently because of a disabling
condition but who does not meet the social security definition of
disability. Critics of the current CSRS have claimed that some Federal managers, wishing to fire incompetent or unmotivated employ-

ees, have retired them on disability rather than going through

cumbersome Federal dismissal procedures. This practice would be
curtailed under a new system with a stricter definition of disability. To keep a partially disabled employee more or less fully productive, job restructuring would have to be expanded and expeditious ways established to place the employee in a position where
his condition did not impair his ability to do the job. (The job presumably would be at a lower grade, but perhaps saved-pay provisions could soften this loss of income.)

A representative private sector plan initially would determine
disability on an ;ccupational definition and later (after about two
years) would use the social security definition. If this arrangement
were incorporwed into the new Federal system, employees would
first exhaust sick leave and then would be entitled to an intermediate-term disability benefit. This benefit would extend up to 24
months and would tray 60 percent of the employee's pay. (The
social security disability benefits the individual received during
\ this period, if any, would be totally offset.) To receive benefits
beyond two years, workers would have to meet the social security
\ definition of disability. With social security disability benefits offset
100 percent, as they would be under an LTD-type arrangement,
such an option would cost 2.6 percent of payroll.
A variation would continue to pay benefits after two years if an
occupational definition of disability were met, but at a reduced

rate. This variation would aid the partially disabled worker who

cannot be placed in a government job.
5. ,Treatment of social security benefits
The treatment of social security disability benefits affects both
aspects of social adequacy: how the benefits are distributed and the
levels of the CSRS benefits themselves. Most LTD plans offset 100
percent of the social security disability benefit. If disability benefits

are included in a pension plan in the private sector, however, the
offset of social security must be 64 percent or less. Most States add
the disability pension benefit to the social security benefit.
Integration of social security with benefits from a new Federal
retirement system affects the distribution of benefits along the
income scale, not just for disability but for all types of benefits, A
consistbnt integration approach would use the same integration
rules for all types of benefits in the retirement system. There are
particular features of disability benefits, however, that suggest the
idea of treating Usability integration differently from integration
of the basic retirement benefits. For example, one issue is whether

the social security disability benefit should be prorated to the

amount of time spent working for the Federal Government. Such
apportionment makes sense in designing the integration of social
security and CSRS retirement benefits because otherwise workers
with short careers in the government would have their benefits reduced, perhaps to zero, by a social security benefit whose value is
mostly attributable to work outside the government. Also, workers
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may acquire rights to more than one pension during the career and
it seems inequitable to reduce each pension by a social security
benefit that is based on the worker's entire career. Workers do not
qualify for more than one disability pension, however, and by definition, a completely disabled worker has less than a full career. In
fact, his entire work history may consist of working for the government for as little as five years. There is little rationale for prorating the social security benefit on a projected full career (assumed
to be 40 years) because it could reward short-term workers at the
expense of lonprivate sector
TABLE 4-6.COMPARISON Of DISABILITY BENEFITS FOR 5-YEAR AND 20-YEAR WORKERS
.

5 year woo

Iti 3 salary
40 percent guarantee
Social security

Ratio Of KM fOr onset
Amount of offset
Net (SRS !wade
Total benefits (CSRS and social security)

.

_

14 year wodita

$75

$20,000
$667
$600
20140
$300

$592

$367

$1,192

5967

$20,000
$667

$600

5/40'

Under such proration, a young worker with five years of service
before becoming disabled would have only five-fortieths of his
social security disability offset. His social security benefit would be
approximately as large as that of a full-career disabled worker with
the same average earnings because social security is designed to replace lost income from work. Thus, if the five-year and a 20-year
worker both had the same average earnings (approximating a
$20,000 "high-3"), their social security benefit would be similar,
perhaps even identical, at, say, $600 per month. Under a minimum
guarantee approach their C SRS disability benefit, before offsetting
for social security, would be the same. Under the 40 percent guarantee, initial computation of the CSRS benefit would be $666.67 a

month (high-3 of $20,00C times 40 percent equals $8,000, divided by
12 equals $666.67. If the offset were prorated, the five year worker
would receive a CSRS benefit of $591.67$666.67 minus $7%.0()

(five-fortieths times $6001 equals $591.67whereas the 20-year
worker would receive $36(i.67 $666.67 minus $300.00 (twenty-fortieths times $600.00) equals $366.67.
Nevertheless, the social security disability benefit can be based
in part on work outside the government. A compromise position
would be to apportion the amount of the career spent in government employment up to the time of onset of disability. Private
sector LTD plans do not prorate, however; the entire social security
benefit is subtracted from the benefit.
The use of guarantees, or flat rate replacement of income as
under I,TD plans, argues in favor of subtracting from CSRS disability benefits 100 percent of total social security disability benefits.
The 100 percent offset avoids inequities and complications such as
in the above example, and the guarantees and flat-rate replacement plans can be considered generous enough to negate the need
for the supplementation that occurs when a lower offset is used. If
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redistribution of benefits to lower income workers is desired, however, the minimum guarantee or LTD insurance-type flat replacement rate could be lowered and combined with a less than 100 percent offset of the social security benefit. With a 25 percent minimum guarantee, plus a 50 percent offset, a $15,000 high-3 worker
would receive about $500.00 a year in CSRS benefits ($15,000 tiines
25 percent equals $3,750, minus 50 percent of a social Security benefit of, say, $6,500, or $3,250, equals $500). A $40,000 high-3 worker

would receive a CSRS benefit of $5,800 ($40,000 times 25 percent
equals $10,000, minus 50 percent of a social security benefit of, say,
$8,400). Combined social security and CSRS benefits would then replace a higher proportion of predisability income for the lower paid

worker ($6,500 in social security plus $500.00 in (SRS equals

$7,000, which is divided by $15,000 uah; 47 percent)" than for the
higher paid worker ($8,400 plus $5,:l( equals $14,200, which divided by $40,000 equals 36 percent).

An add-on arrangement similar to those used by many States
would preserve the redistributive tilt of social security. Because if
costs are held constant the accrual rate in an add-on plan is inherently lower than in an offset plan, guarantees set at the level of
those contained in current law would almost always be higher than
actual accrued benefits. These, combined with social security payments, would make disability benefit replacement rates very high,
as would LTD insurance-type arrangements. Lower or no guarantees could resolve this problem. If minimum guarantees or LTDtype benefits were applicable, the disability benefit could treat
social security differently from the rest of the pension scheme by
offsetting the sac' I security benefit, probably by 100 percent. A
new CSRS design f disability benefits featuring an add-on benefit
structure with t current occupational definition of disability, no
minimum gua tees and no offset of social security benefits,
would cost 1.12 percent of payroll.
The amount of social security to be offset also raises the issue of

whether to include social security dependent benefits. Private

sector plans usually offset the PIA alone not only for administrative convenience but also in recognition that families need more
benefits than single individuals. As mentioned before, replication of
the current CSRS would require offsetting dependents' social security benefits as well.
6. Disability provided outside the retirement system

If LTD insurance is chosen as a model for protecting workers
from disability under the new (SRS, the method the private sector
uses to finance LTD insurance may be considered also. Employers
typically purchase r.TD insurance for employees from private insurance companies. They also usually bear the cost (according to
Hay-Huggins, 64 percent of LTD plans are paid for by the employer, 14 percent by employees, and in 22 percent of the LTD arrangements the costs are shared). The costs of providing LTD insurance
coverage is not included in the cost of the pension plan.
If LTD insurance for Federal employees were adopted, its cost
should be considered part of the overall cost of the new CSRS. This
is obvious if it is provided by the government as employer. If the
cost is borne or shared by employees, their contribution would be

,
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analogous to part of the employee
under the current
system. Separating out the cost maycontribution
be
useful,
however,
in comparing costs of the CSRS to private sector
arrangements
that
do not
include LTD coverage in their pension
system
costs.
Whether or not the cost of LTD insurance
is borne by the employee or the employer can affect tax liabilities.
If employees purchase the insurance with after-tax
dollars,
the
benefits
are free
from income tax. The benefits may be
ation if provided by LTD insurance paid subject to significant taxfor by the employer.
7. Intermediate-term protection
A fundamental difference betvv,.,en the private
sector and the
Federal Government lies in the treatment
of
nonpermanent
disabilities. The private sector generally provides
ments, in the short, intermediate and long a variety of arrangelost due to disability: usually a combinationterm, to replace income
of sick leave, accident
and sickness insurance, and long-term
disability
protection.
The current CSRS has less protection
disability than many private sector plans.against intermediate-term
Each full-time employee
receives four hours of sick leave every two
year, which may be accumulated for future weeks, or 13 days a
use. Accumulated sick
leave days are designed to cover both short- and
intermediate-term
absences. In addition, an employee may be
advanced up io 30 days'
sick leave at the discretion of his supervisor
vanced annual leave up to the amount he will and may also be adearn during the rest
of the calendar year. The employee must
pay
or
back such advances if he leaves employment or resumes w.;r1r.earn
but
the advances
are forgiven if he is granted disability retirement
or dies. This arrangement is the primary financial protection
of employees for illnesses and injuries of short or intermediate duration.
Because employees can exhaust tt it sick and
annual leave
during recurrent illnesses
or recuperation from illness
or injury,
they sometimes are forced to choose
between
on leave withbut pay or applying for permanent disability.going
If an employee exhausts accrued and advanced leave before
recovery
from illness or
disability, he may be without any income.
If
the
employee
chooses
to apply for disability, on the other hand, there
is
no
guarantee
that he will be reemployed or that he
will be given back his previous job,
Whether a new civil service system
similar to private sector practice for should provide treatment
workers with short-term disabilities is an important issue. Intermediate-term
protection in the
private sector usually ie provided by
sickness and accident insurance or other forms of temporary disability
insurance. Such plans
typically pay 50 to 70 percent of prior
earnings
up to six months
after sick leave is exhousteel Federal
workers
could
be granted
similar protection. To ptec, ..he short-term
employee,
eligibility
could be immediate. If length of service is a factor,
different
percentages of salary could be replaced dept -ding
on years of employment. A straightforward 60 percent of
plan similar to private sector practices, and granted to allsalary
employees
for up to six
months, would cost of 0.1 percent of payroll.
A related issue is whether a waiting period should be
for
permanent disability retirement, as is usually the caseimposed
in private
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sector arrangements. The waiting period is intended to ensure that
a claim is valid before long-term benefits are paid. In the meantime, benefits are provided by sickness and accident insurance. If

the benefits payable under intermediateterm protection were

greater than those under permanent disability, a mandatory waiting period would be to the advantage of employees.
An objection to providing intermediate protection is the possibility that employees who are seriously disabled and planning to retire

might try to extend their stay on intermediate disability in order
to receive its higher benefits. This would hinder Federal managers

in replacing these employees. Management safeguards against such
"gaming" of the system may be difficult to develop. A way to avoid
such problems would be to make intermediate- and long-term disability benefit levels identical.
When should employees become eligible for protection against
disability under the new CSRS? The current system's five-year requirement is similar to social security's recency -of -work require-

ment (except for young workers), is less stringent than most private pension arrangements, but is stricter than that provided by
LTD insurance. The current CSRS arrangement does not pay benefits to workers with less than five years of service. Social security
provides insured status to young workers (those under age 31) with
as little as 6 quarters of coverage credit, which theoretically could
be earned in a minimum of two days of employment. Among current practices, the LTD insurance arrangement, whereby an employee usually becomes eligible in less than one year, clearly provides the best protection against disability for new employees.
8. Projected service age

Currently one part of the guaranteed minimum provision in the
CSRS computes years of service by determining what the annuity
would have been if the employee had continued working until age
60 at the same high-3 pay. Such projection of service is common in
private sector practices, but the age to which the service is projected is usually the normal retirement agethe earliest age at which
full retirement benefits 4..re paid. Age 60 is used in the current

CSRS system because after that point the disability minimum
guarantee would often provide a higher benefit than the retirement benefit; that is, if the projected age were higher, there would
be incentive for individuals eligible for retirement after age 60 (i.e.,
they have at least 20 years' service) to seek disability retirement
because the minimum guarantee could produce a higher benefit.
A logical treatment in the new CSRS would be to project service
to the retirement age considered "normal." Choices would be age
62, when social security retirement benefits are t.rst available, or
the normal retirement age in social security (currently age 65 but

due to rise gradually to age 67 in the first pai t of the next centruy). On the other hand, if the new CSRS were to designate a different age at which unreduced beneftis were first available, that
probably should be deemed the normal retirement age and be used
as the age to which service is projectet:.
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9. Indexation of benefits
A clear difference between the current CSRS and the vast majority of private pension plans is the way benefits are adjusted to com-

pensate for increases in the cost of living. As mentioned before,
CSRS benefits are fully compensated for inflation. Virtually all private sector pension arrangements are not, relying instead on ad
hoe increases that are usually significantly less than the inflation
rate. Erosion of benefits by inflation is countered in part, however,
by social security COLAs. Protection is enhanced to the extent that
LTD and pension plans offset the initial social security benefit

only. without regard to later social security COLAs.
It' CSRS disability benefits are to be treated like disability benefits in the private sector, then benefit increases will not be fully
adjusted for inflation. If benefit increases were half the yearly increase in the Consumer Price Index (CPI), the cost of providing disability benefits under the current occupational definition would decrease by 0.3 percent of payroll. If the more rigid social security
definition of disability were used, as described under "Definition of
Disability" 'see page 29).4, costs would decrease by 0.1 percent of
payroll.

(

A crucial aspect of inflation protection for disability beneficicries, however, is that some may be on the rolls for decades if disabled while young. A less than full COLA would permit a major
erosion of their benefits over time if inflation were significant.
If dislbility benefits are indexed, conversion from disability to retirement benefits upon attainment of retirement age would often

produce a sharp drop in benefits because the retirement benefit
would be based on earnings that have decreased in value over the
years. This drop would be partially reduced if the offset of social
security benefits were lowered at retirement. (When converting
from a LTO plan to a retirement benefit a private sector plan typicalk drops the offset from 100 to :0 percent.) One way to solve this
problem is to index the worker's earnings to wage growth, as is
done in social security (This practice is viturally non-existent in
the private. sector.)
10. Rebubi Walton serciws

In the private sect(': some LTD plans hae.e provisions that are
intended to encourage the disabled individual to return to work.
Rehabilitation provisions typically state that partial benefits will
continue when the recovery of an employee would be hastened by
his or her return to part-time or other rehabilitative employment.
Often the 1:11) benefit otherwise payable is adjusted so that the
iota; income from all sources (including the rehabilitative ,triployMerit 1. does not exceed a certain proportion leg., St) percent) of the
employee's previous salary.
Rehabilitation services are obtained through several different ar-

rangements. and the Federal-State Rehabilitation Program

in

every State offers some services. Some insurance companies also

have rehabilitation programs and staffs, or they subcontract rehabilitation cases to private firms.
The current CSRS neither requires nor provides for rehabilitation services. Critics contend that this omission weakens the social-
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ly desirable goal of returning disabled but potentially functional

workers to the workplace. A problem with the current system, however, is that when a worker has medically recovered and seeks re-

employment, there is no guarantee that he will be hired, so there
may be no real payoff if rehabilitation efforts are successful and
enable more employees to be able to return to government work.
Other action may be necessary to grant these workers reemployment, such as counting them against their former agency's personnel ceilings if a good faith effort to rehire them is not undertaken.
Social security requires that disabled persons applying for a determination of disability must be promptly referred to State vocational rehabilitation agencies for rehabilitation services. The Social
Security Act provides for withholding of benefits for refusal, without good cause, to accept rehabilitation services. Therefore, stipulating that the social security definition of disability must be met
automatically ensures that vocational rehabilitation will be required.

I). ('()ST OF VARIOUS OPTIONS

The backdrop plans used in this study included disability retirement schemes like that of the current CSRS, with any social security disability benefit offset 100 percent. The cost of the disability retirement plan in the backd?op was 2.6 percent of payroll. Table 4 -7
shows differences in costs, expressed as a percentage of payroll, if
the options described previously are adopted.
Table 4-7. Costs of Design Options for Disability Benefits, etc
otteiroemcooi,perceisapsmall
1. Replicate current CSRS disability provisions and benefits with social security offset 100 percent
2 Similar to option I, but provide only accrued benefits
:1 Provide GO percent of predisability earnings once paid sick leave is ex-

0.0
0.8

hausted, payable after six months only if the social security definition is

met, lest, 100 percent of the social security disability PIA
4. As 3 above, but provide higher of 40 percent of predisability earnings or
accrued benefit
Provide ti0 percent of predisability earnings once paid sick leave is exhausted, for 24 months if an occupational definition is met and after 24
months only if the social security iefinition is met, minus 100 percent of
social security PIA
6. Provide sickness and accident piotection for up to six months at 60 percent of pay
7. Provide one-half COLAs using the current CSRS disability, provisions and
benefits
S. Provide ot.e-half COLAs under option 4 above

0.7
I

0.0
0.1

,0.3

-1.9

E. CONCLUSION

Designing disability benefits for a new Federal retirement
system presents many issues. The disparities among current pracAtices in the public and private sectors open a wide range of choices.
Moreover, because disability may strike at any time in a work
career, diffrrences in disability retirement systems will be more
readily apparent to oil and new workers than will differences in
retirement benefits. The difficulty of having workers side by side
under different systrIns is inherent in all aspects of designini, a
new system, but at least the vast majority of new Federal hires will
ear

1

-

.4_ 1.1,
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not retire for many years. Disability and survivor benefits under.
the new system will probably begin to be paid shortly after implementation, and the perceived advantages of one system over another may lead to resentment. Compounding this problem is the
probable implementation of different short- and long-term sick
leave arrangements, because they could affect a large portion of
the workfor.-e Within a relatively short time.
The choices involve trade-offs. When the current CSRS disability

retirement system is compared to other practices in the private
sector, it is apparent that one of the most important trade-offs is
the provision for larger benefits, with stricter eligibility requirements.
IV. thITIGN ISSUES FOR SURVIVOR BENEFITS
A. INTRODUCTION

Social security coverage of Federal employees automatically enti-

tles dependents of retired and deceased Federal workers to social
security survivor and family benefits. Therefore, survivor and
family benefits provided under a new pension plan for Federal
workers should be designed to take account of benefits available
from social security. This 'section presents the issues to be addressed in designing a survivor benefit' plan for Federal workers
with social security coverage. Comparisons are made with survivor
benefits available under typical private pension plans and with
benefits available to the survivors of workers who will continue to
be covered under the current CSRS.
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B. COMPARISON OF SPOUSE AND SURVIVOR COVERAGE UNDER THE
CURRENT 0:311S, SOCIAL SECURITY AND PRIVATE PENSIONS

Current Federal employees earn survivor benefits only from the"'
current (.,RS, since workers hired for permanent Federal positions
before January 1, 1984, do not accrue social security coverage for

their government service. Federal workers hired after that date

will be eligible for benefits much like those workers in the private
sector who have both social security and pension coverage."
Table 4-8 compares spouse and survivor coverage available to
new Federal workers from social security with coverage under the
current CSRS alone. It also describes typical benefits available to
private sector employees covered by a pension plan.

*IP

4

5 Fifty-four percent of full-time wage and salary workers employed in the private sector do
not participate in a pension system, and, therefore, social security benefits are the only survivor
benefits available to them
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I. Basic survivor coverage
As table 4-8 shows, social security, the current CSRS and private
pensions all provide survivor benefits to the spouses of deceased re-

tirees. In addition, all three systems pay benefits to survivors of
workers who die before retirement, although the eligibility criteria
for preretirement death benefits are quite different among these
three systems. For most private sector workers, social security provides the fundamental survivor protection. However, private pensions often provide benefits in addition to social security. These
plans are usually explicitly integrated, with the pension formula
taking social security into account.
2 Social security compared with the current CSRS and private pensions
Social security, private pensions and the current CbRS were de-

signed to meet different objectives, and therefore they provide

somewhat different spouse and survivor coverage.
Table 4-9 summarizes the categories of dependents and survivors
for whom the current CSRS and most private pensions provirie ben
efits, but for whom social security does not provide coverage; it also
shows the categories of dependents and survivors covered by social
security but not covered by the current CSRS or private plans.
Table 4-9. -Current CSRS and Private Pension Coverage of Dependents and
Survivors Compared to Social Security

Groups automatically covered by cur- Groups automatically covered by social
security but not by the current
rent CSRS/private plans but not by
social security:

(s RS:

Married spouses age 62 and over of
living retirees;

MI widow(er)s under age 70 with

Married spouses any age caring for

spouses). with no children under

ceased or disabled workers;
Divorced spouses (married 10 or more
years) age 62 and over of living retir

earnings above a certain amount;.
Widowterls under age 60 (age 62 for
16;.

children under age 16 of retired, de-

ees or workers over age 62; or any
age if caring for worker's children

Widow(er)s with and without children
under age 16 with earnings above a
certain amount; and.
College student child survivors of de-

Divorced widowier)s (married 10 or

age 22). (Not covered under private

50 and disabled) of employees and retirees; and

ceased workers and retirees (up to
plans 1.

under age 16;

more years) age 60 and over (or age

Children under age 18 of retired and
disabled workers.

Social security's family insurance features are demonstrate
the requirement that there be dependent children in the fami:
a condition of eligibility for certain spouses of retirees and widows
and widowers. Specifically, widows and widowers who have not
reached 60 and who have no children under 16 cannot draw social
security survivor benefits (benefits are payable to surviving chil-

dren up to age 18, however). Under social security, divorced spouses
and survivors (married at least 10 years) automatically receive benefits. Recent legislation pertaining to private pensions and the current CSRS allows benefits to divorced spouses only if there is a
qualified domestic relations order specifying that an annuity be di-
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vided or a survivor Ten'efit provided. Coverage under private pension plans generally resembles that of the current CSRS.
Social security also does not pay benefits to people with earnings
above a specified amount even though they meet other eligibility
requirements of ag , service, etc. All social security benefits, including those to ret rees, their spouses and survivors and their children, are subject to the earnings test (unless the recipient is over
age 70). Recipients under age 70 have their benefits reduced by 50
percent of all earnings over a certain level, regardless of the presence of young children, with all benefits phasing out when yearly
earnings exceed twice the amount of yearly benefits in excess of
the base amount. In comparison, the current CSRS and private
sector plans do not reduce survivor benefits because the survivor

has earnings. Rather, these plans supplement earned income of
Unlike most private pensions and the current CSRS, social security benefits are paid to spouses of retirees (including divorced
spouses married at least 10 years to the worker) beginning at age
65, (or age 62 for reduced spouse benefits) as an entitlement that is
survivors.

paid in addition to the benefit earned by the retired worker. Therefore spouses (and divorced spouses) of new Federal workers will be
entitled to these benefits. The additional spouse benefit is based on

the premise that a couple requires more income than a single

person, although not twice as much. Thus, at age 65, the spouse of
a retiree receives a separate benefit equal to 50 percent of the retiree's benefit, so that a couple's social security income is 1% times
greater than that of a single retiree with an identical work history.46 This entitlement to a social security spouse benefit continues
after divorce if the marriage lasted at least 10 years, whether the
divorce occurs before or after retirement. These social security benefits to spouses and divorced spouses will be available to new Federal workers covered under that program.
The current CSRS and private pensions provide no spouse benefit
entitlement in addition to benefits to the retiree. Furthermore, the
annuity of Federal and private retirees is r2dt.ced when spouse survivor coverage is elected, although under CSRS the reduction only
pays for about one-half of the cost of the survivor benefit. Thus, a
Federal retiree electing survivor coverage receives a smaller benefit than a single retiree with the same Federal work history. Similarly, private pensions usually require married annuitants to
accept reduced pensions to provide survivor coverage, and the pension to the retiree is actuarially reduced to finance the full Lost of
survivor coverage.
The issue of spouse and survivor benefits to divorced spouses of
workers covered by the CSRS or by a private pension plan has been
controversial. Unlike social security, neither the current (RS nor
private pensions pay spouse benefits and neither automatically
pays benefits to divorced spouses. However, it has been argued by
many that marriage is an economic partnership, and spouses and
4. All social security spouse benefits are subject to an earnings test. For spouses with substantial earnings, no benefits are payable until age 70. Also a spouse may receive a retirement benefit based on his or her own earnings recent The earned benefit is subtracted from the spouse
benefit
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surviving spouses, whether or not divorced from the covered

worker, should be entitled to some of the benefits earned during
the marriage. During the 98th Congress, both the CSIIS and ERISA
were amended to provide benefits to divorced srouses under certain
circumstances. P.L. 98-615 amended thf CSRS to require that
spouses of Federal ....T., tiers must consent to a waiver of survivor
benefits and to require that the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM), the agency responsible for administration of the Federal retirement system, honor court orders granting survivor benefits to

divorced skv:ises, including division of one survivor benefit between
a current and a former spouse. (OPM is also required to honor

court orders to make a direct payment of a portion of a Federal
retiree's annuity to a former spouse.) P.L. 98-397 amended ERISA
to require spouse consent to waiver of survivor benefits under private pension plans and permits division of pensions in divorce settlement ;. Also, administrators of private pension plans are required to comply with qualified domestic relations orders about
provision of survivor benefits. However, the important differences
between social security and these new laws pertaining to pension
and survivor benefits to divorced spouses are (1) they do not pro-

vide automatic benefits to divorced spouses, and (2) they provide for
the division of one annutity, not for additional spouse retirement or
survivor annuities. These benefits are not automatic because they
must be awarded by a court.
Benefits are available to children under age 18 of deceased workers and retirees under the current CSRS and under social security

plans seldom provide
for new Federal workers. Private pension
changes made in social secu-

benefits to children of any age. Recent
rity eliminated benefits to children between ages 18 and 22 in college or other postsecondary school, but the current CSRS continues
to pay survivor benefits to these groups. Social security students'
benefits are- provided only to children in elementary or secondary
school under age 19, and are not paid to any postsecondary school
students.
J. Categories of spouses and survivors not covered by CSRS, private
pensions or social security
Because of the categorical restrictions on social security benefits
the
to family members and because typical private pensions (like
benefits
automatically
provide
any
family
current CSRS) do not
except to widowed spouses, certain categories of survivors are ineligible for benefits from social security, private plans and the current CSRS. These categories of people do not qualify for social security survivor benefits because:
they do not meet the age criteria,
they have no children under 16,
they were divorced from the worker after less than 10 years
of marriage,
they were married to the deceased worker or retiree for less
than nine months at the time of death, and
they have earnings of their own in excess of the specified
maximum.
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In addition, these people may be excluded from ar,y survivor benefits under a private pension plain or from CSRS because:
they were divorced from the worker and the divorce settlement did not specify any provision of survivor benefits,
survivor benefits were waived by the worker (until January
1, 1985 for private plans; May 1985 for CMS) or they consented to a waiver of survivor benefits (after January 1, 1985
for private plans or May 1985 for CSRS),
they were widowed before their spouse became vested in a
private retirement plan (or before their spouse had less than
18 months of service if a Federal worker),
they were widowed after their spouse was vested in a private
plan, but before he or she had reached early retirement age
(only up to August 23, 1984),

they were widowed before their spouse had begun drawing
retirement benefits from is former private employer (until
Janury 1, 1985 only), or
they were widowed before their spouse had begun drawing a
CSRS deferred annuity.
While social security entitles some categories of family members
and survivors to benefits, others are ..:xcluded. Widows and widowers can be excluded because of the presumption that they are
young enough to work and are ;tot needed in the home to care for
young children. For those married less than nine months, it is difficult to argue that economic dependency is established in such a
short period, and those with substantial earnings of their own can
support themselves and are not in need of social insurance.
Private pension plans and the current CSRS do not cover certain
categories of people because those plans are staff retirement systems and annuities are based only on the re;ationship bet.veen the
employee and the employer, not on family or marital status. While
in cases of divorce, courts may direct that there be a division of a
private annuity or of a CSRS annuity, there is no entitlement to
such benefits under those plans.
Under the current CSRS, Federal employees who leave government employment before eligibility for retirement nidy leave their .
contributions in the retirement fund, and, at the age of 62, begin to
draw a "deterred annuity." if such a person dies after leaving
eral employment, but before age 62, no survivor annuity is payable
and the worker's contributions left in the fund are refunded to the
survivor. Thus, these survivors are excluded from a survivor annuity. In contrast, under private plans, the Retirement Equity Act of
1984 requires a spouse survivor benefit to be paid to the survivor,of
any vested worker who had a nonforfeitable right to_an--atertied
benefit, even if the deceased no longer_wurked-f6rthat employer.
c. DESIGN FEATURES AND ALTERITI---VES FOR SURVIVOR BENEFITS

Coverage of Federal employees under social security raises a
number of issues about thr design of survivor benefits under a redesigned civil service pension system. This section presents the important features of a survivor plan and alternatives for a new Federal retirement system. Table 4-10 shows design alternatives for
postretirement survivor benefits and for preretirement death benefits and is followed by a discussion of the alters. 'fives. This discus;

,"
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sion of design issues is followed by cost estimates of alternative survivor benefit features.
TABLE 4-10.DESZN FEATURES AND ALTERNATNE TREATMENTS FOR SURVIVOR BENEFITS
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X. Postretirement survivor benefits

a. Financing. Social security is the nation's primary social insurance program and provides family and survivor coverage at no
additional cost to the retiree. The cost of family and survivor benefits is spread among all participants in the program. The current
CSRS, like most staff' retirement plans, provides no such automatic
coverage, but allows the retiring worker, in effect, to purchase survivor coverage. If coverage is purchased, the current civil service
system uses a two-tier arithmetic reduction in the annuity of a retired worker. This reduction is currently less than a full actuarial
reduction that would fully finance the survivor benefits from the
retired worker's pension. Thus, at the present time about one-half
of the cost of survivor coverage under the current CSRS is paid by
the employerthe Federal Government.
Private pension plans and State pension plans permit retiring
workers to elect or reject a spouse survivor benefit, but they typically require the retiree to pay the full cost of a survivor annuity
through a joint-and-su:vivor plan with a full actuarial reduction in
the annuity. The issue of financing survivor benefits under a new
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civil service system is whether spouse survivor benefits should be
an entitlement, with the cost spread over al: participants in the
system; whether it should be a joint-and-survivor plan, conforming
with private and State pension plan practices; or whether it should
be like the current CSRS with partial employer subsidization.
There are certain advantages to providing benefits as an automatic. entitlement for all survivors. One advantage is that retirees
would not have to decide whether to choose survivor coverageit
would be provided automatically. In addition, spouse entitlement
and full employer-financing could also extend benefits to divorced
spouses, with the system picking up any additional cost. This entitlement could be either (1) entitlement of any and all spouses, including former spouses, to a full survivor benefit, or (2) entitlement
of all spouses, including former spouses, to a prorated share of one
survivor benefit, with a rule about minimum duration of the marriage. Another advantage would be that there would be no reduction to the annuity of a married retiree, and thus married couples
would not receive less than unmarried retirees. A further advantage is that because survivor coverage would cost the retiree nothing, there would be no fmanical incentive not to provide it. According to a Department of Labor study, only 30 percent of males participating in private pension plans opt for a joint-and-survivor plan
and it has been argued that the cost of a fully actuarially reduced
pension is a deterrent to taking a survivor plan option.
Entitlement of current and divorced spouses to a full survivor
benefit would protect divorced widows and widowers against gaps
in social security coverage, i.e., when they are too young (under age
60) for social security surviving divorced spouse benefits and have
no children under age 16. However, providing a full survivor benefit to current as well as former spouses would add to the cost of the
system and would create a new group with an entitled claim to
puplic resources. The alternativeto prorate one survivor benefit
among the current and former spousescould provide survivor
benefits so small that the objective of protecting former spouses
against impoverishment would not be served. Proration also means
that when a worker or retiree remarries, a former spouse has a
preemptive rig ht to a survive,. annuity over the current spouse.
Some minimal income would be provided to each survivor, however, with no additional cost to the system since the total benefit
would be unchanged.
A joint-and-survivor plan, on the other hand, does not increase
the cost of a pension system because it is fully employee-financed
through an actuarial reduction in the retiree's annuity. The new
Federal retirement system could be established to provide one
joint-and-survivor benefit level, such as the 50 percent joint-andsurvivor annuity minimum under ERISA for private plans. Alternatively, the retiring worker could be given the choice of the level
of survivor benefits, typical of State und private sector retir.ment
plans. Allowing employee choice would provide flexibility in the
system and would accommodate differing financial, age and health
situations of retirees. As another alternative, flexibility could be
provided by allowing retirees to purchase survivor coverage in addition to a basic plan through an acturial reduction
to his or her
annuity that w )uld fully pay for the additional benefit.
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Under plans requiring full actuarial reductions to provide survisurvivor plan that revor annuities and under the current CSRS
the
cost
of a survivor benequires a reduction that partially covers
less
after
retirement
than a similarly
fit, a married couple receives
Coverage
under
social
security may
situated single individual.
the
additional
spouse
benefit prooffset this reduction because of
62.
The
primary
feature
of a jointvided under that program at age
that
there
is
no
cost
to
the
system of
and-survivor plan, however, is
providing a survivor benefit.
b. Social security integiution.Integrated pension systems, typical in the private sector, subtract some social security benefits so
that the combination of the pension and social security approximately equals the target replacement rate of preretirement earnings established by the plan. " For example, a new civil service
pension system might offset 50 percent of the social security Primary Insurance Amount (PIA), a typical offset plan used in private
pensions. A retired Federal worker would receive benefits from
both the pension plan and social security, with half the social security PIA subtracted from the full pension amount to determine the
payable amount of the pension. The survivor beneflt would be computed as a percentage of the pension after the social security offset.
In some instances, a survivor benefit calculated from an offset pension will be less generous than one available from the current
CSRS because there is no reduction in the current CSRS pension
for social security. The reason for a social security offset nominally
is to take account of retirement income payable from social securiof
ty. However, because of the categorical restrictions on payment
Federissue
in
designing
a
new
social security survivor benefits, an
a survial retirement plan is whether it is appropriate to calculate
account
for
vor benefit from a pension that has been reduced to
benefits
actually
are
payable
social security unless social security
to the survivors.
Typical private pension plans provide no additional compensation for survivors to whom social security survivors benefits are not
payable, even though their benefit formula includes a social security offset. From the standpoint of comparability with benefits available to non-Federal workers, there is no reason to make such compensation as part of a new Federal system. It is argued that the
social security rules are established Federal policy, and, therefore,
it is not incumbent upon the pension plan to compensate for social
security benefits that are not payable to certain categories of
people. On the other hand, to fail to do so in a new pension system
to those
would reduce some survivor benefits below those provided
CSRS
rules.
current workers who will remain under the existing

are old
For those survivors who have young children or who benefits
security
survivor
benefits,
enough to qualify for social
still
from both programs would be available, although there wouldtheir
payable
to
these
survivors
after
be large swings in the income
children reach age 16 but before the survivor reaches age 60.
To resolve these issues, survivor benefits could be calculated
from the full pension without the social security offset. To avoid

1 This target replacement is ewtablishest for workers with average earnings and full careers.
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what may be perceived as duplication of benefits for those survi-,
vors who do qualify for both n survivor benefit under a new system
and social security benefits, 100 percent of the family social security benefit, wi.en payable, could be subtracted from the new systems survivor benefit for the family. When the social security
benefit is greater than the survivor pension benefit, only social security would be paid; if the survivor subsequently became ineligible

for social security, as happens to a nonaged ividow when her
youngest child reaches 16, the survivor benefit would be calculated
from the full pension, with no offset.
There is yet another reason why survivor benefits under a new
integrated plan may be smaller than those available for survivors
of workers covered under the current CSRS. Under a new Federal

system that costs the same as the current (SRS, the pension

system may have a smaller accrual rate than the current CSRS.
Using the example of a 50 percent offset plan, the accrual rate that
would produce a program costing nearly the same as the current
CSRS would be about 1.5 percent. In comrWon, the current ac-

crual rate is a three-step computation, with 1.5 percent accrued for
the first five years of service, 1.75 percent for the second five years,
and 2.0 percent for all years over 10. Accordingly, survivor benefits
may be lower compared to the current CSRS.
Different categories of survivors may be affected differently by a
reduction in the accrual rate of the pension plan. First, under the
new plan, widows and widowers who are not eligible for social security may receive greatly reduced benefits compared with survivors
eligible for benefits under the current CSRS. Second, for lower
wage workers, any offset plan may provide proportionately more
retirement income from social security than from the pension,
whereas, workers who retire at higher wage levels may receive proportionately more from the pension than from social security.
Therefore, when social security benefits are offset but not payable,
the survivors of lower wage retirees will have less income replaced
than survivors of high-wage workers. Third, survivors not affected
by this issue are those who receive the minimum benefit of 22 percent of the worker's high-3 average salary (if the new plan includes
this kind of minimum benefit), The pension formula is not used in
that calculation and, thus, there is no effect of the lower accrual
rate.
To make survivor benefits from a new Federal s
m more comparable to those provided under the current CS RS, survivor benefits could be computecas a proportion of the pension plus social
security, rather than as a proportion of the pension alone. Under
an offset plan that preserves some of the tilt in social security beneri#ti, this procedure would produce a different distribution of surviuenefits from the current system, but, it would follow the distribution of retirement income to retirees established under the new
plan. If this approach were adopted, however, computation of the
survivor benefit as a proportion of the pension benefit plus social
security should be computed from the oension before the offset for
social security in order to replicate Cie current system of basing
the survivor benefit on the full amount to retirement income provided under the retirement plan. The resulting survivor benefit
%
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could then be fully offset by any social security survivor benefits
payable.
offsetting
The major drawback to these plans that would require
offsetting
survivor benefits, however, is that ERISA prohibits pertain to 100
the
percent of survivor benefits. While ERISA does not
conform
with
the
Federal pension system, it may be desirable to survivor benefits
private
plans.
If
so,
these
restrictions it places on
program that
could be established through a special insurance social
security
offset the payable
would compute benefits and described
annuity
above,
but
as
an
amounts in the same way as
from an insurance fund.
benefit to proThe current CSRS provides a minimum survivor
short
service. This
of
employees
who
die
with
tect the survivors
those
under the
greater
benefits
than
minimum benefit provides
such
cases, an
first
22
years
of
service.
In
regular formula for the
equal
to 40
arbitrary pension is attributed to the deceased worker
The
survivor
benpercent of his or her high-3 years average salary.
22
percent
efit is then calculated as 55 percent of that amount,ofor40 percent),
of the deceased worker's average salary (55 percent
to age 60,
years of service proj
or the pension calculated with
of
the miniwhichever is least. Under the current law, the effect with,
say,
dies
mum is that the spouse survivor of someone who
annuity
as
the
surfive years of service receives the same survivor service (assuming
vivor of someone who dies with, say, 20 years of
and joined
both workers had the same final high-3 average salary
offset
plans the
fairly
young
age).
In
all
the goverr...-,,..nt at a
from
the
pension
rises
with
social security deducted
amount or
pensic.i
for
a
worker
Hence, an assumed minimum
years of
by a greater
who dies after 20 years of service would be reduced
five
years
of servthe
worker
who
does
after
amount than that of
of
the
pension
is
calculated
as
55
percent
ice. If the survivor benefit
would reafter the offset, the survivor of the longer term worker
worker.
Below
ceive less than the survivor of the shorter termthe survivors
of
(table 4-11) is an example of benefits payable to
with
five
$38,000, but one
workers with high-3 average salaries ofThe
social security PIAs are
with
20
years
of
service.
years and one
be in a mature
assumed to be $8,400 in both cases, as they wouldFederal
workers
social security system that will pertain to the new
1984.
The
minimum
who enter government service after January 1,
The social secuassumed pension is $15,200 (40 percent of $38,000).
50
percent
offset for
in
this
example
is
a
rity integration plan used
of the PIA
Therefore
the
offset
is
1.25
percent
a full 40-year career.
for every year of Federal service (.0125 x 40.50).
BENEFITS PAYABLE TO SURVIVORS Of 5-YEAR AND 20.-YEAR WORKERS

TABLE 4-- 11.

ofai note

mower

$15,200
525 (.0125 X 5 k $8,400)

$15,200
2.100 ( 0125 r 70 - $8,400)

Benefit

Assumed mmum pension
Social security offset
Offset pension

14,675
.

Sammy proration

Sawa( annuity

25

13,100

A 55

v 55

8,071

7,705
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This inequity can be resolved by (1) eliminating the minimum
benefit, or (2) by computing the survivor benefit from the pension
before the offset, and then offsetting social security survivor benefits payable against the survivor pension, or (3) by basing the proration on *he actual years of coverage assumed by the Social Security Adminibtration in the computation of survivor boleti's, i.e.,
each year after age 21 to the time of death.
c. Child survivor benefits.Social security and the current CSRS
provide child survivor benefits to children of deceased Federal
workers and retirees. Social security also pays benefits to dependent children of retired workers, although neither the CSRS nor private pensions provide children's benefits to dependent children of
living retirees. Because social security child survivor benefits are a
proportion of the deceased worker's social security primary insurance amount, there may be some cases in which the surviving children of workers covered by the new retirement system would re-

ceive smaller benefits than those available to the survivors of
workers covered under the current CSRS. This situation could

occur if no child survivor benefits are provided under a redesigned
system and if a worker dies after having accrued a small PIA.
The age requirements for child survivor benefits differ under
social security and under the current CSRS. Under social security,
benefits are payable up to age 18 (age 19 if a full-time student in
elementary or secondary school), whereas current CSRS child survivor benefits are payable up to age 18 or up to age 22 if in school,
including postsecondary school. If no supplemental child survivor
benefits are provided as part of the new pension system, the social
security rules would prevail. If supplemental benefits are provided,
however, the age limits could be coordinated.
d. Spouse consent.Until passage of P.L. 98-615, the Civil Service Retirement Spouse Equity A4.1 of 1984 , the ultimate decision to
provide survivor coverage for a spouse rested with the worker at

the time of retirement, although a married retiree had to take
the spouse had simply to sign the retirement application stating
that he or she has been notified of that decision. There was no requirement that the spouse agree with the decision. Legislation recently enacted changes this as of May 7, 1985. After that time
action to prevent survivor coverage from going into effect. However,

spouse consent is required if survivor benefits are waived."
e. Survivor benefits to divorced spouseThe issue of income adequacy and equity later in life for divorced spouses has drawn attention over the past several years and has focused on women sometimes characterized as "displaced homemakers" (those with little

or no work experience, who have spent most of their adult lives
taking care of home and family). When divorce occurs, these
women may be left with little support and few skills with which to
compete in the labor market. Some, whose former spouses worked
in employment covered by social security, may qualify for parent
benefits (if their children are young enough), or for social security
spouse benefits (if they and their ex-husbands are old enough).
Others are caught in between.
"Section 205tInat of N.R. 4280. the Retirement Equity Act of 1984, also requires spouse con-

sent for waiver of survivor benefits under private pensions.
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During the past decade Congress has made major changes in
Federal retirement law to provide greater protection for divorced
spouses. Social security amendments enacted in 1%5 provided
spouse and survivor benefits to divorced spouses married 20 years
or more. The marriage requirement was reduced to 10 years in
1977.

Other changes have been made in benefits available under Federal retirement programs for workers not covered by social security.
Public Law 95-366, enacted in 1978, permits direct payment by the
Office of Personnel Management of court-ordered payments to divorced spouses from civil service retirement benefits, although
courts could not order direct payments of survivor benefits. In 1980,
96-465 permitted divorced spouses of Foreign Service personnel to receive a pro rata share of retirement annuity and survivor
benefits, subject to review, modification, or rejection by the State
court overseeing the divorce. In 1982, Congress extended those
same benefits to former spouses of CIA personnel through Public
Law 97-269. Also in 1982, the Uniformed Services Former Spouse
Protection Act allowed courts to divide a military pension as part
of property settlements in cases of divorce, and allowed retiring
military personnel to designate a former spouse as the beneficiary
of a military retirement spouse survivor annuity. Public Law 98615 addressed the issue of survivor benefits for divorced spouse of
Federal workers by permitting domestic relations courts to order
Ol'M to reduce a retiree's annuity in order to provide survivor benefits to former spouses and to prorate a survivor benefit between a
former and a current spouse.49
While coverage of new Federal workers under social security will
provide survivors benefits to some categories of divorced spouses
for whom no benefits are currently available, non-disabled divorced
age 16
widows and widowers under age 60 without children underFederal
under
social
security.
In
designing
a
new
are ineligible
system, one alternative would be to provide full survivor coverage
for all divorced spouses as an entitlement, with a requirement that
the marriage have lasted a specified amount of time. These benefits
could be offset by any social security benefits payable to prevent
duplication of benefits to divorced spouses who might become entitled to benefits under both programs. This kind of benefit is not
available under private pension plans.
Entitlement of divorced spouses to a full civil service survivor
benefit under a redesigned plan (offset by any social security benefits payable) would increase the cost of survivor benefits. As an alternative to this approach, former spouses could be automatically
at
entitled to a prorated share of one survivor benefit if married
This
State
court
review
and
modification.
least 10 years, subject to
differs from the recently enacted provision, in that it is presumptive entitlement that would go into effect unless a court acted to
the contrary.
divorced spouses.It is sometimes
f Retirenzent benefits to
pension
is property jointly owned by a
claimed that a retirement
divisible
as
part of a property settlement.
couple and therefore it is
0 ft has always been permissible to name a fo-mer spouse as an "insurable interest
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It is argued that a marriage is an economic partnership and that

nonworking wives make a significant contribution toward the ability or workers to earn a salary, including deferred compensation in
the form of a pension. According to this argument, retirement credits earned during the marriage should be shared upon divorce. The
Uniformed Services Former Spouse Protection Act addressed this
issue directly. It provides that a military pension is joint property
and is divisible in a property settlement.
While some divorced spouses of Federal workers who will be covered under social security will be e'igible for social security spouse
benefits, others will be categorically ineligible for that coverage, at

least temporarily, until they are age 62 (or 60 if their ex-spouses

die). The important choice is whether a new plan should go farther
than the current law which permits division of a pension if there is
a qualified domestic relations order to do so. The alternative would
be to presume entitlement to proration of the Federal annuity subject to State court review.
2. Preretirement survivor benefits

a. Date of eligibility.Preretirement death benefits can be provided either as a survivor annuity or life insurance or both. The

current CSRS pays survivor annuities to the widows and widowers
of Federal workers who die while still employed with at least 18
months of Federal service. These annuities may be small fot workers who die with short service, paying 22 percent of the worker's
high-3 years average salary.

As an alternative to the current CSRS practice of paying a

spouse survivor benefit immediately if the worker had at least 18
months of service, a new system could provide the survivor annuity
if the deceased worker had been vested, as is done in private and
State plans. If vesting is the eligibility requirement the benefit
could be paid immediately or not until the month in which the deceased workers would have reached the earliest retirement age
specified in the flan.
State plans pically pay survivor annuities if the worker was
vested in the pension plan. Under private sector pension plans, the
Retirement Equity Act of 1984 'Pl. 98-397) specifies that a benefit
must be paid from a private plan if the worker was vested with a
nonforfeitable pension. Social security benefits are payable to survivors if the worker had at least 18 months in covered employment
and if there are young children. If there are no children under age
16, and the widow or widower is not 60 or age 50-59 and disabled,
no social security is payable; likewise, social security benefits are
reduced if the survivor has earnings in excess of the social security
earnings limits.
Government life insurance is also available at employee option.
Federal workers must pay two-thirds of the cost of the minimum
coverage, which is two times pay for those up to age 35, and is reduced gradually to one times final pay rounded up to the next
thousand dollars, plus $2,000. in cases of accidental death, when
death is externally caused, the payment is doubled. Coverage of
Federal workers under this life insurance program is automatic
unless the worker waives coverage in writing. Workers may elect
life insurance coverage beyond the basic amount, but additional

41-055 0 - 85 - 14
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ceverage, up to five times salary, is fully paid for by the employee.
Spouse and children's coverage may also be purchased, at $5,000
and $2,500 respectively. According to recently published data, 91
percent of all Federal workers participate in the government-sponsored program."
Unlike most group life insurance plans provided by private employers, until December 31, 1989, Federal employees retiring before
age 65 retain full coverage, at no cost, up to 65. Most private group
plans either cease coverage or reduce coverage rapidly upon retirement. At age 65, the government insurance declines by two percent
a month to a minimum of 25 percent of the amount in force at retirement. Retiring employees can elect, at an extra cost, to reduce
or eliminate the reduction in coverage at age 65. However, as of
January 1, 1990, all retirees under age 65 will have life insurance

premiums withheld from their annuities to retain full coverage
until age 65.
Employer-sponsored group life insurance in private sector retirement. systems is typically more generous than that provided by the

government. However, again, this coverage is usually reduced or
ends at retirement. This life insurance is paid for by employers at
no cost to employees and 100 percent of the employees of firms
with group insurance plans are automatically covered.
Table 4-12 shows the cumulative distribution of the multiples of
final salary paid by private firms that provide group life insurance
based on a uniform earnings multiple. Out of 854 firms surveyed by
Hay-Huggins, 634 reported that they provide group life insurance
based on an earnings multiple. In addition, 405 of the private firms
surveyed place dollar limits on the amount of life insurance payable. The average limit was about $200,000.
Table 4.12.- -Basic Group Life Amounts Based on Uniform Earnings Multiple
eismulatwe peerent

Percent of final pay:

,,,tributmrs

Less than 104)

1

26
27

104)

101 to 149

41
41

150

151 to 199

88
88
93
93
99

2(X)

201 to 249
250

251 to 299
300

100

Greater than 300
Total number of firms
Source.

634

Noncnsh Compensation Comparison. 1983. Table 214.

If the new Federal retirement system were to be patterned after
private sector practice, it would be necessary to increase life insurance coverage far Federal workers, with the Federal Government
paying for life insurance coverage of 11/2 to 2 times salary. Some
argue that a large, lump-sum insurance payment is more useful for
paying off a mortgage or providing a college education than a small

------

6130ne hundred percent of postal workers participate. since basic coverage is fully paid for by
the postal service
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monthly annuity for life. A more paternalistic view is that large
lump-sums of money can be easily anci quickly wasted.

b. Benefits to survivors of former Federal workers.When workers who have left Federal employment die before becoming eligible

for a deferred annuity (age 62), no survivor annuity is available
under the current MS. Until the recent passage of the Retirement Equity Act of 1984, private sector plans did not pay survivor
benefits, either, if the worker left an employer but died before becoming eligible for a deferred annuity. 1owever, the ..ew law requires that a benefit be paid if the deceased worker were vested in
the plan and had a nor_forfeitable right to any portion of an annuity, although private plans are not required to begin payments to
the survivor until the time at which the deceased would have
reached the earliest retirement age specified in the plan.
An alternative to the current CSRS is to allow all survivors of
workers who die before drawing a deferred annuity to elect either
a lump-sum return of the contributions that have been kr, in the
retirement fund or, adopting the new rules applicable to private
pensions, to provide a survivor annuity based on the annuity that
would have been payable to the deceased at the time of death.

D. COST ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES FOR SURVIVOR PLAN DESIGN
FEATURES

CSRS benefits to survivors of deceased Federal workers and deceased Federal retirees currently cost about 4.0 percent of payroll.
The entry age normal cost of all CSRS benefits for workers entering Federal employment in 1985 is about 32.2 percent of payroll."
Therefore, survivor benefits account for about 12 percent of the

cost of the current retirement system. The survivors include

spouses of deceased retirees, spouses of deceased workers, spouses
of workers who were retired on disability or who had been involuntarily retired, as well as child survivors of these groups of Federal
employees.

Table 4-13 lists the major design features that make up a survivor benefit plan and shows the cost effects of alternative features
under a new Federal system. For illustrative purposes, the plan
used as the backdrop plan was designed to replicate the current
CSRS as closely as possible, but with the addition of social security.
This backdrop plan, used to estimate the cost of the alternative
treatments for these features, deducts 50 percent of social security
benefits from a pension benefit. To keep the cost of the integrated
program constant with that of the current CSRS alone, the illustrative redesigned retirement program has a benefit accrual rate of
1.45 percent of high-3 years average pay for each year of service.
Other features of the survivor benefit plan were designed to resemble the current
For preretirement death, survivor benefits
are 55 percent of disability benefits determined using the disability
formula, as is currently done. For postretirement survivor benefits,
the annuity is reduced, like the current CSRS, by 2.5 percent of the
first $3,600 and 10 percent of the remaining annuity; the benefit to
" Of this 32.2 percent, 26.2 percentage points is paid by the Federal Government and the

other seven percentage points is paid from employee contributions.
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the survivor is 55 percent of the unreduced annuity. Children's

benefits are payable according the current law. There are no benefits to divorced spouses. The cost effects are shown as tly, change in
the percent of payroll each alternative treatment of the design features would add to the cost or would save. The costs shown in this
table are onl austrative and are intended to indicate the general
magnitude of the costs of the different alternative design features.
As the table shows, variation of individual design features of a survivor plan usually changes the cost of a pension plan by less than
1.0 percent of pay (about $700 million).

I. Financing
An important feature of a survivor benefit plan is how it is financed: If survivor benefits were prodded as part of the pension
plan and no reduction were made to the annuity of a retiree to provide that coverage, the cost of survivor benefits would increase by
1.1 percent of payroll. In contrast, if a 50 percent joint-and-survivor
plan with a full actuarial reduction were adopted, 0.7 percent of
payroll would be saved.
411 Accurately estimating the normal cost of this change in survivor
benefits is somewhat problematic, however, Under current law, a
survivor benefit is provided through a reduction in the annuity of
the retiree of 2.5 percent of the first $3,600 per year plus 10 percent of the annuity above that amount. Since $3,600 is not indexed
for inflation, when entry age normal costs are projected to the year
2030, the value of the $3,600 is eroded substantially. The effect is
that by the year 2030, current law will produce a reduction in the
annuity of a retiree of about 60 percent of a full actuarial reduction, which is about 16-percerit. Tfwrefore, comparison of the current law (without indexing the $3,600) in 2030 with an actuarially
financed survivor benefit in that year understates the real difference between the cost of the current system and a 50 percent jointand-survivor plan with a fully actuarially financed survivor benefit. Consequently, adoption of a 50 percent joint-and-survivor plan
instead of the current plan would have little cost impact for new
employees.
2. Social security integration

Under the backdrop plan, the survivor benefit is computed as a
percentage of the pension after the social security offset has been
takenthe procedure used in most private pension plans. If survivor benefits were computed on the basis of the pension without the
offset followed by a 100 percent offset of the pension against payable social security benefits, the normal cost of the retirement plan
would decrease by 0.3 percent of pay." Alternatively, if the survivor benefit were computed as 55 percent of the pension plus social
security, the cost would increase by 0.1 percent of payroll under a
50 percent offset plan. Again, this estimate assumes that pension
benefits would be fully offset against the social security benefits.
P Whilr computing the survivor benefit on a somewhat larger pension would increase costs,
the 100 percent offset of survivor benefits against social security would saw a greater amount of

pension

coots.
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TAMS 4-13.

Cost effects of Alternative Design Features For Survivor Benefits

Design Feature.
Treatments

Increase (+) or
Decrease (-) in
Percent of Payroll

Desiiis Features

Treatments

Pp STIVIIREMSItf SURVIVOR SUIFITS

A.
I.

c.

Financing
a.

Current CSRS; partially employer financed

h.

50 percent joint-and-survivor;

5.

Increase (+) or
Decrease ( -) in
Percent of Payroll

Automatic entitlement of benefits
to all spouses and former arouses
(if married 10 years)

+0.1

Retirement benefits to divorced span's
under State court

a.

Current system;
order only

b.

Presumption of entitlement to proration of the C$R$ pension subject
to State court review

fully employee - financed
c.

2.

Full entitlement; fully employer financed

Social security integration

6.

0

Children'. benefits

a.

Employee pension offset before
computation of survivor benefit

a.

Current CSIS: temper at three
specified amounts with age limits

h.

Survivor benefit computed on pre offset pension; social security survivor benefit offset 100 percent
-0.3
against CSSS survivor benefit

b.

Current prevailing private practice:
social security only

BEST eueY

bi

S.
c.

1.

4.

Compute survivor benefit as 55
percent of both the pension and
*oriel security; omelet security
survivor benefit offset 100 percent against the CSRS eurvivor
benefit

PILEUTLRENIUNT
I.

+0.1

Spmume comment
A.

Current system of spumes consent
to waiver

b.

Mandatory survivor coverage for
spouses of oil workers married
at the time of retirement

Survivor. benefits to divorced spouses

2.

Nan

SUMFITS

Sate of eligibility
a.

11 months

b.

At vesting for pension

c.

At early retirement age

Availability of a survivor annuity to
spouse survivor of former employee
awaitimg a deferred annuity
a.

Current system:

b.

Allow choice of returned contributions or en sanity

+0.1

i.

wader State court

Children's benefits
a.

Current CSRS; lesser of three
specified amounts with age limits

b.

Current prevailing private practice:
social security only

a.

Current system:
order only

b.

Presumption of entitlement to
en/retie* of survivor benefits.
subject to State court review

14

See the discussion of financine postretireuent benefits that follows.
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10.11 than .05 percent savings.
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I. Spouse consent
Before the enactment of P.L. 98-615, the CSRS required that the
spouses of married Federal workers be notified if, at the time of re-

tirement, the worker did not elect full spouse survivor coverage.
The new law requires spouse consent rather than notification. However, if spouse survivor coverage were made mandatory, and the
current financing arrangements were used, the cost of the reire-

ment system would increase by an estimated 0.1 percent of pay.
4. Survivor benefits to divorced spouses
The CSRS as modified by Pl., 98-615 provides survivor benefits
to divorced spouses of deceased Federal workers if there is a court
order providing for survivor benefits. The options for providing sur-

vivor benefits from a new civil service pension plan to divorced
spouses are: 1) presumption of entitlement to proration of a survivor benefit, subject to State domestic relations court review and
modification, and 2) to entitlement of a full spouse survivor benefit
to all spouses and former spouses married at least 10 years to the
deceased worker. Provision of a prorated survivor benefit for
former spouses would have no effect on the cost of the system; enti-

tlement of a full survivor benefit to all spouses meeting the marriage requirement would increase program coats by 0.1 percent of
pay.
5. Retirement benefits to divorced spouses

Under current law both private pensions and (.,,RS pensions can
be divided between the retiree and a former spouse if specified by, a

State court. If, under a new plan, OPM were required to divide
pension income according to a pro rata forMula taking years of
marriage during creditable service into account, there would be no
increase in the benefit costs of the retirement program because no
new additional benefit' would be created.
6. Date of eligibility for preretirement death benefits
A design issue pertaining to preretirement death benefits is the
service requirement for payment of an annuity to the survivor of a
worker who dies before retirement. Benefits are now provided as
an annuity if the worker had at least 18 months of service. If the
worker were required to be vested (five years of service) the savings
would be 0.1 percent of payroll; if survivor annuities were provided

only to the survivors of workers who die at at least age 55 (the
early retirement age specified in most private plans), the savings
would be 0.2 percent of payroll.
7. Deferred survivor annuities

Finally, if survivor annuities were made available to the survivors of workers who leave Federal employment but who die before
drawing a deferred annuity at age 62, 0.7 percent of payroll would
be added to the cost of the program.
8. Children's benefits

Because benefits to surviving children constitute a very small
portion of the cost of the retirement system, the cost effects of

eliminating all children's benefits payable from the CSRS and, instead, paying social security children's benefits would be negligible.
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS OF FIVE ILLUSTRATIVE PLANS

I. INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 4, important plan provisions were analyzed by showing the impact that variations in the provisions had upon costs and
benefit distributions. The beginning point in the presentation of
each provision was to replicate the current CMS, bid with the introduction of social security benefits. Features of plans common to
employment outside the Federal Government were then introduced
so that their effect on costs and benefits could be compared to the
current system. The comparisinis were displayed by showing the
alternatives across different age, service and salary coindons.

As stated in Chapter 4, comprehensive data on costa and benefits

can be developed only in the contest of complete plane. For the

CRS models to generate data, all plan provisions must be "
ed.
Yet, it was necessary to recognize sensitivity of costs and
.fits
to variations iin
before complete plans were compared.
Because the study based its approach on the assumption that the
components of pension plan design could be dWineW separately, it
W.

became necessary to construct as an artificea
that would remain constant while each provision was

.plan
re-

viewed. Otherwise the sheer volume of potential plans would be unmanageable.
The five plans analyzed in this chapter illustrate the context
within which specific provisions operate. These plan? are not recommendations, but are devices to be used with
chapters,
so that fundamental themes in design can be
rated. The concept
of a backdrop plan has thus been brought foward into this cha r
but in a new war The context, or background itself is
by

some typical approaches, so that combinations of features can be
illustrated. The reader should rifer to Chapter 4 to determine the
approximate effect within any of these five approaches of varying
specific provisions.

The array of retirement benefit designs represented by these
plans is not exhaustive, but reflects a range of possibilities. The

tentative ob)ectives discussed in Chapter 4 were used to develop the

various designs. Thus, plan I most closely replicates the current
CSRS, and plans IV and V differ from it according to the extent
that private and State pension structures have been incorporated.
Plan II incorporates social security by the integration technique
most widely used in the private sector, but holds all other provisions the same as the current CSRS. Plan III copies plan II, but
adds a capital accumulation plan. Plans IV and V differ from each
other only by the technique for coordinating with social security,
mon

2,15
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but 'loth introduce early retirement reductions, reduced COLA, and
capitol accumulation plans.
The aisability component in the backdrop plan was structured so

that it would approximate the benefits payable under the current
CSRS. The social security disability provisions were introduced
with the smallest feasible effect upon the system. However, as
Chapter 4 showed, tht -Trent IMM. disability program is often
criticized and would require considerable modification before it
could resemble private sector practice. For these five illustrations,
a disability plan was developed that approximates the approach
common to the private sector. This disability approach separates
short- and long-term disability and introduces the social security
disability definition into the determination of lifetime awards. Benefit levels are increased to typical private sector levels, including
social security.

The survivor benefit approach in the backdrop plan maintained
the current system approach with minimum changes to accommodate social security. For these illustrations, a survivor benefit component was adopted that clot- iv replicates private sector practice.
The principal alternative approachfinancing survivor benefits on
the basis of a definition of eligibility for benefits, with costs borne

by the system rather than by retireeswould increase the cost of

the overall retirement system by 1.1 percent of payroll.

The accrual rates for the five plans have been calibrated to

project approximately the same employer cost as the current CSRS.
The CRS cost model projects the normal cost of the current CSRS

to Government to be 25.2 percent of pay (32.2 percent system

normal cost minus seven percent employee contributions). Because
one of the important tradeoffs in plan design is in the amounts employees can be expected to pay for retirement protection, the plans
assume different levels of employee contributions. In three of the
plans, the amounts that employees contribute are subject to some
choice on their part. In these plans, the constant employer cost has
been determined by use of the concept "percent of full participation" (see Chapter 4 and Appendix C).
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PROVISIONS COMMON 1) ALL PLANS

Vesting

Retirement: 5 years.
Cap;tal Accumulation: Immediate.
Disability
Definition: First 24 months, unable to perform in position; after 24 months, totally
and permanently disabled for any occupation isocial security definition.
Amount: 60 percent of pay minus social security. or accrued retirement benefit,
whichever is greater.
Sureitrr benefits
1Preretirernent death: 55 percent of accrued retirement benefits.

Postretirement death: If elected, causes a reduction in the retirement annuity of
2.5 percent of first VI,600 annually; plus 10 percent on amounts over $3,600; survivor benefit is 55 percent of annuity before reduction.
Service requirement
Immediate retirement: 10 years at age 55 with full actuarial reduction.
Deferred benefit: 5 years, payable beginning at age 62.
IL DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT PLANS
A. PLAN I (REPLICATION: ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OFFSET)

Plan I closely replicates as many of the current CSRS proVisions
as possible. Benefits of the current CSRS are directly proportional

to earnings, and the plan distributes benefits among participants

along the same general lines as the curri.-1.... CSRS. This distribution

would violate IRS guidelines for pension plan distribution in the
private sector. Benefits computed under the retirement formula
are reduced by 100 percent of the primary social security benefits
accrued in Federal employment. Employees pay the same for the
retirement as under the current system (seven percent), but in a
combination of social security and pension contributions equal to
that amount. Employees who leave government server before retirement age can receive a refund or retain deferred rights to full
benefits upon reaching age 62 or to reduced benefits at age 55.
Workers can retire on full benefits at age 55 with 30 years of service, and they receive a supplement equal to the social security benefit payable at age 62. Because the accrual rate has been calibrated
to maintain a constant government cost, and because employees
are required to pay the same rates as at present, the overall system
cost is nearly the same as dm current 0.1iRS. This, and the costs of
the other illubtrative plans, will differ slightly from the baseline
case because of rounding in the accrual rate.
B. PLAN II (REPLICATION: FIFTY PERCENT OFFSET)

Plan II has a 50 percent offset of primary social security benefits,
a distributional approach common to plans in the private sector.
Also, plan II does not require employee contributions, although as
in all five plans, employees pay the full social security tax. All
other provisions are held constant. The cost to the government of
plan II is held constant, except for accrual rounding, but overall
plan costs are .8 percent of pay lower, because of the absence of
employee contributions. Thus, replacement rates will also be lower.
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C. PLAN III (REPLICATION WWII SOCIAL SECURITY AND CAPITAL
ACCUMULATION PLAN)

Plan III containsithe same pension provisions as plan II but has
a lower accrual rate. The accrual rate was calibrated to achieve
savings equal to the cost projected for a voluntary capital accumulation plan. That voluntary supplement is a 50 percent match of
employee contributions up to six percent of pay. Average employee
contributions were estimated at 3.30 percent of pay; yielding a government mate} ing cost of 1.65 percent of pay. Thus, the government cost is projected as constant, except for accrual rounding, but

the overall system cost is higher because of the estimated aggregate voluntary employee contributions.

D. PLAN IV (PRIVATE SECTOR MODEL)

Plan IV retains the same 50 percent offset approach in the pension formula as plans II and III. The cost to the government remains the same. Plan IV, however, introduces several significant
changes needed to accommodate the cost of a more liberal capital

accumulation plan.
I. Reduction factors are fiplied to workers retiring before age 62
In social security, the age at which full benefits can be received
is 65 (rising to 67 by 2027), but reduced benefits can be received at
62. Reductions applied to benefits paid at 62 (currently 20 percent)
make the present value of the incmne stream approximately equal
to that which would be received at age 65. When the social security
age for full receipt of benefits increases to 67, the actuarial reduction will climb to 30 percent for benefits received at age 62.
The current CSRS permits retirement with full benefits at age 55
after 30 years of service, although additional value is earned for additional service. If plan costs are held constant, reduction of benefits received by workers retiring before age 62 shifts plan dollars to

workers who work to later ages. Full actuarial reductions would
virtually eliminate the differences in the present value of benefits
received by workers with the same service and salary base but who
-retire at different ages. Workers would tend to delay their retirement. Savings are achieved by reducing the number of people entering the rolls, by lowering the present values of those who retire
at earlier ages, and by increasing the length of the active work life
for which benefits are projected. If an employer desires an older
workforce, early retirement reductions will further that goal.
Evidence from private sector plans shows that less than full actuarial reductions are sufficient to have a substantial impact upon
the age of retirement. If a new Federal pension incorporated full
actuarial reductions, they would be about 6 percent for each year
of retirement before age 62. The plan adopts three percent benefit
reductions per year. This rate would still reward workers Retiring
early, but at a lesser rate than today, and the value of additional
service and of any anticipated salary increases would encourage
civil servants to work to later ages.
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2. Postretirement COLA 1; are reduced by one-half

The current (SRS has COLA equal to increases in the CPI. A
one-half COLA will cause pension benefits to erode in value over
time. In addition, the lower COLA may also affect the decision to
retire, causing some workers to delay retirement.
S. A capital accumulation plan matching dollar-for-dollar employee
contributions up to six percent of pay is added
Part of the savings achieved from lowering benefits for early retirement and the COLA change were used to fund a capital accumulation plan that is more generous than that in plan III. The remainder was used to increase the accrual rate to improve overt-, 11
plan generosity. Average employee contributions of 3.9 percent of

pay are estimated; the Federal Government's cost is a similar
amount.

E. PLAN V (STATE GOVERNMENT MODEL)

Plan V is identical to plan IV except that plan V uses an add-on
approach to social security coordination, whereas plan IV used an
integration (50 percent offset) approach. An add-on approach was
selected, partly because of the frequency with which it occurs in
State government pensions, but also because an add-on plan, by
maintaining the social security tilt, frames the distribution issue.
By comparing the distribution by income of plan V with plan I, the
contrast with the current (SRS is easily seen. Likewise, by compar-

ing plan V with plan N, the contrast with the typical private
sector model is also seen.
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noun 5-I.Comparison of Five Mustrative Plane at Constant Employer Cost:
Gran Replacement Ratee for a Single Worker Age 62 With so fears of
$30,000 Final Salary
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CiAMPARISON OF THE FIVE PLANS

Figure 5-1 compares the five plans to each other and to the current CSRS. A worker is shown retiring at age 62 with 30 years of
service and a final salary before retirement of $30,000. This worker
is, therefore, a typical full career worker with an average final
salary. The checkered area represents amounts paid from the pension. The area immediately above the pension represents social security. The blocks above the social security benefit in plans III, N,
and V represent the benefits received by employees who participate fully in the capital accumulation plan designed to accompany
those plans. The upper blocks reflect the annuity purchased by accumulated government and employee contribution and interest
earnings over the 30-year career. The payout from these capital accumulation plans is indexed to the assumed rate of inflation.
A. CHANGES CAUSED BY SOCIAL SECURITY

As can be seen by figure 5-1, all of these plans provide lower replacement rates than the current CSRS unless workers participate

in the capital accumulation. Ii employees pay more than they
would pay to the current system, then replacement rates can be
made to each or exceed current CMS levels. The reason for lower
benefits at constant coat, as has been discussed earlier, is that
these plans distribute social security money in ways different from
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those used by the current CSRS. The introduction of social security
into the structure of Federal employee benefits automatically redi-

rects sou.e money that would be paid through retirement provisions under the current CSRS, to different benefit provisions. The
cost of this different distribution, after all differences in the patterns of payments have been offset, is between 2 to 3 percent of
payroll, for the entire system, with about 2.0 percent of pay less in
the funds available to pay retirement benefits. Broken down by
component, these plan dollars are distributed primarily:
I. To portability
About two-thirds of the difference ;s distributed to workers leaving Federal employment who would not retain retirement benefit
credits under the current CSRS.
2. To family benefits
Less than 0.5 percent of pay will flow to benefits for dependents
not paid by current CSRS provisions.
S. To lower-income workers in other employment

Less than 0.5 percent of pay would be redistributed through the
social security formula to lower-paid workers outside the Federal
Government.

B. DISTRIBUTION BY INCOME

Figure 5-2 compares the benefit distribution of the five plans

along the salary scale. The preretirement salaries displayed

$15,000, $30,000 and $45,000were selected because they provided
a roughly approximate general cross-section of the civil service population from low to high salaries, with $30,000 close to the average
preretireme..t salary. All dollar amounts are comparable to 1984
salary levels.
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FIGUR* 5-2.Comparison of Five Illustrative Plans at Constant Employer Cost
Grow Replacement Rates for a Single Worker Age 62 With 30 Years of Service
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Figure 5-2 shows that plan I has a slight upward tilt in total
benefits. This tilt is caused by the interaction between the social
security reduction applied to benefits received at age 62, and the
relative proportion of the total benefit provided by the pension at
different income levels. (See Chapter 4 for a complete explanation
of this upward benefit tilt.) The reduction has more impact at
lower wages because a larger portion of the total benefit is provided by social security. Benefits would be level across all salaries at
age 67 when the social security reduction would no longer apply.
Plan I could be made to approximate the level distribution of the
current system by subtracting from the pension 100 percent of the
social security benefit actually paid instead of assigning a value to
the full social security benefit payable at age 67. Private pensions
are not permitted to offset 100 percent of social security.

Plans II, III and IV are integrated with social security. These

three plans are (.4) percent offset plans, the most common defined

benefit plan in the private sector. Plans that lower pension

amounts by 50 percent of the social security benefit distribute some
plan money to higher paid workers, partially counteracting the redistributive slant in social security. Furthermore, 50 percent offset

plans permit a flexible approach to other components of plan

design while meeting Federal guidelines on the distribution of pri-

vate plan benefits. Plan V is a plan that adds a full pension to
social security, an add-on plan, and provides, from the pension
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itself, a level rate of wage replacement at all income levels. Total
benefits in plan V thus reflect the distributional tilt of social security when the pension and social security benefits are combined.
C. RETIREMENT AT DIFFERENT AGES

Figure 5-3 compares the plans for retirement at different ages.

Retirement ages of 55, 62, and 67 were selected for display because

they represent the ages at which fundamental changes in the

structure of benefits occur: Age 55 is the earliest age for full benefits in the current CSRS; age 62 is the earliest age at which reduced social security retirement benefits can be received; age 67 is
the age of full social security benefits in 2030. Individuals with 10
year', of service are permitted to retire at age 55 with full actuarial
reductions under all options because the small benefits payable at

age 55 with 10 years of service will be sufficient to deter most
workers who would want retirement at that age, because no costs
are entailed, and because that practice is common to the private
sector.

Plans I, II, and III retain the current retirement age structure.
Nevertheless, because of social security benefit reductions for retirement before age 67, workers who remain at work until age 67
have higher benefits for the same number of years of service. Plans
IV and V reduce benefits by three percent per year under age 62,
but the savings are partly restored to overall generosity through
changes to the accrual rate, and workers receive higher replacement.rates at age 62 than they do under plans I, II, and III, even
without participating in the capital accumulation plans. Not participating, however, means a low of the employer match that is included in the cost of the plan, a cost which is calculated on the
basis of a total workforce concept, i.e., the cost as a percent of total
payroll.

Compare plans N and V to the other plans in fugure 5-3. As

figure 5-3 shows, the effect of introducing early retirement reductions combined with accrual rate increases is to provide all workers
retiring at age 62 replacement rates under those two plans comparable to the current CSRS. Plans IV and V could not match replacement rates at age 55 for workers with average salaries even
with full participation because the early reductions reduce benefits
substantially. Replacement rates for full participants (six percent
of pay) who retire at later ages exceed benefits payable to them
under the current system by as much as 40 percent. Individuals retiring at age 55 under plan III would have replacement rates comparable to the current CSRS, if they were full participants in plan
III's capital accumulation plan.
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Pumas 5-3.-- emparison of Five Illustrative Plans at Constant Employer cost:
Gross
Rates for a Single Worker With 30 Years of Service$30,000
Final SalReplace-nent
ary

g

Plan I

Flan I

Plan NI

Plan IV

Man Y

Note that although the pension benefits in plans I, II, and III
remain the same, the social security benefit is higher for workers
retiring at age 67 than for workers retiring at age 62 or age 55.
This occurs because the supplement payable to workers retiring at
age 55 is based upon social security benefits payable at age 62, and
at age 62 social security benefits are reduced to 70 percent of the
benefit payable at age 67. Because the average retirment age in the
current CSRS is about age 61 with between 29 and 30 years of service, most pension outlays go to persons who retire before reaching
the age of full social security benefits.
The social security benefits payable at age 62 and 67 are close
actuarial equivalents --the present value of benefits received at the
two ages is approximately the same but paid over different periods
of time. Under the current CMS, retirement at later ages with the
me number of years service has a lower present value than the
annuity amount paid at earlier ages. The current system distributes pension costs to earlier retirees and does not compensate
workers rtiring at later ages for their lower present values for the
same number of years of service. Therefore, the Social Security
program distributes some money to older retirees that under the
current CSRS would be used to pay benefits for workers retiring at
earlier ages.
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D. CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PLANS

Figures 5-2 and 5-3 show that capital accumulation plans can
offer considerable increases in retirement income for workers who
fully participate. It is important to note, however, that al
these plans cost the government the same as the current

employees would be paying more for these greater benefits.
Compare plans II and DIDI in figure 5-2. These plans differ only in

one respect: Plan III has a lower pension accrual rate to provide
the capital accumulation plan of the same employer cost. Figure 52 shows that the two plans have the same distributional tilt at the
various salary levels. Because of the lower accrual rate, employees
not participating in the capital accumulation supplement have pension benefits eight percent lower than in plan U, but those fully
participating have total replacement rates about 34 percent higher.
Average total replacement rates for employees fully participating
are about 12 percentage points in replacement rate higr than in
plan II and about 10 points higher than in plan I. Evidence from
similar plans in the private sector shows that this discretionary
plan will be used more by higher-paid workers than lower ones,
and as a consequence, some employer pension dollars will be distributed upwards along the salary scale. Lower-paid workers might
find it attractive, but have no money to invest.
Plans N and V distribute even more money to the capital accumulation plan. A greater inducement to save is provided to employees at all salary levels, and participating employees thus receive an
even larger share of the employer's pension costs. However, the
penalty for non-participation is also borne by workers who retire
early. Workers who did not participate but who worked until later
ages would retire with higher initial benefits, than under plans I
and H because the accrual rate was increased at the expense of
early retirement benefits.
S. POSTRETIIMMICNT ADJUSTMKNIS

Plans I, II, and III are fully indexed to the CPI, with annual adjustments, and their benefits retain full value over time. Plans IV
and V are indexed to one-half of inflation, the inflation assumption
used throughout the study, i.e., for percent a year.
Figure 5-4 shows the value over time of plan II, the 50 percent
offset plan. Benefits retain their full value from the date of retirement through age 80 and beyond. Figure 5-5 shows plan N, the 50
percent offset plan %yith a 50 percent COLA. Initial replacement
rates for employees Who participated fully in the capital accumulation plan begin near those of plan II, but decline until age 62, then
jump substantially with the social security benefits and then decline as inflation continues to erode the pension.
These plans cost the government the same but employee costs
differ. The employee not participating 'n the capital accumulation
plan in plan IV and the employee in plan H, do not wy any contributions, but the plan N employee receives one-third lower benefits
at age 55. Figure 5-5 shows that plan N employees who save six
percent of pay receive higher replacement rates, but the average
total replacement rate exceeds that of plan II by only 12 percent. A
review of figure 5-3 will help explan why. As figure 5-3 shows, the
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF ILLUMATIVX DISABILTTY PLAN

Under all five illustrative plans, the one disability benefit plan is
shown because of the need to highlight retirement plan issues. See
Chapter 4 for a complete discussion of disability pLin issues. This
plan was selected because it closely conforms to typical private
sector practice.
A long-term insurance plan provided by the government would
pay 60 percent of pay for employees permanently disabled. Up to
24 months following onset, eligibility would be based on a medical
finding that the employee is unable to perform the duties of his
or
then current position, or a vacant posit= in the same

pay level in the same agency and commuting area.

24

months following onset, benefits would continue onl if the indi,ridr an .inual met the social security definition of disability.
dividual is entitled to social security the long-term insurance plan
t. After the offset the benefit
100
would offset the PIA
accrued
retirement
benefit, but no more
would be no lees than
benefit
wojected
for
age 55.
than the normal
for
the
long-term
insurance after
A worker would become e ..:4
-term dis(applied to th, net
six months on the job. The s s
social set-60
percent
of
final
pay
minus
the
initial
ability
retirement
formula
in
)
would
be
the
same
as
under
the
curity

each plan. Long-term disability benefits would terminate upon
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medical recovery or attainment of age 62. At that point the individual's benefit would be converted to a retirement benefit based on
projected years of service from date of hire to age 62, using the retirement benefit formula. Wages used in determining the retirement would not be indexed.
V. SURVIVOR Barr PROVISIONS USED

Rienaximbrr PIANB

Wrrii lutieramwx

One survivor benefit plan is used for each of the optional retirement plans. The survivor elan was designed to closely replicate the
survivor benefit computation irroceetire, i.e., the pnvate sector as
well as the CMS benefit without a minimum guarantee. Because
survivor benefits are related directly to benefits computed under
the retirement formula, benefit amounts that result from this procedure when used with a redesigned retirement plan will differ
from those under the current plan.
It is assumed that the postretirement survivor benefit will be
provided at the option of the retiree, as it is under current law, and
with the same arithmetic reduction to the annuity of the retiree2.5 percent of the first $3,600 in annuity (unindexed) _plus 10 percent of the annuity above that amount. The survivor benefit is 55
percent of the annuity before this reduction.
The retiree could elect to provide an actuarial equivalent benefit
to any designee. Otherwise there is no benefit paid to children, divorced spouses, or other survivors.
VI. ANALYSIS or COSTS or Frvx ILLUSTRATIVE PIANO

These five plans have been designed and their accrual rates calibrated to achieve a uniform cost to the Federal Government as employer. Because the amounts that employees contribute vary from
plan to plan, the overall generosity of benefits also varies. Table 52 compares normal costs broken down by plan component and com-

mres the five plans to each other and to the current COS. The
COLA relative to each plan has been included in the cost of each
benefit component.

TABLE 5-2.-PROJECTED NORMAL COSTS BY BENEFIT COMPONENT (MUM CA) FIVE
ILLISTRATIVE PINS AND TIN CURRENT CSRS
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A. VOLUNTARY 1412110111211ENT

The table shows a considerable drop in the amounts that are
spent by all five plans for retirement benefits, compared to similar
benefits in the current system. Some of this loss in plans I through
V would be made up by social security benefits. Yet even plan I,
the 100 percent offset plan, would show lower amounts on voluntary retirement benefits after the social security component is
added. This loss would occur because of the difference in payment

provisions between the two programs discussed earlier (dependents,
portable benefits, etc.).
Plan II, a 50 percent offset plan with no employee contributions,
shows that, in addition to the loss of money for retirement benefits
a furcaused by the differences between social security and CSRS,
lower
emretirement
occurs
because
of
titer reduction in funds for
ployer contributions.
Plan III, a 50 percent offset plan with a lower-cost capital accu-

mulation plan, reduces expenditures for voluntary retirement
through a lower accural rate in the benefit formula The accural
rate was selected so as to achieve savings sufficient to pay for the

capital accumulation plan.
In plan IV, a 50 percent offset plan, the accrual rate was actually
and III, even though plan IV has
increased over thew of
and
a ht&r cost capital accumulathe same integration
tion plan than does plan 11. Plan IV, however, _has earlyeettireof
ment reductions and a lower COLA, both of which reduce
voluntary retirement.
Plan V, an add-on plan, with a higher cost capital accumulation
Difplan, also has early retirement reductions and reduced COLA.
and
V
are
ferences in the voluntary retirement costs of plane 1V
irreducible
differences
in
the
acinsignificant and result more from
tuarial programs developed to project their costs. As shown in
Chapter 4, an add-on and offset plan costing the same with other
provisions held constant merely distribute expenditures differently
across the income scale.
4
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B. NONVOLUNTARY RETIREMENT

Benefit reduction rules and a smaller OOLA also have' strong effects upon the costs of non-voluntary benefits because non-voluntary retirement occurs at any age with 25 years of service or at age
50 with 20 years. The three prevent reduction for each year under
age 62 substantially reduces those benefits. The impact on non-voluntary benefit expenditures for plans I, II, and III is not substantial. It generally follows the pattern of differences discussed under
the previous section on voluntary retirement.
C. SURVIVOR AND FAMILY BENEFITS

As discussed previously, social security pays benefits under some
circumstances not payable under the current CMS. Thus, if social
security were added to these provision expenditures, costs would
exceed those of the current system for plans I and II by about three
to four percent.
A more significant finding shown by this table is the extent to
which the introduction of a capital accumulation plan in plans
IV, and V, and the early retirement reductions and COLA costs in
plans IV and V, have lowered the amounts payable under the survivor provisions. The survivor benefit component is held constant
across all five plans. Because the postretirement survivor benefit is
linked to the retirement benefit formula, the cost of the survivor
component drops as much as 0.5 percent of pay with the drop in
retirement expenditures.
D. D!SABILITY BENEFITS

In contrast with survivor benefits, which were held constant and
were limited to retirement, disability benefits were held constant
and calculated independently. Thus, survivors share the looses in
amounts spent on retirement benefits to help pay for capital accumulation plans, but expenditures for disability benefits are a direct
result of the computation of disability benefits under th .t component's separate formula. Because disability annuitants would receive a flat replacement rate guarantee, most of which would be
paid through social security, the disability component is not substantially affected by the introduction of capital accumulation
plans in plans III, IV, and V. This can be seen by the relatively
constant expenditures projected for disability across all plans.
E. DEFERRED BENEPTIVREFUNDS

Social security increases Federal expenditures for portable benefits to civil servants who separate before retirement by approximately 1.8 percent of pay for the backdrop plans. Thus, if the social

security portability amount is added in on each of the five plans,
all would show greater expenditures for deferred benefit rights

compared to the current CSRS.
Plan II pays more in deferred rights than does plan I because in
plan H there are no employee contributions. Vested employee.' in

plan II do not forfeit rights if they separate. In plan I, some employees withdraw contributions and forfeit rights to future benefits.

In plans III, IV, and V, these expenditures are a function of the
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vested rights given under the capital accumulation plans, which
cause increases in deferred or portable rights even though the retirement expenditure is lower.

F. EMPLOY= CONTRIBUTIONS

The current CSRS and plan I both require total employee contributions of seven percent of total pay. In plan I that seven percent
includes the social security (OASDI) tax. Plan U requires employees to pay only the OASDI tax. Plans III, IV, and V grant employees the opportunity to save up to six percent of salary in a capital
accumulation plan. Plan III matches half of the employee contribution, plans IV and V match the entire amount. Assumed average
contributions can be seen in table 5-2. As figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3
show, fully participating in these capital accumulation plans provides substantial increases in replacement rates payable at age 62.
Expenditures for capital accumulation plans increase overall expenditures for retirement.
In effect, plane III, IV, and V cause employees, especially those
who are higher paid, to pay more if they desire to retain the retirement benefits of the current system. Plans IV and V, moreover, require employees to pay more to retain early retirement and COLA.

APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON RETIREMENT SYSTEM PRACTICES IN THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
SECTORS

I. CIVIL SERVICE RErntsmorr SYSTEM

This section provides a summary of general CSRS provisions that
apply to most Federal employees and their survivors. For a more
detailed explanation, see Background on the Civil Service Retirement System prepared by the Congressional Research Service (CRS)
for the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service (Committee Print 98-5, April 20, 1983).
A. SUMMARY OF GENERAL PROVISIONS THAT APPLY TO MOST RMPLOYRICS
AND SURVIVORS

1. General

a. Salary baseAverage of high three years earnings.
b. General formula.Salary base times sum of
11/2 percent for first five years service;
1% percent for next five years service; and
Two percent for remaining years.

Maximum of 80 percent of salary base.
c. Employee contributions.Seven percent of covered salary.
2. Voluntary service retirement
a. Conditions:

Age 55 with 30 years service; or
Age 60 with 20 years service; or
Age 62 with five years service.
b. Benefits.General formula.
J. InvoluWary retirement
a. Conditions:

Age 50 with 20 years service; or
Any age with 25 years service.
b. BenefitGeneral formula reduced by 1/6 of one percent for
each month under age 55 at retirement.
4. Disability

a. Conditions.Five years of service.

Unable to perform services of the current or an equivalent

position in the same agency and commuting area because of
disability.
b. Benefit General formula with minimum of 40 percent of base
salary for most employees.
(219)
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5. Vested deferred annuity

a. Conditions.Five years of service.
b. Benefit.Refund of contribution without interest or accrued

general formula payable at age 62.
6. Survivors

a. Conditions.The decedent must have been an employee with
18 months' service or an annuitant who elected a reduction (children's benefit payable even if a reduction is not elected).
An unmarried (or married after age 55) surviving spouse is

entitled to a benefit. Children must be under age 18, or
under age 22 if a student, or disabled.

b. Benefit.Spouse of employee-55 percent of general formula

with minimum of 22 percent of salary base for most survivors.

Spouse of annuitant-55 percent of portion of the annuity on
which reduction was taken.

ChildrenUpdated per y

per child up to three children.

This amount is increased by the cost-of-living formula.
7. Cost-of-living adjustment

After recent changes in the law, annuities are to be adjusted

each December by the amount that the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
for the third quarter of that year exceeds the third-quarter average
of the previous year.
B. SUMMARY OF PRESENT CIVIL SERVICE DISABILITY PRACTICES

Under the current civil service retirement system (CSRS), employees are eligible at any age for disability retirement after five
years of creditable service and if they are unable, because of disease or injury, to perform the duties of: (1) their current position;
or (2) a vacant position at the same grade or pay level for reassignment in the same agency and commuting area. An employee who is
unable to do one or more essential functions of his or her current
job because of a disabling condition (expected to last at least a
year) is considered disabled. The system does not provide for partial disability (i.e., it will not pay a portion of the full disability
benefit for less than fully disabling injuries).

The annuity begins the day after separation from service. The
employee receives either an annuity computed under the standard
retirement formula, or, if larger, a guaranteed minimum annuity
of the lesser of 40 percent of high-three average salary or the annuity that would have been paid if he continued working until age 60
at the same high-three pay. Employees with less than 22 years of

creditable service generally receive the guaranteed minimum.

After entitlement, disability annuities are fully 'adjusted for inflation, with no additional benefits for dependents.
At the discretion of the Federal Office of Personnel Management
(OPM), a disability annuitant may be required to undergo periodic
medical reevaluations. These may occur annually until the annuitant reaches age 60. If a disability annuitant is pronounced recovered, his annuity ceases one year from the date of the medical reevaluation or, if earlier, upon Federal reemployment. Disability an-

nuitants are also required to report their annual earnings. If in
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any calendar year the annuitant's income from work is at least 80

percent of the current salary of the position from which that

person retired, his or her earnings capacity is considered restored.
Benefits will therefore cease the following July, or upon Federal reemployment, whichever occurs first. Recovered annuitants are considered involuntarily separated as of the date the disability annuity

stops but they can become eligible for CSRS retirement benefits
when they meet the age and service requirements.
For short-term disability, each full-time employee receives four
hours of sick leave every two weeks, or 13 days a year, which may
be accumulated for future use. This protection is not part of the
disability retirement system and so does not affect its cost.
C. CURRENT CSRS SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN

1. Prvretirement survivor benefits
The CSRS provides survivor benefits to widows and widowers of

Federal workers who die while still working and who had at least
18 months of Federal service, provided they were married at the

time of death and had been married for at least nine months
unless death was accidental). Unlike social security, divorced

spouses are not automatically eible for survivor benefits, regardless of how long the marriage
lasted, although a domestic relations court may stipulate that survivor benefits be provided. Also
unlike social security, CSRS survivor benefits are payable to the
widow or widower at any age and without regard to earned income
or the presence of children. However, CSRS survivor benefits are
terminated if the widow or widower remarries before age 55. Social
security benefits are terminated for remarriage before age 60.
In cases of preretirement death, spouse survivor benefits are
equal to 55 percent of the amount the deceased employee would

have received had he or she retired at the time of death. This

amount is known as the "earned annuity." However, to provide a
floor under the benefits to the survivor of a young worker who dies
with short service, a minimum benefit is provided equal to 22 percent of the employee's average high-3 salary, or 55 percent of the
retirement annuity he or she would have received with years of
service projected to age 60, whichever is less. For young workers
who die with less than 22 years of Federal service, the minimum
that usually pertains is 22 percent of the average high -3 years pay.
Benefits are also paid to surviving children of a deceased employee, provided they are under age 18 (or age 22 if in school or any age
but incapable of self-support) and are unmarried. Somewhat lower
children s benefits are paid whe., the deceased is survived by a
ouse who is eligible for the spouse survivor benefit. If a deceased
worker has a surviving spouse, each child gets an annual amount
which is the smallest of
60 percent of the high-3 years' average pay of the deceased
worker, divided by the number of children, or
$2,805 53 (indexed annually to the CPI), or
$8,417 63 (also indexed), divided by the number of children.
ea These amount. will remain in affect until January. 1986.
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In most cases, the benefits are $2,711. If a decal-set worker has no
surviving spouse or is divorced, each child gets the smallest of
75 percent of the high-3 years' average pay of the deceased
worker, divided by the number of children, or
$3,368 " (indexed), or
$10,106 " (indexed), divided b the number of children.
In most cases, the benefits are $3
3

2. Pbstretirement survivor benefits

At the time of retirement, narried workers have the choice of
providing a spouse survivor benefit. Under CMS before enactment
of P.L. 98-815, this choice was available only one time to any one
person. Therefore, if the retiring individual were married at the

time of retirement but elected no survivor coverage for that spouse,
he or she could never again elect spouse coverage, even if after retirement the person were widowed or divorced and subsequently remarried. However, if that same person had elected spouse survivor
coverage at the time of retirement, survivor coverage could be provided for a spouse acquired after retirement. Under new law, a retiree may provide survivor coverage for a spouse acquired after the
retirement if that coverage is elected within two years of marriage
and if a deposit of the amount of the survivor reduction, plus six
percent interest, is made back to the time of retirement (or the last
date a reduction had been made for a previous spouse). Spouse survivor coverage may be rejected for a spouse acquired after marriage, in which case there is no subsequent opportunity to re-elect
it.

to
Retiring workers electing spouse survivor benefits agreefirst
annuity
equal
to
2.5
percent
of
the
accept a reduction in their
$3,600 per year and 10 percent of their annuity above that amount.

This reduction entitles the surviving spouse to 55 percent of the re.
tiree's full life annuity (before the reduction). Alternatively, a retiring worker may elect to provide less than this full survivor benefit,
in which case the retiree's annuity is reduced by 2.5 percent of the
first $3,600 and 10 percent of the annuity above that amount, up to
the limit he or she specifies as the base upon which the survivor
benefit is to be computed. If, after retirement, the marriage of a
retiree who had elected a reduced annuity to provide survivor coverage ends, his or her annuity is increased to the full amount.

Upon remarriage, the annuitant has two years in which to elect
survivor coverage for a new spouse, and the retirement annuity
will again be reduced to provide that coverage, although a deposit
must be made to cover the time during which no reduction was in
effect. If this election is not made within the first two years of marriage, there is no other opportunity to elect spouse survivor coverage.
While a reduction is made in a retiree's annuity to provide survivor coverage, the amount of that reduction is not equal to a full
actuarial reduction that would cover the cost of the survivor beneequal
fit. The (SRS uses an arithmetic reduction that is currently
benefits.
of
the
cost
of
providing
survivor
to approximately one-half
" See footnote number 53.
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Therefore, the Federal Government, as the employer, subsidizes
part of the survivor benefits. The government's subsidy will eventually decline to about 40 percent of the cost of survivor benefits.
At the time of retirement, the decision to provide no survivor an-

nuity or to provide less than the full amount requires the written
consent of the spouse, and the consent must be notarized. Before
enactment of P.L. 98-615 for CSRS and P.L. 98497 for private pensions, spouse consent was not required to, waive survivor benefits.
If, for any reason, the worker cannot obtain the spouse's signature,
the retirement application can be submitted to OPM without it.
OPM then makes a good faith effort to locate the spouse and notify
him or her of the election. After this effort is made, the application
is processed without the spouse's consent, and no survivor benefit
is provided.

Once retired, a Federal worker receives the annuity to which he
or she is entitled, regardless of income from postretirement employment. While the retiree is alive and married, no additional
benefits are provided either to the spouse or because the retiree is
married. Single retirees and married retirees are eligible for the

same annuities if they have the same gel vice and final average salaries, the only difference being the elective reduction in the monthly benefits to a married retiree to provide spouse survivor coverage.
Benefits are available to surviving children of deceased retirees

in the same amounts and under the same criteria that pertain for
preretirement death.
The CSRS also allows retiring workers to proviue survivor benefits to a person who has an "insurable interest" in the retiree. An

insurable interest exists if the person named may reasonably

expect financial benefit from the retiree's continued life.
A former spouse or a current spouse may be named as an insurable interest if a spouse survivor benefit is provided for one or the

other. A retiree naming an insurable interest accepts an annuity
reduced by 10 percent plus five percent for each full five years by
which the named beneficiary is
r than the retiree, with the
reduction not to exceed 40 percent.
ber-.fit to the named individual is 55 percent of that reduced annuity, paid after the death of
the retiree.
Federal employees may leave the civil service before eligibility
for retirement but leave their contributions in the retirement fund
and draw a deferred annuity which may begin at the age of 62. If
such a person dies after having
to draw the deferred annuity, the surviving spouse is eligible .or
percent of that annuity if

a survivor benefit had been elected. However, if such a person dies
before reaching age 62, no survivor annuity is paid, butlthe spouse
receives a refund of the contributions that had been made into the
fund. The only exception to this rule is survivors of former Members of Congress. Widowed spouses of former Members of Congress

may receive a survivor annuity based on a deferred annuity that
had not yet commenced if they were married to the Member when

he or she left Congress.
Civil service survivor benefits to surviving spouses, children and
persons receiving insurable interest benefits are paid monthly and
are automatically adjusted for changes in the CPI in the same way
and on the same schedule as annuities to retirees.
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IL SOCIAL SEcuarrY

This section provides a summary of general social security pro
sion's that apply to most covered employees and their survivors! Fovir
a more detailed explanation of the social security system see Background Material and Data on Major Programs within the Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means. Committee Print 98-2,
February 8, 1983. p. 13-88.
A. MIRY SUMMARY OF SOCIAL sgmarry PROVISIONS THAT APPLY TO
MOST IIMPLOTICES AND SURVIVORS

1. General

a. Salary base.Average of earned monthly earnings covered by
social security, but updated to take account of changes in wage
levels over time.
b. General formula -- (Primary Insurance Amount)-90 percent of
first $280 of average monthl earnings, 32 percent of average
monthly earnings between 91. I and $1,691 a month; and 15 percent of the remainder.
c. Employee contributions.-5.7 percent of salary in 1985 increasto 6.2 percent after 1989 up to the social security maximum
($39,600 in 1985). (Total including medicare is 7.05 percent in
1985 increasing ultimately to 7.65 percent in 1990.)
2. Full benefits at voluntary retirement
a. Conditions.Age 65 with 10 years service increasing gradually
beginning in 2003 to age 67 in nff/. Workers born before 1929 need
less than 10 years' service for this and other benefits.
b. Benefit. ---- General formula, increased if older than full retirement age.
J. Early retirement
a. Conditions.Age 62 with 10 years service.

b. Benefit. General formula reduced by % of one percent for

each month before retirement age.
4. Disability

a. Conditions.Unable to perform any job because of disability

after 1.5 to 10 years of service depending on age. For those over age
30, five years service in last 10 is also required.
b. Benefit. -- General formula, with some modifications, paid beginning five full months after disability.
5. Vested deferred annuity
Conditions.-10 years of service.
b. Benefit- -Early retirement formula payable at age 62.
6. Survivors of deceased employees or annuitants
a. Conditions:
For benefits for children, or for spouses who have a child
under age 16 in their care, the deceased employee must have
18 months of service;
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Spouse must be:

age 60 or over; or
disabled and at least age 50; or
for eligible child who is under age 16 or disabled.
- --Each child must be under age 18, or age 19 if in high school,
or disabled.

The family is limited to between 150 to 188 percent of the

general formula.
7. Dependents of annuitants

a. Eligibility
Spouse niust be we 62 or older or caring for an
under age 16 or disabled.

child

Each child must be under age 18, or age 19 if in high school,

or disabled.
& Benefit:

Spouse receives half of tgeneral formula but reduced 25/86 of
one percent per month if spouse is under normal retirement

we and

Each child receives half of general formula; but
The family, including former worker, is limited to between

150 and 188 percent of the general formula.
8. Inflation adjustment

Annuities.Iacreased in December by the amount of the in-

crease in prices since the last benefit increase if the increase is 8
percent or more. Future increases will be limited to the lower of
increase in prices or wages if the fund falls below a specific level.
Maximum salary, and earnings breakpoints, are indexed by wage
increases.

DISASIOLITY

sinurrrs

1. Social security

The Social Security Disability Insurance (DI)
provides
monthly cash benefits for workers under age 65 (
their clepoideras) who meet the definition of disability and are "insured" under

the program. Workers are insured for

if they (1) have

one quarter of coverage for each year elapsing between age 21 and
the year they become disabled (with minimum of six and maximum
of 40 quarters); and (2) except for persons who are disabled Wive
age 31, have a total of at least 20 quarters of coverage during the
40-quarter period ending in the gar -ter in which they became disabled. Workers who are disabled before
81 must have total
quarters of coverage equal to half the
quarters which
have elapsed since they remind age 21, ending in the quarter in

hich they became disabled. A minimum of six quarters is reDisability is nerally defined as inability to engage in any substantial gainful activity (WA) by reason of a
or mental
impairment. The impairment must be medically
inabk and
expected to last for at least 12 months or to result in death. A
person may be determined to be disabled only if, due to this impairment, he is unable to engage in any kind of substantial gainful
work, considering his age, education and work experience, which

41-055 0 - 85 - 16
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work
exists in the national economy, regardlessi of whether suchspecifin
which
he
lives,
or
whether
a
exists in the immediate area
ic job vacancy is available, or whether he would in fact be hired if
he applied for work. There are special definitions and eligibility requirements for persons who are blind.
is required before disability
An initial five-month waiting period
A
worker
disabled for at least 24
insurance benefits will be paid.
months is eligible for medicare benefits.
A worker's social security benefit is based on his earnings history
system. The worker's past
in jobs covered by the social secuTity
indexing
procedure to take acearnings me updated through anti
wages
over
the years. These incount of the growth in average

dexed earnings are then aberaged over the worker's career to
derive an average earnings figure, which is used in the formula
Both earnings and the formula are

that determines initial benefits.
adjusted each year to take account of the average growth in wages,
Ho that initial benefit levels will remain stable relative to changes
in the standard of living. Years of lowest earnings after age 21 (up
career
to five) may be excluded from the computation of averagethe
age
earnings. The number of years excluded is proportional to
of the worker.
Benefit levels are generally related to career earnings, but a
"weighted" benefit formula gives higher relative benefits to lowwage earners, i.e., workers with low career earnings have a larger
proportion of their earnings reploced by social security benefits.
of the worker's
Dependents' benefits are calculated as a percentage
family
maximum.
Benefits
received after
basic benefit, subject to a
periodically
adjusted
to keep pace
the first year of entitlement are
with inflation."
Disability benefits continue until it is determined that the individual is capable of performing substantial gainful activity. Benerefits cease three months after such a determination. The laweligidisabled
beneficiaries
have
their
quires that non permanently
bility reviewed at least once every three years.
considered
Currently, earnings of $300 or more a month are gainful
acprima facie evidence of ability to engage in substantial
distivity. However, a 24-month "trial work period" is provided for

abled beneficiaries who attempt to work. During the first 12
months of work, earnings are disregarded and benefits are not paid
for any month in which the individual is engaged in substantialif
gainful activity, but the individual is reinstated automatically
conearnings fall below the SGA level. Medicare benefits may be
period.
the
expiration
of
the
trial
work
tinued for 24 months after
that he no
If an individual medically recovers to the extent
terminated re-

longer meets the definition of disability, benefits are
gardlei 4 of the "trial work" provision. Only one trial work period is
permitted for each period of disability.
When a disabled worker under age 65 qualifies for disability benand local governments and
efits that are provided by Federal, State
security
benefits payable to him
worker's compensation, the social
measured
"Social security benefits are increased in December ofeach year when inflation astime
of the
by the Consumer Price Index rises by three percent or more from the approximate
last benefit increase.
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and his f

are reduced by the amount, if any, that the total

monthly benefits payable under all the p
exceed 80 percent
of his average current earnings before he b
disabled. Needstested benefits, Veterans' Administration disability benefits, and
benefits based on public employment covered by social security are
not subject to this provision.
TECHNICAL AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON PRIVA TE
PENSION PLANS

This section provides technical and background information on
private pension plans including: (1) their treatment under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), (2) pension coverage, (3) distribution
of benefit formulas for offset and step-rate plans; and (4) a brief de-

scription of the capital accumulation plans offered by private
sector employers.

A. REIFY SUMMARY OF THE EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY

ACT OF 1974 (ERMA)

Most private sector employee benefit plans are subject to minimum standards required by ERISA. ERISA is
to protect

the interests of pension plan participants and benerim. Public

employee pension plans and those sponsored by churches are generally not subject to the law. Public employee pension plans however must still comply with the pre -ERISA requirements of the tax
code.. These place specific limitations on benefits and contributions,
set participation standards to ensure that such plans will not discriminate in favor of highly compensated employees, and require
that funds be managed for the exclusive benefit of participants and
beneficiaries.

ERISA supersedes all State laws that relate to employee benefit
plans except for State insurance, banking and securities laws. An
employee benefit plan may be either a pension plan (retirement
benefits) or a welfare benefit plan (other kinds of employee benefits
such as health and disability insurance). Most of the law's provisions deal with pension plans.
ERISA does not require employers to provide plans, but those
that do must meet its rules. ERISA sets minimum standards on:
who must be covered (participation),
how long a person has to work to be entitled to a pension
(vesting), and

how much must be set aside each year to provide pensions

when they are due (funding).
ERISA requires high fiduciary standards, reporting and disclosure requirements and pension benefit insurance.
Enforcement is assigned to the Internal Revenue Service/Department of the Treasury ( participation, vesting, funding standards),
the Department of Labor (fiduciary standards, and reporting and
disclosure requirements), and a nonprofit government corporation
named the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (pension benefit
insurance provisions).
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H. TAX TREATMENT OF PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

Private pension plans receive favorable tax treatment under the
Internal Revenue Code. If a pension, profit-sharing, or stock bonus
plan qualifies under the tax law (i.e., qualified plan), then: (1) a
trust under the plan generally is exempt from income tax; (2) employers generally are allowed deductions (within limits) for plan
contributions for the year for which the contributions are made,
even though iarticipants are not taxed on plan benefits until the
benefits are distributed; (3) benefits distributed in a lump sum may
be accorded special long-term capital gain treatment or 10-year
income averaging treatment, or may be rolled over, tax-free, to an
ment (IRA) or another qualified plan;
individual retirement
tax exclusions are provided.
and (4) limited estate and
C. PRIVATE PENSION COVERAGE

Practically all private sector workers are covered by social security. About half of them are also covered by an employer-sponsored
pension plan. Daniel J. Beller, an economist with the Department
of Labor, prepared a report on patterns of worker coverage by private pension plans. The report was based on data collected by the
Bureau of the Census as part of a special supplement to the May
1979 Current Population Survey (CM. The term "coverage," as
used in Beller's study, refers to employees who have met eligibility
requirements for membership (i.e., participation). It does not include workers who are employed by firms with plans but who are
not participating in the plan. At the time of his survey, workers
could be excluded unless they had one year of service, or reached
age 2.5, whichever came later. Once a worker is covered by a pension plan, he must still meet the plan's vesting and retirement eligibility requirements to receive a pension.
Beller found that about 35 million of the 60 million full-time
wage and salary workers were employed in May 1979 by firms
which sponsored or contributed, on behalf of their employees, to a
private group retirement plan. About 30 million workers in these
firmsor about 50 percent of all full-time workershad met the
plan's participation requirements. About another 10 percent of fulltime workers were in jobs covered by a pension plan but had not
yet met the plan's participation requirement."
Beller found that while the coverage rate for young workers was
low (27 percent under age 25), it generally increased with age,
reaching 65 percent for workers aged 50-54. This suggests that
many workers, though not covered when young, will finally receive
pensions. Beller cautions, however, that many of the covered worker3 over age 50 were not yet vested and might retire or die before
qualifying for benefits. Others might not be covered in their most
recent job but may be entitled to a vested pension from previous
"Qintroversy exists over the best way to inessure pension plan "coverage" Some
pension coverage among all workers. Rather,
suggest that it is inappropriate to
should be considered. f
that only workers who meet ERISA standards for pennon coverage
only workers meeting the former ERISA participation standard are considered (i.e., full-time
would inc se from
workers age 5 or with one year of service), private pension plan
) reduced the age
60 percent to about 61 percent. The Retirement Equity Act of 1984 (1/1..
for participation to 21.
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work. Because of these factors, Beller was not able to relate the
coverage ratio to the percent of retirees who ultimately will receive
pensions.

Beller found that the overall coverage rate for men (55 percent)
was substantially higher than for women (40 percent). The higher
coverage rate for men resulted from both a greater probability of
being employed by a firm sponsoring a retirement plan and, among
workers in firms with plans, a higher probability of being covered
by the plan. Other factors such as tenure, age, inclusion in a collective bargaining unit, size of establishment, industry, occu, na tion,
income and race were also related to the rate of coverage. This is
summarized in table A-1.
Thible A-- 1. Pension Plan Coverage in May 1979
Who is covered?

about 50 percent of all MI-time workers were participating in a company
pensio3 plan.

another 10 percent of full-time workers were in jobs covered by a pension
plan but had not mot the plan's participation requirements (age 25 and one

year of service).

84 percent of full -time workers in large and medium (100-250 employees)
sized companies_

78 percent of union employees.
61 percent of professional and technical workers.
72 percent of workers earning $15,000 or more.
Who is not covered?
66 percent of workers in small firms (leas than 100 employees).
70-75 percent of retail and service workers.
69 percent of low wage workers earning lees than $10,000.
60 percent of women.
60 percent of non-union workers.
Source: Department of Labor Atudynis of Bureau of the Caws May 1979 Current Population

Survey.

Some preliminary findings from a 1983 survey show that pension
coverage is sensitive to business cycle conditions. Because of the recession, pensior -average dropped four percentage points from 50
percent in 1974 , 46 percent in 1983. The data supporting the find-

ings stem from a nationwide survey sponsored by the Employee
Benefit Research Institute (EMU) in conjunction with the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), and conducted by the
U.S. Bureau of Census during its May 1983 Current Population

Survey. While -pension coverage among women increased slightly,
pension coverage for men slipped through layoffs, dismissals and
plant closings in many of the high coverage manufacturing industries.
D. PRIVATE PENSION BENEFIT RECEIPT

Despite an apparent leveling of in the percentage of private

sector workers covered by pension plans, the number of individuals
receiving benefits is increasing rapidly as the private pension
system matures." According to Bureau of the Census figures, the
" For a further discussion see. Trends in Pension Coverage and Benefit Receipt, by Sylvester
J. Schieber. the Gerontologist, vol, 22. no. 6, 1982.
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number of elderly individuals receiving private pensions has more
than doubled in the last decadegrowing from 2.1 million in 1969,
to 3.3 million in 1974, to 4.8 million in 1980.
The Department of Labor's Survey of Private Pension Benefit
Amounts shows that the average pension received in 1978 was
$3,676 (in constant 1980 dollars). The average alone can be mislead-

ing since it reflects both long and short working careers and includes persons who retired many years earlier whose pensions have
not kept pace with inflation. For example, the average benefit received by persons age 55-59 was $4,817over 30 percent greater,
for persons age 60-64 the average benefit was $4,576about 25 percent greater.
There is a significant difference between the average benefits received by men and women. The average pension benefit received by

male retirees in 1978 was $3,957$1,409 greater than the average
female benefit of $2,548. This difference would be related in part to
average preretirement earnings. Male preretirement earnings averaged $21,4Vmore than 50 percent above the female average of
$14,031.
E. RETIREMENT BENEFIT FORMULAS COVERING SALARIED EMPLOYEES

Salaried employees are primarily covetur by earnings-related
plans integrated with social security. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) provided CRS with a special tabulation of offset and steprate benefit formulas for plans in their 1982 survey of employee
benefits. The survey provides representative data for 21 million
full-time employees in a cross section of the Nation's private industries. The BLS studied 976 pension plans representing 17.6 million
participants. The survey was designed to provide OPM with information on benefits of private sector employees in order to compare
them with benefits of Federal workers. According to OPM design
specifications, it excludes firms in Alaska and Hawaii and establishments employing fewer, depending on industry, than 50, 100, or
250 employees. Because of these and other exclusions, the data do
not statistically represent all employees in the United States, nor
even all employees in private industry. It is the broadest survey of
pension practices and other employee benefits in the private sector.
1. Offset plans

Table A-2 is based on 221 offset plans. The table shows the participants covered by these plans are broadly distributed. About onehalf the participants are in plans providing a benefit accrual of between 1.5 to 1.75 percent of final average earnin 4., with varying
percent offsets of social security, for each year of service. Offsets
between 1.25 and 1.67 percent are common.
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2. Step-rate plans,

It is even more difficult to summarize the benefit formulas in
step-rate plans because of an added dimensionthe integration
level above and below which the different accrual rates are applied. One way IRS permits plans to establish the integration
breakpoint is to use the average of the MaXiMUM social security
taxable wage bases in effect during each employee's work history

$3,600 through 1954, $4,200 through 1958, $4,800 through
1965, etc.). Since employees retire at different times, the allowable
breakpoint would be different for each worker. Alternatively, IRS
permits a plan to establish a single dollar breakpoint provided it
does not exceed the average social security wage base over any covretiring in 1985, this would
ered individual's career. For som
be $13,800.6*

235 (24 percent) are inteOf the 976 plans in the BLS data
grated with social security using a step-rate formula. Table A-3
shows that the single largest category of step-rate Plans (73 plans,
or 31 percent) is based on final average earnings above and below

the social security average taxable wage base.

TABLE A-3.--DREAKPOINTS USED IN STEP-RATE PLANS COMPUTING BENEFITS ON CAREER AVERAGE.
EARNINGS AND FINAL. AVERAGE EARNINGS

%leer
mace amen.
WNW

Smog wanly muse Made wage base
,.

S1«4,800 ax ass

PM

Subtotal

Tota

Faai *NW
nienst

Tatad

34

73

14

15
15

1

$4,801 to $6.600
86,601 to 812,000
117,001 to 819,999
820,000 or more

nias

107

18

21

7

9

8

1

61

61

128

95

140
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Table A-4 shows the percent distribution of full-time participants
in the 73 step-rate plans (noted above) that use the average social
security taxable wage base as the breakpoint, above which the pen-

sion benefit accrual rate is increased. The reader should be cautioned that BLS does not consider such a small sample to be a statistically representative table for all step-rate plans. It does provide
an insight, however, into the most prevalent category of step-rate
rzzfound in their data base. It shows that for step-rate plans
on final Eiverage earnings using the social security average
taxable wage base as the integration breakpoint, the most preys60 The social security taxable wage base is indexed to average wages ,n the economy, If there

breakpoint
were no further growth in average wages, ultimately the maasmum
with a step
would be $37,800--the maximum taxable wage bass for 1984. One of the
rate plan is that the breakpoint has to be continually updated to maintain the same retirement
income distribution. Many plans still use a breakpoint of 0.800, which was thy maximum taxable wage base in 1965.
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lent formula (covering 37.2 percent of the participants in step-rate
plans) integrated with the social security tax base provides an accrual rate of one percent below the breakpoint and 1.5 percent
above it for each year of service. When career average earnings formulas are examined, the accrual rates tend to be more generous.
This is to compensate for lower career-average salary to which the
formula applies. However, the difference in accrual rates above and
below the integration breakpoint-one-half of one percent-is the
same as in plans using final average earnings.
TABLE A. PERCENT Of

Ull.-TIME PARTICIPANTS IN PRIVATE PENSION PLANS HAVING ANAL

AVERAGE EARNINGS PENSION FORMUIAS INTWATED WITH SOCIAL SECURITY TAX BASE. MEDIUM
AND LARGE FIRMS, 1982
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The observations above on the benefit formulas found in integrated plans are confirmed by our analysis of the Hay-Huggins
data base. This data base consists almost exclusively of plans for
salaried employees. (Often larger companies have one plan covering salaried employees and another covering hourly wage employees) The date base consists of 854 firms in 90 standard industrial
classifications which group into the following primary industries.
(Number of participating conapearical

Industry:
Agriculture

4

Mitring
Construction

24
8
301

Manufacturing
Transportation and utilities
Wholesale and retail trade
Finance, insurance and real estate

97
51
221
148

Services

Total

g54

Following is a plan size distribution of the firms covered by the

Hay-Huggins survey.

Permit ol"

Number of pat ticipants in plan:
Fewer than 250

opovonie

18

250 to 999
1.000 to 4,999
5,000 to 19,999
20.000 and over

11

38
21
12

eopy
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S. Early retirement reduction
plans usually reduce
As indicated on page 42, private pension
average, by about four or
employees' accrued pension benefits, onThis
reflects the longer payfive percent a year if they retire early. benefit is either adjusted to
ment period. The normal retirement
the age that pension
reflect the life expects- c.y. of the individual at by a percentage for
reduction),
or
reduced
benefits begin (actuarial
and normal retirement ages
each year between actual retirement
(arithmetic reduction).
retirement reduction was
The four to five percent average yearly
about one-fifth of the
arrived at as follows: Table A-5 shows thatplans reducing the acparticipants in the BLS data base are would amount to a reduccrued benefit on an actuarial basis. This
each year. Another 30 percent
tion of about six to seven percent for
reduction varies by age. Some of
are in plans where the percentage
benefits to be reduced by
these plans follow IRS rules permitting60 and normal retirement

6.7 percent for each year between agethat retirement precedes age
age, and by 3.3 percent for each year
percent a year if the re60. This would average out to about five four percent if applied
duction were applied from age 65, or about in plans providing a
from age 62. The remaining 46 percent are About half of these
uniform 2ercentage reduction for each year.
are in plans reducing
participants (or 25 percent of all participants)
less
for each -,ear actual
the benefit uniformly by five percent or
retirement age precedes normal retirement.
PARTICIPANTS IN PLANS WITH EARLY
TABLE A -5.-- PRIVATE PENSION PLANS:1 PERCENT OF
LARGE
FACTOR FOR IMMEDIATE START Of PAYMENTS, MEDIUM AND
RETIREMENT BY REDUCTION

FIRMS, 1982
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The Hay-Huggins survey shows that 30 percent of the plans in
its data base provide a full actuarial reduction for early retirement
(this would amount to about a six to seven percent reduction a
year). Two-thirds of the plans were found to use a rounded percent
reduction per year. Some of these plans (162) user' uniform percent
reductions for each year, while the others (296) used a step-rate reduction above and below a certain age.

Table A-6 shows the percentage reduction per year before

normal retirement age combined with early retirement eligibility
for plans with uniform percentage reduction. Eighty-four percent of
these plans permit early retirement between ages 55 and 59. Reductions of three, four, five, and six percent per year before normal
retirement age are common. Over half of the plans providing uniform percent reductions (56 percent) reduce the full benefit by four
percent or less.

TABLE A-6UNIFORM PERCENTAGE REDUCTIONS FOR REDUCED EARLY RETIREMENT PENSIONS
Ages

Redact= (percent)

2 4 or Ins
3

60 to

69

64

_

knit";

.

POMO

1

4

2

1

4

34

1

39

24

1

1

14

1

15

9

77

1

29

18

1

359 to 36
to 4 8

55 to

4

3.29 to 3.33

4

Total

.

45 to

.

2

5.

26

5.4

31

3

2

3

26

16

2.

6.

22

1

4

19

65 to 6.66.

3

2

5

6.7 or more

3

2

2

4

2

162

total

9

137

16

Perceet

6

84

10

%ore Ilay4itegm

100

.

A large number of plans in the Hay-Huggins data base (296)
apply a step-rate reduction with one rate (a lower rate, often zero)
applied above an age breakpoint (usually between age 60 and 62)
and a higher reduction rate applied below the age breakpoint
(spread evenly between three to six percent). Pension benefits are
normally calculated based on payout at age 65.
The following two tables show the percent of the full pension
benefit earned that would be received by someone retiring early at
age 60 and at age 55. Over half (55 percent) of the plans in the
Hay-Huggins data base rrovide over 80 percent of the full benefit
to someone retiring at age 60; over half (59 percent) provide more
than 55 percent of the full benefit at age 55.
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TABLE A-7.PERCENTAGE OF PENSION EARNED BUT RECEIVED FOR RETIREMENT AT AGE 60

Fe./94

WNW
firromfar

loft

had

4

60 or less

1

3

1

1

3
22

7

3

51

6

16

10
17

25
25

12
12

50
50
45

14
14
__...13

30

15

811

354

100

65.01 to 10

75
22
37
60

IMO

Pone

25
8

60.01 b 65

Art 95

Tote

WA"

Roost

18
126
38
62
85

11

70.01 b 75
75.01 to 80
10.01 to 85
15.01 Is 90
90.01 b 95
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205

3
23
7

11

13

76

11

61

15
14
14
12

100

559

I00
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1
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TABLE A-8.PERCENTAGE Of PENSION EARNED BUT RECEIVED FOR RETIREMENT AT AGE 55
Fa/Ac.

Wastrel

Pewee*

10 or less
40.01' to 45
45.01 to 50
50.01 to 55
55,011o60 .
60.01 to 65
65.01 to 70
70.01 to 75...

llteeor
19
4
54
22

..

15.01 to 80...
Over 80
Total

newt

TAO

Node

Arced

Needier

Reolot

6

11

9

37

1

5
49
10
33
24
22
16
15

3

9

2

22
5
11
12

133

26
6
16
10

26
7

51
31

16
9

40

12

37
18

11

11

9
3

328

100

__..

11

32
84
55
62

7

12

10

8

8
5

53
43
19

199

100

527

100

8

8

3

Sew itetnowes-'

4. Cost-of- living adjustments (CODs)

The Hay-Huggins survey shows that nine percent of the plans in
its data base contain a formal COLA. While 48 percent of the plftns
have made one time adjustments or ad hoc increases since 1975, 41
percent of the plans have made no adjustments since 1975. Only
about one-quarter of the pensions in the North Carolina State Umvensity study presented in chapter 2 were frozen over the 1973-79
period. This difference may be explained in part by the lower proportion of collectively bargained plans in the Hay-Huggins data
base. The North Carolina State University study showed that bene-

ficiaries in nonunion plans had fewer total Increases and were

more likely to have received no increase during the sample period.
Of the 60 companies in the Hay-Huggins data base which provided COLAs by means of a formal plan provision, 63 percent are
based on the CPT (usually capped at three or five percent), 30 percent are based on a fixed percentage (spread fairly evenly between
two to five percent) and seven percent use some other method. For
the 315 plans adjusting benefits one or more times since 1975, 42
percent made one adjustment, 33 percent made two adjustments
and 25 percent made three adjustments.
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Table A-9 shows a distribution of the -total percent increase

given through 1983 to pensioners who retired on January 1, 1975,
as a result of a plan amendment or ad hoc increase.
TABLE A-9.--TOTAL ',CREASE GIVEN THROUGH 1983 TO A PENSIONER WHO RETIRED ON AWRY
1, 1975 AS A RESULT OF PUN AMENDMENT OR AD HOC COLAs
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5. Pre- and post-retirement survivor annuities
Tables A-10 and A-11 show the percent of full-time participants
by provision for pre- and postretirement survivor annuity. Both of
these tables are based on the BIS survey of employee benefits.
TABLE A-W.PRIVATE PENSION PLANS:

PERCENT OF FULL-TIME PARTICIPANTS BY PROVISION

FOR PRERETIREMENT SURVIVOR ANNUITY, MEDIUM AND LARGE FIRMS, 1982
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TABLE A-11. PRIVATE PENSION PIANS:1 PERCENT OF FULL-TIME PARTICIPANTS BY PROVISON
FOR POSTRETIRE/MXT SURVIVOR ANNIKIY, MEOW AND LARGE FIRMS, 1982
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F. DESCRIPTION OF CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PLANS OFFERED BY
PRIVATE EMPLOYERS

The Hay-Huggins data base provides information on the incidence and characteristics of capital accumulation plans. Their 1983
Noncash Compensation Comparison shows that 61 percent of the
companies in their data base with pension plans supplement it
with one or more capital accumulation plans. The following table
shows the prevalence of the various types of capital accumulation
plans in 1983 compared to their previous survey results.
TABLE A-12.PREVALENCE Of CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PLANS COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS SURVEY
RESULTS
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Following is a descriptior. of some of the principal capital accumulation plans available to private sector workers.
1. Section .4010) deferred compensation plans
Favorable tax incentives are available to private sector employees whose company adopts a so-called "401(k) plan." (These plans
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are also referred to as cash or deferred arrangements (CODA) or
salary reduction agreements.) With the passage of the Revenue Act
of 1978, Congress added section 401(k) to the Internal Revenue

Code to permit employees the choice of receiving compensation currently (where it would be subject to tax) or defering as much as 25
percent of pretax compensation (up to $30,000) annually. Section
101(k) plans encourage retirement savings and they are the private
sector counterpart to section 457 plans for public sector employees
and section 403(b) tax-sheltered annuities for employees of educational institutions and certain tax-exempt organizations.
A 1984 survey by Buck Consultants, Inc., a major employee benefit consulting firm, showed that more than 73 percent of a sample
of 424 major U.S. companies either have installed or are planning
to install 401(k) deferred employee compensation plans. The firm
concluded, `The results clearly indicate that 401(k) arrangements
are becoming the dominant defined contribution plan in the United
States."
Although social security and unemployment insurance taxes
must be paid on the deferred compensation, Federal income tax is

not imposed on the deferred wagesnor on the interest they

earnuntil they are paid out. And when the money is distributed,
it qualifies for favorable tax treatment. If the amounts are paid out
in a lump-sum distribution, employees can reduce their tax liability
by using 10-year forward averaging, or they may roll over the lump

sum into another qualified plan or into an Individual Retirement
Account. Normally, persons are in a lower tax bracket when they
retire, and if age 65 or older, receive an additional personal exemption.

Amounts contributed by employees (including earnings) must
vest immediately. Any amounts contributed by the employer are
subject to the plan's normal vesting rules. When employers make
contributions, amounts frequently vest after five years of employee
participation. It is common to offer employees a choice of investment vehicles for their accounts, such as a fixed income fund or an

equity fund.

Employers frequently use an existing thrift plan as a means of
providing a 401(k) arrangement. The plan must satisfy special IRS
tests that specify the amount that may be deferred by higher paid
employees in relation to the amount actually deferred by the lower
paid. Participants are split between (a) the higher paid one -third
and (b) the lower paid two-thirds.
Amounts deferred may not be distributed to participants or beneficiaries earlier than upon retirement, death, disability, separation
from service, hardship, or the attainment of age 59%. Hardship
payouts cannot exceed the amount necessary to meet the immedi-

ate financial need created by the hardship and not reasonably

available from other sources of the employee. Even if a participant

cannot qualify for "hardship" treatment, he ca.i borrow from his
account without incurring tax liability on those amounts provided
certain conditions common to borrowing from any tax-qualified

plan are Met: (1) the loan is repaid within five years (except for certain home loans), (2) the loan does not exceed the lesser of $50,000
or one-half the present value of the employee's vested account bal-
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ance under the plan (or if higher, $10,000), and (3) it is adequately
secured and bears a reasonable rate of interest
2. Stock ownership plans
Over the last decade, Congress has provided various incentives
for employers to offer employee stock ownership in their company.
Special tax incentives were provided for employee stock ownership
plans (ESOPS) with the passage of ERISA in 1974. Subsequent tax
legislation changed the manner by which these plans are financed,
but the concept remains the same. The following description of the
evolution of ESOPs and TRASOPs is abstracted from a series of
employee benefit pamphlets published by the Employee Benefit Research Institute.
(a) ESOP.An Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) is an arrangement that not only enables an employee to acquire a stake in
the future of the company but provides a tax-favored financing vehicle for the company. When a company sets up an ESOP it first

creates a trust fund. The trust fund, backed by the company's
credit, borrows money from outside lendors and then uses these

funds to purchase company stock at fair market value. The stock is
pledged as collateral for the loan. The company then makes yearly
contributions to the trust fund which are used to pay off the loan.
As the loan is paid off, shares of corbpany stock are assigned to individual employee accounts. Shares are usually allocated to an employee's account on the basis of the proportion each employee's pay
is of total payroll. The net effect of establishing an ESOP 'is that
the company acquires new capital and makes tax-deductible contributions to the trust fund that are used to repay the loan, while the
employees begin to acquire an ownership interest.

The amount that the company can contribute depends on the
type of ESOP adopted. If it is a stock plan (i.e. similar to a profitsharing plan except that contributions are made in company stock),
the company contribution may not be more than 15 percent of payroll. If it is a combination stock bonus and money purchase plan
(i.e., a defined contribution plan in which the company's contributions are mandatory and usually based on each participant's compenstion), an amount up to 25 percent of each participant's pay on
be contributed.
The advantage of an ESOP to the employer is clear. As far as the
employee is concerned, the success of an ESOP in the long run and
its ultimate retirement income value depend on the performance of
the company and the value of the company's stock.

(61 TRASOP.In 1975 Congress reshaped and simplified the
ESOP, but the concept did not change. Known as a TRASOP

(standing for a Tax Reduction Act Stock Ownership Plan), it also
provides employees with an ownership interest in the company,
The TRASOP differs from an ESOP, however, in the method of
paying for the stock.
A TRASOP is funded with money that the company would otherwise pay in taxes. It comes from Federal income tax credits that
the company is allowed for qualified capital investmentsgenerally in new plant, machinery and equipment. It works like this: Companies are generally allowed a 10 percent investment tax credit. If
the company made a qualified investment of $1 million, it could
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claim a credit for that year of $100,000 (10 percent of $1 million).
The company could claim an additional one percent investment tax
credit (in this case $10,000) if the company uses the tax savings to
fund a TRASOP. The TRASOP, in turn, uses the additional $10,000
tax credit to buy company stock for each participant.
Starting in 1976, another use of one percent investment credit
became available to companies whose employees contributed a

matching amount of cash to the plan. In this same example, the
company could claim an additional $5,000 in tax savingsprovided
the employees contributed the same amount. 'Both the company
contribution and the participants contributions are used to buy
company stock.

Since TRASOP contributions are related directly to a company's
qualified capital investments, the more the company invests, the
larger the investment tax credit and TRASOP contribution. The
extra tax credits (both the one percent and the 11/2 of one percent)
expired on December 31, 1983).

(c) PA YSOPs.The payroll-based employee stock ownership plan
(PAYSOP) replaced the investment-based TRASOPs beginning in
1984. PAYSOPs were created by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981. PAYSOPs were adopted by Congress with the view that a
larger number of employers would find them attractive and feasibleparticularly companies interested in improving their employee benefits package at little or no cost. A company generally re-

ceives a tax credit for its contributions to a PAYSOP. This tax
credit reduces dollar for dollar the company's Federal income tax
liability. Like other tax-qualified plans, a PAYSOP must satisfy
IRS rules designed to ensure that it does not discriminate in favor
of higher paid employees.
Under a PAYSOP, the maximum tax credit is: (1) 0.50 percent of
plan participants' payroll for calendar years 1983-84; (2) 0.75 per-

cent of plan participant's payroll for calendar years 1985-87. For
example, in 1984, a company with a payroll of $200 million could
claim a tax credit of $1 million (0.50 percent of $200 million). The
money contributed to the trust fund is used to buy company stock.
Stock is then allocated to the participants relative to their proportion of total compensation. Only compensation up to $100,000 is
taken into consideration in the allocation formula. Employees do
not pay income taxes on the amounts in their accounts. As with
other deferred compensation plans, the employee will have taxable
income when the stock or cash is distributed.
The premier advantage of PAYSOPs to an employer is that like
TRASOPs they are, or at least can be, a no cost employee benefit.
Since PAYSOP contributions are creditable against an employer's
tax liability, the actual cost of an employer's contributions to a

PAYSOP is borne by the U.S. Treasurynot the employer. The

employer may incur costs in connection with establishing and administering the plan; however, such costs can be charged against
the plan within certain limits. For many firms, particularly those
with limited capital investment, PAYSOPs are more valuable than
their investment-based predecessor, the TRASOP.
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vesting is usually attained after three years in plans using "glass
year" vesting,59 five years in plans basing vesting on the number
of years of participation in the thrift plan, and as many as five or
ten years when vesting is based on total years of service with the
employer. Almost all thrift plans provide full vesting if the employee bmess disabled.
Ninety-seven percent of companies with thrift plans permit withdrawals of employee contributions. To join a thrift plan, most plans
require a waiting period of from three months to two years; six

months (46 percent) or 12 months (36 percent) are the most

common restrictions. Withdrawals of vested employer contributions

is allowed by 77 percent of the plans. Thirty-two percent of the
plans limit this option to cases of financial need. Loans from the
employee's account, however, can be secured under only 25 plans
in the Hay-Huggins data base.

G. PRIVATE SECTOR DISABILITY PRACTICES

Most employees in the private sector have prut&-%-tion against dis-

ability through pension plans or other arrangements provided by
or with the employer." Private sector practices in regard to disability are not uniform, however.
1. Types of disability arrangement

In theory a well-designed system provides a variety of arrangements, in both the short- and long-term, to replace income lost be-

cause of non-work-related disabilities." These arrangements inelude 'laid sick leave, sickness and accident insurance, and temporary disability insurance; and also include longer term
ments, such as disability pensions and long-term disabilitayrrating
insurance, which are often coordinated with social security disability benefits. Because disability can progress from a short-term in-

ability to work to a longer term, perhaps permanent, disability,
these various arrangements should be regarded as a continuum
from the first day of disability to retirement age. Ideally, there are
no gaps or overlaps.
a. Short-term arrangements.

(1) Paid sick leave.Sick leave is more prevalent among whitecollar than blue-collar employees. Provisions vary widely. They
generally provide full earnings replacement for a specified number
of days per year based on length of service. An alternative grants a
specified number of days of sick leave per disability, at full or partial pay, that is sometimes varied by length of service. In both
cases, replacement income during disability varies, usually from
full to half pay. Provisions may also be made to accumulate sick
leave from year to year. Sick leave plans provide for 10s than six
"Under "class year" vesting, each year's contribution is vested separately.
(1° In their 1982 survey of employee benefits in medium and large firms, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics found that 89 percent of full-time participants were covered by disability retirement
benefits. HavH
in their I983 noncash compensation comparison found that 93 percent of
pa

is

long-term disability coverage.

6' Work-caused disability is compensated through workers' compensation systems not die.
ruined in this anlaysis. However, the availability and terra of differing workers' compensation

systems can intluenaii the perceived need for non-work-related disability income replacement arrangements and their structure.
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months' earnings replacement; for a worker with 10 years' service,
the average is one to three months.
(S) Accident and sickness insurunce.Accident -and sicknese insurance is a common private sector short-term disability arrangement, particularly among blue-collar employees. Most are employer-financed, although about 20 percent reqture some employee contribution.
Accident and sickness insurance plans provide partial pay re) for short-term displacement (usually 50-70 percent of
abilitygenerally for up to six months. However, benefits ore
capped at a weekly maximum ($150 per week is about aver.40) and
there si usually a short (one-week) waiting period heft's: e benefits
begin. Accident and sickness plans are often combincsd with sick
leave and take over when sick leave is exhausted.
(1) Temporary disability insurance.This type of short-term disability protection is, in effect, a type of accident and sickness insurance. However, it is mandatory for employees in several States and
for railroad employees covered by the Railroad Retirement Act,
and is likely to be at least partially employee-financed.
b. Long-term arrungements.Long-term disability arrangements,
generally for disabilities lasting or expected to last longer than 6 to
12 months, are of three types: LTD insurance plans, deferred disability retirement pensions, and immediate disability retirement
pensions.
(1) LTD insurance plans.LTD plans are contracts with insurance carriers that provide disability benefits for employees and are
provided separately from retirement plans. Benefits generally
become available when short-term disability benefits have expired.
LTD insurance benefits are paid as long as the disability continues
or until the individual reaches retirement age when he is classified
and is paid as a retiree under the pension plan.
Most LTDs provide for 60 percent or more of predisability earnings for the length of disability (or until retirement). LTD benefits
are customarily offset against other sources of disability income,
such as social security disability benefits, workers' compaisation,
and pension benefits.
() Disability retirement arrangements.There are two basic
types of disability retirement arrangements: deferred retirement
(often linked with LTD plans), where the pension is not paid until
early or normal retirement age; and immediate retirement, where
the pension is available upon disability. The benefits are usually
integrated with social security.
2 Prevailing practices
The types of long-term disability arrangements used in the private sector tend to vary according to the composition of the covered
work force. Workers participating in negotiated or collectively bargained plans usually are protected by disability retirement provisions of the pension plan, whereas white-collar or salaried workers
almost universally are protected by LTD insurance. This conclusion
is borne out by the different results given by surveys when they
focus on different categories of workers.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) employee benefit plan survey, two-thirds of the plans with disability provisions
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offer "immediate" retirement benefits (typically after a designated
waiting period in which temporary disability arrangements 07)
if the disabling condition satisfies the plan's definition of t*A disability. Usually. 10 years or more of service is required. When the
employer provides alternative sources of disability income, such as
LTD insurance, the retirement benefit is usually deferred until the
employee reaches retirement age.
Hay-Huggins data present a different picture. Of the 854 firms
participatsing in their survey, 93 percent offer LTD coverage. Onethird of the 781 firms in their survey that have defined benefit pension plans provide disability pension benefits. (Where both LTD
and or ility pensions are provided, the pension is usually subtracted from the LTD.) The difference in BLS and Hay-Huggins
data is due mostly to the different types of firms surveyed. BLS
surveyed a cross section of plans, many of which are negotiated
through collective rgaining and tend to provide disability benefits out of the pension plan. Hay-Huggins, on the other hand, surveyed only plans for salaried workers, the vast majority of which
use LTD insurance to rovide disability protection. The Federal
work force is corn
mostly of salaried workers, so the HayHuggins data may considered to be more appropriate in comparing treatment of analogous workers in the private sector.
According to the BLS survey, over four-fifths of "production"
(i.e., blue-collar) workers with disability retirement coverage are in
pension plans that provide immediate benefits. White-collar workere with disability benefits in their retirement plans, however, are
equally divided between plans with immediate and deferred benefits. Most of the plans providing disability retirement use a formula
that calculates benefits as if the disability occurred at the normal
retirement age, with no reduction for early retirement. However,
15 percent do reduce benefits for early retirement.
The BLS s
shows that workers with deferred retirement
benefits are
provided with LTD benefits ran Ping frOm 50 to
60 percent of earnings or more at the time of disabilitymore than
generally provided by peniion plans with immediate disability retirement The BLS survey showed that most deferred retirement
benefits were greater than immediate pensions, lorimarily because
the tuned uring which long-term disability benefits were paid was
typically
to an employee's length of service for computation
of pension benefits. Plans do not usually modify the benefits determined at the time of disability retirement. BLS data show that a
small minority (seven percent) of the immediate retirement disability plans to recalculate benefits at age 65, mainly either to increase
compensation for persons whose benefits were reduced for age or to
credit service for the time of disability. Because the deferred pension is calculated on pay earned while working (generally, plans do
not index these earnings), it may have declined significantly in real
value by the time the worker reaches retirement age.
Hay-Huggins data show that 60 percent of LTD plans pay 60 percent of pay, with 21 percent paying less (only two percent
less
than 50 percent) and 19 percent paying more. Some LTD plans
have step-rate formulas, the most common of which is 60 percent of
monthly income up to $5,000 and 40 percent of the excess. Most
LTD plans (82 percent) have maximum levels on benefits, typically
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half (47 percent) also have mini-
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social security offset.
mum limits, usually $50 a month after the
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for
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arrangements, i.e., sick leave, sickness and accident insurance, or
temporary disability-insurance.
Virtually no pension or LTD plans provide for automatic adjustmer '4s for inflation, although many retirement plans provide ad
hoc adjustments. Because it is fully indexed to increases in the
Consumer Price Index, social security is relied upon to help protect
against rises in the cost-of-living. Pension and most LTD insurance
plans "freeze" the offset of social security benefits against the initial benefit and do not make subsequent adjustments when social
security COLAs are made.

H. SURVIVOR BENEFITS 62

1. Introduction

The ERISA set minimum standards that private defined benefit
pension plans must meet for the provision of survivor benefits to
the spouse survivors of workers who die before retirement and for
the survivors of retirees. These requirements pertain only to retirement plans that provide benefits in the form of an annuity. While
ERISA does not apply directly to State pension plans, most States
hive postretirement survivor provisions similar to those required

by ERISA.

Because comparisons are frequently made between pension bene-

tilable under private and State plans with those provided
unoer the Federal system, this section describes survivor benefits
common in private plans.
Preretirement death
ERISA requires that private pensions make available a survivor
annuity plan for widows and widowers of employees who die before
retirement if the employee was vested with '4, nonforfeitable benefit
and even if he or she no longer worked for that employer." The
a rmuity paid under this plan to the spouse survivor of a deceased
.f_-;

ployee is computed as if the worker had retired just before

death and had elected a 50 per-ent joint-and-survivor annuity. This
coverage may be waived only with spouse consent. However, to
avoid "disproportionate" usage by employees with terminal illnesses, plans formerly were permitted to require that this spouse survivor coverage be elected no later than two years before it would be
payable, and -benefits need not be paid if the worker dies of nonaccidental causes within- two years of the election. The Retirement
Equity Act of 1984 eliminates this provision.

The cost of this survivor protection for persons who continue
working may be absorbed by the pension plan or charged against
the employee's pension when the worker decides to retire. According to a 1981 survey of 1,505 large and medium-size firms carried
out by BLS, about three-fourths of the pension plans surveyed did
not require any reduction in the employee's pension at retirement,
while one-fourth reduced the pension by about 0.6 percent for each
"For a more detailed description of survivor benefits under private plans. see Donald Bell
and Ain Graham, Surviving Spouse's Benefits in Private Pension Plans, Monthly Labor
Review. Apr. 1984.
"The Retirement Equity Act a 1984.
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Howyear the survivor protection was in effect before retirement.
the
survivor
dies
before
retiring,
the
annuity
to
ever, if the worker
usually is calculated using the plan's early retirement formula to
determine the accrued annuity at the time of death, then reducing
that amount as if a joint-and-survivor benefit had been elected. The
survivor's annuity can be no lees than 50 percent of this reducted
amount. About 25 percent of the plans surveyed by BLS did not
reduce benefits according to a joint-and-survivor formula, al
there was a variety of methods for computing the amount of tl
annuity accrued at death. ERISA also prohibits discontinuation of
this jomt-and-survivor annuity if the survivor remarries.
While, ERISA previously required that survivor coverage be
available-at early retirement age (usually age 55), there was no requirement for private pension plans to pay .benefits to the survivor
of a worker who died before reaching early retirement age. Private
employers relied on their group life insurance in cases of early
death. Typically, group life insurance is provided at little or no cost
to the employee and pay. a sum equal to one to three times the
employee's annual salary at the time of death. However, the Retirement Equity Act of 1984 now requires that survivor benefits be
paid to the spouse of a vested participant, regardless of when death
occurs, although the benefit need not be paid until the month in
which the worker would have reached early retirement age.
In addition to life insurance, there is a wide variety of ways in
which employers voluntarily provide survivor benefits beyond those
required by ERISA. Among the firms surveyed by the Bankers
Trust Company in 1980, 80 percent of the conventional pension
plans (those that are not collectively bargained) provided some kind
of automatic preretirement death benefit beyond the ERISA required minanum. For example, these benefits are usually available
when the deceased had not reached early retirement age or if the
deceased was early retirement age but had waived the survivor
coverage. These benefits are available at no cost to the employee if
he or she lives to retiremen'.., although they are automatically paid
if the worker dies without EWA survivor coverage. Nevertheless,
most firms offering automatic preretirement survivor benefits have
certain age and/or service requirements that must be met for the
benefits to be payable. Most plans specify only a service requirement, while 20 percent of the surveyed plans paid such benefits if
the deceased employee was at least age 55 and had 10 years of service.
The Bankers Trust survey noted that there has been a trend over
the past several years to provide these automatic preretirement
death benefits in the form of an annuity payable for life or until

remarriage, although there has been a recent decline in the

number of plans that discontinue benefits at remarriage. The benefits may also be paid as a one-time, lump sum, or they may be paid
over a five or 10 year period. The allowable beneficiary is usually
the spouse only, although a few plans also pay benefits to childre.
Social security benefits are also available to widows and widowers of any age if the employee had worked at least 18 months in
social security covered employment at the time of 'death and if
there are children under the age of 16 from that marriage. In addition, social security benefits are payable to children under age 18
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of deceased, covered workers (age 19 if a full-time student in secondary school). Social security benefits, however, are subject to an
earnings test.
Postretirement death
At the time of retirement, ERISA requires that married workers
participating in defined benefit plans provide a survivor annuity
(unless another election is made) in the form of a 50 percent joint-

and-survivor annuity. This plan allows an actuarial reduction in
the annuity to the retiree to pay for the continuation of an annuity
to his or her surviving spouse equal to 50 percent of the reduced
annuity paid to the retiree. Retiring workers may reject this arrangement; they may choose a survivor annuity greater than 50
percent and accept a larger actuarial reduction to cover the cost; or
they may be given the choice of providing less than 50 percent.

While ERISA requires that the 50 percent joint-and-survivor

option be offered to retiring workers, they are not required to elect
that plan. However, the choice not to elect it must be made in writ-

ing, with spouse consent, and, if it is not, it will automatically go
into effect upon retirement.63' Most private employers provide a
choice of alternative postretirement survivor options. Usually, the
alternative options are variations of the joint-and-survivor lifetime
annuity, often with the retiree having a choice of the percentage of
the actuarially reduced annuity that will be paid as a survivor annuity. The most common practice among State pension plans is to
allow a choice of 25, 50, 75, or 100 percent joint-and-survivor plan.
Joint-and-survivor annuities are usually financed entirely by an
actuarial reduction in the pension of the retiree, and therefore,
they are provided at no cost to the pension plan. Occasionally,
when a small survivor benefit is elected, such as a 25 percent jointand-survivor annuity, there is no reduction to the annuity of the
retiree, and the small cost is absorbed by the plan.
Another approach to financing survivor benefits is an arithmetic
reduction in the retiree's annuity. However, this method is used in
only eight percent of the plans surveyed by BIS. While an arithmetic reduction usually is smaller than an actuarial reduction, it
may be coupled with an additional reduction to account for any age
difference between the retiree and the named survivor. For couples
of the same age, an arithmetic reduction might not cover the full
cost of the survivor benefit, and therefore there is some employer
subsidization of that benefit. For example, a basic arithmetic reduction of 10 percent might be made to the retiree's annuity to provide
a 50 percent joint-and-survivor annuity, bet an additioral 0.5 percent reduction would be made for each year the spouse is younger
than the retiree.
According to the BLS data, about one-fifth of the surveyed plans
offered "death benefit" plans that could be chosen at the time of
retirement instead of a 50 percent joint-and-survivor plan. These
death benefits might be a small, lump sum to be paid to the survivor upon the death of the retiree with or without some kind of survivor pension, or payments may be specified for "a period certain"
63P The Retirement Equity Act of 1989 provides that an election to waive a survivor benefit is
not effective unless it is in writing and is signed by the participant and the participant's spouse.
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(generally five to 10 years). In total, "period certain" payments
equal the present value of the full lifetime annuity for which the
retiree is eligible. The number of monthly pension payments the
retiree receives after retirement is subtracted from the specified
number of total payments at the time of the retiree's death, and
the survivor then receives the payments for the remaining period
of time. Therefore, if the retiree lives for the full "period certain,"
no survivor benefits are payable. Because the amount of the payments are actuarially determined, this kind of retirement arrangement is provided at no cost to the pension plan.

IV. TECHNICAL. AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON STATE. AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT PLANS
A. COVERAGE AND DATA

The 1982 Census of Governments, carried out by the Bureau of
the Census, found 2,559 retirement systems administered and
funded by State and local units of the government.64 These systems cover 11.6 million State and local employees, including employees covered by special retirement systems, such as police, firefighters, teachers and other school employees. Some jurisdictions
also maintain separate systems for judges, elected officials and utility system employees. Table A-13 shows the distribution of State
and local retirement systems by coverage class, number of systems
and membership in 1982.
TA 3LE A -13.

STATE AND LOCAL EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, 1982
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As of 1982 a total of 6.5 million general service State employees

participated in a State-administered pension plan. Of this total,
5.08 million persons were enrolled in a currently open system for
general service employees. In States that have restructured their
44 This excludes many small Systems that are administered under a contract with a private
The Pension Task Force
firm and pernsions provided to mdiviuuals by direct appropriations,
ee Retirement Systems, of the House Committee on Education and
=on Public Em
estimated that there were over 6,000 plans if these smaller systems are included. Included
are "old" State plans that am no longer available to new employees.
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systems, some current workers participate in plans that are now
closed to new employees. Workers still enrolled in these old plans
and the characteristics of such plans are not included in the data
in this chapter. The States that have closed systems covering some
portion of their current workforce include New York, California,
Maryland, Connecticut and Vermont.6

We confined our analysis to these Statewide general service

plans for several reasons. General service employees most closely
resemble the workforce covered by the basic civil service retirement system. A separate analysis would be required for each special service category or "closed system"such as police or elected
officials. This is outside the scope of this report.
The data in this section are from the 1982 edition of a biennial
survey of State retirement systems carried out by the National Association of State Retirement Administrators (NASRA). The Wyatt
Company also has published a 1981 survey of Public Employee Retirement Systems which covers 24 State systems, 24 teacher sys-

tems, 24 police and firefighter systems and 24 municipal and
county systems. In some instances where the NASRA data were
not clear or complete, the Wyatt data were used. However, the
NASRA report is the most recent and comprehensive source of information on State systems.

Retirement systems administered by local units of government
are discussed in this appendix to a very limited extent, mainly because there is little current information available on these plans.
The Wyatt survey includes 24 municipal and county systems which
will be reviewed, but it must be cautioned that this is not a large
enough sample to fully represent this category of retirement plans.
P. LACK OF INTFAAATION WITH SOCIAL SECURITY

While there are probably numerous reasons for the continued

popularity of add-on rather than integrated plans for State pension
systems, several general observations car be made. As was noted

earlier, State pension systems usually predated the option for

social security coverage of State employees. When social security
became available, an add-on design was the simplest way to administer the two programs and did not require any redesign of the existing State plan. In the 1950'1, social security taxes and benefits
were relatively low and therefore social security was not perceived
as a significant part of State retirement plans. Also, States that developed plans subsequent to the 1951 Social Security Amendments
would normally look to the older State systems for ideas on pension plan features.
Another reason that States continue to use add-on plans may lie
in the basic purpose of integrated plans. Integrated plans "even

out" the tilt in the social security benefit formula that provides
higher replacement rates to low wage workers. This means that
the pension benefit itself favors higher-paid employees. There may
be reluctance on the part of State and local governments to provide

relatively bigger pensions to higher-paid workers. Even if it is
argued that the final result of an integrated pension and social se" In these States many current employees are still covered under a closed system.
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curity benefit is equitable to all employees, the State would be
f:.d with providirg benefits favoring higher-paid employees while
the social security system would provide the major share of retirement income for lower-paid State workers.
Finally, in any decision to modify its basic pension system, States

must face the reaction of the employees participating in the

system. The fundamental differences in philosophy of add-on and
integrated plans makes it inevitable that some employees would
"gain" while others would "lose" in a switch between plan
(assuming constant cost of the system). For this reason,
States that have adopted integrated formulas generally make the
new plan optional for current employees covered under the old
plan, and mandatory only for newly-hired workers.
C. DETAILED INFORMATION ON VESTING, AGE AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTs, EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS, DISABILITY, AND CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PLANS

I. Vesting

It has been argued that different work force management goals
are served by vesting periods of different lengths, with long vesting
periods tending to discourage turnover (and reduce employer costs)
and to provide an incentive for employees to remain with one employer for long periods of time. An example of a long vesting rerairement is the military, which requires 20 years of service before
any retirement benefits are payable. However, employees may then
retire and draw an immediate pension. Most private employers
adopted the ER1SA 10-year vesting schedule. In the Federal civil
servim, employees are vested after five years.
Table A-14 shows the distribution of vesting periods by State and
proportion of State employees. The most common period for vesting
in a State retirement system is 10 years. Thirty-eight percent of
the States, employing nearly 40 percent of covered State workers,
have 10-year vesting. However, 39 percent of covered State employees, representing 28 percent of the States, are in systems with fiveyear vesting.
Most States have what is known as "cliff vesting;" this means
that workers become 100 percent vested when they have completed
the specified service period. Three States have an incremental vesting schedule according to which workers acquire an increasing pro-

portion of the full vested benefit over time, a practice more commonly found in private plans.
Five States waive the normal vesting period and service requirement when the worker reaches a certain age, thus ensuring benefits to short-term, older workers. The footnote on table A-14 lists
the ages at which such a waiver is granted in these States.
TABU A-14. STATEWIDE SYSTEMS: YEARS Of SERVICE FOR VEST'NG
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2. Employee contributions

Table A-15 shows the percentage of gross salary that State employees are required to pay into their State retirement systems.

Date are shown separately for States in which general service employees are covered under social security and States in which those
workers are not covered. Seven States, employing 12.4 percent of
State workers, do not participate in the Social Security System. In
States participating in social security, workers pay 5.4 (1984) percent of their salary. into social security and they pay contributions
requ;red by their State plan.
Ten percent of the States, employing 12 percent of State workers,

have non-contributory State pension systems, and all of these

States participate in social security. Six States require a relatively

high contributionbetween 7.1 and 9.0 percentand nearly two-

thirds of those employees work in States covered by social security.
At the lower end of the contribution rate scale, 27.3 percent of
State workers are employed in States requiring a contribution' into

the State plan of zero to 4.0 percent. Altogether, two-thirds of all
State general service employees participate in State plans that require employee contributions equal to or lees than the seven percent currently required by the Federal Civil Service Retirement
System. (Most of these employees do, however, pay the additional
5.4 percent to social security excluding Medicare contribution).
Therefore the effective total contribution rate for most State employees is above that for Federal workers.
As indicated in table A-15, six states have variable contribution
rates for the State system. In four of these States the purpose of
the variable rate appears to have been to prevent high double contributions in States also providing social security coverage. Two of
the States have not updated their system for many years to account for increases in the social security wage base.
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Employer pickup plans

Employer pickup plans are a method throuch which employee
contributions to a pension plan are made with pre-tax income
rather than post-tax income. An employee's contribution to a pension plan is usually based on gross salary, as is the Federal tax li-

ability (adjusted, for deductions and credits). The example below illustrates the impact on take-home pay.
$3-6:30000

Gross income
Adjustments (20% of gross income)

24,000

Taxable income

Federal tax (amine 30% tax)

7,200

Post-tax income
Employee contributian to pension (5% of grose income)

1,500

16,800
15,300

Take-home pay

Under an employer pickup plan, gross salary is effectively reduced, for tax purposes, by the amount of the pension contribution.
In effect, the employer makes the employee's contribution so that
the employee never actually "receives' that income. It is not considered part of the gross income. The following example illustrates
the effect of the "pickup" on take-home pay.
Pre-pickup grave income
Amount of pickup (5% of $30,000)
8,500

Gran income

Adjustments (20% of grow income)

5,700

Taxable income
Tax (assume 30% tax bracket)

0,840

22,900

15,960

Take home pay

In this example, the em Toyer picku has increased the em-

Aoyee's take-home pay by

.1 ($15 9fi0 -$1

*/.1m 414(hX2) of the Internal ilevenue Cocie provides for em=pickup of normal employee contributions to a pension plan.
mg to the New York State study, the IRS guidelines for
these plans are as follows:
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a. The governmental pension plan must be a tax - qualified or qualifiable plan (Section 401(a) of the Code) and its trust exempt from Federal income tax under Section
501(a).

b. The employer must specify that the contributions, although designated as employee contributions, are being paid by the employer in lieu of contributions by the
employee.

c. The employee must not be given the option of choosing to receive the contribut-

ed amounts directly instead of having them paid by the employer to the pension
fund.

Information on the availability of employer pickup plans is

scanty. Three States, Illinois, Kentucky and Mississippi, reported
having employer pickup plans on the 1982 NASRA survey of State
retirement plans. However, the survey did not request information
specifically about the availability of these plans, and therefore it is
likely that other States offer employer pickups.
Under an increased take home plan (ITHP), the employer pays a
portion of the employee's pension fund contribution much as is
done under "employer pickup plans." However, since the ITHP is
not enacted specifically under section 404(h) of the Internal Revenue Code, the employee's gross salary is not reduced for Federal
income tax purposes. Under ITHP the employee's gross salary and
Federal tax liability are not changed, but his take-home pay is increased because the employer absorbs some portion of the employee's contribution. While employer pickup plans impose essentially
no cost on the employer, ITHP increases the cost by the amount of
the reductions in employee contributions. New York has ITHP
dating from 1960 for employees not covered by the Tier III Plan
(non-contributory). It is not known if other States maintain ITHPs.
4. Retirement with full benefits retirement with reduced benefits;
age and service requirements
Age and service requirements for full and reduced pension bene-

fits used by the different States vary. Figures A-1 through A-8
show the age and years of service at which State workers can
retire and receive full or reduced benefits. Figure A-1 shows the
age and service requirements for each State. The retirement age
used in this figure its the youngest age at which full retirement
benefits are payable and the years of service required for retire-

ment at that age. Twenty States permit retirement at any age, provided that the service requirement is met; in 15 States this service
requirement is 30 years, four States require 35 years and one State
allows retirement at any age with 25 years of service. Nine States
provide unreduced benefits at age 60, and 11 not until age 65. However, of the States requiring workers to be age 65 for unreduced
benefits, the required years of service are considerably less than
those required by States permitting retirement at- a younger age.
Altogether, half of the States covering 30 percent of all State workers permit retirement with full benefits at or before age 55, which
is the youngest age allowed For full benefits in the Federal civil
service.
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Figure A-2 shows the percentage of all State employees covered
by a Statewide retirement plan according to the age specified in
their plan for normal retirement. Over one-third of State employees are covered by plans that do not specify an age for retirement,
but allow retirement with full benefits when the service requirement is met. Nearly 46 percent of all State workers can retire
before reaching age 60; 23 percent must be age 05.
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nouns A-2. Earliest Retirement Age for Full Benefits, Percent of All State
ginPkgees
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Figure A-3 presents the distribution of years of service required
for rtili benefits. Ninety-five percent of State employees are in
plans that allow retirement with 30 or fewer years of service, although they must have reache4 he age specified by the plan.
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Figure A-4 shows the proportions of State employees according
service requirements of the plans in
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All but four States have a provision for early retirement with re-

duced benefits. In comparison, the Federal civil service has no
equivalent provision for this kind of voluntary early retirement.
The distribution of the age and service requirements for early retirement from State employment are shown in figures A-5 through
A-8. Figure A-5 shows the distribution of the States according to

their age and service requirements for early retirement with reduced benefits. Nine States allow early retirement at age 55 with
only 10 years of service, but there is a very broad range of early
retirement requirements among the States. Thirteen States allow
early retirement at age 50 or younger, and these 13 States employ
44 percent of all State workers.
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Figures A-5 ar d A-6 show early retirement age and service requirements separately and the proportion of all State employees to
whom the different provisions pertain. Figure A-.8 shows the proportions of State employees covered under the specific combinations of age and service required for early retirement. Over onethird of all State employees have the option to retire with reduced
benefits at the age of 50 if they have five years of service or are

age 55 with as little as one year. (Benefits for someone retiring

with this little service would, generally, be quite small).
Nearly all the States use an actuarial formula to reduce the benefits of workers taking early retirement and, therefore, there is no
cost to the retirement plan for providing this option. A few States
use something less than an actuarial reduction, and some use combined formulas, depending on the retiree's age.
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FIGURE A-7. Years of Service Required at Earliest Retirement Age for Reduced
Benefits, Percent of All State Employees
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5. Disability practices

Most States provide for disability retirement. The definitions of
disability vary About half the States require that the disability be
total and permanent and that the individual be unable to engage
in any gainful employment, while the other half require only that
the person be unable to perform his own or a comparable job. Of
the States requiring permanent and total disability, most use the
social security definition of disabilitythe remainder use their own
definition.
States also impose service requirements. In about half the States,

the length of service required is longer or shorter than the retirement veet;ng period; in the other half it is the same. Usually the
service requirement is either five or 10 years. Five States have
LTD insurance plans.
While the methods States use to compute disability retirement
benefits vary widely, they are almost always related to the normal
retirement formula. The worker is usually credited with years of
service, up to a maximum of 20 to 30, projected to normal retirement age, or to age 60. As a rule, benefits are not reduced to take
account of the early retirement age. Some States offset all or part
of social security but typically the State disability benefits are
added to social security. Other common State practices include
placing minimum and maximum limits on benefits, offsetting bene-
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fits by workers' compensation, and imposing a limit on earned
income.

Capital arrumulution plans
o. Stdion 417 plans. Section 457 of the Internal Revenue Code
authorizes State governments and their political subdivisions) to
assist their employees in deferring compensation. Deferred compensation generally refers to wages earned in one period but not received until the worker has resigned, retired, or died. The wages
that are deferred are not counted as taxable income until the employee receives them (along with any accrued interest or earnings).
Section 457, created under the Revenue Act of 1978, was a response by the Congress to the IRS's intent to issue regulations that
would have ended the favorable tax treatment of deferred compensation plans. Although deferred compensation plans have existed
for at least 30 years, the first favorable ruling from the IRS did not
come until 1960. The first favorable ruling on deferred compensation plans for public employees came in 1972. The IRS later deter-

mined that this ruling was incorrect. In January 1978, the IRS
issued proposed regulations that would have ended the favorable
tax treatment of deferred compensation plansleading to the inclusion of Section 457 in the 1978 Revenue Act.
The following are the general requirements of Section 457 plans.
Employees participate on a voluntary basis and up to 331/2 percent

of an employees "includible" income (up to $7,500) may be denot include amounts deferred
ferred." 'Includible" income doesdeferred
compensation plans) or
under the plan (or other types of
and
one-third
percent of "inemployer -pickup" plans, Thirty-three
of
a
nonparticipating
emcludible" income is equal to 25 percent
ployee's gross income. Employers may not make supplemental contributions to the plan, Distribution of the deferred compensation
may only occur after separation from the employer or for unforeseeable emergencies. There is no penalty for distribution of funds
before age 59V2 (as is the case of IRAs). The full amount of the de-

ferred compensation, including any earnings or property rights,
must remain the property of the employer (State or local government) until distribution. The plan may provide employees with a
range of investment options. Because of the property rights requirement necessary for favorable tax treatment, the plan may not
be under obligation to transfer investments at an employee s request.
Several fe atures of section 457 plans may make them less desirable to State employees than section 401(k) plans. Section 457 plans

are less portable; they may only be rolled over into other section
457 plans within the same State. Section 401(k) plans may be rolled
over into IRAs or other "qualified" 67 plans. Because section 457
plans are not "qualified' plans they receive less favorable tax
treatment ztt the time of distribution. Specifically, a lump sum distribution from a section 457 plan does not qualify for the special

This percentage would differ if the employee pirticipates in more than one deferred contribution plan or an employer "pickup" plan There are special rules on combining income or reduring the .4alary base in ppl -ig the contribution limits for such employees.
"For the definition of qt.alined plans. see page 2214.
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10-year income averaging available to lump sum distributions from
section 401(k) plans. Finally, the contribution limits for higher paid
employees (generally those with gross income of over $30,000) are
higher under section 401(k) plans.
Section 457 plans are, however, considered less difficult to admin-

ister. First, because they are not "qualified" plans, they do not

have to conform to the rules governing such plans (such as the nondiscrimination provisions). Second, no employer matching is permitted under section 457 plans, while matching is permitted under
section 401(k). Finally, the applicability (and, therefore, legality) of
section 401(k) plans to State and local governments is more uncer-

tain than 457 plans. Because 401(k) plans are essentially "profit
sharing" plans, there is some question of their availability to the
non-profit public sector. A 1980 IRS General Counsel's memorandum does suggest, however, that tax exempt entities (including
State and local governments) may be able to set up 401(k) plans.
The Council of State Governments reports" states that 30 of the
36 States which responded to their October, 1982 survey had set up
deferred compensation plans for their employees. Three other
States had passed enabling legislation but enrollment of employees
had not begun at the time of the survey. The New York State
study" reports that about 80 percent of the States had implemented deferred compensation plans (the report was issued in November of 1983). The study also noted that, while comprehensive figures are not available on local governments, 700 counties have
joiiied a deferred compensation plan offered by the National Association of Counties and the Conference of Mayors..
Data on participation in section 457 plans are limited. However,
both of the studies reviewed for this discussion place participation
at about 10 percent of eligible employees.

b. Other plans.Deductible Voluntary Employee Contributions

(DVECs) arc very similar to IRAs. They are authorized in section
72(o) of the Internal Revenue Code, which was added by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. The differences between DVECs
and IRAs include:
Participation.Available to employees covered by a pension plan which specifically permits deductible voluntary employee contributions. The contributions must be
voluntary; they .nay nut be matcld or subsidized
Contribution limits.The maximum voluntary contribution is the lesser of $2,000
per year or 100 percent of income. Unlike an IRA, no separate account or additional
contribution is permitted for the individual's non-working spouse. These contribution tanks must be offset against IRA limits. Thus, an employee who makes a maximum $2,000 DVEC cannot make a separate $2,000 deductible contribution to an
IRA. Contributions may be made as late as April 15 for the preceding tax year. if
permitted by the plan.7°

Section 403(b) Tax Deferred Annuities (TDA) are basically available to public education employees. The rules governing TDAs are
rather complex. Since this report does not deal specifically with retirement plans for teachers, and TDAs would not be permitted for

most Federal employees, the reader is referred to the New York
"State Deferrer; Compensation.
"Supplemental Retirement Plans for New York.
"Supplemental Retirement Plans for New York
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State Pension Commission report for a full discussion of this type
of supplemental retirement plun.
D. MUNICIPAL. AND COUNTY SYSTRMS

While many States cover county and city workers in the Statewide retirement system for general service workers, many local
governments operate their own retirement system for these workers. According to the 1982 Census of Governments, there are 491
such general service local systems employing nearly one million
persons. A complete review of non-Federal retirement systems
should include at least an overview of locally funded and administered retirement coverage provided to local workers. There is, however, no current source of information that describes the features
and benefits of all or most of these retirement plans.
In addition to the limited information included in the Census of
Governments, the only data available are included in the Wyatt

Company's 1981 report covering 24 localities. The 24 localities were
selected to represent a variety of geographic locations. While these
24 plans give some idea about, local pension plan practice, it should
be remembered that they do not constitute a representative sample
of plans from which national generalizations can be drawn."
According to the Census of Governments, 70 percent of local],
administered pension systems also provide social security coverage
for all their employees, and another 13 percent provide social security coverage for some of their employees. The local plans described
in the Wyatt report indicate that local pensions are not integrated
with social security, but are simple add-on plans.
Benefits under local pension plans appear to be more generous
than those under State plans. According to the Census of Governments, average monthly benefits to retired general service workers

in 1982 were 37 percent higher than average benefits to that category of retired State employees. While average benefits are a function of many different factors, the accrual rates of the 24 plans described in the Wyatt report are generally high. Eighteen out of the
24 plans have accrual rates of 2.0 percent or higher.
Nine of the 24 localities require that workers be 60 years old
before they are eligible for unreduced benefits. Of those, eight require only 20 or fewer years of service. Another 70 localities allow
retirement at age 55 or younger with 30 years of service. All 24 localities Hve provisions for early retirement with a redixed benefit.
In about ',air of the Jurisdictions, early retirement is provided at
age 55 or younger with 20 or fewer years of service.
Vesting periods and the compensation base used in local pension
systems resemble those in State plans, with most local plans requiring either five or 10 years for vesting and using either three or
five years as the compensation base. In addition, most local plans
provide some kind of postretirement annuity adjustments on either
included in the
an ad hoc or automatic basis. Ten of the 24
on the CPI but
based
Wyatt report provide automatic adjustments
71 These localities are: Atlanta, Baltimore, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cook County, Dallas, Denver,
Los Angeles City, Los Angeles County, Milwaukee City. Milwaukee County, Montgomery County
(MTh, Nashville, New Orleans, New York City, Omaha, Orange County ICA), Philidelphia, Phoenix, Richmond, St. Louis, San Diego County. San Francisco City and County. Seattle.
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capped at either three or five percent; seven provide ad hoc adjustments, and only two indicate no adjustments.
Local pension plans are generally contributory systems, with the
employees' contributions varying between three and eight percent;
four of the 24 plans are noncontributory.

APPENDIX B: FINANCING inn CIVIL SERVICE
RETIREMENT SYSTEM

I. INTRODUCTION

This appendix analyzes the financing of the civil service retirement system (CSRS) separately from the main topic of this study.

Once the federal government has established the new program,

there will be two retirement programs. The old program will disappear gradually as the new program takes over for all Federal workers. Federal taxpayers want to now how future costs might affect
the Federal budget deficit and taxes. Federal workers want assurance that they will receive their promised benefits.
This section answers fo-Ar questions:

1. How does (SRS financing differ from private pension fmanc-

-Private employers must set aside enough money to fund the
retirement benefits they have promised. Despite setting aside
substantial budget authority to cover future costs, the Federal Government unavoidably pays for CSRS benefits as they

s

come due.

2. What does "amortizing on unfunded liability" mean for the

CSRS trust fund?
Amortizing the CSRS unfunded liability would not necessarily change future costs, but it would account for them explici-

tyly in the gross Federal debt. However, debt held outside

the Federal Government by the public would not change.
3. Could Federal workers or taxpayers gain from investing CSRS
funds in assets other than Federal Government securities?
Investment of CSRS funds in assets other than Federal Government securities would have little economic effect.

4. How would the five illustrative pension plans analyzed in

Chapter 5 affect the Federal unified budget?

The overall "employer cost" was held constant in the analysis of the five illustrative pension plans in Chapter 5, but the
"employee cost" varied depending on how much the employees were estimated to contribute to each plan. This implies
that the total cost of these plans would vary. The anlysis
shows that the effect on the unified budget deficit would
vary depending on: (a) the baseline against which one compares the plans; (b) the level of employee and employer contributions; and (c) whether the funds are held on- or offbudget.
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IL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRIVATE PENSION AND CSRS FUNDING

Private employers must set aside enough money to fund the re
tirement benefits they have promised their employees. The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) established
the funding standards that private pension plans must meet. In

contrast, the Federai Government does not set aside funds to cover
the benefits it has promised to civil servants. Instead, it sets aside
budget authority through an intrabudgetary transaction between
the ggneral fund and the CSRS trust fund. This budget authority72
does not cover the full estimated future liability in CSRS. However,
even if the Federal Government did set aside enough budget authority to cover the estimated future costs, it still would pay for
CSRS benefits as they come due.
A. PRIVATE PENSION FUNDING

The purpose of private pension funding is to assure that employers set aside enough money to fund the retirement benefits they
have promised to their employees. The funding method differs depending on whether contributions go to a defined contribution plan
or a defined benefit plan:
Under a defined contribution plan, the contribution to an
employee's account is fixed. The benefit becomes whatever
the employee can buy with the amount accumulated in his
account. For example, the employee could buy an insurance
annuity providing a constant monthly payment until he dies.
Under a defined benefit plan, a formula in the plan determines a retirement benefit, but not the contribution. For ex-

ample, a defined benefit could be a specified amount per
month, percent of pay, or percent of pay times years of service. Actuarial estimates of the future pension benefits deter-

mine the contributions necessary to pay .for the benefits.
These estimates require assumptions about such factors as
the rate of change in wages, rate of return on investments,

rate of employee termination, rate of disability retirement at
different ages, and rate of death at different ages.
The ERISA requires private employers who have established pension plans to meet certain funding standards. These standards
apply mainly to defined benefit plans because the defined contribution plan is "fully funded" by definition. That is, the plan defines
the employer's contributions so that after the employer makes his
contributions his obligations are fully funded.
Under defined benefit plans, ERISA requires employers to: (1)
fund the pension benefits earned each year by the employees; and
(2) "amortize" or pay off over a period of time certain supplemental
liabilities, such as:
12 The U.S. General Accounting Office has defined budget authority as: Authority provided by
or future outlays involving Federal
law to enter into obligations that will result III immediateinclude
authority to insure or guranGovernment funds, except that budget authority does not
person or government. The basic forms
tre the repayment of irA.Wedneris incurred by another
of budget authority are appropr;atiorni, authority to borrow, and contract authority. Budget authority may be classified by the period of availability (1-year, multiple -year, no-year), by the
timing of congressiorud action (current or permanent), or by the manner of determining the
amount available 'definite or indefinite,. See, U.S. General Accounting Office, A Glossary of

terms Used in the Federal Budget Process, p. 41.
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benefits LAsed on past service, or so-called "past service credits" for which the employer has not set aside funds (amortized over no more than 30 years);
increased benefits granted to individuals with benefits based

on past service for which the employer has not set aside
funds (amortized over no more than 15 years);

losses or gains to the fund based on experience that differed
from actuarial assumptions (amortized over no more the'. :5
years); and

losses or gains to the fund implied by changes in actuarial
assumptions (amortized over no more than 30 yea 0.73
0. FUNDING OF THE CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT SYSTEM

The statutory funding policy for CSRS is: T'
Employee and employing agencies contribute seven percent of

basic pay each or 14 percent overall. The 14 percent of basic

pay approximates "static normal cost." 15
Under the Civil Service Retirement Amendments of 1969 (P.L.
91-93), the general fund transfers to the CSRS trust fund three
types of payments:

payments to amortize over 30 years any increase in unfunded liability resulting from additional benefit increases stemming from salary increases, but excluding cost-of-living adjustments (COLA) on annuities;

payment of five percent interest on the statutory "unfunded,
liability" (see below); and

payment of the estimated cost of benefits resulting from
military service minus certain deposits made by employees

for such service.

As of September 30, 1983, the "statutory unfunded liability" fir
current employees and at nuitants was $188 billion. It is defined as
the present value of all honefits payable to employees, former em-

ployees, and their survivors minus: (1) the present value of the
overall 14 percent of future basic pay contributed by employees
and employing agencies (static normal cost); (2) the present value of

the remaining 30-year amortization payments that have been

scheduled previously; and (3) the fund balance on the date of the
calculation of the unfunded liability.
The statutory method used to calculate this unfunded liability is
static. That is, there is no assumed COLA on annuities or overall

salary growth in the future. Under an alternate "dynamic

method," OPM estimated the unfunded liability at $528 billion as
of September 30, 1983. This estimate included assumed COLA on
annuities and salary growth of 5.0 and 5.5 percent per annum, re" Aniortizing losses or gains resulting from changes in actuarial assumptions or experience
that differed from the asettlentiona allows employers to avoid large changes in the percent of
payroll contributed to the
fund from one time period to the neat. Amortizing a loss inpaying an addi
percent of payroll over 15 or SO year*r while amortizing a gain involves paying a smaller percent of payroll over 15 or SO years.

"Baited on United States Office of Periannel Management. U.S. Civil Service Retirement

System. Annual Report, Sept. SO, 1952.

"'Static normal cat" does not account for overall salary growth or costolliving adjustments
in annuities.
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spectively.76 This increased the normal cost from 14 percent of
payroll under the static method to about 36 percent under the dynamic method.
C. AMORTIZING UNFUNDED LIABILITIES IN CSRS

Static or dynamic unfunded liabilities in the CSRS are accounting concepts. They alert taxpayers to the level of future costs, but
they have no current economic effect in themselves. Amortizing
unfunded liabilities would not necessarily change future costs, but
it would account for them explicitly in the gross Federal debt.
The $528 billion unfunded liability estimated under dynamic assumptions by OPM has raised concerns about the future cost of
CSRS. Not only is it over 50 percent of the estimated present value
of future benefits of nearly one trillion dollars, but OPM projects
its relative size to grow. This would happen primarily because Congress does not amortize the CA:11,A on annuities.
Such a relatively large and growing unfunded liability would
cause great concern in the private sector. Given the ever-present
risk of pension plan termination in the private sector, employees
would wonder whether the employer would set aside enough funds
to pay for the retirment benefits he has promised. Congress allayed
these fears in the private sector with the enactment of the funding
standards in ERISA.
The risk of pension plan losses or even termination is different
in the Federal Government. The "full faith and credit" of the Federal Government backs CSRS benefits, which depend on the fiscal
and monetary policies citizens choose to support. Although relatively large Federal deficitS are projected well into the future, the Federal Government is not likely to go out of business or to default
entirely on its obligations. However, Congress could cut pension
benefits as well as other outlays as part of its overriding concern
about budget deficits.
D. EFFECTS OF AMORTIZING UNFUNDED LIABILITIES IN CSRS ON THE
UNIFIED BUDGET

The U.S. General Accounting Office has provided this explanation of the Federal unified budget:
The present form of the budget of the Federal Government adopted beginning
with the 1949 budget. in which receipts and outlays from Federal funds and trust
funds are consolidated. When these fund groups are consolidated to display budget
totals. transactions that are outlays of one fund group for payment to the other
lung group si.e.. ititerfund transactions/ are deducted to avoid double counting. By
law, budget authority and outlays of off -budget entities are excluded from the urn.
fled budget, but data relating to off-budget entities are displayed in the budget documents.' 7

Amortizing unfunded liabilities would have no effect on the Fed-

eral unified budget deficit. Only an interfund transaction would
occur in which:
7^ The dynamic method 411M1 used an assumed interest rate on the fund balance and unfunded
liability of six percent per annum instead of the five percent used under the static method
"US. General Accounting Office. A Gluisary of Terms Used in the Federal Budget Process.
p. SI
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The general fund would transfer funds to the CSF.S trust
fund;

The CSRS trust fund would receive the funds from the general fund;
The transfer from the general fund would offset the receipt
of the CSRS trust fund; and

The part of the gross Federal debt held internally by the
Federal Government would increase. This would reflect,
however, only an explicit accounting for a debt that taxpayers would face in the future anyway.
INvxerhisatrr POLICY
A. CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVESTMENT POLICY

The CSRS trust fund balances are presently invested only in

United States Government securities. These securities are regarded

as default-free and they are redeemable at par value a any time.
In other words, the trust fund can convert
securities to cash
as needed with no risk of capital loss. The United States Code (5
U.S.C. 8348(d) and (e)) specifies the interest rate:

(d) The obligation issued for purchase by the fund shall have maturities fixed with
due regard far the needs of the fund and bftr interest at a rate equal to the average
market yield computed as of the end of the calendar month next preceding the date
of issue, borne by all marketable intme/kftring obligations of United States then
forming a part of the public debt which are not dim or callable until after the expiration of four years from the end of the calendar month.
(e) The Secretary (of Treasury) may purchase other interest-bearing obligations of
the United Staten, or obi'
guaranteed as to both principal and interest by the
United States, on
issue or at the market price only if he determines that
the purchases are in
public interest,.

As of September 30, 1983, about 98 percent of the CSRS trust
fund assets of $109 billion was held in the form of non-marketable
special Treasury bonds and certificates of indebtedness." The remaining two percent was held in marketable government securities. These investments provide a risk-free yield to the CSRS trust
fund. They reflect the average yield ;in marketable interest-bearing
obligations of the United States tha.,, compose the part of the national debt not due or callable before four years have passed. When
investors can earn an interest premium for investments with maturities exceeding four years, this will yield a rate of return to the
CSRS trust fund that will be higher than if its investments were in
securities with interest rates linked to short-term investments.

The interest yield to the (SRS trust fund has no effect on the

Unified Budget deficit. Much like amortizing an unfunded liability,
the payment of interest by the general fund to the CSRS trust fund
is an intrabudgetary tiar..saction. Receipt of interest by the CSRS
trust fund offsets the transfer by the feneral fund.

A higher yield on investments might make civil servants feel

more secure or help decision makers consider future costs explicitly, but it has no direct effect on future costs. Moreover, since the
current CSRS is a defined benefit plan, a higher yield would have
no effect on the retirement benefit. The benefit is determined by a
" U.S. Office of Personnel Management. U.S. Civil Service Retirement System, Annual

Report, p. 21.
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formula that would remain unaffected by the trust fund invetment
yield. Of course, Crngress could increase benefits later in response
to a realized higher yield, but civil servants could not count on this
without a statutory guarantee.
R. PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT

The prvponents' view

When yields on default-free U.S. Treasury securities seem relatively low compared to average yields on risky but successful corporate stocks and bonds, some have suggested investing CSRS trust
funds in private securities." The argument is: if the Federal Government invests CSRS funds in the private sector then:
The trust fund would earn a higher yield than it would investing in government securities;
Under a defined benefit plan, the Federal Government would
reap a savings because it would need to contribute fewer tax
dollars to the trust fund;
Under a defined contribution plan, the employees retirement
income would increase; and
Capital formation would increase, which would increase economic growth, future national income, and future tax revenue.
2. Private investment and yields

Economic theory does not support the assertion that private

sector investing would necessarily reduce CSRS costs or increase
benefits. A shift from essentially risk-free government securities to
risky private sector assets could increase the expected yield on the
combined CSRS portfolio, but this would exchange a certain yield
for an uncertain yield.
Portfolio: managers try to maximize yield by attempting to select
an optimal mix of risky asset& These assets might include shortterm bonds, long-term bonds, or corporate stocks. Two basic al)"
preaches often guide selection: (1) long-term interest rates tend to
exceed shdtrt-term interest rates; and (2) a diversified portfolio of
risky assets whose risks tend to offset each other can achieve a relatively high expected yield.
ts re two main competing theories on the relationship bert-term and long-term interest rates: the capital risk and
twet
stations hypotheses. The capital risk hypothesis asserts
pure
that investors can demand a risk premium on long-term bonds to
compensate them for giving up the liquidity obtakned from an otherwise equivalent sequence of short-term bonds. This implies that
long-term loond interest rates will exceed short-term bond interest
rates in th long run. The pure expectations hypothesis contends,
on the other hand, that investors demand for long-term bonds is
strong enough to bid away the capital risk premium that might be
associated with as giver. supply of long-term bonds. This suggests
that long-term bond interest rate will equal short-term bond interest rates ink the long run. If the pure expectations hypothesis holds,

r

:

See Jon S.

kiwi. Investment Implications of New Federal Retirement Plan.
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private and public pension fund managers can gain nothing in the
longrun by investing in long-term bonds."
Risk involves the chance of earning a lower yield than expected.
An optimal portfolio provides an expected yield that no other portfolio can equal or exceed at a loWer risk." In other words, an investor could choose a mix of securities that provides a higher expected yield, but the risk of a lower expected yield would be higher
than in the optimal portfolio. When portfolio managers diversify
their risky assets, they reduce the overall chance of a lower than
expected yield, but they do not eliminate risk. In contrast, defaultfree government securities eliminate risk.

There is no risk either to civil servants or to the trust fund

under the current policy. Civil servants face no risk because CSRS
provides a defined benefit. T e trust fund has no risk because its
assets are considered to be r" less. The assets are riskless because
the "full faith and credit" of e Federal Government backs them.
If a new defined contribution program were created and its funds
were invested by each civil servant in risky private assets, some
civil servants would earn a higher yield and others would earn a
loaleer yield by accepting more risk. Whether there would be a net
:g n or loss for any given civil sertant would depend on his portfo'10 performance over a given period of time. In the aggregate, the
oierage yield would depend on genera! economic conditions. Civil
4"uants could earn a higher yield than the risk-free government
rities during an investment boom, but they could also earn a
lower yield during a securities market downturn.
.i. Higher yields and total lifetime compensation
Assuming the Federal Government could earn a higher yield on
CSRS funds, would the present value of total lifetime compensation
of civil servants increase? If one accepts the view that labor markets determine the total lifetime compensation that taxpayers' pay
to employ the kind of labor they want, total lifetime compensation
would not change in the long run. If one rejects this labor market
view, one might argue that the political process determines total
lifetime compensation. This approach does not explain, however,
why total iifetirne compensation would differ continually from the
expected market level. The labor market view allows for differences from the expected market level, but they are "compensating
differentials." That is, they compensate for differences in productivity or quality of labor.
Under a defined benefit plan, the benefit remains constant even
if a higher yield is earned on CSRS funds. Under the labor market
view, the present value of total lifetime compensation while working would not change from the market level. It would appear as if
the Federal taxpayers would pay lower taxes to finance the defined
benefit. This might be a savings to the Federal taxpayers. However,
they would pay for the same present value of total lifetime compensation anyway, but in a different form. Interest payments made
by the borrowers of these funds would replace taxes. The distribu"See Rnhert D Auerbach, Financial Market*, and Institutions,
"l ?bid p. 205-215
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tion of interest payments might differ from the taxes, but the

amount needed to pay the defined benefits would not change.
3. Higher yields and savings to the Federal Government
Assuming the Federal Government could earn a higher yield on
CS1RS funds, would this be a savings to the Federal taxpayers? Contributions to defined contribution plans would remain unaffected,
but this might change the amour"- of contributions to defined bene'isk premiums paid to the Fedfit plans. Any revenue gained
ors on borrowed funds would
eral Government 1;,y private ii

offset future taxes and other revenues that the Federal Government would otherwise need to con' ribute to finance defined benefits.

In the long run, if one ignores distributional effects of different
types of revenues, there would be no savings. Consider an exmple.
Suppose the Federal Government sells default-free 20-year Treasury bonds to private lenders and immediately lends these funds to
private investors for 20 years at the default-free interest rate plus
a risk premium. Assuming the private investors do not default on
their loans, in 20 years the Federal Government would have gained
the compound value of the risk premium.82 As a result, the taxpayers would no need to pay taxes of the same amount to help finance CSRS or arty other Federal outlays, but the present value of
total revenues would remain constant. The Federal Government
would have changtA only the source of revenue it collected, not the
amount.

Suppose further th : the CSRS trust fund is held outside Federal
Government. As thi0 tund earned the compound value of the risk
premium, it would retain this revenue. In other words, the additional revenue would not show up in the unified budget. It would
appear as if the compound value of the risk premium had been
saved through lower contributions than would have been needed
otherwise, but this cost would have been shifted off-budget. The
compound value of the risk premium still would cover the same
amount of retirement benefits, but it would rio longer appear as
revenue in the unified budget.
5. Higher yield and the savings rate of civil servants
Assuming that the Federal Government could earn a higher rte
of return by investing CSRS funds in the private sector, the only
real effect could occur under a defined contribution plan where the
new policy might induce civil servants"to increase the rate of
saving. This could occur under the substitution effect as the higher
after-tax investment yield on saving makes current consumption
more costly relative to future consumption. Also, civil servants
might increase current consumption with the increase in income
resulting from the higher yickl, which could reduce their rate
saving. This could leave their desired savings rate unchanged. A
os Also. these actions would affect credit roar kots. Wt n the Federal Government increases
the supply of default-free securities relative to their demand. the price of these securities de.
clines and their interest rate increases. Likewise. when it in turn increases the demand for private securities relative to supply. the price of them increases and their interest rate declines.
Presumably, the net effect would not eliminate the risk premium. but it would reduce further
any perceived advantage to this approach.
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small increase in saving resulting from a change in the behavior of
less than two percent of the labor force could increase capital formation, economic growth, national income, and future taxes. How
this conjecture fits in with the Federal Government's overall policies on savings and i.etirement is not clear.
A defined contribution plan for civil servants that provides favorable tax treatment would increase the after-tax yield on saving and
reduce the cost of future consumption relative to current consumption. For example, civil servants could contribute pre-tax dollars to
such a plan and gain the benefit of deferred taxes on the contributions and accrued interest in the future. Since such plans are often
available to private employees, this might make civil service retirement more comparable to private retirement plans. The cost to the
Federal Government might appear to be the present value of the
foregone tiir revenue. h the longrun, however, this cost probably
would be borne by the civil servants in the form of reduced beforetax wages because their after-tax wages would not increase above
the market level. The distribution of their after-tax lifetime compensation would shift away from current wages to deferred wages,

but the present valuz of total lifetime compensation after taxes
would not change.
If the increased rate of savings by ciril servants increased capital

formation which increased rrxluctivity, which in turn increased
the market level of after-tax wages, then in the longrun total life-

time compensation of civil se' wants might increase. Events necessary for this to occur are highly speculative. Moreover, Congress
usually considers the general goal of stimulating capital formation

in a broader context than the relatively small GSM programs in

this report.

IV. BUDGET EFFECTS OF THE FIVE ILLUSTRATIVE PLANS
A. TRUST FUNDS FOR THE OLD AND NEW EMPLOYEES

If the Temporary Adjustment Act (Title II of P.L. 98-168) were
made permanent, the Unified Budget could have: (1) separate trust
funds from which benefits would be disbursed for the old (pre-1984)
and new (post-1983) employees; or (2) a combined trust fund from
which benefits for all employees would be disbursed. Figure B-1
displays the projected end-of-year trust fund balances to fiscal year
2027 for the old employee, new employee, and the combination of
old and new employee programs.
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The combined trust fund wouf I grow steadily from about $119
billion at the end of fiscal year 1984 to $1,876 billion at the end of
fiscal year 2027. However, the separate trust funds would diverge.
The trust fund balance for old employees would grow slowly to a
maximum of $263 billion at the beginning of fiscal year 2000, and

then it would plummet to $980 billion at the end of fiscal year
2027. This drop would occur because annuities would outstrip con-

tributions as the number of old employees diminished and the
number of old program annuitants increased. In contrast, the trust
fund balance for the new employees would grow exponentially to
$2,856 billion at the end of fiscai year 2027.
These projections demonstrate that a combined trust fund would

have sufficient budget authority to cover outlays each year

throughout the projection period under this study's assumptions. A
separate trust fund for old employees was projected to run out of
budget authority during fiscal year 2013. The trust fund for new
employees was projected to accumulate budget authority, however,
from over $1 trillion in 2013 to nearly $3 trillion by 2027.
Assuming no behavioral change by Congress in response to low
or negative balances in the old employee trust fund, total outlays
from separate trust funds in any fiscal year would be identical to

outlays from the combined trust fund. The Federal Government
would continue to pay for CSRS benefits as they come due. Appropriations would need to be authorized, however, for outlays not covered by prior appropriations or automatic appropriations stemming
from employer and employee contributions each fiscal year.
B. BUDGET EFFECTS OF THE FIVE ILLUSTRATIVE PENSION PLANS ON THE
UNIFIED BUDGET DEFICIT

In the analysis of the five illustrative pension plans discussed in
Chapter 5, "employer cost" was held constant. "Employee cost"
varied, however, depending on the amount employees were estimated to contribute to the illustrative pension plans. This implies that
the total cost of these plans would vary.
The unified budget is an accounting framework used by the Federal Government. It aims to reflect the role of the Federal Government in the economy, but it is not perfect. For example, it sometimes excludes Federal activities despite their significant allocative

effect on resources in the economy. The analysis in this sect'an
shows that the effect on the unified budget deficit of the five illustrative plans would depend on: (1) the baseline against one compares the pension plans; (2) the level of employee and employer

contributions; and (3) whether the funds are held on- or off-

budget.83 Because the CRS cost model was not designed to produce
tax expenditure estimates, the analysis does not include estimates
of revenue losses associated with the favorable treatment of capital
accumulation plans.
" The U.S. General Accounting Office defines "off-budget" entities as: Certain fede ally
owned and controlled entities whose transactions (e.g., budget authority or outlays) have been
excluded from budget totals under provisions of law. The fiscal activities of these entiteei, therefore, are not reflected in either budget authority or budget outlay totals. However, the outlays of
off-budget Federal entities are added to the but deficit to derive the total government deficit
that his to be financed by born sing from the public or by other means.
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Tables B-1 through 13-4 present the projected effects of the five
illustrative pension plans on the unified 'midget deficit for fiscal
years 1986 through 1991. Tables B-1 and B-2 compare the plans to
coverage under social security only. Tables B-3 and B-4 compare
the plans to the extension of the Temporary Adjustment Act
de
through 1991. Since the effects on the
the
Temporary
Adjustment
projected to equal the effects under
13-4
were
obtained
by
subtracting
Act, the figures in tables 13-3 and
the projections for Plan I from the corresponding projections for
Plans II through V in tables B-1 and 13-2. One should remember,
however, the extension of the Temporary Adjustment Act was estimated to cost about three percent of payroll more than Plan I.
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1. Effect of Plan I

Plan I is a 100 percent offset plan with early retirement at age

55 with 30 years of service. It has an early-retirement supplement
equal to social security at age 62 for the years before age 62 and it
has no capital accumulation plan. In 1986 and 1987, employees
would contribute 1.3 percent of their total pay to this plan. As the
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social security tax rate increases, this rate would drop to 0.94 percent and 0.8 percent in 1988-1989 and 1990-1991, respectively.

Compared to coverage under social security only, Plan I would
reduce the deficit. Table B-1 shows that the net effect of increased
receipts from employee contributions and increased outlays for employer contribution refunds plus disability and survivor's benefits
would rise from $18 million in fiscal year 1986 to $86 million in
fiscal year 1991. Because Plan I would have the same effect on the
budget deficit as the extension of the Temporary Adjustment Act,
table 13-3 indicates that there would be no difference in budget deficit effects between the two plans. In addition, since Plan I does not
have a capital accumulation plan, the off-budget estimates do not
differ from the on-budget estimates.
e. Effect of Plan II
Plan II is 50 percent offset plan with early retirement at 55 with
30 years of service. For the years before age 62 it has an early-re-

tirement supplement equal to social security benefits at age 62.
Plan II has no employee contributions and no cepital accumulation
plan.

Compared to social security coverage only, Plan II would in-

crease the deficit by increasing outlays for disabili*-7 and survivor
benefits. Also, compared to the extension of the Temporary Adjustment Act, Plan II would increase the deficit. Table B-3 shows that
a decrease in receipts resulting from no employee contributions
offset by a decrease in outlays resulting from no refunds of employ-

ee contributions would yield a net increase in the deficit rising
from $19 million in fiscal year 1986 to $123 million in 1991. Since
Plan II has no capital accumulation plan, the off-budget figures are
the same as the on-budget figures for both baseline comparisons.
3. Effect of Plan III

Plan III is a 50 percent offset plan with early retirement at 55
with 30 years of service. It has an early-retirement supplement
equal to social security benefits at age 62. Plan III has a capital
accumulation plan with the employer matching 50 percent of the
employee contributions up to six percent of pay.
Because Plan III has a capital accumulation plan, it has four pos-

sible budget effects. One can compare it to: (1) coverage under
social security only with the capital accumulation plan on-budget

(table B -1) (2) coverage under social security only with the capital
accumulation plan off-budget (table 13-2); (3) extension of the Temporary Adjustment Act with the capital accumulation plan onbudget (table B-3); and (4) extension of the Temporary Adjustment
Act with the capital accumulation plan off -budget (table B-4). In
general, Plan III reduces the deficit when the capital accumulation
plan is on-budget and it increases the deficit when the capital accumulation plan is off-budget.
Table B-1 shows the budget effect of Plan III compared to social

security coverage only with the capital accumulation plan on-

budget. Receipts would increase from the average employee contri-

bution of 3.3 percent of pay, but they are offset partly by an increase in outlays for employee contribution refunds and disability
and survivor benefits. The net decrease in the deficit would climb
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from $47 million in fiscal year 1986 to $389 million in fiscal year
1991.

Table 13-2 shows the same baseline c)mparison, but with the capital accumulation plan 40-budget. This would reverse the net effect

from a decrease in the deficit to an increase in the deficit as the
average employer contribution of 1.65 percent of pay becomes an
outlay. The increase in the deficit would rise from $26 million in
fiscal year 1986 to $334 million in 1991.
When comparing Plan 111 to the extension of the Temporary Ad-

justment Act, the estimates for Plan I were subtracted from the
corresponding estimate*, for Plan III in tables B-1 and 33-2. The re-

sults in tables B-3 and 13-4 show that the net effects would be to
reduce the deficit decrease when the capital accumulation plan is
on-budget and raise the deficit incFease when the capital accumulation plan is off-budget.
4. Effects of Plans IV and V

Plan W is a 50 percent offset plan and Plan V is an add-on plan.
Otherwise, these plans have the same key parameters. They have:
(1) normal retirement at age 62 with three percent per year reductions in benefits for eerly retirement; (2) annual COLAs equal to 50
percent of the CPI increase; and (3) capital accumulation plans
with a 100 percent employer match of employee contributions up to'
six percent of pay. Because these plans have the same "employer
cost," no mandatory employee contributions, and the same capital
accumulation plan, their effects on the budget deficit would be
identical.
Table B-1 shows the budget effects of Plans IV and V compared

to coverage under social security only with the capital accumulation plan on-budget. Receipts would increase from the average employee contribution of 3.9 percent of pay, but they would be offset
by an increase in outlays for employee contribution refunds and
disability and survivor benefits. The net decrease in the budget deficit would climb from $53 million in fiscal year 1986 to $399 million
in fiscal year 1991.

Table B-2 shows Plans IV and V compared to coverge under
social security only, but with the capital accumulation plans ofd
budget. There would be no increase in receipts, but outlays would
increase from the 3.9 percent employer contribution. The increase
in the deficit would grow from $60 in fiscal year 1986 to $740 million in 1991.

Tables B--3 and 13-4 compare Plans IV and V to the extension of
the Temporary Adjustment Act. They were derived by subtracting
the estimates for Plan I from the corresponding estimates for Plans
IV and V in tales 1371 and 13-2. In general, this would lower the cut
in the deficit when the capital accumulation plans are on-budget
and would increase the rise in the deficit when the capital accumulation plans are off-budget.
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APPENDIX C: CRS COST AND REPLACEMENT RATE
MODELS AND RESULTS

I. brraonucTiori

CRS developed two computer models for the analysis in this
report One, an actuarial cost model; estimates pension piaci costs
as a percent of payroll (Le., normal cost) for a group of new entrants. The other, a replacement rate model, estimates the proportion of final year's preretirement earnings replaced by the main retirement benefits (i.e., pension, social security, capital accumulation plan). The models were developed with actuarial support and
computer services provided under contract by Hay-H
Inc"
firm. The
were
an actuarial and management
's Pension Valuation Language (PVL)
written using Hay
proprietary eottware. This appendix discribes the ccocept of entry
age normal cost, providet; an overview of the CRS cost model, and
presents a description of the methodology used to estimate pension
plan costs. The methodology used to calculate replacement rates
and the decision rules used in development of the replacement rate

-consultant

I

model are also discussed.
U. ENTRY Mx NORMAL Cow

The coat of funding future pension benefits is expressed as an
entry age normal cost as used in the CMS. The percentage of
every paycheck that should ue set aside over the total career of
each employee in a typical new entrant group to pay fully for benefits received by that group, including benefits for their eligible sur.
vivors.

The concept of entry age normal cost may be illustrated by tracing a group of newly hired workers through their work careers and
on into retirement. At any time, a group of newly hired employees
is likely to be quite young, on average, compared to the employ 4lr's
total workforce. Those who leave the new entrant group in the finst
few years will not be e *.Wbk for pension benefits of any kind. As
rights accrue, typically as a
of
the group matures, b
age, service and salary; at the same time, the proportion of active
working member: of the group diminishes (see figure C-1). Some
members of the group will leave voluntarily to work elsewhere or
engage in some other activity. Others may be terminated involun-

tarily, become disabled, or die before reaching retirement age.

Some will continue to work for the employer until drawing retirement benefits. As employees end service with an employer, their
benefit payment status is determined by the plan's specifications
and the particular conditions under which they loaves. The employer's obligation to pay benefits may extend well beyond the time at
(285)
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which the worker leaves, with benefits being provided to the primary annuitant until dealth, and to survivors as well.
Over the work career, contributions to a pension fund are made
by the employer on behalf of the employee, and in some plans also
by the employee himself, to pay for future benefits. Figure C-2
traces the progress of a theoretical fund that would be built, and
used, entirely for one group of new entrants. (In practice, funds for
all groups of employees are commingled.) In the initial years, t'
fund for the group of new entrants builds rapidly, since the majority of the group are working and contributing to the fund, but few
benefits are being paid. At the same time, the fund's value accumu-

lates, based on the return on its investment. In later years, the
fund begins to erode, as benefit payments are made to former
workers (and/or their survivors).
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Estimates of future benefits and future compensation are converted to present values by discounting future dollars to present
dollars by the time value of money (i.e., the interest rate or presumed return on investment). Because salaries and benefits are not
paid indefinitely, an actuarial present value is used, which further
discounts future pay and benefits by the likelihood that members
of the group will survive to draw a salary or benefit in future
years. In this sense the normal cost is defined as:

Present Value of Future Benefits,

Normal Cost ----

Present Value of Future Compensation

It folows that if assumptions about the future
and contributions are made to the fund over the course of employment equal

to the normal cost, the fund would exactly pay for all benefits
earned by the group and would erode completely as the last dollar
is paid to the last survivor.
III. Ovxxvizw OF THE CRS COST MODEL

The CRS Cost Model estimates the cost of future pension benefits
to a group of newly hired workers and any dependents entitled to
benefits. The CRS Cost Model is capable of providing total pension
plan cost estimates and detailed cost breakdowns by benefit type
for any type of plan specified. It also allows detailed analysis of
cost effects of specific plan features, such as COLA's or early retirement reductions The model depends upon data on a sample of the
new entrant workforce and a host of economic, demographic, and
behavioral assumptions.

A. DATA

Both the Off re of Personnel Management (OPM) and CPS Cost

Model operate on a condensed data base to arrive at entry age

normal cost estimates for a representative group of new employees.
The new entrant data base used by the model consists of 213 cells,
representing various combinations of age at time of entry, starting
salary,
itable service from prior years worked, and sex. Each
cell is weighted by its relative thaie of the entire new entrant population, so that results from the condensed data based may be generalized back to the entire group of newly hired employees. Use of
a condensed data base rather than the full new entrant population
yields great gains in modeling efficiency, with little low in accuracy of results.
B. MODELING PROCESS

The model projects the new entrant population from age at entry
to age 111. The model projects each cell forward, incrementing the

cell's age and service for each year until it reaches age 111. As

such, the projection period varies for each cell, depending upon the
entry age represented by the cell, but the overall period modeled

spans a century. As each cell is aged and its service adjusted,

41-055 0 - 85 - 20
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salary is projected forward by the presumed rate of general wage
growth and individual merit increases.
service specific
Each cell is aged each year by applying age andterminating
servpredict
the
likelihood
of
rates (decrements) which
examined
to
deterThe
decrements
are
then
ice with the ' :nployer.
point. For inmine if the individual is eligible for a benefit at thatwould
be enti56
with
31
years
of
service
stance, an individual age
leaving
the
Federal
service.
tled tc a retirement benefit uponwould be entitled to a choice An
beindividual age 40 with 10 years
tween a refund and a benefit payable at age 62.
present
The model calculates the amount of the benefit and the
of
terminapoint
value of the future payment of that benefit at the
multiplying
the protermination
is
derived
by
tion. The value at
times
the
annuity
portion of the cell terminating, times the benefit,
of time,
factor. To relate all benefits and salaries to the same point
benefit
paythe
and correctly determine the normal cost, each ofof
entry
into
the
ments and the salaries is discounted to the point values provides
retirement system. The summation of these present
the normal cost equation mentioned above.
C. ASSUMPTIONS

from the
The estimate of the entry age normal cost resulting
Three major

modeling process is sensitive to the assumptions used.
sets of assumptions affect the results obtained from the model.
1. Economic assumptions

interest rate, the rate of wage
Three economic assumptionsthe
rateaffect
normal cost estimates obgrowth, and the inflation
these three
tained from tile model. The relative differences among
level
of
interest,
factors are more important than the absolute
estimates.
Historically,
wages, and prices in affecting normal cost
the rate by which average wages
interest rates have ex
interest
and
wages
have exceeded prices.
grow, and both
interest
rate has the greatest effect on
Of the three factors, the
normal cost estimates and is used by the model for discounting
thereby opfuture benefit and compensation dollars to the present,
the
real interprojection
period.
The
higher
erating over the entire
lower
will
be
the
normal
the
est rate (interest relative to prices),
future
benebe
invested
to
pay
for
costfewer dollars will have to
fits.

wage
Assumptions about wage growth include the general
These
asindividual
career
growth
patterns.
growth, as well as
well
as
the
as
sumptions affect the present value of compensationtypically
linked
benefits,
since
benefits
are
present value of future
assumptions
operates
The
effect
of
wage
growth
to compensation.
the new entrant group is working. A
over the period in which
the estimated
higher wage growth assumption will tend to increase
thereby
the size of
compensation, and
cost of both benefits anddenominator
in the normal cost equation.
both the numerator and
side of
Inflation rate assumptions typically affect only the benefitbenefits
COLAs to
the normal cost calculation, and then only when
cost
for
a new entrant
In
estimating
the
normal
are assumed.
the
outyears,
because the
group, the effect of prices is greatest in
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majority of new entrants will not begin to draw benefits until well
past the time they were hired.
2. Demographic and behavioral assumptions

Mortality assumptions are among the most important dem,graphic assumptions having a significant effect upon cost estimates. Mortality assumptions affect the probability that payment
of a particular benefit will cease and/or commence. Mortality assumptions affect the value of an annuity that would be required at
any given point to make a specified future payment contingent
upon an individual surviving to collect that payment. The longer

the expected lifetime of a beneficiary, the longer the payment
period, and thus the larfer the lump sum necessary to assure that

payments can be made in the future. Mortality assumptions affect
both the numerator and the denominator in the normal cast estimate. For example, the death of an employee reduces the compensation paid by the employer, but may obligate the employer to pay
a benefit to a worker's surviving spouse or children. Future benefits payable to a surviving spouse are discounted by the probability
that the surviving spouse will live each year into the future.
Several sets of mortality assumptions are used by the model. The
model uses separate mortality probabilities for active workers, persons on disability retirement, persons on non-disability retirement,
and those with vested deferred benefits prior to retirement. Under
each set of mortality assumptions, the probability of death varies
by age and sex. Mortality tables are constructed so as to reflect as

closely as practical the mortality experiences of the particular
groups being studied.

The model uses demographic assumptions other than mortality.
For example, at each age, the probability of being married affects
whether survivor benefits are paid. Similarly, the prthability of
death or remarriage after a survivor benefit has been paid builds
survivor annuities. The model uses estimates of number and average age of child survivors, and the probability of death or termination of a child survivor's be ;efit, in computing benefits and the associated annuities for child survivors.
The CRS Cost Model uses four major sets of behavioral assumptions in estimating plan and benefit costs. These assumptions, relating to rates of withdrawal, disability, nonvoluntary retirement
(reductions-in-force (RIFs)), and retirement, combined with mortality among active workers represent all of the reasons by which service is terminated. The four sets of behavioral assumptions used by
the model relate both to the population and the plan design. Typi
cally, in using the model, behavioral assumptions are modified
when significant changes in plan design are made. Changes in plan
design, as well as changes in behavioral assumptions, may affect
cost estimates.
To some degree, the level and availability of benefits affect the
probability that benefits will be selected. For example, one would
expect that workers would postpone retirement if retirement benefits are significantly reduced for early retirement. While some involuntary retirements are not by choice, a substantial number may
in fact be voluntary. This may be especially true in agencies undergoing RIFs. In early retirement pension reductions before age 62,
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the reduction in benefit before age 55 may be substantial. As with
regular retirement, one would expect the "voluntary" component
among involuntary retirees to be reduced if early retirement reductions are imposed.
In some cases, disability retirement may be considered voluntary
behavior, with the election of disability being in part a function of
benefit generosity. It is generally assumed that such behavioral
changes are minor. More often, disability rates are a function of
the definition of disability and the nature of the work performed.

For example, disability criteria under social security are more
stringent than those under Federal civil service. Social security defines disability as the inability to perform any job in the economy,
whereas the civil service definition is based on the inability of the

individual to continue to perform his or her own job.
Lastly, withdrawal rates are often a function of the level of the

retirement benefit. The lower the retirement benefit, the more
likely an individual will leave before reaching retirement age.

IV. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS: CRS COST
MODEL
A. ESTABLISHING A BENCHMARK COST

The principle of comparable cost guides much of the analysis presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of this report. In other words, the entry
age normal cost of an illustrative plan plus social security will approximately equal the normal cost of the current CSRS.
Several steps were required to establish the current CSRS system
cost used to compare illustrative plans and plan features through-

out the report. First, the CRS Cost Model was validated against

OPM's Cost Model by comparing CRS model results for the current
CSRS with those reported by OPM. Second, the cost_ of the current

CSRS was set as a target to be used throughout the report, using
economic and demographic assumptions deemed most appropriate
for the analysis. Third, the cost of social security to newly hired
Federal employees was estimated since plan options would all be
integrated with social security in one way or another. Estimating
the cost of social security was also necessary in order to ensure
that the cost of illustrative plans plus social security would approximate the cost of the current system. Once a benchmark cost target
was established, illustrative plans integrated with social security
could be specified and analyzed.
I. CRS cost model validation
The validity of the CRS Cost Model was demonstrated by show-

ing that the model would yield results similar to those that would

be obtained by OPM.

Using OPM's assumptions, the CRS model produces a total
normal cost of 36.14 percent of payone percent less than OPM's
normal cost of 36.52 percent shown in its September 30, 1982
report. Table C-1 shows that the CRS Cost Model not only yields a
total normal cost similar to that reported by OPM, but that the distribution of costs across benefit type is similar as well. Details not
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available from the 1982 report were estimated using prior OPM reports.

TABLE C-I.VALIDATION Of CRS NORMAL COST MODEL AGAINST OPM NORMAL COST ESTIMATES
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2. CRS assumptions
After consultation with other legislative branch agencies, a set of
economic and demographic assumptions was selected. Two sets of
assumptions may yield very different estimates of plan cost. In any

-

case, predictions about the future are necessarily uncertain. One
set of assumptions may be as plausible as another. In this report
illustrative plans are compared to each other, rtither than on the
basis of their absolute cost.. The relative cost differences are not as
sensitive to the assumptions as absolute costs are. The CRS economic and demographic assumptions yield a benchmark normal
cost for the current CliRS of $2 21..peraent of payless than the
cost obtained using OPM's assumptions. The economic and demographic assumptions used for arriving at the current CSRS normal
cost were used for estimating costs of all illustrative plans.
a. Economic assumptions. ---To project future pay and benefits,

some assumptions about interest rates, wage growth, and price
growth must be incorporated into the model. It was agreed that

social security "Intermediate II-B" economic assumptions would be

used throughout the analysis. The II-B assumptions are known
widely and are accepted generally as a moderate set of economic

assumptions. Because social security is an integral part of the plan
alternatives examined, social security assumptions were deemed to
be particularly useful, since additional information about social security benefits, costs, and taxes provided by the Social Security Administration (SSA), could be incorporated into the analysis. Social
security costs and assumptions were taken from the 1984 Social Security Trustees report. The CRS and OPM economic assumptions
are compared in Table C-2.
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TARE C-- 2. COMPARISON Of CRS AND OPM ECONONC ASSUMPTIONS
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There is very little difference between CRS's and OPM's interest
fairly large difference in price
and wage rate assumptions, but ahowever,
yields a substantial difgrowth. This difference in prices,
rate
assumptions used by
ference in the real interest and wage
CRS and OPM. Whereas OPM assumes a one percent real interest
rate, SSA assumes that interest rates will remain higher relative
to prices, with a real interest rate of 2.1 percent Similarly, the difference in prices 'assumed by OPM and CM translates into a differgrowtha 0.5 percent per year asence in the rate of real wage
by
OPM,
compared to a 1.5 percent rate
sumed rate of real growth
assumed by CRS:410

An assumption related to the overall economic assumptions is
the rate of career growth for individuals. If the Federal wage
schedules are assumed to grow at 5.5 percent per year, the growth
for any individual will be larger because of cnges in grade and
step. OPM uses a set of career increases that assume a growth in
the individual salary over 30 years of about 140 percent. Analysis
using the CRS cost model shows that these assumptions predict
that there would be substantial increases in the average grade for
employees. For instance, the average retiring employee now leaves
at GS-11 but the OPM assumption predicts that the average em-

ployee in the future will leave as GS-13.
While there has been some evidence that the average grade
within the government is slowly growing, it appeared to CRS to be

unrealistic to expect that the average employee would retire at

GS-13 in the future. Accordingly, CRS substituted a set of assumptions that would assume that the average employee would retire at
the same relative position in the grade structure as do current employees.
b. Demographic assumptions.One important difference between
OPM and CRS assumptions is that CRS assumes that future mortality will improve, whereas OPM does not. OPM mortality assumptions are based on a study representing mortality of civil servants in the mid-1970s. In making its projections, SSA assumes that
mortality rates will decrease gradually during the next 75 years, so

that, on average, mortality in the year 2060 will be 39 percent
asbelow its current level. Because SSA's mortality improvement
of
no
realistic
than
OPM's
assumption
sumption was deemed more
mortality
tables
used
in
the
CRS
change in mortality, the OPM
model were adjusted to reflect SSA's presumed 39 percent improvement in mortAity. Since new entrants would not be expected to experience the full 39 percent improvement in mortalitybecause
they are already between the ages of 20 to 35, on average, at the
time they are hiredonly a portion of the assumed mortality improvement was apportioned to the new entrant group. Retirees, dim-
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shied retirees, and those withdrawing with vested deferred benefits
were presumed to experience most of the assumed improvement in
mortality (60/75 of the 39 percent improvement). Those dying in
service were assumed to experience a lesser improvement (45/75 of

the 39 percent improvement), since, by definition, they die at

younger ages.

c. .Effects of CRS assumptions on entry-age normal costs.The

effect of introducing CRS economic and demographic assumptions
in the entry age normal cost calculation is shown in table C-3. The
two major changes were the effect of general economic assumptions
and mortality improvements. The economic assumption changes reduced the normal cost by 5.4 percent of payroll. This was largely
offset by the increase in costs due to assumed mortality improvements of 4.6 percent of payroll.
Table C-i. Effects of CRS assumptions on en'ry age normal cost
Ptrreftt

of Parmil
36.5
5.4

Normal cost using OPM assumptions
Change due to general economic assumptions
Change due to mortality improvement
Change due to internal salary scale adjustment
Differences in computer models
Other changes
CRS normal cost

t4.6

2.0
-0.4

1.1

32.2

The change in the career growth assumption reduced costs by 2.0
percent of pay. Differences in the computer models produced a difference of .4 percent of payroll. A number of ether minor changes
resulted in reduction of the normal costs of 1.1 percent of payroll.
For instance, CRS assumed that the pay cap on Federal civil serv-

ice salaries would be continued in the future, but adjusted each
year by the assumed rate of increase in the general schedule. This
differs from the assumptions used by OPM.
The aggregate result was a normal cost of 32.2 percent of pay.
The details of this cost are shown in table C-4 and are compared to
the OPM cost analysis.
A comparison of the distribution of benefit costs resulting from
the CRS model using OPM and CRS assumptions is shown in table
C-4.

TABLE C -4.- COMPARISON Of BENEFIT COSTS UNDER CURRENT CSRS USING CRS AND OPM

ASSUMPTIONS AND MODELS

pa pro*

piraill

Sem*

OPN

Voluntary retwernent

70 73
3 23

NomnItustar retirement

Deibalv *efts

509
036

Deferred retirement
Postrelnenient Stiffly* benefits

4 28
1.07

Preretwentent some benetrts

CIS

1695

21?
4 77

038
3 03

069
012

Ovid soma's benefits

if

021
105

Sperm benefits
Adrentstratn, expenses

0 46
0 05

0 42

36 52

32 21

Total

3 08

1 13

005
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I. Estimating the cost of social security
In order to assure that the cost of an illustrative plan plus social
security would be roughly comparable to the cost of the current
CMS, it was necesSary to estimate the cost of providing social secup of newly hired civil servant& For purposes
rity benefits to a
of this study, . estimated the cost of social security to Federal
en3ployees. at 12.12 percent of total payroll.
'There are several possible methods for determining the cost to
the Federal government of replacing a part of the benefit rights
new workers would have earned under the current (SRS, with the
rights they will be earning under social security. Three approaches
were considered:
Office of the Actua. The "normal cost" of social security.The
projections
as of January
Security
Administration,
in
ary for Social
normal
cost
(the
value
at
entry
into the
1, 1983, estimated the full
survivors
benefits
as
a
percentworkforce of life-time workers and
age of total lifetime wages for an actuarially selected sample of
new participants) at 13.03 percent of covered (taxable) payroll.
Table C-5 presents the SSA analysis of the normal cost.
7Vsbk C-4.Prvjected normakrast of Social Security as of January 1, 1081 far
persons aged 18 I:). f f (percent af social security taxabk payroll)
Noma cast
9.66
0.48
0.39
0.02
0.07
1.42
1.08
0.01
0.26
0.06
0.00
0.00

Nee of benefit

Retired worker
Dependents of retired workers
Aged wife
Young wife
Child
Survivors
Aced widows
Disabled widows
Child

Mother

Parent
Lumpsum death benefits

DW.bled worker
Dependents of disabled worker
Wife
Child

1.21

0.09
0.02
0.07

-----

12.86

Total benefits
Administrative expenses
Railroad interchange

020

0.03
_

13.03

Total
Source: Social Security Administration

b. The "average cost" rate. ---The 1984 report of the Social Securi-

ty Trustees shows the average of total system benefits for each
year for 75 years to be about 12.95 percent of taxable payro11.54
c. The "payroll tax" rate.The payroll tax is the actual cost of

social security to all employers and employees. The average payroll
tax over the 75 year period is 12.34 percent of taxable payroll."
The average cost rate is higher than the payroll tax rate because
of other sources of income, primarily taxes on social security beneAnnual Report of the Hoard of Trustees of the Federal CAd-Age and Survivors Insurance
and Disability Insurance Trust. Funk. 1984. Table 28.

" Ibid.
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fits, that bring the system into actuarial balance. The difference
between the normal cost and the average cost rate is attributable
to the use of different fund.'ag perspectives. The normal mot is the
average contribution need prospectively for a new group of employ-

ees while the average cost is the calculation of the current year

need, for existing beneficiaries. The latter cost is more appropriate
in to context of social security financing.
The various estimated costs of social sectuity listed above are
stated as a percent of total covered payroll. If an employer has employees whose incomes exceed the maximum social security taxable
wage limit ($39,600 in 1985), the actual percent of total payroll cost
will be somewhat lower. The Federal Government has a relatively
high proportion of jobs that pay more than the maximum taxable
by social security.
cost of social security was estimated by applying the social
wagecovered

security tax rates to the new entrant data, and estimating the

present value of social security contributions over the civil service

work careers of the new entrant group. The average payroll tax
rate was determined by taking the present value of future social
security taxes as a proportion of the present value of future pay.

This r et was determined to be 6.06 percent of payroll. The estimated cob., of social security is lees than the ultimate tax rate of 6.2
percent because over the course of their careers, the salaries of
some Federal workers are projected to exceed the nodal security
maximum taxable wage base. The cost of social security is borne by
equal employer and employee contributions, so the total estimated
cost of social security is estimated at 12.12 percent of total payroll.
A. asaisrrivrry or mumrakrivs PLAN coos TO VARIATIONS IN PLAN
PEATUBX0 MD= A COMPARABLZ COST FRAM:SWORE

The principle of comparable cost guides much of the analysis presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of this report, Comparable cost means
that the employer cost of systems presented in this report will be
roughly the same. In other words, the entry age normal cost of an
illustrative plan plus social security will approximately equal that
of the current CSRS.
I. Assumptions
The set of CRS economic and demographic assumptions used to
eatabish the benchmark entry ale normal cost of the current CSRS
are fixed throughout the analysis presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of
this report. Behavioral assumptions may change from one illustrative plan type to another, depending upon the level and availability
of benefits.
a. Voluntary retirement rates. --Three major aspects of the bene-

fit were considered to affect voluntary retirement rates. First, is

the benefit reduced? Second, is the benefit offset by social security?
Third, is the benefit supplemented before the time social security
Thecurrent CSRS provides unreduced voluntary retirement ben-

efits at age 55 with 30 years of service. These benefits increase
after age 55 only by service and salary increments. As a result,
there are large retirement rates in the first year of eligibility-36
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percent of males, and 44 percent of females retire in their first
year of eligibility. Under a modified CSRS integrated with social
n until age 62, and
security, social security benefits would not

CSRS followed typieven then they would be reduced. If a
cal private sector practice, the voluntary retirement benefit would
be substantially reduee.1 for those who retire before age 62 or age
65. Considerably fewer Individuals eligibile to retire before age 62
would be expected to do so.
A benefit that is not offset or reduced before age 62, and is further fully augmented to provide a level of income before and after
social security egins, is most comparable to the current CSRS and
would be expected to lead to retirement rates claw to the current
rates. At the other extreme, a benefit that is offset by social securi-

ty,. reduced for full actuarial equivalence, and not augmented

w?ii.k1 be expected to produce very low rates of retirement at first
The effect on retirement rates of any

in benefits is sulsitanbenefit reduction was

tial. A case in "int occurred when the =
removed in 1 "one pre-1966 reduction had been very minimal
of service under age 60. This contrasts
only one percent per yy
with actuarial equimknce reductions of 6 to 7 percent per year.
Even when this Tow level of reduction was removed, retirement
rates doubled. It could be expected that if there is any discontinuity of benefits, the retirement rates after the discontinuity should

be at least double the rates before the discontinuity.
Using the above reasoning, retirement rates were established acwrding to the following criteria:
Only fully augmented non-reduced and non-offset benefits
should have the same behavior patterns as current CSRS.
Any discontinuity in benefits yields retirement rates that are
half the current CMS rates before the discontinuity point.
The lowest level of benefits would result in very low rates of
retirement.
b. Involuntary retirement. --As noted in earlier discussion, some
involuntary retirements may be at the discretion of the individual.

Allowing for this, involuntary retirement rates were reduced by

half of the current CSRS rates in plans with a discontinuity of benefits before age 62.
difference in the incidence
c. Disability retirement. The
of disability among a given set of wor ers results from the definition of disability. A, review by Hay Associates, in 1981, found that
social security disability rates were 60 percent of the civil service
rates for males, and 40 percent for females. Thus, civil service rates
were reduced by 40 percent for males and 60 percent for females
when social security disability criteria are applied.

Withdiuwal rates.-1164-career withdrawal rates were increased for plans offer' less attractive retirement benefits than
the current MRS. The CM: model uses 12 separate sets of withdrawal rates for males and females which decline with age and
service. For benefits that are actuarially reduced before age 62,
withdrawal rates of those with more than 10 years of service were
increased to reflect the rates of those who worked from 6 to 10
years. For benefits partially reduced before age 62, withdrawal
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from
12 percent of pay-6 percent from the employee and S percent
all
emabove,
it
is
assumed
that
not
the employer. As discussed
ployees will participate, and that among those who do, not all will
rate indicates
contribute the maximum allowed. The
contributed by the
that only 3.9 percent of pay is assumed to estimated
to be 3.9
new entrant group. The employer ant is also
plan
having
only
a
50
percent
employpercent of pay. For a similar
is
assumed
to
be 3.3
er match, the aggregate employee contribution
employer
contribution
1.65
percent.
percent of pay, and the
TABLE C-7.-CRS ASSUMED EFFECTIVE AVERAGE CONTRIBUTION RATES UMXR 401(k) TYPE

CAPITAL ACCIAIMADON PLANS
(1% Mal el PIO
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.

.

hIstrote

10.0

amlibree

Midas'

*wig

NOW
MM.

2.0
2.7
3.5

4.0
4.5

3.3

1.65

3.9

5.0

4,5

3.90
9,00

2.5

5.6

4.6

3.6

6.8

4.9

8.1

5.7
7.0

3.0
4.2

6.4

53

7.1

5.6

9.0

6.5
7.9

2. Design of backdrop plans used in chapter IV

2.30
5.70
14.00

2.65
6.50
15.10

In order to analyze the effect of variations in plan features upon
total plan and benefit costs, two "backdrop" plans that included
social security were specified. One plan was based on a 50 percent
security and the other was an add-on plan.
offset of
The backdrop plans were specified to reflect current CMS provisions when practical, while being integrated with social security.
the
The plans use the same salary base for calculating benefits and
there
the
current
CSRS.
In
cases
where
same vesting conditions as
was no clear method for integrating MRS benefits with social security that would replicate current CSRS benefits, private sector
practice was generally followed. Under the backdrop plum) no child
survivor benefits were provided since social security child survivor's benefits generally exceed CMS child survivor's benefits, and
such benefits. Similarprivate sector plans typically do not
benefits
were subtracted
ly, 100 percent of social security dm
benefits
in
cases
where
social security
from current CSRS disability
When
only
the
civil
service defidisability conditions would be met.
MRS
benefit
was
provided.
nition of disability applies, the current
backdrop
plans
were
limited
to the
Employee contributions in the
of
CSRS
tax
rate
of
seven
percent
difference between the current
pay, and the social security tax rate (6.2 percent of pay in the outyears) on earnings below the social security maximum taxable
of pay
wage base. Employee contributions were set at seven percent
In
each
backthe
maximum
table
wage.
base.
on all earnings above
social
to
the
pension
plan
plus
drop plan, employee contributions
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so'
security equals seven percent of pay, the same as the cuxrent
MRS. Under the backdrop plans it is assumed that all workers
elect deferred retirement bens ts as opposed to refunds, Under

ERISA, the reflmd must at least equal the value of the deferred
benefit. Given the low rate of .3mployee contributions under the
plans, the present value of the deferred benefit would
aj
always exceed the value of the contribution for vested emAs a result, all benefits to those withdrawing early are
shown in the backdrop plans as deferred benefits, although some
might choose to take a refund equal to the present val'ie of the de.

ferred benefit.

The normal cost of benefits for the backdrop plans is compared
to the current CSRS in table C-8 below. Note that the total plan
cost in the backdrop plan of 20 percent of pay is leis than the current CRS. The individual benefit value is typically less for the
backdrop plans than for the current tZR8..When the cost of social
security (12 percent of pay) is added to the basic plan cost of the
backdrop plans, the backdrop retirement system costs equal the
current C8118 cost of 32 percent of pay.

TABU C-8.B1WHIS COST'S OMER CORRENT CSRS AM) BACKDROP PLANS AT COMPARABLE
COST
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In addition to assuring that total employer cost is comparable, an
effort was made to assure that the basic distribution among benefits in illustrative plans would be the same as under the current
CSRS. The distribution of benefits under the backdrop plans are
shown in table C-9, below. For example, roughly 60 percent of all
benefits provided under current CMS are in the form of the main
retirement benefit. As can be seen in table C-9 below, the backdrop
plans give roughly the same proportion of benefits going to the
main retirement benefit as does the current C8118. Even though
benefits provided under an illustrative plan may be about the same
as the current CMS, total benefits may reflect the current CSRS,
because the benefit distribution under the plan and the benefit distribution under social security are different.
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TABLE C-9.-COMPARISON OF BENEFIT DISTRIBUTION UNDER UNIRENT CSRS AND BACKDROP
PLANS AT CORWARABLE COST
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0.4
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9.8

59.6
9.8

112
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5.4
9.2
1.8

0.0
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1.3
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1.2
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0.2

100.0
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C. DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS AND COSTISeitSRS AND A MODIFIED CSRS
INCLUDINO SOCIAL
KITT

While total system cost of a modified CSRS that includes social

security may equal that of the current (SRS, the distribution of
benefits under the two systems differ. Table C-9 shows that 58.8
percent of the current CSRS income is used to provide full career

retirement Denefits and 13.1 percent to provide involuntary retirement and withdrawal benefits. The remaining 28 percent is allocated to the cost of other benefits-primarily d' bility and survivor
benefits. Similar analysis of the total costs and benefits of the backdrop plan and social security shows a different distribution. In this
analysis approximately 0.5 percent of payroll is distributed outside
the system; only 52.7 percent of the system's funds are used to provide full career benefits. The funds used to produce full career retirement benefits have dropped from 18.95 percent under the current (MS to 16.96 percent of payroll under a modified CSRS that
includes social security. As a result, the average replacement rate
at retirement in the backdrop plan is lower than under the current
system since some of the money that had been allocated for bene-

its to full career retirement benefits is now being allocated for

benefits to other individuals.
A complete investigation of the distribution effects of social security in the Federal workforce goes beyond the scope or purpose of
this study. However, some estimate of the distributional effects is

attainable through analysis of CRS cost model results, combined
with SSA cost data. The value of social security retirement benefits

attributable to 'Federal civil service was estimated for three

groups-full career workers, involuntary retirees, and those withdrawing early-using the CRS. coot model. Other social security
benefits were not directly estimated from the model. Since social
security is not directly related to service, social security attributable to Federal civil service, and that attributable to a worker's nonFederal career, was estimated. Social security benefits were projected based on full career service, and the portion attributable to Fled-
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eral civil service by the ratio of the present value of salary from
the timt of entry into Federal employment to the present value of
total career salary. CRS cost model estimates of these benefits are
shown in Table C-10 below.

Table C -10. -- Estimated normal cost of Social Security retirement benefits to Federal
workers based on CRS cost model
lla ;sprawl of payroll)
Cosi

rvire of germane :.arr

Full career retirement
Involuntary retirement
Withdrawal

4.99
0,67
2.25

Total

7.91

Ancillary benefits provided to Federal workers under social security were estimated by reconciling differences between SSA cost
data and CRS coot model results. It was assumed that Federal
workers would receive the same share of ancillary benefits, relative
to full career retirement benefits, under social security as do other
workers. SSA' includes the post-age 65 cost for disability benefits as
part of the 9.66 normal cost of retirement benefits (Table C-5)
while the CRS cost model allocates these costs to disability benefits.
In order to provide a comparable base, the proportion of social se-

curity retirement benefits attributable to disability benefits paid
after age 65 was estimated and subtracted from the 9.66 normal
cost of social security retirement benefits. The amount subtracted
from the social security retirement benefit was estimated from the
CRS cost model, by applying the ratio of the full term disability
benefit under the backdrop plan to the disability benefit payable
before age 65. This ratio was estimated at 1.65; in other words, for
every dollar of disability benefits paid before age 65, $0.65 is paid
after age 65. Applying this ratio to the social security disability
cost of 1.21 percent (Table C-5) yielded an estimate of a normal

cost of .79 percent of pay for social security disability benefits after
age 65. This value was then subtracted from the social security re-

tirement benefit of 9.66 percent and added to the social security

disability benefit of 1.21 percent. Consequently, social security full
career retirement benefits were estimated to equal 8.87 percent of
pa , and social security disability, 2.00 percent of pay.
on the adjusted data, social security ancillary benefits cost
about 3.99 percent of pay (12.86-8.87), or about .45 of the retirement benefit (i.e., 3.99 /8.87). Applying this ratio to the estimate of
social security benefits for Federal workers, shown in Table C-10
above, yields an estimated total value of ancillary social security
benefits to Federal workers of 3.56 percent of pay (i.e., .45 x 7.91).
From the above analysis, the total value of social security benefits to Federal workers is estimated at 11.47 percent of pay. Adding

the 0.20 percent for administrative expenses yields an estimated
total cost of 11.67 percent.

The total social security benefit value of 11.67 percent can be

used to estimate the reallocation of benefits away from Federal employees. Since the average social security normal cost on total pay-

roll, including pay above the social security maximum taxable

wage base, is 12.12 percent of pay, civil service ?mployees will re-

ceive benefits worth .45 percent of pay less than their contribu-
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tion6. This loss was an expected result of the fact that civil service
employees have different demographic patterns and salary history
patterns from the non-civil service employees. Because of the implicit tilt in social security toward the lower paid employees, some
diversion of the money would be expected.
Examination of the combined cost and benefits of the backdrop

plan with social security, and the current CSRS, shows that the
backdrop plan allocates benefits differently than the current CSRS
(see Tables C-11 and C-12, below). For example, full career benefits
are substantially less under the backdrop plan plus social security,

than for the current system. In pe-ticular, the current system allocates 58.8 of the total cost to full career retirement benefits, compared to 59.6 percent under the backdrop plan; however, the social
security system only allocates about 41.2 percent of its total cost in
the form of full retirement benefits. The result is, that under the
backdrop pension system only 52.7 percent of cost of the plan is distributed in the form of full retirement benefits, or about a 10.5 perthe
cent decrease in value compared to the current system. Part ofleave
workers
is
made
up
by
those
who
loss in value for full career
before drawing a full career benefit; under a backdrop plan integrated with social security, these workers receive benefits that are
about 40 percent higher than the current CSRS. Similarly, the integrated backdrop plan provides disability and survivor benefits of
slightly lesser ( -1.7 percent) value than the current system. About
1.4 percent of the current system's value is distributed in the form
of social security benefits to other workers in the economy.
CSRS
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V. THE REPLACEMENT RATE MODEL

This study uses replace:. -nt rates to compare the generosity and
distribution of benefits among retirement systems. The CRS devel-

oped a second computer-based model (the cost model being the
other) capable of estimating earnings replacement rates for a variety of retirement system designs, under economic and actuarial assumptions specified by the user. The model can compute replacement rates based on either pre-tax (gross) or post-tax (net) income.
Numerous issues surround replacement rate analysis, including-.
Why are they good analytic measures of pension benefits? Should
the rate measure replacement of an employee's final
, an average of salary over a long time period, or should it
based on
consumption, rather than income? Is gross or net replacement rate
the better measure, and if net, how should it be calculated?to cite

be

just a few.
The section begins with a discussion of the microeconomic foun-

dations of replacement rate analysis. A key point is the extent to
which the practical application of replacement rate analysis depends on available information and specific research questions. The
next section describes the decision guideposts used in the develop-

ment of the replacement rate model. In some sections the study
uses net replacement rates, in other gross replacement rates. This
discussion focuses on the two key questions: How is preretirement
income measured? How is postretirement income measured? The
section concludes with a brief comparison of the cost vs. replacement rate models.
A. THE REPLACEMENT RATE CONCEPT

1. Microeconomic foundation

Economic theory uses the "life cycle hypothesis of savings" to ex-

plain how individuals allocate the resources available to them

diring their lifetimes. Individuals are assumed to maximize "utili-

ty," the satisfaction derived from consuming their lifetime resources, subject to the constraint that they can consume no more
than the total resources available over a lifetime. Over an individual's lifetime, there exists an optimal rate of consumption and
saving. The rate of savings accumulates capital during the individual's work life so that the individual will have enough income
during retirement to consume at a level consistent with his optimal
lifetime rate of consumption."
A replacement rate is one way of studying the allocation of resources available to an individual for consumption over his lifetime. In its general form, it is the percent obtained from the ratio
of postretirement consumption to preretirement consumption. Analysts have translated this into the assumption that retirees should
be able to consume about as much in retirement as they did in a
recent period just before retirement. Since good data measuring
consumption are usually unavailable, analysts resort to income as
a proxy. Consequently, a good working definition of a replacement
" The classic article en this theory is

Albert Atuk, and Franco Modigliani, The "Life

Cycle" Hypothesis of Saving: Aggregate Implications and Tests. For an excellent general discussion. see Alicia Munnell. The Economics of 'vete Pensions, pp. 62-92.
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". . a ratio of some measure of
rate is the percent obtained from
same, measure
postretirement income to some, not necessarilyitsthe
limitations,
howhas noted
of preretirement income." 97 Boskin
borrow
against
for the ability to
ever, because it does not accountimputed income from consuming
dissave,
or
gain
future income,

capital goods, such as owner-occupied homes.implicit lifetime rate of
is an
For every replacement rate, there
enough
capital to provide the
to accumulate
savings n
Thus,
if one could deterthat replacement rate.
income that
individual
that is consistent
an
mine the optimal savings rate formaximizes
his lifetime "utility,"
with a rate of consumption that
rate. However, this is
he could calculate an optimal replacement
policy, because the unavailabilnot possible in evaluating pension optimal individual savings or
ity of the data necessary to calculate
data were available, the
replacement rates. Moreover, even if the political judgments about
promotion of social welfare would require
the distribution of pension benefits.
replacement rates and savings
2 An example of lifetime resources,

=

rate

based on the folLifetime resources as depicted in Figure C-3 are
lowing assumptions:
a. The present time is the first day of retirement.
after 40 years of work
b. The individual's final annual salary
was $30,000.
salary grew at a constant rate of 5.5 percent per

c. His/her

year.
percent over his/her worklife
d. The rate of inflation was 4.0
his/her
retirement.
and will be 4.0 percent during
years left to live. future, no social s .curie. He/she has 15
uncertainty
about the
f. There is no
and
no
taxes.
ty, no pension,
for 40 years so that
at a constant rate
g. He/she has saved
final
60
he/she will have a replacement rate of percent of the
year's salary providing $18,000 for 15 years.
h. He/she has no other assets.bequeath an inheritance to his
i. He/she does not want to
survivors.

" Baskin. Michael J., and John
During Retirement, p. Z

acement
Shoven, Concepts and Measures of Earnings Rept

3'9

not= C-3. An Example of a Lifetime Income Profile; Final Sala:y-00,000, at age 65 with 40 years of amine
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The chart shows that if a beginning salary of $3,718 grew at 5.5

percent per annum, the final salary after 40 years would be

$30,000." The horizontal line during retirement at $18,000 shows
that a replacement rate of 60 percent of final salary would mean
$18,000 per year for the remaining 15 years of life. The nonlinear

plot intersecting the horizontal line near age 73 illustrates

an annuity indexed for 4.0 percent inflation with the same present
value as the $18,000 per year payments for 15 years. Note that in
order to hold the real value constant, it begins lower than $18,000
at $14,078 and ends much higher at $24,379.
This example illustrates two points it (1) The selection of a particular replacement rate implicitly determines the constant lifetime savings rate necessary to finance it; and (2) the selection o;
different measures of postretirement and preretirement incomes
results in different replacement rates for the same lifetime resources.

The lifetime savings rate necessary to finance $18,000 per year
for 15 years is the percent of income each year that must be set
aside to accumulate the present value of the retirement income.
This savings rate is the percent obtained from the ratio of the
income from 40 years of work ($1,343,298), which is 12.9 percent."
The relationihip between the present values of pre- and postretire-

ment incomes is analogous to the normal cost.
If one changes the measures of postretirement and preretirement
income, very different replacement rates can result. Consider two
different replacement rate concepts applied to the lifetime resources depicted in Figure C-3. The assumed replacement rate was
60 percent of final salary, which yielded $18,000 in the first year of
retirement. Suppose instead that the replacement rate is the percent obtained from the average annual present value of retirement
income ($173,684/15,411,579) to the average annual present value
of income during work ($1,343,298/40.$33,582), or 35 percent.
Which one is the correct replacement rate, 60 percent or 35 percent? Unfortunately, there is no way to choose between them. The
choice depends on one's subjective judgment about the preretirement income against which he would compare postretirement
income. Analysts usually compare postretirement income to some
measure of preretirement income during a recent period, such as

an average of the last 3 or 5 years, or an individual's final year's
income.
S. DECISION GUIDEPOSTS

The preceding discussion showed that consumption, both before

and after retirement, forms the theoretical basis of replacement
Good data on consumption, especially in the future,
rate anal
are not available. We were therefore constrained to use a proxy
income in our replacement rate model.

" All compounding was done annually.
" The present value of retirement income of $18.000 per year for 15 ,ears was obtained by
diacounting it for IS years at 6.1 percent per yeas. The prevent value of meretiretnent income
was obtained by applying the 6.1 percent Interest to the income stream over the 40 year work
life.
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Consistency dictated that the standard set of demographic, economic and policy assumptions be used in the replacement rate
model. These asumptions are detailed elsewhere.
The CRS assucuptions limit the replacement rate model in cer-

tain ways. For example, the usefulness of net replacement rates
calculated in the far future (i.e., 2030) are severely limited. The

combination of wage and price growth assumptions combined with
the decision to adhere to current legislative policy (in this case, tax
policy) put most individuals into the high marginal tax. brackets in
the future. The effect is to minimize the distributional differences
between gross and net replacement rates, thereby making the net
rates redundant.
Finally, the analytic design constrained the development of the

replacement rate model. An early decision was that the study
would not assess the adequacy of retirement system benefits Instead the measure of benefits, replacement rates, is used to compare the gew-rosity and distribution of pension benefits among alternative retirement systems. Therefore, decisions such as "should
work related ex
be deducted from preretirement income" or

"should the dnces in outof-pocket housing costs between re-

tired and nonretired persons be considered" were not part of the
replacement rate development process.

C. DEVELOPMENT or THE REPLACEMENT RATE MODES THE
MRAIRTREMENT OF PRERETIRIEMEN'F INCOME

Two major types of replacement rates are used in this report: (1)
gross replacement rates; and (2) net replacement rates. Gross replacement rates compare the gross income before retirement to the
gross income after retirement. Thus taxes and other expenses tre
not dedreted before the replacement rate is calculated. With net
replacem t. it rates an attempt is made to measure the pretax salary
of record and the pretax retirement benefit. Net replacement rates
measure aftertax, "take home" income. Even though they represent a more complete measure, net replacement rates require more
data to perform calculations.
This study of salary trends among Federal employees used reliable data from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) regarding Federal workers' salaries, promotions and retirements. The
study had to make certain assumptions about Federal workers' tax
deductions in order to generate net replacement rates.
In the latter part of this analysis, the st
considers a group of
workers who begin their careers after soc security coverage of
Federal workers was enacted, and who reach retirement in the
next century. To estimate replacement rates into the next century
(i.e., 2030), projections were made manuring an average wage
growth of 5.5 _percent annually and price assumptions, used to
project the tax brackets, of 4.0 percent annually. This results in the
vast majority of the workforce being placed in the highest tax
brackets after a number of years. The indexing of tax brackets to
prices is reflected in current laws. Action would have to be taken

to maintain the relative parity between real wage growth and
taxes in the future.
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While it is beyond the scope of this analysis to project legislative
to
changes over the next 30 to 50 years, it would be misleading
present net replacement rates based on assumptions that placed

the vast majority of workers in the highest tax bracket. Given
only
these constraints, analysis in the later time period, 2030, uses
gross replacement rates.
D. DIM

TYPX0 OF REPLACEMENT RATES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
ANALYSES

In Chapters 2 and 3, comparisons were made between the curprivate sector gni State and local
rent Federal civil service,
Replacement
rates were used to degovernment retirement plans.
private,
State
or local retirement
termine the difference between a
worker.
For
this
analysis,
the model
plan for a current Federal
worker
represented
what
a
current
used information that closely
in the year 1985 would experience.
pters 4 and 5, comparisons were directed toward different
In
new Federal workers might
typw of retirement plans under which
find themselves. The year chosen for these new workers to retire
was 2030. This year allowed for full careers to be completed under
the new system; Le., with Federal workers under social security. It
age
also allowed changes in the social security normal retirement
1988 set
to be in effect fully. The Social Security Amendments of
to
down provisions for the retirement age for unredueed benefits
65
to
67.
of
the
next
century
from
ages
rise slowly in the early part
By 2030, this transition will be complete and the retirement age for
receiving social security without any reductions will be age 67. as, interest rate
Other than the social security retirement
replacement rate
1985
and
-1
.)
sumptions varied between the
in
the
year
1985,
historical
interest
models. For someone retiring
retiring
past
30
or
40
years.
For
someone
rates are available for the
typical
of
than
average
interest
rates
in the year 2030, the higher
ly not apply. The best data
the last 10 to 15 years would
social security II-B long range
available for these workers is
assumption of 6.1 percent.

a. OVEINVDIV OF ME REPLACEMENT RATE MODEL

The replacement rate model takes information on an individual
worker and calculates estimated salaries prior to retirement and
by calculating
benefits afterwards, and compares the two estimates
model
projects a
the
a replacement rate. Put in simplest terms,
income,
divides
the
second
weretirement income, a postretirement
by
100.
by the first and multiplies
several
To project the information necessary for the calculation,
to
build
a
token.
First,
it
is
preliminary steps must be
y.
To
do
SO.
twsry history for the hypothetical worker under(1) the pattern of
necessary:
o basic pieces of informationtoare
experience and (2) the pattern of
promotions the worker is
cost -of living adjustments ((OLAs) or other salary increains not associated with promotions the worker is likely to experience.
To use an example from the Federal civil service, the first cumt reveals how likely a G3-9, Step 1 is to be promoted to GS-9,
:
2 or GS-11 in any particular year and examines the pay per-
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tentage increase that represents. The second component shows how

much more the Federal civil service is paying a GS-9, Step 1

worker from one particular year to the next. Given these two components, the rate of salary growth can be traced from one year to
the next throughout a worker's career.
The data used to construct these two components came from a
variety of sources. Information for the first component, patterns of
promotion, was provided by the Office of Personnel Management

(OPM). Average annual percentage increases were provided by
OPM based on an employee's age. In using the OPM estimates, it

became clear that the OPM figures generated average final salaries
well beyond the actual average final salaries found in the Federal
work force. The OPM estimates generated average final salaries of
about $38,000 for 1985. Actual average final salaries have been in
the $28,000 to $30,000 range in the last few years. New estimates
were generated by Hay-Huggins and Associates that were based
upon the number of years an employee had with the government,
rather than the employee's age. These estimates brought average
final salaries back, to the $28,000-$30,000 range.
t, average wage growth, came from actual
The second cum
the social security 101-13 long range assumptions.
historical data
Actual data on wage growth in the Federal workforce was available to estimate 1985 replacement rates. Social security II-B long
range assumptions were selected for the 2030 replacement rates.
These assumptions conform to those used in the CRS cost model
analysis.
Steps also can be taken to determine an individual's tax status.

Net replacement rates can be calculated if a reasonable estimate
can be made of tax liabilities pre- and post-retirement. Using tax
rates and tax tables from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the

model estimates the tax bracket and thus tax liability of the
worker by using the salary history. It takes into consideration

whether the worker is married or single.

Certain assumptions were made about what percentage of the
taxpayer's salary would be itemized on the individual tax return
because little comprehensive or reliable data on itemization is
available. The Joint Economic Committee estimated itemization
rates at roughly 20 percent of adjusted gross income. Although a
rough measure, it was considered the best available.
In building hypothetical net income, other expenses can be reasonably estimated. Current Federal workers contribute 7 percent to

the pension plan; new Federal workers and other workers pay

social security taxes. Medicare taxes are paid by all workers. Estimates of the average amount of State and local taxes are based on
Federal tax liability; i.e., 19.2 percent. In addition, many pension
plans have employee savings plans such as thrift plans or 401(k)
plans. Using the specifics of an individual plan, estimates of the

amount of contribution or income deferred is calculated by the
model.

Although information is available about *mization rates, average State and local taxes, and a number of other pieces of information necessary to calculate net income, estimating net income still
is a more tenuous process than estimating gross income.
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The model proceeds
proceeds along parallel lines when estimating retireliabilities must be calculated taking into account
ment income.
the advantages the IRS code offers the elderly. Additional deductions and tax credits are added to the calculation at the appropriate des. Tax brackets are indexed and new taxes of social security
bepiefits included. Cost-a-living adjustments we calculated to indicate how well the benefit keeps up with inflation.

The results to this point provide an estimated net and grow
salary and a net and gross pension benefit at different points in
time after retirement. Still, other forms of income after retirement
can be estimated. Social security benefits are available at age 62.
The worker's salary history has been projected throughout a work
career with the current employer. If' additional assumptions are
made regarding a work history 'nor to marlin.' g for the current
t after leaving the current ememployer and possible em

t can be calculated. With informaployer, the social security
tion on an employee's full work record, a social security benefit can
be estimated using the SSA's benefit formula.
Also, it was noted during the discussion of salary &Auctions that
many employers provide savings plans, such as thrift plans or
401(k) plans. 'The hypothesised deductions for these plans already
have been taken out of the preretirement income estimates, so the
benefit should be added to the postretirement income. Using information about the amount of contribution to such a plan, any addi-

tional employer contribution and prevailing interest rates, the
model calculates the dollar amount that would be available to the
worker at retirement. With additional information and assumptions about interest rates after retirement and the average length
of time a worker lives after retirement, an annuity is calculated.
An annuity calculation determines an annual benefit based

upon: (1) the size of the lump sum dollar amount; (2) the amount of

interest the lump sum will continue to earn; and (3) the number of
years for which the employee wishes to pay the benefit. The notion
underlying an annuity is that the lump sum should provide a benefit that will last the rest of the retiree's life. At the one time, the
retiree does not wish to live only on the interest and thus gain
little from savings accrued during his or her lifetime; thereby leaving the entire lump sum to the next generation. Regular payments
represent a combination of both interest and rincipal. The combiin such a way that
nation of interest and principal are
after a number of yeaT, the principal or um sum will be exhausted.

These calculations are flexible and take into account different
options an employee might desire. The benefit can be designed so it
will grow by a certain percentage each year. This allows the employee to construct his or her own coot-of-living increases during re:41 a short-term benefit for only a
tirement. The employee can
to retire before being eligible for
few years. An employee may
social security; an employee could retire at age 55 and use the savings plan to construct a benefit that would be paid out over the 7
years until age 62.
To summarize, the model can estimate income levels before and
after retirement from various sources and at different points in
time. The model produces these estimates both in terms of gross
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and net replacement rates and breaks them out into their component parts; e.g., pension, aocial security, savings plan. It estimates
replacement rates for married and *tingle employees, taking into account differences in tax treatments and benefit levels. It does this
under a large number of different circumstances and for a wide variety of sample workers.
or. NIMILARITILICS/DIFFIDIRNCEB Rams= TIM Cow WOW. AND 11101
REFLACEMSNT RATS MODEL

The cost model discussed above and the replacement rate model
being discussed here have a number of sindlarities, but provide a
different analytic perspective when applied to the same plan.
The cost model estimates the large sys tem-wide effects of a retirement plan. The normal cost reflects the best estimate of what a
retirement plan will cost taking into account the employees under
the plan from the day they start work through the day they retire
and until I
deaths. The analyses is dune at a macro level.
In con
the replacement rate model estimates the dynamics
of the
t plan on a
individual. It follows one worker
with a ;
work history
the day he or she begins work
until the
of death. The analysis is done on a micro level.
The
study the same subjectretirement plansyet
apply
a
focuses and yield afferent
of measures of the
retireme
under analysis. Both
y the same retirement
models apply the
eels of assumptions, although
differently in
circumstances.
:1%11
The 4=1 11
'ODD
also the same between the cost
and re .;mei4 rate II
tercet rate, salary growth and inflation
ptiotis are iden
Demographic and behavioral assum
are the same; 1i1 .
they are used in different ways.
In ir
model,
are used as probabilities; e.g., the
I'
ty of workers
quitting, or becoming d.bW. The
t rate II . uses
assumptions to choose the particu1.1
.4 ual
it will model based on these assumptions.
a net drop in the number of active workers
systemuide at
reflecting the fact that retirement rates are
:11 a age 55,
replacement rate model simply chooses an indiual ho
the service requirements for retirement at age 55
and
yzes
generosity of the retirement plan, relative to final
4

4

11

I

I

1r 4

4

4

1

us are handled differently between the cost and re-

placeme rate models when dealing with savings plans; e.g., 401(k)
plans.
coot model, as discussed previously, conakle= possible
savings Os for both the employer and employee, makes an esti-

mate of

m wide participation and calculates the estimated

normal cost. An example would be a plan that offers a
50 percent employer match for each dollar an employee saves and
permits;
employee to 'save up to 6 percent of his/her gross
00 percent of the employees participated fully, the cost
would
percent of pay-6 percent from employees and 3 percent
from
employer. Of course, not all employees will participate
and en those who do will not necessarily participate up to the
full 6 percent
m-
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To obtain participation rates, actuarial estimates were made for
each of the different combinations of matching formulas by HayHuggins and Associates. Given the above example with up to a
maximum savings rate of 6percent, the Hay-Huggins estimate was
55 percent participation. That estimate incorporates both components of participation; whether or not an emplore participates,
and if so, to what degree. The 55 percent participation estimate
does not mean that only 55 percent will participate. Instead, it
means that although a higher percentage of employees may be participating, not all will be participating fully.
By contrast, the replacement rate model deals with individual
workers rather than the entire group of workers. Typical hypothetical workers are used to represent the type of workers most likely
to be found in the workforce. In this situation, any one of these
typical workers could participate fully, not participate at all, or
participate at some level in between.
Given this continuum of possible participation rates, repalcement
rates-are presented showing the two extremeszero participation
and full participation. This sets the boundaries of what an empolyee could do with a savings plan should he or she decide to particitables presented in this
pate. When examining the
t
while
the replacement rate
study, it is necessary to recognize
t
a
savings
plan can do for a
data sets two poles or extremes of
particular hypothetical individuals' it does not make any assumptions whether that individual or type of individual would participate or to what degree.
In those parts of this report in which net replacement rates are
presented, the reader also should be aware of the interactions bedifferent components of retirment income. Usually, retirel tween
ment income has been presented in three components: Pension
income, social security income and savings plan (401(k)) income. In
the gross replacement rates, each component stands on its own.
Whether or not an employee participates in a savings plan has no
effect on the other two replacement rates. However, this relationship does not hold for net replacement rates. When examining a
table showing replacement rates for an employee who fully participates in a savings plan, the net replacement rate at zero participation can not simply be subtracted because the aftertax pension and
social security benefits would change in the numerator and the aftertax preretirement salary in the denominator, also would change.
If the employee had not participated in a saving plan, his or her
total adjusted gross income after retirement would be smaller by
the amount of the benefit from the savings plan. Given a lower
total income, the indiyidual's tax bracket would almost surely be
lower.
With the individual being in a lower tax bracket the amount of
tax being paid on his or her pension and social security benefits
drops, resulting in a higher numerator in the net replacement
rates for these benefits. Of course, the increase in the replacement
rate may not be as large as might be expected. While retirement
income on the other two benefits increases due to an enhanced tax
situation, the total preretirement income (denominator) of the
worker will increase as well, because his/her income will not have
the savings plan contribution deducted from salary.
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While the replacement rate and cost models have many common
elements and examine the same pet of retirement plans, they seek
to answer different questions. The two can be used in conjunction
to study and design retirement plans with certain characteristics.
In this study, the major concern has been to maintain comparable
system-wide cost. This has been done by using the cost model to estimate the normal cost of a paricular set of benefits. Once an initial normal cost estimate was made, the accrual rate of the benefit
formula was adjusted either up or down until the model estimated
\ a normal cost as close to the comparable cost figure as possible.
This technique allowed for the comparision of a variety of benefit
packages while controlling for cost.
The accrual rates resulting from the cost model were then used
in the repalcement rate model to allow analysis of the relative generosity of the plan on particular types of individuals. This process
also can be applied in reverse. In designing a retirement plan, the
levels of desired postretirement income can be specified first. The
replacement rate model can determine the accrual rate needed to
provide a particular replacement rate. The accrual rate can be
used in the cost model to provide an estimate of the cost of providing a desired postretirement income level.

O
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APPENDIX D: TABLES
SscurroN I

The tables in Section I show replacement rates for the representative private sector and State government pension systems identified in Chapter 2 and diseaseed in Chapter 3. Both representative
private sector plans integrate their benefit formulas
social se-

curity; the two State plans ampute benefits independently of

social security. Because maim private sector companies usually
offer a capital accumulation plan in addition to the basic defined
benefit pension plan, replacement rates in this appendix include
the effects of a capital accumulaticm plan as if it had been offered
and employees had participated fully during their working years.
Table 13-1 shows the change in net replacement rates over time
for single workers retiring in 1985 under the representative plans
at age M with 30 years service (table D-2 shows the same information for married workers). This may be compared to what workers
with similar salaries and work histories would receive under the
current CARS. These two tables illustrate the change in replacement rates occuring over time for workers choosing early retirement. Replacement rates are shown at the time of retirement, at
age 58 when the contributory pensions would be fully taxable, at
age 62 when retirees would first become eligible for social security

benefits, and at age 80 when the retirement benefits would have
been subject to postretirement inflation.
Tables D-3 through D-12 show just gnus replacement rates at
the time of retirement for both single and married workers retiring
at age 55, 62, and 65 with different amoulnts of service.
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TABLE D-1.--CHANGE IN NET REPLACEMENT RATES OVER TOW FOR Mal WORKERS
1985 AT AGE 55 WITH 30 YEARS SERVICE--Contimied
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101

i54

82.7

79.3

761

i 01 1)

(57.2)

(55.0)

320
290
243

34.5

368

(524)
368

23 4

18.3
24.3

.

24 3

69 6

61.0

(55.0)

(524)

36.8
18.2
14.6

38.8
136

14.6

23.4
14 6

112 7

108 7

105.5

102.5

(78.7)

(14.7)

42?

46.2

(115)
494

(68.5)
525

36.5
34.0

28.4

22.0
34 0

16 0

326
290

.

CA plat

14 6

.

Retirement at age 67/40 yens
.

(Witham CA plan) .
OASOI

CA plan
Total at age 80 '

.

..

(Viand CA plan)
OAS01 ..

136

72.5

(61

OASOf .

Pension

24 3

(519)
345

75 7

Pension..

8.9

.

Total at age 80 '
(Without CA plan)

Total race.

48 3

865.000

.

Retained at age 62/20 years.
Total rat
(Without CA plan).

C.A. plan

.

$45,090

.

.

CA plan

34 0

34 0

991
(78,1)

951

91.9

88 9

(141)

(115)

(685)

42.2

46.2

49.4

52.4

36.5

28 4

16 0

20 4

20 4

22 0
70 4

20 4

ar the 401 accsonston non
r Mese totals assent Mat On odoodsnis portrait*
10 towns serrate. IA. 20 years. 14%, 30
Nett Ttiost rotas are AN moos retmog m Me year 7030 Comperitde canon ($11S rain are
troop, 53%. old 40 lean, 72% inn rate nay nol :0 deg to rood%

34,4

B
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SECTION III

The tables in Section III show replacement rates for the five illustrative plans discussed in Chapter 5.
TABLE D -27. -GROSS REPLACEMENT RATES, ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN I--100 PERCENT OFFSET PLAN,
[NO EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION], ACCRUAL RATE

1.80
(final mixes Ogee tem Waisted

to 1%91

dotos).
$15,030

530.000

545,000

565.000

41.6

43 8

45.3

46.1

218

18.6

33.5

38.4

20.0

15.2

118

8.4

416

44.2

45.8

47 4

21.8
19 8

18.6

33.4

38.4

15.1

12.3

9.0

29 6

30.5.

313

32.0

172
114

20.5
9.9

23 5

26.2

OASDI

78

5.8

Age 67/30
as
Total rate

44.4

45 9

46.9

47.9

Rettertwat at

Age 55/30 rears
Total rate

Pe Mel
Pre62 supplement
Total at age 62
Pension
OASDI

-...

Age 62/20 ears
Total rate
Pension

Pension

250

39 0

19 4

30.4
15 5

34.9

OAS01

121

89

Age 67/30 years
Total rate

54 0

53.3

52.6

52.0

Pension

14 9

38.4

29 0

29 8
13.4

34.4

0A301

18.2

13.6

Age 67/40 years
Total rate

68 0

68.0

68.0

68.0

315
365

39.6
28.4

45.9

52.0

220

160

PV119011

OASOI

tote These rates are to persons retw e m the year 2030 ComparAe cove CSRS rates are 10 rats aervutt 15%. 10 sem. 34%, 30
years. 53%, and 10 'ears, 72% Total rates may not We due to round

TABLE D -28. -GROSS REPLACEMENT RATES ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN 11-50 PERCENT OFFSET [NO
EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION), ACCRUAL RATE .,.. 1.40

(four sabres Rave bees Olmsted to 1904
thallars)

$15.000

530,000

045,000

$65.400

44.9

43.5

42 5

41.6

24.9

28.3
15.2

30.7

20.0

11.8

33 2
8.4

44 7

43.9

43 1

42.2

30 7
12.3

33 2

Retaement at

Age 55/30 years
Total at rehrement
Pension

.

.

Pre-62 suppiemtmt

Total at age 61
Pension

24.9

28.3

OAS&

198

157

BEST COPY

3"

9.0

384
TABLE 0-28.-GROSS REPLACEMENT RATES ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN U-50 PERCENT OFFSET [NO
EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION), ACCRUAL RATE = 1.40-Continued
(kW stews Mg how NNW to 1484

*am)

Age 62/20 Aas.
total rale

Age 62130 years
Total rate

$30,000

$45,000

465.030

304

29.5

211

21.2

17.9

19.6

21 1

22.4

12.4

99

71

51

44.7

43.5

42.4

333

19.4

29.2
15.5

31.4
12.1

8.9

55.5

52.3

49.4

46,8

26.4
29.0

28.9
23.4

31.2

332

18,2

13.6

1!

67.1

631

608

34.6
36.5

38.7
28.4

411

44.9
16.0

45.9,.
26.5

CAS18

Age 67/30 years
Total rak
Pension .
OAS1N

Age 67/40 as
Total rite

.

Amon.

22.0

Nu* These ryes are re mew roan in Me war 2030 Connarable cannot MIS rates are 10 pws sena. 15%, 70 wars, 30%. 30

wars. 53%, NO 40 years, Irk total rotes nary owl add Ow to road%

TABLE 0-29. -GROSS REPLACEMENT RATES, ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN III-50 PERCENT OFFSET PLAN
WITH A LOW CAPITAL ACCUMULATION (C.A.) PLAN [NO EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION], ACCRUAL

1.30

RATE

(NU sloes tow now aapsted 03 1404
0311ars)

$15,002

MOW

$45,000

$65103

Retirement at

Age 55/30 rWS
T

r ate

(Ifithout CA plan)
Pension .

Pre-62 supplement .

CA plan

total al age 62
.

.

53.1

52.1

51.1

(40.7)

(39.7)

(38.8)

22 0
20.0

25.4
15.2

27.9
11.8

12.4

12 4

12 4

30,4
8.4
12.4

54.3

52.7

51.8

(40.3)

(39.4)

220

535
(412)
254

279

19.8
12 4

15.1
12.4

124

30.4
9.0

12.4

12.4

(41.9)

(1ftfronit CA pts1).
Pension

544
(471)

Pre-62 sn4wilef8
..
CA plan
Age 62/20 wars
total rate
(Without CA Plan).

39 1

382

37 6

36.9

(28.5)

(27.6)

(210)

(26.3)

16.0
12 5

17.7
9.9

20.6

106

106

19.2
7.8
10.6

.

Pension

Pre-62 supplenent .
C.A. pan.

Age 62/30 PM
Total rate '
(Without CA plan)
Pension
OAS04

CA plan

58.1

56.8

566

(43 2)

(419)

(41 1)

54.5
(39.6)

23.6
19.5

26.4

28 6

30.1

155

12.1

89

149

14.9

14.9

14.9

4441 /

.1%.,P A. "1

346

58
106

/'

2:I
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TABLE D-29.---GROSS REPLACEMENT RATES, ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN 01-50 PERCENT OFFSET PLAN
WITH A LOW CAPITAL ACCUABILATKIN (CA) PLAN [NO EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION, ACCRUAL

1.30-Continued

RATE

(rot
S1U00

Aries haee to

*an )

$30803

ethreted to 1984

145100

Moon

Age 61/30 part

TO rate
,,,,,,,,,,,
(Mont CA plan)

.................

..........

70.2

67.0

64.1

61.4

(52.7)

(49.6)

(46.6)

(44.0)

26.1

28.4

NA

18.3

13.6
17.5

Pension

23.6

OASIX

29.1

ns

C.A. plan

17.5

11.5

Age 67/40 years:
Tots, rate

(Without CA elan)

Pens*
OAS01

CA pia
These Web mew Mot are odeldriets me m* foot is

11.5

91.8

81.8

14.6

(61.4)

(63.4)

(60.1)

30.8
36.6
14.5

341

38.1

28.5
24.5

22.0
24.5

81.5
(57.0)
41.1
15.9
24.5

count ectiocitiew pled

Nett nest rotes an for perm ram in the year 1030. =rale carrell CMS rotes tee 10 flows sews, 1S% 20 years. 34% 30
yon 53% oted 40 tom Mk UN otos lese
110 dole to

TABLE D- 30.- -GROSS REPLACEMENT RATES, ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN IV-50-PERCENT OFFSET PLAN

WITH AN EARLY RETIREMENT REDUCTICO, HIGH CAPITAL ACCUMULATION (CA) PLAN (NO
EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION), ACCRUAL RATE. 1.63
(Fool slims toe

WOW to 19$4

&Ors)
315.003

Retnement at age 55/30 sears i
Total rate
(Without C.A. plan)
Penston

CA pint.

...

.

(1111tiout C.A. plan).

Pomo

.

%SDI

.

...........

.

C.A. pin...

$45.030

365.000

41.2

43.9

45.8

47.8

(24.7)

(27.4)

(29.4)

(31.3)

24.7

27.4
16.5

29.4

31.3
16.5

16.5

Total at age 62 '

030.000

16.5

51.9

36.1

54.5

52.9

(41.4)

(39.6)

(38.0)

(36.4)

21.6

23.9

25.6

27.3

19.8

151

12.3

90

16.5

16.5

16.5

16.5

Total at age 80 1. ......

515

49.0

46.9

44.8

(WWI C.A. plan)..

(35.0)

(32.6)

(30.4)

(28.3)

15.2

16.9

18.1

19.2

19.8

15.7

12.3

16.5

16.5

16.5

9.0
16.5

Peer

OAST .
C.A plan

.........

...............

Retirement at age 62/20 years.
....
Total rate
(Without CA. plant
.

.

Penson

48.7

47.9

47.2

46.5

(34.61
22.2

(33.8)

(31.2)
25.4

(32.5)
261

(ASDI

12.4

23.9
9.9

C.A. plan

14.1

14.1

.

7.8

Si .

14.1

14.1

_

Total at age 80 '
(Without C A plan)

42.2
.

40.8

391

38.7

(25.1)

(24.6)

S., 9

18.1

Pension

(281)

.

156

(26.8)
161

016131

.

12.4

9.9

7.1

5.8

14.1

14.1

14.1

14.1

721
(S2.4)

71.0

69.8

68.7

(51.1)

(49.9)

(48.1)

35.6
15.5

37.8

19 4

19.9

199

19.9

CA plan .

.

Retirement at age 62/30 years
Total rate .....

'

.

(Without CA plan)
Penton

rt

:).3

BEST Copy

32.9

3a7

12.1

*9

8.9
19.9
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OFFSET PLAN
TAW 0-30.---GROSS REPIACUINT RATES, ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN IV-50-PERCENT

PLAN [NO

WITH AN EARLY RETIREMENT REDUCTION, HIGH CAPITAL ACCUMULATION (CA)

EMPLOYEE MINIBOOM, ACCRUAL RATE., I.63--Continvol
(Fswl $ ews taw war *Wed te 1984
wears)
$15.080

Total at age 80 '
(1111tent CA Plan)
Penske

QUM

(Wiload CA *el
Pensaan

62.5

60.5

*6

57.0

(40.6)

(38.8)

(37.!)

23.2
19.4

25.1

26.7
12.1
19.9

28.2
8.9
19.9

15.5
19.9

85.2

82.0

79.1

76.5

;61.9)

(58.8)

(55.8)

0321

3i.9

35.3
23.4
73.3

37.6
18.2
23.3

39.6

29.0
23.3

OAS01

CA rein
Teti at age 80 '
(Withett CA plan).
PelliNI

0401

..

_

CA pera

Netiet at age 67/40 yaws:

77.8

74.2

10.7

67.7

(509)

(47.5)

(44,4)

25.6
29.0
23.3

21.4
23.4

292

_

(79.8)

(Wilhout CA Ow)
Pension
OASOI

CA plan
Total at age 90*,,
(IRMO CA. pian)
Pollan

0401
CA plan

13.6
73.3

(54.6)

112.4

tot* Mt $

WACO

(427)

199

;

CA Øu r
Beeman at age 67/30 )133rS:
i0031 rate '

845300

$30.000

18.2
23.3

233
.

.30.8
-13.6
23.3

_

1(8.4
(15.8)

105.2

(72.6)

1022
(69.5)

516

43.3
36.5
32.6

41.4
23.4

32.6

50.5
22.0
32.6

102.8

97.8

93.9

90.2

(70.2)

(65.2)

(61.3)

(57.6)

33.6
36.5
32.6

36.8
21.4
32.6

39.3
22.0
32.6

41.6

16.0

32.6

16.0

32.6

10000031 serticipat reay We meg /0211144011 Oak
6 Way sea maw eit
Ma ates se 10 pars sweat 15% 20 yen 34% 30
Nit rim rates we fer p.m waktaa Oa war SM. =arar am!

"On

53,14 NJ 40 AWS,

Uhl ates
r Fel 1101

am 10

RATES, ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN V-ADO-ON PLAN WITH A EARLY
TABLE D-3I.--GROSS REPLACEMENT
PLAN [NO
RETIREMENT REDUCTION, 50 PERCENT au, HIGH CAPITAL ACCUMULATION (CA)
EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION], ,,,CRUAL RATE

1.26
(Fol Wanes base b

*Ow

te 1984

Mew)

$15.1:00

$30*

145.N.

185.1110

'attempt at age 55/30 years; .... ...... .......... ._ ............
Retireawel at age 55/30 yews:

(*Maul

a

plan- .)

Pension

CA plan

Nal alap62;
(irtleout CA Wart)

Plasm
Ct4S01

44.3

44,3

44.3

44.3

(27.8)

(27.8)

(27.8)

(27.8)

21.8
16.5

27.8
16.5

27.8
16.5

27.8
16.5

60.6

56.5

532

49.9

(44.1)

(40.0)

(36.E)

(33.4)

24.3
19.5
16.5

24.3

14.3

15.7

12.3

24.3
9.0

16.5

16.5

165

.

CA PL10

BEST copy.
348
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TABLE D.-31. -GROSS REPLACEMENT RATES, B.LUSTRATIVE PLAN V-ADO-ON PLAN WITH A' EARLY

RETIREMENT REDUCTION, SO PERCENT COW, HIGH CAPITAL ACCUMULATION (CA) PLAN [NO

EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION], AOYUAL RATE. 1.26-Continued
(Fat

salvia have loso *seed to 1984

dims)

83,000

//

Total at age 80 '
(1100iout CA plan)

haw,,,,,,,,, ,, ,

.

.

........

.,

.. ..................... ...... ....... . ....... .....

. .... ...

0401
CA. plan

$30.100

$45,000

965OO/

53.4

49.3

46.0

42.7

(36.9)

(32.8)

(261)

17.1
19.8
16.5

17.1
15.1
16 5

(29.5)
171

17.1

12.3

9.0

16.5

16.5

Iltitiniment at age 62/20 'Tam ,
Total rate
(Without CA plan)

50.0

47.5

45.4

43.3

(35.9)

(334)

(31.3)

(29.3)

Pinson

23.5
12.4
14.1

23.5
9.9

23.5

OASDI .. ......... ......

23 5
5.8

CA plan

total at age 80'

43.1

(Without CA. plan)

(29.0)

Pension

16.6
12.4

04500
CA. plan

14.1

14.1

1.8
14.1

40.6
(26.5)

38.4

36.4

(24.4)

(22.3)

16.6
1.8

16.6
5.8
14.1

16.6
9.9
14.1

14.1

14.1

De.itenielit A age 62/30 years: ,
Total rate
(Without CA. plan)

74.6

70.6

61.2

64.0

(54.1)

(501)

(47.3)

(44.2)

Pension

35.2

351

19.4
19.9

35.2
15.5
19.9

35.2

04ASL X

12.1

8.9
19.9

CA plan

_.

Total at age 80 '
(Without CA plan)

.

un

0401

.

.

.

., ..

..... .... ........ ...... ............... ........... .... .... .....
.

CA plan
.

(Without CA Ow)

64.2

60.2

56.8

53.6

(40.3)

(36.9)

(33.8)

24.8
19.4

24.8
15.5
19.9

24.8
121
19.9

24.8
8.9

81.5

81.9

76.8

72.1

(58.6)
35.2

(53.5)

(488)
352

352

OASDI

29.0
23.3

Total at age 80
(WItlicat C.A. plan)
Reason

°ASP
CA. plan

Retirement it age 67/40 years:
total rate
(Without CA plan).
Pension

......

.

CA, plan

........ ............ ........ ..............

Total at age 80
(Without CA plan)...

.

Ponce
OASOf

.

CA plan

....

......

.

.........

............... .............

.

233

13.6
23.3

14.1

68.9

643

(50.8)

(45.6)

(41.0)

2711

19.0
23.3

21.4
23.1
23.3

27.4
18.2
23.3

21.4
13.6
23.3

116.1

108.6

102.

96.1

(84.1)

(16.0)
41.6

(69.6)

(63.6)

41.6

28.4
32.6

220

47.6
16.0
32.6

(13.5)
......

18.2

23.3

19.1

106.1

.

35.2

23.4

(54.4)

41.6
36.5
32.6

.

°ATI

19.9

(64.3)

Pension

CA. plan.. ....... ....

19.9

(443)
199

Retirement at age 67/30 pm: '
total rate.
..................................... .... ..... ......

.

.

31.0
36.5
32.6

98.0
(65.4)
37.0
28.4
32.6

32.6
91.6

85.6

(59.0)

(52.9)

37.0
22.0
32.6

31.0
16.0
32.6

.

These tot* nem that 1hr inontais perky* loily
morsPbotts3sTtanexio

towlare tart,seorrs

"1:11;

the opts, xamalstax plan

=Se arrest CMS ran ire 10 )1ears same, 15%, 20 lesm, /Ili, 30

41-055 0 - 85 - 23

BEST Cori

3d9

Vat

tot`./...
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